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Automatic, model-based detection of pause-less phrase boundaries
from fundamental frequency and duration features

Mahsa Sadat Elyasi Langarani, and Jan van Santen

Center for Spoken Language Understanding, Oregon Health & Science University,
Portland, OR, USA

{elyasila, vansantj}@ohsu.edu

Abstract
Prosodic phrase boundaries (PBs) are a key aspect of spoken
communication. In automatic PB detection, it is common to
use local acoustic features, textual features, or a combination of
both. Most approaches – regardless of features used – succeed
in detecting major PBs (break score “4” in ToBI annotation,
typically involving a pause) while detection of intermediate
PBs (break score “3” in ToBI annotation) is still challenging. In
this study we investigate the detection of intermediate, “pause-
less” PBs using prosodic models, using a new corpus character-
ized by strong prosodic dynamics and an existing (CMU) cor-
pus. We show how using duration and fundamental frequency
modeling can improve detection of these PBs, as measured by
the F1 score, compared to Festival, which only uses textual fea-
tures to detect PBs. We believe that this study contributes to our
understanding of the prosody of phrase breaks.
Index Terms:Prosody event detection, Phrase break detection,
intermediate phrase boundaries

1. Introduction
Phrase boundaries (PBs) are important in human-human,
machine-human (i.e., text-to-speech synthesis, or TTS), and
human-machine (i.e., automatic speech recognition, or ASR)
communication. In human-human communication, PBs are
used to chunk speech into semantic or syntactic units, not only
as a natural by-product of how speech is “computed” by the
brain or as a result of limitations of the speech production appa-
ratus (e.g., running out of breath) but also as a device to make
it easier for the listener to understand the message. In TTS,
again intelligibility is key. Finally, in ASR, PBs contain use-
ful information that helps recognition at the word or phoneme
level. Automatic detection of PBs is important both for TTS, for
training systems that predict PBs from text; and for ASR, as an
integral part of the recognition process.

The acoustic-prosodic correlates of PBs involve both fun-
damental frequency (F0) and temporal features. PBs can be
conveyed by, for example, final lowering for PBs at the end of
utterances that are statements, final rises for PBs at the end of
utterances that are yes/no-questions, and continuation rises for
non-utterance-final PBs. In the temporal domain, PBs can be in-
dicated by, for example, the presence of pauses or phrase-final
lengthening. There has been a large amount of work on the re-
lationship between prosodic information and PBs [1, 2, 3, 4].
An extensive survey on prosody boundaries and prominence in
language processing can be found in a review article by Wag-
ner [5].

This material is based upon work supported by the National Sci-
ence Foundation under Grant No. 0964468.

In ToBI annotation, there are two levels of PBs: intona-
tional PBs (break score “4” in ToBI standard) and intermedi-
ate PBs (break score “3” in ToBI standard). Intonational PB’s
are frequently indicated by followed pause while intermediate
PBs are indicated by phrase-final F0 changes and phrase-final
lengthening. While PBs involving pauses (PB+, intonational
PBs) are relatively easy to automatically detect, pause-less PBs
(PB�, intermediate PBs) are much harder to detect [6], for two
reasons: 1) F0 contours may pass entirely smoothly through the
PB. 2) Lengthening is difficult to assess because phoneme du-
rations depend on many other factors besides the presence of
a PB. For example, a 120 ms Schwa is relatively long while a
120 ms /aI/ is relatively short, and a 120 ms stressed OH is short
while a 120 ms unstressed OH is long — there is no fixed ms
boundary that defines whether or not a vowel is lengthened [7].

The core aim of this study is to detect PB�s by apply-
ing concise (i.e., having few parameters) quantitative models
for F0 and for speech timing. We apply these models to speech
recordings that have been orthographically (but not phonemi-
cally) transcribed, and combining the information provided by
these models. We will use an F0 model that uses the concept of
a (left-headed) foot [8] to determine which PB assignment (i.e.,
specification of between which words PB�s are present) pro-
vides the best fit of the model, taking advantage of the assump-
tion that feet are necessarily terminated by a PB. We will use
a duration model that measures pre-boundary lengthening by
predicting the duration of a vowel based on all factors known
to affect vowel duration, but excluding boundary-related fac-
tors. Simply by comparing observed and predicted durations
for vowels in word-final syllables, we can obtain a measure of
phrase-final lengthening. We confine ourselves to vowels, be-
cause their durational behavior is particularly well-understood
(e.g., [9]). Finally, we combine the F0 and duration information
to optimally predict PB�s. As our reference, we use Amazon
Mechanical Turk to obtain consensus PB assignments.

2. Corpora
2.1. Prosodically Rich Database (PRD)1

We selected 100 sentences from the AP Newswire (years 1988-
1990), automatically annotated in terms of factors relevant for
prediction of duration [7], and used greedy methods to se-
lect text with maximal coverage of the resulting feature space
[10]. These sentences contained on average 19 words. Two
female American English speakers, both experienced actresses
/ voice talents, were given carte blanche as to how to read

1For obtaining the Prosodically Rich Database, contact Dr. van San-
ten.
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these sentences as long as their utterances were affectively and
prosodically meaningful, natural, and exciting-sounding. All
sentence-internal punctuation was removed, but the speakers
were instructed to insert PBs as judged appropriate; no instruc-
tions were provided in terms of whether PBs should contain
pauses or involve specific intonational cues. The recordings
from Speaker 1 were phonetically transcribed and segmented
manually, the recordings from Speaker 2 were graphemically
transcribed manually (i.e., slight deviations from the read text
were corrected) but were segmented automatically using the
HTK toolkit [11]; no manual corrections were made in the latter
case.

2.2. CMU Arctic speech database

We also used the CMU Arctic speech database [12]. We used
speaker SLT, a US English female. The database was au-
tomatically labelled via CMU Sphinx using FestVox labeling
scripts. No hand corrections were made. This corpus con-
tains 1132 utterances; we extracted 100 utterances that were
most similar to those in the Prosodically Rich Database (PRD),
in the following sense. For each sentence in the PRD, we
found the best concordance between all characters of the sen-
tence with all sentences of CMU using a global alignment algo-
rithm (Bio.pairwise2.align function) from BioPython [13]. For
that sentence, we stored the 10 best-aligned sentences from the
CMU corpus. Finally from this set (100⇥10), we extracted 100
sentences with the highest matching scores.

3. Methods
3.1. Group-wise reference boundary assignment

Agreement among human labelers or between the latter and
automated labelers is extremely high for PBs with pauses, or
PB+. This is less the case for PB�’s [6]. To generate a ref-
erence, we used Amazon Mechanical Turk [14], with native
speakers (master participants who have approval ratings of at
least 95%). Their task was to determine, for all 100 sentences
in a database, the location of PBs, regardless of PB type. We
used two contexts: a text-only context and a text-plus-speech
context. In the first context, at any given trial, the labelers were
presented with the text displayed in normal, horizontal format,
accompanied by a vertical list of the words, displayed in the
same order, and each word followed by a button. The task was
to click on any words that were felt should be followed by a
comma or period. The second context was identical, except that
the labeler also listened to the sentence. We hired 15 unique
labelers for each database and context, for a total of 90 unique
labelers.

Disagreement between the labelers (native speakers) was
handled as follows. For example, consider the sentence, S, “I
like cooking dogs and kids.”, which received two different PB
assignments (1), from labelers l1 and l2 (generating boundary
assignments l1(S) and l2(S)) and (2) from labelers l3, ..., l15,
generating corresponding boundary assignments.

1. “I like cooking dogs[PB�] and kids[PB+]”

2. “I like cooking[PB�] dogs[PB�] and kids[PB+]”

We will evaluate the performance of an automatically gener-
ated boundary assignment by comparing it with these labeler-
generated assignments, that, naturally, will not be in full agree-
ment. But preliminary to this, we need to assess the agree-
ment among the labelers, which we did as follows. For each

sentence, we split the group of 15 labelers 100x into two sub-
groups, computed the respective unions of the boundary assign-
ments for each group, and then computed the group-wise agree-
ment (Algorithm1) for these unions, measured via Occurrence
agreement (Equation 1) and Total agreement (Equation 2). Re-
sults of group-wise agreement are presented in Table 2.

Occurrent agreement =
TP

TP + FP + FN
⇥ 100 (1)

Total agreement =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
⇥ 100 (2)

Algorithm 1 group-wise agreement
1: for S in Sentences do

2: L {l1,l2,...,l15}

3: A all subsets if size 7 of L,
�L
7

�

4: for subset in A do

5: subsetc  L - subset

6: C(subset) Ssubset
i=1 li(S)

7: C(subsetc) Ssubsetc

i=1 li(S)

8: O  Occurrent agreement(C(subset),C(subsetc))

9: T  Total agreement(C(subset),C(subsetc))

10: end for

11: end for

12: report average of O and T

3.2. Constraining the PB search space

The number of (internal) boundary assignments for a sentence
of 19 words is 318 (each word can get two types of PBs or noth-
ing and last word has to get [PB+]), which exceeded the com-
pute power available for this project. We instead constrained
the set of PB assignments considered for a given sentence by
the methods discussed next.

3.2.1. Expert

We hired two linguistically informed experts to manually indi-
cate PBs for each database. They used Praat [15] for annotating
pitch accent labels and PB labels. They also had access to pho-
netic transcriptions and segmentation [16].

3.2.2. Festival

We employed Festival to predict pitch accents and PBs for each
database. Festival predicts PBs at the word level, based on an
algorithm presented in [17]. It also predicts pitch accents at the
syllable level. We moved the pitch accent labels to the word
level, such that if one syllable of a word is accented then the
whole word is accented. Only textual information is used for
this prediction without any acoustic or prosodic information.

3.2.3. Combination of Festival and Expert (Comb)

We combined PB and pitch accent labels from Expert and Fes-
tival by considering their unions. Pitch accent labels in this
method are obtained via the union of Expert-pitch-accent labels

M.S. Elyasi Langarani, J. van Santen
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Spk1 Spk2 CMU
Expert 5.9048 6.8182 –
Expert+F0

5.5212 6.1490 –
Combo 5.5661 6.4945 –
Combo+F0 4.9943 5.8964 –
Festival 6.3230 7.1157 4.6707
Festival+F0 5.7905 6.5460 4.4433

Table 1: Average of Root weighted mean square error (in Hz)
between fitted F0 contour and raw F0 (only voiced parts are
considered)

and Festival-pitch-accent labels. PB� are also obtained via the
union of the Expert’s PB� labels and Festival’s PB� labels.
These methods are different in terms of pitch accent labels and
the location of PB� labels but they all have the same PB+

labels.

3.3. Usage of fundamental frequency model

Naturally, the assignments resulting from the Expert, Festival,
and Comb methods, because they are based on unions, gener-
ally contain too many PB�’s. In this section, we describe how
using F0 information can be used to select a specific boundary
assignment for each sentence, which we will then compare with
the group-wise boundary assignments as reference.

Recently [18, 19], we proposed a superpositional model to
estimate F0 contour using syllable stress, pitch accent, and PB
labels. It decomposes a continuous F0 contour into component
curves in accordance with the General Superpositional Model.
According to this model [8], the F0 contour for a single-phrase
utterance can be written as the sum of a phrase curve and any
number of accent curves, one for each foot. In this method [18],
the phrase curve consists of two log-linear curves, between the
phrase start and the start of the phrase-final foot, and between
the latter and the end point of the last voiced segment of the
phrase, respectively. We use a combination of the skewed nor-
mal distribution and a sigmoid function to model three different
types of accent curves. First, the skewed normal distribution is
employed to model rise-fall accents that occur in non-phrase-
final positions as well as, in statements, in utterance-final posi-
tions. Second, a sigmoid function is used to model the rise at the
end of a yes/no question utterance. And, third, the sum of the
skewed normal distribution and the sigmoid function is used to
model continuation accents at the end of a non-utterance-final
phrase (for details, see [18]).

We used this model for the present purposes as follows. The
syllable stress labels were dictionary-based. We also have PB
labels and pitch accent labels resulting from each method (as de-
scribed in section 3.2). For each sentence, we consider all com-
binations of occurrence/non-occurrence of the PB� labels of
that sentence (we call these combinations for a given sentence
“phrase boundary assignments”). For each assignment, we fit
the F0 model, which results in a root weighted mean square
error (RWMSE) for that sentence. Then we determine the PB
assignment resulting in the lowest RWMSE. In other words, by
applying the F0 model to the Expert, Festival, and Comb as-
signments we can in principle detect the PB�s. We call these
methods: Expert+F0 , Festival+F0 , and Comb+F0 . Table 1,
the average best RWMSE between estimated F0 contour and
raw F0 is shown for each method.

Text (%) Text-plus-speech (%)
Occurrence Total Occurrence Total

Spk1
73.19 94.71

80.92 96.29
Spk2 69.22 89.40
CMU 85.05 96.45 81.55 95.13

Table 2: Percentage of group-wise agreement

3.4. Usage of duration model

As mentioned in the Introduction, phrase-final lengthening is
a well-established prosodic cue for PBs, with some of the ear-
lier work reporting lengthening at many types of boundary (e.g.,
[20]), not just at the boundaries considered by ToBI. We will use
a simple model that expressed vowel duration as a sum of prod-
uct terms, with each component of a product depending on a
specific factor (e.g., stress, post-vocalic consonant) [7, 21, 22].
Special cases of the sum-of-products model include the addi-
tive model (each product term has just one factor) and the mul-
tiplicative model (a single product term containing all factors).
Using this model, it was shown that phrase-final lengthening
is largely confined to phrase-final syllables, with much weaker
lengthening for earlier syllables [7]. We therefore confine our
attention to vowels in phrase-final syllables.

The duration of a vowel depends on many features in ad-
dition to position in the phrase. The sum-of-products model
was used to take into account these factors in order to evaluate
the presence of lengthening. We fitted the additive version of
the model using the following features: the phoneme whose du-
ration is of interest, next phoneme, previous phoneme’s stress
label (binary), current syllable’s stress label (binary), and cur-
rent word’s accent label (binary). Key is that we did not include
position in the phrase as a feature in this prediction. Also note
that we excluded both sentence-initial and sentence-final vow-
els, since this would confound the parameter estimates for the
features included in the analysis.

By letting Di
Obs be the observed duration of the ith vowel

in a sentence and Di
Pred the predicted duration using the dura-

tion model, we define the ratio of the observed to the predicted
duration of the vowel as Ri = Di

Obs/Di
Pred. Then, we extract

a sequence of ratios, normalized per sentences (Equation 3).

Sig= <
Ri

Median{Rj |j /2 PB} |i 2Sentence0s vowels >

(3)

Thus, the sequence Sig is a vector that, by construction,
provides hints about which vowels may be lengthened, and thus
about possible PBs. After extracting the Sig vectors for all sen-
tences for each of the six methods (three labeling methods, and
whether or not F0 information was used), we trained a logistic
regression model [23] to predict the PB assignments. In each
case, we split the data into 10 partitions, and applied 10-fold
cross validation. The suffix “+Dur” is used to represent the
usage of the duration model in a given method. We note, how-
ever, that the estimation of the duration parameters and hence
of Di

Pred was not part of the cross-validation procedure. How-
ever, given the extremely small number of parameters compared
to vowel tokens (30 compared to over 2,500), the risk of over-
training is minimal.
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Figure 1: This figure summarizes the F1 score of all methods in two contexts (text and text-plus-speech) for the three speakers.
Three different colors DarkGray, Silver, and WhiteSmoke are used for representing results of the Expert, Comb and Festival methods,
respectively. Also we use three patterns to show which prosodic information is used. Medians and means are represented by solid
horizontal black line and black star in each box-plot, respectively. The p-values are based on the Exact Wilcoxon test.

4. Experiments
We used the two contexts (text and text-plus-speech) to study
the effect of prosodic information (duration and F0) on PB
detection. For each speaker, we extracted PB assignments of
each sentence via each method X (X = Expert, Festival, or
Comb), their combination with F0 information (X+F0 ), with
duration information (X+Dur), and with F0 and duration in-
formation (X+Dur

+F0
). These assignments are compared with the

group-wise reference assignments. Because most word bound-
aries are not PBs (roughly 80% of word boundaries are not
PBs), percentage of correct predictions is a biased measure. We
use the F1 score (Equation 4) as performance measure. Since
the location of PB+ is the same for all methods, they are not
considered in results of this study.

F1 =
2 TP

2 TP + FP + FN
(4)

The F1 scores for all methods are summarized in Fig-
ure 1. In comparison between the three methods (boxes with-
out pattern), Expert performs better than Festival since the ex-
perts have access to all the acoustic/prosodic/textual informa-
tion (Figure 1 DarkGray Vs. WhiteSmoke). Also, we expect
that Comb performs worse than Expert (more PB assignments to
choose from causes higher False Positive) and better than Festi-
val (more PB assignments cause higher True Positive). The or-
dering showed in Equation 5 suggests that adding more acous-
tic/prosodic informations, results in more accurate assignments.

Expert > Comb > Festival (5)

The order of the above equation does not change when F0

information (Figure 1, boxes with backslash pattern) is incorpo-
rated (Equation 6).

While adding F0 information to Expert and Festival im-
proves the F1 scores, it does not improve the performance of
the Comb method (Comb+F0 w Comb). A reason for that is
the F0 model that we used is an optimization-based method.
In Comb+F0 method, the number of optimization parameters
increases by combining PB labeling of two methods (Festival
and Expert) which causes the model to be over-fitted to the F0

contour.

Expert+F0 > Expert >
Comb+F0 w Comb >
Fesival+F0 > Festival

) Expert+F0 > Comb+F0 > Festival+F0

(6)

For studying the effect of phrase-final pre-lengthening, we
apply duration information “+Dur” to the three methods (Fig-
ure 1, boxes with slash pattern Vs. boxes without pattern).
The Expert+Dur shows lower performance than the Expert
in the two contexts (text and text-plus-speech). In the Festival
case, “+Dur” results in significant improvement for the PRD;
however, this improvement can not be seen in the CMU arc-
tic database. A reason for that might be the complexity of the
PRD sentences compared to the CMU arctic database. There-
fore, adding the duration information to the methods not only
changed the ordering on Equation 5, but also shows different
behavior for different speakers and methods (Equation 7).
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Speaker1 : {Comb+Dur o Festival+Dur w Expert+Dur}
Speaker2 : {Comb+Dur ' Festival+Dur w Expert+Dur}

(7)
While using F0 information and duration information indi-

vidually produced minor improvement, their combination re-
sulted in major improvements, especially in the Comb and
Festival cases (In Figure 1, Silver boxes with no pattern Vs.
Silver boxes with ’⇥’ pattern, and WhiteSmoke boxes Vs.
WhiteSmoke boxes with ’⇥’ pattern). Equation 8 shows
the relationship between X+Dur

+F0
methods for the two speak-

ers (Speaker 1, and Speaker 2).
In the early part of this section we mentioned that the higher

number of PB assignments in the Comb method was the reason
that Comb performed worse than Expert (Equation 5). How-
ever, in Comb+Dur

+F0
, +Dur and +F0 appeared to filter out

incorrect PB assignments, resulting in better performance by
decreasing the False Positives.

Comb+Dur
+F0

> Festival+Dur
+F0

> Expert+Dur
+F0

(8)

The equality of Festival’s performance in CMU(text) and
CMU(text-plus-speech) implies that the PB�s of the CMU
speaker matched the grammatical PBs. In other words, for the
CMU arctic database using acoustic-prosodic information had
less effect on the decision by the labelers.

Also, we employ the Exact Wilcoxon Test [24] to assess
whether the following pairs: (X, X+F0), (X, X+Dur), and
(X, X+Dur

+F0
) are significantly different (the P-values are shown

in Figure 1).

5. Conclusion
In this study, we presented how prosodic information can be
used for the detection of pause-less phrase breaks. We find that
the combination of duration and F0 information results in the
best performance.

These models have three advantages. First, they use very
few parameters, making the methods usable in cases where few
data are available. This is in particular the case in special pop-
ulations, such as dialect groups or individuals with speech or
language challenges. Second, they make use of global as well
as local information available in an utterance. Third, they may
allow us to “connect” this line of research with linguistics re-
search, because the models are grounded in such research.

Limitations of the study include the following. First, we
limited the search space by not considering the very large space
of possible boundary assignments for a given sentence. Con-
sidering such large spaces may cause further decrease in perfor-
mance of the +F0 -only methods. Obviously, search spaces can
be reduced based on text-based methods (e.g., [25]), but even
their sizes may still pose challenges. Second, both the Expert
and Comb methods incorporated prosodic information, perhaps
giving our approach a special advantage. However, this is not
the case for the Festival method based results, which are, in fact,
the most powerful.
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Abstract

Filled pauses occur frequently in spontaneous human speech,
yet modern text-to-speech synthesis systems rarely model
these disfluencies overtly, and consequently they do not output
convincing synthetic filled pauses. This paper presents a
text-to-speech system that is specifically designed to model
these particular disfluencies more efffectively. A preparatory
investigation shows that a synthetic voice trained exclusively
on spontaneous speech is perceived to be inferior in quality
to a voice trained entirely on read speech, even though the
latter does not handle filled pauses well. This motivates
an investigation into the phonetic representation of filled
pauses which show that, in a preference test, the use of a
distinct phone for filled pauses is preferred over the standard
/V/ phone and the alternative /@/ phone. In addition, we
present a variety of data-mixing techniques to combine
the strengths of standard synthesis systems trained on read
speech corpora with the supplementary advantages offered by
systems trained on spontaneous speech. In a MUSHRA-style
test, it is found that the best overall quality is obtained by
combining the two types of corpora using a source mark-
ing technique. Specifically, general speech is synthesised
with a standard mark, while filled pauses are synthesised
with a spontaneous mark, which has the added benefit of also
producing filled pauses that are comparatively well synthesised.

Index Terms: TTS, Filled Pauses, HMM, Phonetic Represen-
tation, Speech Synthesis

1. Introduction
In most modern text-to-speech (TTS) systems, disfluencies are
not normally modelled overtly. Filled pauses (FPs) such as UH
and UM are normally categorised as disfluencies, yet a large
body of psycholinguistic research has shown that they fulfil a
divers set of roles in spontaneous human discourse [1]. FPs
can improve reaction times to a target word [2, 3, 4], increase
change detection rates [5], help word integration [6], and they
can be used as a delay strategy to improve interaction percep-
tion [7, 8] amongst other things. These, often subconscious,
benefits to the listener motivate the exploration of FPs in the
context of TTS. In essence, TTS output that contains convinc-
ing FPs can produce more human-like speech that clarifies the
discourse structure for the listeners, thereby reducing the cogni-
tive load they experience while processing the synthetic speech.
These desirable properties are of particular relevance given the
recent burgeoning of hi-tech personal assistants, life-like robots,
embodied agents, and the like. In these kinds of systems a
much more ‘natural’ expression is desirable, and this could be
achieved if they deploy FPs correctly.

In earlier work, we have shown that current TTS techniques
cannot replicate the reaction time [9] nor change-detection ef-
fects [10] found for natural speech. In the first case, synthesis is
the problem, while in the latter it is the vocoding. We have also
shown that we can replicate human use of FPs using language
modelling techniques [11], and we have presented a method for
FP and discourse marker (DM) insertion through a controllable
‘disfluency’ parameter [12]. By contrast, in this paper, we focus
on the question of how to realise FPs convincingly in TTS out-
put. First, Section 2 presents an analysis of the FPs in a sponta-
neous speech corpus to illustrate how FPs are acoustically dif-
ferent to other phones. One clear problem with current syn-
thetic voices is that few FPs are found in the standard training
data corpora. Therefore, in Section 3, we compare two corpora
of speech, one a standard TTS corpus, and one created from
recordings of spontaneously produced speech. Voices based
on both corpora are compared, and it is shown that, despite
natural spontaneous speech (with its relatively high FP count)
being more natural than standard corpus recordings [13], stan-
dard voices produce synthetic speech of a higher overall quality.
Also, some of the common acoustic properties of FPs are not
realised in the synthesis based on spontaneous speech, mask-
ing any potential benefits of the FPs. Consequently, in Section
4, an investigation into the phonetic representation of the FPs
in the linguistic feature set is presented, in which we compare
the phones /V/, /@/ and two non-standard representations based
on these. Following that, in Section 5, we present a number of
data-mixing techniques which are designed to retain the overall
quality of the standard corpus while facilitating the synthesis of
convincing FPs by drawing on the spontaneous corpus. Section
6 provides an overall discussion and conclusion of the findings
of the current study.

2. Data Analysis
Previous studies have shown that the fundamental frequency
(F0) contours and the duration of filled pauses are different to
other phones in fluent contexts [14, 15, 16]. Another charac-
teristic of FPs is the presence of silence before and/or after the
filled pause [17, 16]. Since it is well-known that the particular
characteristics of FPs are language-specific, we wanted to ex-
plore these claims in relation to a corpus of English. Therefore
we examined the patterns of prosodic features associated with
non-synthetic disfluencies in the test-set created by the Linguis-
tic Data Consortium for the 2004 DARPA Effective Affordable
Reusable Speech-to-Text (EARS) project meta-data evaluation
(henceforth the CS corpus). This dataset consists of a total of
3 hours of high-quality conversational speech obtained from 72
speakers. The transcriptions of the speech were accurately pro-
duced by human annotators, and the disfluencies were overtly
classified and labelled. Prosodic features were extracted for all
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Figure 1: Pause duration after UM and UH
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Figure 2: FP duration UM and UH

occurrences of the FPs UH and UM in the CS corpus. These
features were extracted either from the waveform data, or from
corresponding encoded data files, and some of the features were
extracted from 0.2 sec windows either at the start (left window)
or the end (right window) of each disfluency.

Adell et al. [16] found, in their material, that a preceding
silence often occurs (60%) but after the filler silence only oc-
curs in 24% of cases, though they noted that this finding was
anomalous. Other papers, which explore these phenomena in
different languages and different kinds of corpora, report vary-
ing patterns of silence after FPs. In the CS corpus, a silence
occurs before 83% of the FPs UH and UM (specifically, 79%
for UM, and 91% for UH). All the UH and UM tokens in the
CS corpus are followed by a pause (though the duration of the
trailing pause is, on average, less than half the duration of the
preceding pause).

The duration of CS FPs are shown in Figure 2. The distri-
bution of the FP durations peaks around 0.50 secs for UM and
around 0.39 secs for UH. When similar vowels (e.g., schwa)
occur in fluent context in the CS corpus, their duration is, on
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Figure 3: F0 start and end of FP

average, half the length of the vowels that occur in the FPs UM
and UH. Figure 3 shows that there are a larger number of F0
values greater than 50 Hz in the left window (i.e., before the
FP) than there are in the right window (i.e., after the FP). This
quantifies the extent to which the F0 contour lowers when FPs
occur. O’Shaughnessy has observed that the F0 values associ-
ated with FPs frequently end in the bottom 15% of the speaker’s
F0 range [14].

The above analysis of the FPs in the CS corpus provides
a frame-of-reference for the analysis of the acoustic properties
that characterise the synthetic FPs produced by the systems de-
scribed in sections 4 and 5.

3. Read and Spontaneous Speech Based
Voices

Most standard TTS corpora are based on phonetically balanced
sets of prompts – the Arctic prompts [18] are the best known
– read aloud by a voice talent in a studio under highly con-
trolled conditions. In [13] it was shown that studio recordings
of spontaneously produced speech are considered more natural
than these standard “read” prompts, particularly when acoustic
variation is considered. However, in [19] the overall naturalness
of TTS output produced by a system trained on a spontaneous
speech corpus never matched that of the voice trained on read
speech. The same result persisted even after a pronunciation
variant forced alignment method was applied to compensate for
the additional reductions and deletions present in the sponta-
neous speech. However, the test sentences used in [19] did not
contain FPs, and other researchers have found that including
these in voices based on spontaneous speech can improve their
perceived naturalness to be on par with, or even better than,
voices trained on read speech [20, 16]. A test was thus per-
formed to confirm whether this is also the case for the corpora
used for the experiments reported in this paper.

3.1. Methodology

The read and spontaneous speech corpora used in these experi-
ments were the same as those described in [19]. The read cor-
pus consisted of studio recordings of a female British English
speaker (recorded at 96khz, 32 bit, downsampled to 48khz, 16
bit), the prompts used were the Arctic sentences [18] and the
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corpus contained a total of 1125 sentences (66 mins: 20 mins
silence, 46 mins speech). The spontaneous corpus consisted
of recordings of the same voice talent in the same studio but
it consisted of unscripted spontaneous conversation. The voice
talent and interviewer could hear each other through a headset
connection and could see each other through a webcam to main-
tain as natural an interaction as possible. The resulting record-
ings were orthographically transcribed and segmented into ut-
terances. The FPs were treated as a word token in the speech
stream (similar to previous work). In total the corpus contained
1096 sentences (58 mins: 9 mins silence, 49 mins speech).

Synthetic voices for both speech types were trained based
on HTS-2.3beta [21]. 60 sentences containing FPs were ex-
tracted from the text corpus of [11, 12] and a 5-point Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) test and a preference test to rate natural-
ness were conducted. The sentences were split into two groups
of 30 sentences for the preference pairs, and for the MOS test
the 60 sentences were randomly divided into six groups, each
containing 10 read and 10 spontaneous sentences. 30 native
English speakers were recruited and they performed the test in
a sound-proof booth in front of a screen wearing high-quality
headphones. Each listener rated all 30 preference pairs, pre-
sented in a random order, and one of the 6 MOS groups for a
total of 900 preference comparisons and 300 MOS ratings of
each sentence.

3.2. Results and Discussion

Due to one participant misunderstanding the instructions for the
experiment, this participant was removed from the analysis. For
the preference test, participants preferred the read speech 59.5%
of the time and this difference was significant using the ex-
act binomial test (p < 0.0001). For the MOS test, the read
voice (mean = 2.54) was rated significantly higher (t(288) =
2.32, p = 0.021) than the spontaneous (mean = 2.26). This
means that the read voice was considered more ‘natural’ than
the spontaneous. This is in contrast to the findings of [22, 20]
and [16]. These earlier experiments both found that a sponta-
neous synthetic voice trained on data that contained FPs was
rated at least as natural as a voice trained on read speech. There
are, however, some differences in the experiments performed.
In Andersson’s work [22, 20], a data-mixing technique was ap-
plied to overcome data sparsity problems, in which one voice
was trained using both types of speech, but a linguistic fea-
ture was added marking each sentence with the source speech
type. At synthesis time, sentences could then be synthesised
with either tag, and this technique enabled better FP-containing
sentences to be synthesised by means of the spontaneous tag.
In Adell et al. [23], synthesis of the FPs was based on a spe-
cific FP model, which was subsequently improved in [24]. FPs
were modelled separately from other speech by applying modi-
fied search rules in a unit selection system. In both approaches,
however, no results are given of the quality of synthesis based
only on the data containing FPs. This suggests that their meth-
ods must be responsible for closing the gap that we measure
in naturalness between synthetic speech based on read speech
versus that based on spontaneous speech.

4. Phonetic Representation of Filled Pauses
As the improvements found by Adell et al. [24] came from a
specific FP model, we propose something similar here, though
in an HMM-based framework. The proposed model of [24]
relies on an analysis of the acoustic features of FPs, such as

increased duration and lowered F0, and was required to be ex-
plicit in order to guide the unit selection directly. However, in an
HMM-based framework we are already building models of each
context-dependent phone, and therefore we do not need an ex-
plicit FP model. Instead, we need the linguistic context features
of the phones in an FP to distinguish them from other phones
of the same type, which would allow the decision tree context-
clustering to group the FP phones together. If a high-quality
part-of-speech tager is used, FPs should be tagged as such, and
this could serve as the distinguishing feature. However, FPs are
not usually well modelled by sentence structure POS-taggers,
and, in standard front-ends such as Festival and Flite, the tag
set is reduced to one that does not contain the FP tag. In Festi-
val 2.4 [25], when using the Combilex dictionary [26], an UH
is phonetised as /V/ – a unrounded, open-mid, back vowel –
and an UM as /V m/. However, for UM there are two addi-
tional alternatives in the dictionary: /@ m/ – schwa followed by
a bilabial nasal - and /m!/ – a short bilabial nasal. While these
are never used in standard transcriptions, they provide a con-
venient alternative representation. We here ignore the reduced
form of /m!/, partly because it could arguably be considered to
be the backchannel ‘mhm’ and not an FP, and partly because we
are initially interested in fully pronounced FPs and not heavily
reduced versions. Using /@/ for both UH and UM does not,
however, uniquely identify FPs as the /@/ is the most common
phone. It may however be a better representation of the sound
of an FP, and so should be considered. In order to provide a
distinguishing feature we suggest that a separate phone identity
could be used for the FPs which could then borrow the features
of the phone from either /@/ or /V/. In this way, the phone
identity uniquely identifies the FP vowel, and consonants in the
immediate context such as the /m/ in UM, while still sharing
characteristics of its parent vowel.

4.1. Methodology

A preference test was performed to determine whether this al-
ternative representation results in better FP realisation. SiRe
[27] was used as the front-end and was modified to convert all
vowels in FPs into each of four phones – /V/, /@/, /UHV/ and
/UH@/. /UHV/ used the phone features of /V/, and /UH@/
the features of /@/. Four voices, each using one of the four
FP phone representations, were trained using HTS-2.3beta [21]
and a combined corpus of the read and spontaneous speech,
this combination was done to ensure a higher overall quality
of speech from the read speech while still retaining samples of
the FP phone from the spontaneous corpus. Data mixing is dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 5. 20 sentences containing FPs
were selected from a corpus of ‘found data’ derived from BBC’s
Desert Island Discs (DID) programme and made available as
part of the EPSRC-funded Natural Speech Technology project.
Specifically, the sentences were selected from the utterances of
the presenter, Kirsty Young. The upper bound on the length was
25 tokens, the lower 5, and each utterance contained at least one
FP. These sentences were synthesised using each voice.

30 paid native English speakers were recruited to take part,
and each participant rated all 20 sentences for each preference
pair. As there are four different voices this results in six pairs
of 20 sentences for a total of 120 pairs rated by each participant
and a total of 600 ratings of each pair. As we were particularly
interested in the quality of the FPs, and not just the overall qual-
ity of the speech, participants were instructed to ‘judge which
of the two sentences you think sounds the most natural paying
particular attention to the realisation of UH and UM’. As found
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/V/ /@/ /UHV/ /UH@/ p
55.8% 44.2% - - <0.05
48.2% - 51.8% - =0.39
47.6% - - 52.4% =0.25

- 44.1% 55.9% - <0.005
- 43.0% - 57.0% <0.001
- - 49.8% 50.2% =0.97

Table 1: Preference test results. P is calculated using the exact
binomial test, the preferred phone in a pair is indicated using
bold face.

/V/ /@/ /UHV/ /UH@/
UH dur (s) 0.152 0.153 0.246 0.250
UM dur 0.313 0.303 0.431 0.404
vowel dur 0.074 0.074 0.079 0.081
UH F0 (Hz) 176 175 160 160
UM F0 174 177 171 173
vowel F0 169 170 168 169

Table 2: Mean duration and mean F0 for UH, UM, vowels. In
all cases there were 30 UH, 9 UM and 717 vowels. The syn-
thesis system used was the straight combination from Section
5.

in [13], naturalness ratings can be influenced by the instruc-
tions, and so the above wording was crafted to ensure partici-
pants focused primarily on the FP realisation. The options were
‘Sample 1’, ‘Sample 2’ or ‘No Preference’.

4.2. Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarises the results of the preference test. ‘No Pref-
erence’ judgements were split evenly over the two systems. /@/
was significantly dispreferred compared to all other represen-
tations. There were no statistically significant differences be-
tween all other representations, although there was a tendency
for the FP-specific phones to be slightly preferred over the
/V/, with virtually no difference between the two FP-specific
phones.

Although no perceptual preference was found for the FP-
specific phones over the standard /V/, an analysis of the pre-
dicted acoustics show that both match the acoustic characteris-
tics for FPs better. Table 2 shows the mean duration and mean
F0 for UH, UM and vowels for each FP phone representation.
These data show that both /UHV/ and /UHV/ have longer dura-
tions for FPs (about 100 ms longer) than /V/ and /@/ and that
the duration for vowels is roughly equal across all FP models.
Furthermore, for both /UHV/ and /UH@/, a lower mean F0
is found. These longer durations and lowered F0 values from
/UHV/ and /UH@/ more closely match those found in Section
2 and thus show that the FP specific representations better cap-
ture the general acoustic characteristics of FPs than /V/ and /@/.
The choice between /UHV/ and /UH@/ was made based on the
finding that the /V/ phone was significantly preferred over /@/,
thus favouring features borrowed from /V/ as it would seem /@/
is not a suitable underlying phone. Therefore, /UHV/ was used
in the following investigation.

5. Data Mixing for FP Synthesis
The improved FP synthesis obtained by [22] was achieved by
a data-mixing technique previously used for producing various

emotions and speaking styles [28, 29]. The technique involves
training a single model of speech using both read and sponta-
neous data simultaneously, but distinguishing the two speech
types through an added linguistic feature which denotes the
speech type the data came from. This affects the decision tree
context-clustering, enabling each speech type to be clustered
separately during training. At synthesis time each sentence is
then marked with either the read or spontaneous tag, so that all
speech is steered toward that particular style. The benefit of the
method comes from the fact that not all context clusters will
be split on the speech-type feature, and therefore some sharing
of data is possible. [22] concludes that it is this which enables
the spontaneous speech voice to match the read speech voice by
overcoming data sparsity issues. It was not, however, reported
how this method compares to a system that combines the two
types of speech in training to produce a voice without mark-
ing the speech type. Consequently, we here present that system
alongside the other methods.

It is possible that the TTS system trained on read speech in
[22] faltered primarily because it was unable to utilise the FPs
present in the spontaneous speech effectively, particularly con-
sidering the finding in Section 3 that a standard read speech
voice is considered more natural than a spontaneous speech
based voice, even when including FPs. This could happen due
to the use of the /V/ phone, which would have samples very dif-
ferent from the FPs in the read speech. There are two possible
ways to alleviate this. First, we can use an FP-specific phone,
and the results in Section 4 suggest that /UHV/ seems most
promising. This would distinguish the phone from those present
in the read data, and therefore, during synthesis, there would
be no samples of this particular phone with the read tag. This
would force the system to use the spontaneous speech based
/UHV/ model. It may, however, also simply result in the deci-
sion tree relying on the features of the phone to utilise the read
speech samples of /V/, and so another method of synthesising
from the data mixed voice was also applied. In the previous
method, the sentence to be synthesised was tagged as either en-
tirely read or else entirely spontaneous – but it is also possible
to tag only parts of the sentence as coming from either type of
speech. Specifically, we here propose to tag all of the sentence
as read except the FPs themselves, and these we tag as sponta-
neous. This should allow us to retain the generally higher over-
all quality of the read speech, while still synthesising FPs from
the more appropriate spontaneous speech model. The main po-
tential problem with this method is that there is no data available
of sentences in which this switch happens. However, it seems
likely that the trajectory modelling applied should smooth the
transitions effectively.

There is also an alternative way of mixing the data, namely,
by using speaker adaptation. In this approach, an initial model
from several speakers is usually trained, before being adapted
to a target speaker using adaptation techniques such as the
constrained structural maximum a posteriori linear regression
(CSMAPLR) technique of [30]. We can apply this technique to
the switch between read and spontaneous data by first training
a voice on one type of speech and subsequently adapting it to
the other. Adapting from read to spontaneous could solve data
sparsity issues in a similar manner to the data marking tech-
nique, whereas adapting from spontaneous to read could retain
read speech quality while still providing data for the FPs in a
similar manner to the proposed switch in speech mark when us-
ing the marking technique.
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5.1. Methodology

Four different voices were trained. One was a standard HMM
voice in which both the read and spontaneous speech were
pooled and used as training data. This provides the baseline ap-
proach (and therefore it is the system used in the phone experi-
ment above). Another voice was trained using the data marking
technique, and three methods of synthesis were applied: ev-
erything marked as read, everything marked as spontaneous, or
everything marked as read except the FPs (which were marked
as spontaneous). The final two voices were speaker-adaptive
voices. One was adapted from a base read model to the spon-
taneous speech, and the other from spontaneous to read. In to-
tal six different synthesis methods were evaluated. The /UHV/
phone representation from the phone experiment was used in
all cases, since it showed the most promise and could also po-
tentially help the marked read synthesis in realising convincing
FPs (as discussed above).

The same 20 sentences from the experiment in Section 4
were used, but this time a MUSHRA-style naturalness test was
run. This was done in part due to the many preference pairs
which would have been necessary, but also in part because we
were interested in the overall quality of the resulting speech and
not merely the synthesis of the FPs. An additional sentence
from the DID corpus was synthesised and used as a training
sample. The test was run without a natural reference as the
DID data consisted of Kirsty Young’s speech, not the voice tal-
ent’s whose speech was used to base the synthetic systems on.
The participants were instructed to rate how natural each sample
sounded. However, it was explicitly mentioned that conversa-
tional phenomena such as FPs would occur, and that this was
part of the test. This was done to ensure that participants paid
attention to the FPs specifically, while also focusing on the over-
all naturalness of each voice. Besides that, the experiment was
identical to a standard MUSHRA test with one slide per sen-
tence where participants would listen to and rate all samples of
that sentence for each system side by side. This provided both
a measure of naturalness and preference between the synthetic
voices. 30 paid native English speakers were recruited. Each
participant sat in a sound-proof booth in front of a computer
wearing high quality headphones and rated all 20 sentences for
a total of 600 evaluations of each voice. The test took approxi-
mately 30 minutes to complete for each person.

5.2. Results and Discussion

The results are given in Figure 4. All the system pairs were
compared using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, after Holm-
Bonferroni correction to avoid false positives. All the systems
are significantly different (p < 0.001) from each other except
for Mark R and Mark Sw. This finding is somewhat surprising
as although we expected Mark Sw to improve the naturalness
of the speech, we did not expect Mark R to do equally well. We
hypothesise this is due to the fact that despite everything being
marked read in the Mark R system, spontaneous speech is nec-
essarily used because there are no occurrences of /UHV/ in the
read data.

An extra ad-hoc preference test was run to ascertain
whether it is the specific phone /UHV/ for FPs that is benefit-
ing Mark R. 10 listeners took part in this listening test compar-
ing a system with everything marked read using the /V/ phone
for FPs versus a system using the /UHV/ phone for FPs. Each
subject rated 45 sentences, an extended set of DID materials.
Instructions and listening conditions were as detailed in Sec-
tion 4. Listeners preferred the combination system with /UHV/

Comb Mark_R Mark_Spt Mark_Sw R_Spt Spt_R
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Figure 4: Results of the MUSHRA-style test. R = Read, Spt
= Spontaneous, Sw = Switch. R Spt = read adapted to sponta-
neous. Spt R = Spontaneous adapted to read. Red line is the
median, square the mean.

Read
/V/

Read
/UHV/

Spont
/UHV/

Switch
/UHV/

UH dur (s) 0.059 0.143 0.241 0.242
UM dur 0.134 0.303 0.416 0.324
vowel dur 0.078 0.080 0.075 0.086
UH F0 (Hz) 182 183 171 166
UM F0 183 183 166 167
vowel F0 185 186 166 184

Table 3: Mean duration and mean F0 for UH UM and vowels.
In all cases there were 30 UH, 9 UM and 717 vowels. Syn-
thesis systems used: Mark R (V), Mark R (UHV), Mark Spt,
Mark Sw.

phone 63% of the time, significant using the exact binomial test
(p < 0.0001). This suggests that the use of the /UHV/ phone
did indeed allow the read marked speech to utilise the sponta-
neous FP occurrences to inform its model.

Furthermore, if we compare the FP durations and F0 for the
marked system using /UHV/ when either marking all as read,
spontaneous, or switching with the read marked system using
/V/ (Table 3) we can see that the read marked /UHV/ system
produces durations and F0 closer to those expected for sponta-
neous speech (cf. Section 2), whereas the read marked system
using /V/ does not capture this at all. However using the mark
switching technique gave even better results. This suggests
that although no perceptual preference difference was found be-
tween the read marked and switching system using /UHV/, the
switching system still better captures the acoustic realisation of
FPs.

Interestingly, neither adaptation system performed very
well, suggesting that despite the two types of speech being from
the same speaker, adaptation still introduces many serious arte-
facts which degrade the overall speech quality.

6. Overall Discussion and Conclusions
This paper has focused on the topic of modelling FPs overtly
in a state-of-the-art TTS system. There are many reasons
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why it is desirable for such systems to model these phenom-
ena. Such as the wide range of functions in conversational
interactions which FPs performs, where they can (amongst
other things) indicate psychological states, structure spoken ex-
changes, facilitate word recall, and improve object recognition
[3, 31, 17, 32, 33, 34, 13, 35]. Given their well-attested im-
portance in spontaneous human speech, it is desirable to model
these phenomena overtly in automatic TTS systems, to produce
output that is more natural and human-like. In many respects,
the broad motivations underlying research into disfluent synthe-
sis are closely related to those that motivate the development of
emotional or expressive TTS systems [36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. These
closely-connected endeavours seek to create synthetic speech
that is able to convey a wider range of emotional or psycholog-
ical states, thereby producing synthetic voices that can simulate
certain character and personality types more convincingly.

This paper has approached the problem of modelling FPs in
a TTS system by developing an approach that exploits the most
effective capabilities of synthetic voices trained on spontaneous
and read speech. Specifically, it has been shown that a voice
based on speech only from spontaneous unscripted conversation
containing FPs is not considered as natural as a voice trained on
standard read speech. The FPs in the synthetic speech did not
exhibit the acoustic characteristics that have been shown in the
literature [16, 15, 14] and in our own investigation of the CS
corpus – notably longer durations and lower F0 compared to
fluent speech. This contrasted with earlier findings that such
voices could match voices trained on standard corpora [16, 22]
when synthesising sentences containing FPs. However, in both
cases the systems used were modified forms of a standard TTS
system.

Consequently, we then looked into a number of different
phonetic representations for modelling FPs to ascertain whether
having a distinct phone for FPs would capture the acoustic prop-
erties of FPs more successfully (similar to the modelling of
[16]). On the basis of a preference test and acoustic analyses,
the FP specific phone /UHV/ was deemed the best for FP mod-
elling. It was significantly preferred over /@/ and the longer
durations and lower F0 more closely match the desired acoustic
characteristics than /V/.

In addition to a specific phone for FPs, various data-mixing
approaches to using both the read and spontaneous speech
were explored - straight combination, data source marking and
speaker adaptation. It was found that a data-marking technique
similar to [20] performed the best. However, in contrast to [20],
this technique did not improve the spontaneous speech-based
voice to match that of a read-speech based voice. Our results
were obtained using a specific FP phone representation, and
a preference test showed that this representation improved the
perceived synthesis quality. This suggests that the voice based
on read speech, as in [20], suffered degrading quality issues due
to the bad FP representation of /V/, as it tended to use read data
in which no FPs occurred. By using a specific FP phone /UHV/
we found that the read voice could produce more convincing
FPs such that perceptual quality did not degrade compared to a
voice in which the FPs were synthesised using the spontaneous
mark. However, using the spontaneous mark produced FPs even
closer to the expected acoustic properties, and thus the switch-
ing of the mark, from read in general, to spontaneous when
synthesising FPs, produced perceptually high quality speech
while also retaining the defining characteristics of FPs. Sys-
tem samples and experimental materials currently available at
www.dall.dk/rasmus/Samples.zip to be moved to to the NST
data collection upon acceptance.
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Abstract
We are interested in emphasis for text to speech synthesis. In
speech to speech translation, emphasising the correct words is
important to convey the underlying meaning of a message. In
this paper, we propose to use a generalised command-response
(CR) model of intonation to generate emphasis in synthetic
speech. We first analyse the differences in the model parameters
between emphasised words in an acted emphasis scenario and
their neutral counterpart. We investigate word level intonation
modelling using simple random forest as a basis framework, to
predict the parameters of the model in the specific case of em-
phasised word. Based on the linguistic context of the words we
want to emphasise, we attempt at recovering emphasis pattern
in the intonation in originally neutral synthetic speech by gen-
erating word-level model parameters with similar context. The
method is presented and initial results are given, on synthetic
speech.
Index Terms: Intonation, emphasis, generalised command-
response model, random forest, text-to-speech synthesis

1. Introduction
Although it has been investigated for decades, the interest for
speech-to-speech translation (S2ST) is still growing. The state
of the art systems are built around three main components: auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR), automatic machine translation
(MT), and text to speech (TTS) synthesis, with the output of
each subsystem simply pipelined into the next one. To improve
human-human interaction in the cross lingual context, the sys-
tem should be able to transfer the non verbal intentions of par-
ticipants, which implies translating and synthesisng more than
just the recognised text.

In a spoken sentence, the speaker tends to emphasise some
words, in order to draw the attention of the listener to these
words. Emphasising different words can also change the under-
lying meaning of the sentence. Tsiartas et al. [1] conducted a
large-scale human evaluation on the perception of S2ST quality
and showed that the perceived quality of S2ST was correlated
with cross-lingual prosodic emphatic transfer. In other words,
emphasising the correct words in the output language in TTS
based on the emphasised words in the input language helps in
the S2ST task.

Although there has been some work on the personalisation
of TTS for S2ST systems in the last decade, with some projects
such as EMIME1 [2], there is still relatively little work on the
improvement of TTS systems in the context of S2ST. Parlikar
et al. [3] worked on improving TTS where the input of the sys-
tem is the output of the translation module. They proposed to
insert pauses, to replace untranslated words with fillers and to

1http://www.emime.org/

use alternate translation to minimise the cost of their unit se-
lection system to make the speech more intelligible. Another
aspect of S2ST that deserves some improvement is the transfer
of speakers’ intentions. Anumanchipalli et al. [4] recently pro-
posed to translate the emphasis in S2ST. More recently, Do et
al. [5] proposed to model word-level emphasis and use condi-
tional random fields to translate emphasis to a target language.
Pause prediction for improving emphasis in S2ST was also in-
vestigated by Do and colleagues [6].

More generally, emphasis has received some attention in
the TTS context. For instance, Yu et al. [7] proposed to model
word-level emphasis in the context of HMM-based emphasis,
using different decision tree clustering techniques. Another
approach, proposed by Hirose et al. [8], consisted of post-
processing the F0 contour with the command-response model
of Fujisaki [9].

In our recent work, we investigated the transfer of some lo-
cal intonation components to mimic emphasis on a target word
in a neutral sentence [10]. After analysing differences between
neutral and emphasised scenarios, we identified the manifesta-
tion of emphasis to be correlated with a higher number of local
components in the intonation contour for the same word in the
same context. We showed that transferring the most prominent
local components (both positive and negative) to the F0 con-
tour of a neutral word elicits the perception of emphasis in an
originally neutral sentence.

In this paper, we investigate the use of clustering methods to
predict the local intonation components of emphasised words.
Using emphasised word F0 decomposition in context, we at-
tempt to predict the model parameters for an emphasised word
in some specific context. These components can then be used
as word-level intonation. This work is an initial investigation of
intonation modelling for emphasised words. On the synthesis
aspect, this could be used with some complementary method,
like duration alteration, or intensity modification. In the more
general framework of translating emphasis in S2ST, some em-
phasis detection system (e.g. the recent work of Cernak and
colleagues [11, 12]) can be used to provide the machine trans-
lation additional information, which can further be transmitted
to the TTS system. For this study, we restrict ourselves to the
intra-lingual case, but due to the language independence of the
intonation model used, it seems reasonable to assume that this
method can work for any given language.

We first present the intonation model which is used for
this work and confirm the intuition that it suits emphasis trans-
fer with mutual information analyses. Later, we describe our
framework to predict word-level intonation in the case of em-
phasised word in a sentence. Some initial results are finally
presented with perspectives on how to exploit the model.
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2. Generalised Command-Response model
2.1. Related work

The literature provides a lot of work in intonation modelling.
There are various categories of models, with different applica-
tions. The state of the art F0 generation for speech synthesis
simply follows the way other acoustic features are generated,
using hidden Markov models (HMMs) [13], or more recently
deep neural networks (DNNs) [14]. In these frameworks, the
intonation is predicted frame by frame and relies on the linguis-
tic context given in the input of the system.

Some of the best known external models are reviewed in our
previous work [15, 16]. Fujisaki and colleagues have worked
for several decades on a model which tries to model the under-
lying process of human intonation production [9, 17, 18]. One
of its applications is style adaptation: by modifying the com-
mands of the model in the F0 produced by the TTS models, the
authors control the prosody of the synthetic speech [8]. In a
similar fashion, the CR model was used for intonation contour
reshaping to add focus in the synthetic speech [19]. The CR
model was also implemented as an intonation generation model
using specific topology hidden Markov models [20, 21].

Anumanchipalli et al. [4] exploited the tilt model [22] to
train a conversion function between vectors from input and out-
put languages from a parallel corpus.

2.2. Generalised command-response approach

The CR model is attractive due to its physiological basis,
which makes it theoretically language independent. While Fu-
jisaki [18] relates two types of components to two muscle ac-
tions, Strik [23] advocates that more muscles play a role in the
control of the vocal fold tension, and that the subglottal pressure
is also responsible for F0 variations.

We proposed the generalised command-response (GCR)
model as an alternative command-response model characterised
by an automatic parameter extraction procedure [15]. The de-
composition of the contour is based on the matching pursuit
algorithm with a dictionary of higher-order system impulse re-
sponses of the form ofGk,θ(t) (1), that happen to have the same
functional form as a gamma distribution:

Gk,θ(t) =
1

θkΓ(k)
tk−1e−t/θ for t ≥ 0 (1)

where k is the order of the model (the shape), and θ the scale, Γ
is the gamma function.

The model has two types of components, global (for long
term variations) and local. We further improved the perceptual
relevance of the elements that are extracted from the F0 contour
by using a weighted correlation as a cost function based on en-
ergy and probability of voicing (w(i) = e(i) ∗ p(i) where e(i)
and p(i) are respectively the energy and probability of voic-
ing of frame i). Using this perceptually relevant measure then
allows to extract components which are not only strongly cor-
related with the F0 based on raw magnitude.

Additionally, we use a different global component shape,
similar to (1) with higher values for θ. For more details, see [15,
16].

The model parameters given by the decomposition are then
for each local and global component – that we call atom – a
position, amplitude and θ. The system order, k in (1), is fixed as
we assume the same order for the different impulse responses.
The complete contour is then reconstructed as:

F0 = Gphrase,k,θ(t− tphrase) +
N∑

n=1

AnGkn,θn(t− tn) (2)

where tphrase is the position of the phrase component, k and
θ its order and scale, N the number of atoms, tn is the position
of the local component n, An its amplitude, and kn and θn its
order and scale.

2.3. Relevance of GCR features

To assess the relevance of the parameters extracted from our
model, we examined the mutual information shared between the
parameters and some linguistic features. By looking at mutual
information, we expect to find some clues on how atom param-
eters relate with linguistic features. We measured the mutual in-
formation between atom parameters (amplitude, position and θ)
and classical contextual features, and looked at the differences
between neutral and emphatic data. Our hypothesis is that when
a word is emphasised, the model will extract different types of
atoms, then we should observe a higher mutual information be-
tween emphasis and atom parameters. If we denote the labels
as L and the model features as Fi, the mutual information was
calculated the following way:

I(L,Fi) =
∑

l

∑

f∈Fi

p(l, f) log2

(
p(l, f)

p(l)p(f)

)
(3)

with p(l, f) the joint probability of L and Fi, and p(l) and p(f)
their respective marginal probabilities. These probabilities are
the maximum likelihood estimate based on occurrences in the
data. The model parameters were quantised as follows: between
0 and 10 for position (relative position in the syllable) yielding
11 possible values, and between 0 and 9 for amplitude yielding
11 possible values. θ’s range was 0.01 - 0.05 with 0.005 steps,
yielding 9 possible values. The labels l are binary (accented or
not, stressed or not, emphasised or not). The results presented
are normalised by the entropy of the labels:

H(L) = −
∑

l

p(l) log2(p(l)) (4)

Table 1 shows normalised mutual information in the case
of a single English female speaker, for about 300 neutral read
sentences.

The results indicate that mutual information between am-
plitude and accent and between relative position in the syllable
and accent are the highest for single feature and single context.
As can be expected, the syllable which are both accented and
stressed have higher mutual information with atom parameters.
We also notice that using all atom parameters (amplitude, posi-
tion and θ) does not bring more information than using position
and amplitude only.

Given these initial observations, we looked at the mutual in-
formation between amplitude, position and number of atoms per
syllable, and accent, stress and emphasis. In that case, the data
consisted of about 300 sentences from multiple English speak-
ers, in two scenarios: neutral sentence and sentence with one
emphasised word or group of words. To compare both cases,
the same “target words” were used: the word emphasised in the
emphasised case was selected as target word, and in the neutral
case it was also tagged as emphasised, to see its effect on the
parameters. The results are presented in table 2.
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Table 1: Normalised mutual information between atoms and linguistic features, for Nancy .

Context/Feats Amp θ Amp, θ Pos Pos, Amp Pos, θ Pos, Amp, θ
Accent 11.1 8.7 13 11.1 23.3 22.6 23.3
Stress 8.2 6.8 9.5 8.1 22.3 21.8 22.2

Acc. & Stress 13.4 11 16 13.9 27.1 26.6 27.3
Acc. or Stress 7.9 6.2 9.1 7.7 23.8 23.2 23.7

Table 2: Normalised mutual information between atoms and
linguistic features [neutral / emphasised].

Context/Feats. Amp. Pos. Natoms in syllable
Accent 12.4 / 13.0 14.1 / 14.9 8.4 / 8.8
Stress 10.3 / 10.4 11.4 / 11.5 7.3 / 7.8

Emphasis 20.8 / 17.4 24.0 / 20.6 11.9 / 18.9
Acc. & Stress 15.6 / 16.0 18.0 / 18.8 10.3 / 10.8

Emph. & Stress 40.5 / 29.8 48.3 / 35.2 26.6 / 44.4
Emph. & Acc. 53.8 / 47.5 60.4 / 55.8 38.2 / 56.1

Table 3: Normalised mutual information between atoms and
linguistic features [neutral / emphasised] – same number of
atoms.

Context/Feats. Amp. Pos. θ
Accent 12.5 / 13 14.3 / 14.8 9.9 / 10.6
Stress 10.2 / 10.3 11.3 / 11.8 8.5 / 8.9

Emphasis 24.6 / 25.2 28.5 / 29.8 21.7 / 23.7
Acc. & Stress 15.7 / 16.4 18.3 / 18.9 12.1 / 12.9

Emph. & Stress 48 / 51.9 57.8 / 60 41.7 / 46.9
Emph. & Acc. 65.6 / 69.9 74.9 / 78.1 60 / 62.8

In this table, we can see that the most discriminant fea-
ture to distinguish emphasised and neutral data is the number
of atoms in the syllable. This contradicts our hypothesis that
the atoms in an emphasised word are different than the ones in
a neutral word. One possible explanation for this finding is that
the F0 curve presents more variations in the region of empha-
sised word, resulting in a need for more atoms to fit the curve.
To verify further the difference between the “principal” atoms
in each word, we looked at the same measures as in table 2, but
with a constraint on the number of atoms: we selected only the
first n atoms – ranked by amplitude – in the emphasised word,
where n is the number of atoms in the same target word in the
neutral case. In the cases where the neutral version had more
atoms, its number was restricted in the same way, to always
have the same number of atoms. Table 3 gives the results for
mutual information with the same number of atoms.

We can see that when the number of atoms is the same for
the neutral and emphasised case, mutual information between
both amplitude and position and accent, stress and emphasis
is higher in the emphasised case. This is particularly true for
emphasis. Then, in addition to the fact that emphasis manifests
itself with more atoms, emphasis seems to be expressed through
different patterns for the components: different positions, am-
plitudes and θ. It validates our intuition, that when a word is
emphasised, the components resulting from the decomposition
are distinguishable from the neutral case.

However, it is not obvious how intonation is affected by the
presence of emphasis on a particular word. This means that,
if we use the GCR approach to model the F0, simply modify-
ing the amplitude or θ of the atoms, i.e transforming them into

bigger atoms, is unlikely to produce emphasis. Previous experi-
ments showed that when increasing the amplitude of the atoms,
differences were noticeable, but the words for which atom am-
plitudes were altered were not perceived as emphasised. For
this reason, the next section presents a way of predicting atoms
in an emphasised scenario.

3. Modelling word level intonation in
emphasised scenario

3.1. Application of GCR model to emphasis transfer

The GCR model lends itself to emphasis transfer. Using an em-
phasis detection module combined with ASR-based automatic
time alignment, it is possible to identify which word is empha-
sised in a sentence and its boundaries (we do not tackle this
problem in this work; it can be solved using different methods,
e.g. [11, 12]).

In our previous work [10], given parallel data including
neutral and emphasised speech, by retrieving the parameters
of our model for both cases, we showed that adding the most
prominent atoms from an emphatic word in a neutral sentence
consistently increased the perception of emphasis on the tar-
get word. Subjective tests confirmed that listeners were able to
identify artificially emphasised words in most cases.

3.2. Random forest based word level intonation

In this paper, based on the observation made on mutual informa-
tion when using a constrained number of components to model
word level intonation, we investigate the possibility of pre-
dicting model parameters in the context of emphasised words.
While regression trees offer a simple but powerful way of clus-
tering data based on linguistic features, random forest present
the advantage of a better generalisation over the data. Using
random subset of the data for training multiple trees allows to
create independent trees, which then are all used to give the out-
put values. Then, we hypothesise that random forests (RF) can
predict the model parameters for word level emphasis. Given
that the parameters of the model correlate more with empha-
sised speech than neutral speech, we investigate whether we
can learn these parameters in an emphasised case. Initial ex-
periments showed that random forest were better suited to this
task, compared to decision trees.

To predict the word level parameters of the GCR model, we
propose to use a subset of the contextual features generally used
for HMM-based speech synthesis [13]:

• Number of syllables in the word

• gPOS (guess part of speech) of the word

• Stress position(s) in the word [0-3]

• Accent position(s) in the word [0-2]

• Word position in phrase

• TOBI endtone of the phrase
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• Phrase position in utterance

• Number of phrases in utterance

• Number of words in utterance

• Number of syllables in utterance

Based on some preliminary observations to characterise the
system, we observed that most variations were captured using 5
or less atoms per word; this leads to a heuristic but reasonable
upper limit on the number used in the experiments. It results
in an output vector of dimension 15. In the cases where the
number of atoms was lower than 5, the vector was filled with
zeros to meet the desired size.

The general idea behind the modelling of word level into-
nation for emphasis recreation is to learn which atoms should
be present in the word when it is emphasised. Then, during
the synthesis of F0, a modification of intonation based on the
predicted model parameters should elicit emphasis in the word.
This modification consists of three steps: first, GCR model pa-
rameters are extracted from the synthetic F0, then the atoms in
the target word are removed, finally, the atoms predicted by the
RF are added to the curve.

4. Experiments
4.1. Data

4.1.1. Speech material

For our experiments, we used subsets of two databases: the Wall
Street Journal database [24] and the SIWIS database [25]2.

To train our random forest regressors, we used a subset of
the si84 dataset from WSJ database. The 2453 sentences used
were selected by comparing the output of several pitch extrac-
tors, to avoid using sentences for which the pitch would result
in a poor decomposition. SSP [26], the TEMPO pitch extrac-
tor [27] and the Kaldi pitch tracker [28] were used to extract the
pitch. Then, we kept only the files for which correlation was
higher than 0.99 and root mean square distance (RMSE) lower
than 50Hz between each pair of pitch tracker outputs.

The SIWIS database contains a set of sentences for which
the speakers were asked to emphasise one predefined word. In
our experiments, we used between 20 and 25 such sentences,
coming from 14 speakers – speakers from subset A and C, plus
speaker B 29 – resulting in 328 sentences.

4.1.2. Feature preparation

To implement our experiments, we first needed to extract the
features – GCR model parameters – from the speech. We ex-
tracted atoms with two stopping criteria: a limit of 10 atoms per
second at most, and a threshold of 0.99 on the weighted corre-
lation between F0 and modelled F0 between the start and end
of phonation.

To scale the features to word level, we used forced aligned
labels for all the data. Using the word boundaries, atoms were
selected based on the position of their maximum, tmax = t0 +
(k − 1)θ, where t0 is the position of the impulse for the atom.
5 atoms were then selected based on their weighted correlation
with the original F0 (highest correlation first). Finally, these
5 atoms were sorted according to their position in the word,
so that the final feature vector would have the shape Fword =
(p1, a1, θ1, p2, a2, θ2, .., p5, a5, θ5). That way, if there less than
5 atoms in the word, all the zeros at the end of the vector.

2Available at http://bit.ly/siwisData

Some of the contextual labels were normalized: the position
of the phrase in utterance, of the word in the phrase were nor-
malized by the length of the utterance and length of the phrase
respectively. The accent and stress positions were normalized
by the length of the word (number of syllables). Three stressed
syllable positions in the word were kept at the maximum, and
when the number of stresses was lower, the values were filled
with zeros. Two stressed syllable were kept at the maximum
(after trying with 3, it was found that the third accent position
was not informative).

4.2. Experiment design

To be able to generate model parameters from linguistic context
for emphasised words, we built two systems: one using neutral
data along the emphasised data for training, and one using ex-
clusively emphasised word samples. An HMM-based baseline
was also built for comparing the performance of our approach:

• RF1 For the case where we use only emphasised data, de-
noted RF1 hereafter, we first build a random forest regressor
using the 303 sentences containing emphasis from the SIWIS
speakers, excluding speaker B 29, with 15 estimators. As
there are sentences with multiple emphasised words, it con-
sists of 431 words. To try to capture speaker specific atom
parameter distribution, we added 3 other estimators, using 20
words from speaker B 29, leaving out 5 words for testing.
This was repeated to generate the 27 emphasised words that
existed in the original emphasised data for this speaker, in a
ten-fold cross-validation fashion.

• RF2 The other model, denoted RF2, was first trained on the
WSJ data, which amounts to approximately 60000 words, in-
cluding silences and pauses. The silences and pauses, which
in most of the cases do not contain atoms, may sometimes
have atoms which will span on the next word. For the train-
ing, we used 25 estimators. 3 new estimators were added to
the RF and trained on the 303 sentences used to train the first
model set. Finally, 2 estimators were added and trained using
target speaker sentences, in the same fashion as in the RF1
case.

• Baseline Our method is compared to an HMM-based TTS
system baseline. The HMM models were trained on WSJ
si84 data, and adapted to speaker B 29 using 100 neutral sen-
tences, using CSMAPLR [29]. Then, we adapted the models
again using 20 emphasised sentences for adaptation and 5 for
testing, in a ten-fold cross-validation fashion, to generate the
25 test sentences. State alignment was provided in the synthe-
sis stage, to ease the comparison of parameters. Atoms were
extracted from the synthetic version of the sentences, using
the same phrase component as in the original case. This way,
we could evaluate the F0 contour at the word level, by look-
ing only at the local components in the target word.

4.3. Evaluation

Figure 1 shows an example of reconstruction of the curve. The
plot shows the original F0, its phrase component, the F0 gener-
ated by the baseline system, and the modified contour obtained
when changing local atoms for the ones generated by the ran-
dom forest regressor (in that case, the basis F0 is from the base-
line system). The coloured zone shows the boundaries of the
emphasised word. The darkest continuous curve is the original
F0, extracted from natural speech. The dashed curve is the F0

generated by the HMM-based system. The light continuous line
is the reconstructed F0 after replacing the local component of
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Table 4: Average RMSE and correlation at the word level, and
utterance level (log F0).

HMM RF1 RF2
RMSE word (log F0) 0.14 0.12 0.11
RMSE utt (log F0) 0.25 0.22 0.21

RMSE utt (F0 with V/UV) 40Hz 37Hz 37Hz
Corr word (log F0) 0.01 0.12 0.12
Corr utt (log F0) 0.25 0.31 0.31

Corr utt (F0 with V/UV) 0.96 0.92 0.92

the baseline system in the boundaries of the emphasised word
by local components predicted by the RF1 system.

In this case, we can first observe that the light curve (RF1)
is a smoothed version of the dashed curve (HMM), which is
the effect of GCR decomposition, and reconstruction from atom
parameters. Inside the target word, we can see that the RF curve
is deviating from the HMM curve, to come closer to the original
speech. Here we can see that this improvement is due to both the
addition of atoms generated by the RF models and the deletion
of the atoms extracted in the word for the HMM F0 curve.

Objective measures To validate the capacity of the model
to generate atoms that result in an emphasised word F0 contour,
we evaluated the performance of the prediction using standard
measures: the RMSE and correlation between the reconstructed
curve and the original curve. The systems were compared both
at word level and at utterance level.

4.4. Results and discussion

Table 4 gives the average RMSE and correlation of the three
systems at the word level for the emphasised word in each case,
and at the utterance level. We look at three values for both
RMSE and correlation: word level logF0 reconstruction, full
sentence logF0 reconstruction, and full sentenceF0 reconstruc-
tion, taking into account only the voiced frames according to
the voiced / unvoiced decision of the TEMPO pitch extractor
normally used with STRAIGHT . At the word level, the curves
were reconstructed by simply taking the relative position of the
atom in the word, and we used a fixed length for the word,
making comparisons straightforward. At the utterance level,
the curve was reconstructed using the phrase component of the
baseline F0, and the atoms which were generated from the RF
in both settings (RF1 and RF2). For the baseline, the synthetic
F0 was used directly.

HMM stands for the HMM-based baseline system, RF1 is
the random forest regressor using only emphasised words, and
RF2 is the random forest regressor when using neutral data in
the training of the model.

At the word level, the result are showing quite a low corre-
lation, especially for the baseline system. In that case, we can
expect that the way parameters were extracted has an impact on
the local decomposition. Because the phrase component was
imposed to be the same as in the original logF0 contour, the
algorithm may extract atoms in a different way to compensate
the fact that this phrase component is not fitting optimally the
synthetic logF0, e.g. in some cases where the contour is ac-
tually lower than the phrase component, negative atoms would
be extracted, which may lead to negative correlation for some
word level contours. There is no significant difference between
the two other systems for this measure. The RMSE at the word
level is showing similar trend, with similar results for the base-
line and the RF models. The RF models show slightly lower

RMSE, but with no significant difference.

When looking at the whole sentence, the baseline shows
worse correlation when using the logF0, but higher correla-
tion when calculating it only on voiced frames. On the other
hand, the RMSE is slightly lower in the RF cases compared
to the HMM. As explained in the discussion on figure 1, the
fact that we use a parametric version of the synthetic curve
along with the atoms generated by the RF models results in
a smoother version, which may allow to reduce some error,
hence the lower RMSE. At the same time, it can explain that
correlation is a bit higher in the HMM case, because the model
may smooth some patterns which should actually be modelled.
One thing that should be underlined is that the HMM models
have been adapted using emphasised data, and that the syn-
thetic speech sounds generally more pronounced than before
emphasis-specific adaptation. However, in the case where we
did not use time aligned labels, the duration prediction output
extremely slow speech, compared to the neutral model.

The fact that no – or little – difference was observed be-
tween the systems RF1 and RF2 is interesting as it suggests that
using neutral data along with the emphasised data is not help-
ing to build more efficient random forest. We would expect that
using more data would help to train more robust trees, but this
finding suggests, as was hinted by the observations on mutual
information analysis in section 2.3, that the atoms which are
present in an emphasised word, and their combination, are dif-
ferent from the ones that can be found in a neutral word.

5. Conclusion

In the context of emphasis recreation in TTS, we proposed
an approach to recover intonation pattern of emphasis. This
method, based on a generalised command-response intonation
model and random forest to predict its parameters, showed sim-
ilar results to the state of the art HMM-based joint modelling
of intonation with other acoustic parameters, while using only
small contextual factors and small amount of data. While this
method is not aimed at predicting pitch for a whole utterance, it
shows that it is possible to learn some patterns of intonation in
the emphasised case, using a parameterisation peculiar to this
intonation model. One interesting finding was that the atoms
and their combinations seem to be different in the case of an
emphasised word compared to a neutral case. This was demon-
strated by analyses of mutual information between emphasised
and neutral speech, and by experiments using two possible ways
to train the random forest, one with a lot of neutral data along
with emphasised data, the other with only emphasised data.
Whilst our conclusions are reasonable based on objective mea-
sures, they remain to be verified using subjective listening tests.

As the GCR model is theoretically language independent,
it should be possible to explore the modelling of emphasis-
specific intonation in multiple language. Having multiple sys-
tems would then lead to the possibility to alter the output of
synthesisers in the context of S2ST. This is one of our lines of
future work.
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Figure 1: Example of reconstructed F0 contour for the sentence “The Commission has debated the action plan for the next FIVE years.”
The continuous darker blue curve is the original F0, the dashed and darkest one is the baseline synthetic F0, and the lightest continuous
one is the proposed one.
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Abstract
The generation of expressive speech is a great challenge for

text-to-speech synthesis in audiobooks. One of the most impor-
tant factors is the variation in speech emotion or voice style. In
this work, we developed a method to predict the emotion from
a sentence so that we can convey it through the synthetic voice.
It consists of combining a standard emotion-lexicon based tech-
nique with the polarity-scores (positive/negative polarity) pro-
vided by a less fine-grained sentiment analysis tool, in order
to get more accurate emotion-labels. The primary goal of this
emotion prediction tool was to select the type of voice (one
of the emotions or neutral) given the input sentence to a state-
of-the-art HMM-based Text-to-Speech (TTS) system. In addi-
tion, we also combined the emotion prediction from text with
a speech clustering method to select the utterances with emo-
tion during the process of building the emotional corpus for
the speech synthesizer. Speech clustering is a popular approach
to divide the speech data into subsets associated with different
voice styles. The challenge here is to determine the clusters that
map out the basic emotions from an audiobook corpus that con-
tains high variety of speaking styles, in a way that minimizes the
need for human annotation. The evaluation of emotion classifi-
cation from text showed that, in general, our system can obtain
accuracy results close to that of human annotators. Results also
indicate that this technique is useful in the selection of utter-
ances with emotion for building expressive synthetic voices.
Index Terms: expressive speech synthesis, sentiment analysis,
speech clustering, emotion, audiobooks

1. Introduction
Emotional Text-To-Speech (TTS) is a challenging but important
part in speech synthesis since rendering emotion makes speech
sound more natural [1]. It permits to convey essential non-
linguistic information that can be extracted from text in addition
to the commonly modelled linguistic aspects, such as syllable
stress and punctuation. This work focuses on emotional TTS for
storytelling of fairy tales in audiobooks. Audiobooks have re-
cently become a popular resource for the creation of emotional
TTS systems [2]. Furthermore, fairy tales are one of the literary
genres in which the emotions conveyed are of great importance
for the general story line [3].

Rendering emotions in TTS is, however, not trivial. It re-
quires solving two main problems: (a) predicting the correct
emotional values of a sentence or utterance and (b) modeling
and generating emotional speech [4]. Many research works fo-
cus on emotional speech synthesis [5] or sentiment analysis [6].
However, research work on the application of sentiment analy-
sis to TTS appears to be less common. In [7], sentiment analysis

is used as an input feature for expressive speech synthesis but
it is only used to distinguish between different sentiment po-
larities (positive, negative and neutral). The expressiveness in
audiobooks has a rich variety [8] and we believe that a more
fine-grained distinction between emotions is necessary to bet-
ter model these speech variability factors. For example, emo-
tions belonging to the same polarity, such as ‘anger’ and ‘sad-
ness’ (negative polarity), are characterized by different acoustic
properties (intensity, pitch, speech rate, etc.), which should be
modelled by the TTS system. In this work, we propose a novel
emotion labelling system that uses both the information of the
emotional polarity from sentiment analysis and emotion cate-
gory to classify a sentence into one of the categories: anger,
joy, sadness, fear, disgust, surprise and neutral.

Expressiveness in speech can be manually annotated, such
as emotion annotations, or automatically classified, e.g. us-
ing unsupervised clustering techniques. For TTS, an unsuper-
vised clustering approach is more attractive to build expressive
corpora, because it is less expensive and time-consuming than
creating dedicated corpora using human annotation or hand-
crafted rules. Recently, unsupervised clustering of expressions
has been used for TTS applied to audiobooks, e.g., [9] and [10].
However, those works did not address the problem of mapping
between text and clusters. Without this mapping the speech syn-
thesis system cannot determine the appropriate expression clus-
ter for synthesizing a given sentence. In [1], the authors pro-
pose a method for expression prediction from text and speech,
in which both the expression predictor and speech synthesizer
share the same training data. This method permits to model
intra-speaker and inter-speaker variabilities that influence ex-
pression prediction and represent a higher number of expres-
sions than the typical limited set of emotions of text predictor
methods. In contrast to this approach, we perform the emotion
prediction from text and speech clustering separately. We use
the emotion labels of the sentiment analysis to automatically
detect the clusters and utterances that represent each emotion.
This approach has a limitation in the number of expression cat-
egories that can be detected in the audiobook compared with
[1], because the latter uses a continuous expressive space which
reduces the problems of labelling emotions and can synthesise
speech with more detailed expressions. However, our approach
has the advantage that it provides a higher degree of flexibility
for manual control of the emotions of the synthetic voice and
verification of emotion labels for supervised training of the clas-
sifiers. For example, the emotion labels of the utterances can be
manually verified by humans to obtain more accurate speech
emotion models. In this work, we developed a TTS system that
uses the emotion prediction from text to select the voice style of
synthesize input text.
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2. Prediction of Emotion from Text
2.1. Emotional Polarity

We used the tool SentiWordsTweet [11] to distinguish sentences
with a positive or negative polarity. Although this tool was de-
veloped specifically for Tweets, it has a more general appli-
cation and can be used on ‘regular’ sentences too. The tool
combines SentiWordNet [12] and AFINN [13] and introduces
a new feature, called exponential weighting, which gives more
importance to words appearing at the end of the sentence. Sen-
tiWordNet [12] is an opinion lexicon derived from WordNet
that provides a positive, negative or objective score for every
synset, while AFINN [13] is a list of 2477 words that were man-
ually rated in terms of positivity and negativity. The sentiment-
polarity score ranges between 0 (highly negative) and 1 (highly
positive). In the example below, three sentences are given to-
gether with their sentiment-polarity score, sentence 1 being
more negative and 3 more positive.

1. Juliet’s dead | 0.354343693774

2. You’re home | 0.5

3. I mean lovely | 0.586617578917

2.2. Emotional Category

In order to classify sentences according to their emotional cat-
egory, we used the NRC Emotion Lexicon, which contains
English words that were manually annotated by crowdsourc-
ing [14]. Although this lexicon contains information for eight
basic emotions (anger, fear, surprise, sadness, joy, disgust, an-
ticipation and trust), we decided to only use the first six. This
set of six emotional states is often used in vision and speech
research and they are usually referred to as the Big Six [15].
Although these emotions might not account for all the differ-
ent emotional states that can occur in audiobooks, a study by
Brale et al. [16] revealed that these emotional states frequently
appeared in fairy tales [17].

Since we constrained our study to the specific genre of fairy
tales, we decided to extend the Emotion Lexicon to include
more domain-specific vocabulary from this genre. To do so,
we used a corpus of emotion annotations [17], which contains
176 fairy tales from Grimm (80 tales), H.C. Andersen (77 tales)
and Potter (19 tales). We extracted the most frequent words of
the fairy tales from H. C. Andersen and B. Potter and added the
words related to a specific emotion that were not yet included
in the lexicon. We did not use additional words from Grimm’s
tales because we used this data for testing in our experiments.
In total, we added 208 words to the Emotion Lexicon. Table 1
indicates the number of words added for each emotion.

Anger Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise
17 21 28 90 38 14

Table 1: Number of words added to the NRC Emotion Lexicon
for each particular emotion.

Our method for generating an emotion label for a sentence
consists of counting the number of words in the sentence that
belong to a specific emotion category. However, this counting
may ‘over-tag’ the sentences with emotions. In order to avoid
this effect, we establish a condition for our method to tag an
amount of sentences with emotion similar to that obtained from
human annotations. First, the highest count of emotions for a

sentence is divided by the total number of tokens in the sen-
tence. If this division results in a number higher than a thresh-
old, the sentence is labelled with the top rated emotion for that
sentence. The threshold of 0.07 was obtained by matching the
amount of automatically ‘emotion-tagged’ sentences using the
sentiment analysis tool and the human annotations of emotion
from [17].

We also added an extra condition in the automatic emo-
tion labelling by only allowing the sentence to be labeled into a
specific category if the sentiment-polarity (positive or negative)
corresponds to the polarity of the emotion. For this decision,
the sentiment polarity was obtained from the sentiment analy-
sis score (range of 0 to 1, with positive polarity being higher
than 0.5 and negative lower than this threshold), while the emo-
tions were divided into negative (anger, disgust, fear, sadness,
surprise) and positive (joy). The examples of sentences below
help to explain the emotion labelling based on sentiment po-
larity. In sentences (1) and (2) the emotion-label agrees with
the sentiment-polarity (negative polarity for ‘fear’ and positive
polarity for ’‘joy’) while in (4) and (5) this is not the case (neg-
ative polarity for joy and positive polarity for fear). Thus, the
emotion labels of (4) and (5) become ‘neutral’.

1. “Juliet’s dead” | 0.35 | fear

2. “I mean lovely” | 0.59 | joy

3. “You’re home” | 0.5 | neutral

4. “What name did they give the child?” | 0.44 | joy -
NEUTRAL

5. “May God help you with your fishing” | 0.65 | fear
- NEUTRAL

3. Emotional Speech Corpus
3.1. Audiobook Corpus

We used the dataset of audiobooks released for the Speech
Synthesis Blizzard Challenge 2016 (http://synsig.org/
index.php/Blizzard_Challenge_2016). It consists
of speech and text data of professional audiobooks and in-
cludes about 5 hours of British English speech data (sampled
at 44 kHz) from a single female talker. However, for part of
this dataset the tales were provided in pdf format. We excluded
these audiobooks because we found problems in the extraction
of the text from the pdf files and to avoid the effect of any er-
rors in the text extraction. Thus, we only used the subset of the
database that consists of 25 fairy-tales (half the total number of
the audiobooks of the Blizzard dataset).

Although sentence-level alignments between speech and
text are included in the dataset for part of the data, we used
our own alignments that were obtained with the Kaldi toolkit
(http://kaldi-asr.org). The new alignments allowed
us to segment the data into direct speech and narrator speech.
The sentences corresponding to direct speech were obtained by
automatically detecting the quoted text. We observed that in
the data, direct speech was generally more expressive (and thus
more ‘emotional’) than the narrator parts (tend to be more ‘neu-
tral’). For this reason, we selected the emotional utterances
from the direct speech subset. We considered two different
ways of selecting the group of utterances that represent each
emotion. The first employs speech clustering and the other is
based solely on the sentiment analysis where utterances with a
‘stronger’ sentiment analysis score are selected (Section 3.3).
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3.2. Clustering of Speech Styles

We used Self Organising Map (SOM) to cluster the speech data
of the audiobooks, similarly to [10], which was implemented
with the MATLAB Neural Networks toolbox. The acoustic fea-
ture set was extracted using the openSMILE toolkit [18]. We
initially used the same feature set that was used in openEAR
[19] to recognize emotions in real time. For example, it includes
spectral parameters (MFCC, LSP, etc.), intensity and pitch
related parameters. The configure file (emobase live4.conf)
for feature extraction can be downloaded from https://
sourceforge.net/projects/openart/. We did a
correlation test between these features and the duration of the
speech utterances in order to remove features which depend
on duration (we removed those features whose correlation was
greater than 0.2). Consequently, we reduced the size of the fea-
ture set from 950 to 605.

We performed the clustering of the data with different num-
bers of clusters ranging from 25 to 50. The reason for varying
the number of clusters was to verify that this number had an
impact on the variability of voice styles observed between the
clusters. We assumed that by using a sufficiently high number
of clusters, we could obtain clusters that represent a particular
emotion. However, with the increase in the number of clusters,
there is higher possibility that different clusters may be char-
acterized by similar voice styles. From informal listening tests
performed by the authors we decided that 50 clusters was the
best option for obtaining a good separation of speech emotions.
Figure 1 shows the SOMs obtained for this condition.

1 7 63 71 37

33 59 128 53 12

11 49 99 92 81

54 178 132 69 52

77 111 199 96 95

151 171 40 77 72

171 95 46 85 131

37 139 180 100 101

48 110 150 181 160

54 13 100 111 24

(a) Cluster size = 50

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35

36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45

46 47 48 49 50

(b) Cluster size = 50

Figure 1: The left plot shows the number of utterances in each
cluster and the right plot shows the distance between the num-
bered clusters (the higher the distance the darker the colour).

In order to map speech clusters to emotions, we performed
sentiment analysis on the sentences belonging to a specific clus-
ter and compared its emotional distribution with the overall dis-
tribution of emotions (over all the clusters). For example, Fig-
ure 2 shows that the cluster number 11 has a significantly high
rate of labels ‘anger’. Thus, this cluster is expected to have a
high amount of utterances that sound with this emotion. We
conducted preliminary experiments to test this assumption and
the results are positive as it will be shown later. By using the
information about the distance between clusters (Figure 1) to-
gether with the scores of the sentiment analysis it is possible to

automatically select a set of candidate clusters to build the syn-
thetic voices for each emotion. For example, the clusters 11, 4,
12, 16, and 28 have relatively high distances to the other clusters
and obtained high classification rates for the emotions ‘anger’,
‘sadness’, ‘joy’, ‘fear’, and ‘surprise’, respectively.

anger sadness fear disgust joy surprise
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

50Clust/clusterDirNum 11

Cluster
Average

Figure 2: Distribution of emotions for the cluster 11 compared
to the average distribution of emotions over all clusters.

3.3. Selection of Utterances with Emotions using Sentiment
Analysis

We also predicted the emotions of the utterances based solely
on the sentiment analysis of the text, which consists of mak-
ing the condition for emotion classification more restrictive. As
described in Section 2.2, we only allowed sentences to be la-
beled with a specific emotion if the sentiment-polarity score
corresponded to the polarity of the emotion. Thus, we can con-
trol the threshold applied to the sentiment-polarity values in or-
der to control the number of sentences labelled with emotion
and to select sentences with stronger ‘sentiment level’ for that
emotion. For example, we can select only sentences for which
the sentiment-polarity score is lower than the threshold of 0.35,
which results in 10 strongly negative ‘sad’ sentences.

4. Expressive TTS system
4.1. HMM-based Speech Synthesizer

We used the HTS system [20] (version 2.3), available at http:
//hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp, to build our synthetic voices.
This is a popular system which permits to build voices for a
target voice style using a relatively small amount of speech data,
by using adaptation techniques [21].

For speech analysis, the STRAIGHT method [22] (Matlab
version V40 006b) was used to calculate the spectral envelope
of the speech signal and the aperiodicity measurements, while
F0 was calculated using the RAPT algorithm implementation
of the ESPS tools [23], [24]. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
parameters of the envelope and aperiodicity are converted to
39th order mel-cepstral coefficients, while the FFT parameters
of aperiodicity are weighted in 25 frequency bands. HTS per-
forms this parameter conversion to obtain a parameter represen-
tation which is more compact and better for statistical modeling.

Acoustic modeling was performed using the standard five-
state left-to-right MSD-HSMM structure and both the state out-
put density function and the state duration were modelled by
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a single Gaussian distribution. The feature vector consists of
five streams: mel-spectrum, aperiodicity parameters, F0 and
its ∆ and ∆2 parameters. The spectrum and aperiodic fea-
ture vectors consist of their static and dynamic parameters (∆
and ∆2), respectively. HTS also performs clustering of context-
dependent HMMs using decision trees. We used the text anal-
ysis component of the Festival system (http://festvox.
org/festival/) to extract the linguistic features and gener-
ate the context labels.

During the synthesis stage, the input text is analyzed to gen-
erate linguistic labels using Festival and the emotion of each
sentence is obtained with the emotion prediction component de-
scribed in Section 2. The emotion is used to select one of the
voices with emotion which were built using an adaptation tech-
nique. STRAIGHT is also used here to generate the speech
parameters obtained from the HMMs and linguistic labels.

4.2. Synthetic Voices

First, an average voice model was built with the HTS system
using all the speech and text data of the audiobook corpus de-
scribed in Section 3.1. Then, the resulting HMM models were
adapted to each target emotion voice using the MLRR adapta-
tion method and the corresponding subset of speech with emo-
tion that was obtained from the corpus using the following semi-
automatic technique. First, we obtained around 50 utterances
for each emotion using the technique explained in Section 3.3.
For some emotions, e.g. disgust, the total number of labelled
sentences was lower than 50 (we evaluated as many as pro-
vided in the data in these cases). Next, one of the authors lis-
tened to those samples to verify if the emotion predicted from
the text was in concordance with the emotion perceived from
speech. From this analysis, we selected at least 20 utterances
to represent each speech emotion (ranged from 26 to 54 utter-
ances depending on the amount of correct labels available for
each emotion). In this work, we did not use speech clustering
for selecting the emotion datasets (as described in Section 3.2),
because for some emotions the number of utterances obtained
from mapping the clusters to emotions was small (lower than
20 utterances). We plan to do experiments using this tech-
nique by using a larger speech corpus. Finally, after performing
the adaptation using HTS, we obtained seven synthetic voices
for the emotions: joy, anger, sadness, surprise, disgust, fear
and neutral. Examples of speech synthesized with these emo-
tions are available online (https://www.scss.tcd.ie/
˜cabralj/samples-emotion-tts.html).

Other possible approaches could be used to integrate the
emotion prediction into the HMM-based speech synthesizer.
One technique would be to augment the linguistic labels to in-
clude the emotion information and to train only one synthetic
voice. This voice should be able to produce the desired vari-
ations in speech emotion depending on the input text. How-
ever, the rate of non-neutral emotion labels is significantly low
as indicated later in Table 2 and we think it would be difficult
to model well those variations using one single voice model.
Moreover, the high number of linguistic labels would also con-
tribute to the problem of modeling the expressiveness aspect of
the voice on the clustered HMM models. Another technique
would be to try to predict the emotions from text using HTS by
embedding the emotion prediction into the decision tree stage.
We also did not considered this option here because we assume
that an emotion classifier based on the decision tree technique
requires a much larger amount of emotion labelled data than
that available in this work. These two alternative options that

Emotion labels Annotators Proposed System
Anger 4.1% 2.3%
Sadness 3.4% 2.8%
Joy 6.2% 7.4%
Fear 2.9% 1.9%
Surprise 1.6% 3.2%
Disgust 0.3% 0.8%
Total for emotions 18.5% 18.4%
Total for neutral 81.5% 81.6%

Table 2: Relative amount of emotion-labels per emotion in the
human annotations and obtained by our system.

only require training of one synthetic voice have the advan-
tage that they can be easily scaled to the synthesis of additional
voice types without the need for building and selection differ-
ent voices. Their great disadvantage compared with a separate
emotion prediction component is the impact of linguistic factors
on the expression prediction performance.

5. Results
5.1. Prediction of Emotion from Text

For evaluating our emotion classification tool we used the hu-
man annotations of the Grimm fairy tales from [17]. We in-
tentionally excluded the tales of Grimm in the extension of the
emotion dictionary in order to be able to test how our system
works with unseen data. In the annotated data, every sentence
is labelled with a primary emotion and a type of mood provided
by two annotators, resulting in a total of 4 affect labels per sen-
tence [17]. Table 2 shows the relative amount of labels for the
emotional categories obtained from the human annotations and
from our emotion-labelling method. We only counted the sen-
tences as belonging to a particular emotion if both annotators
agreed on the primary emotion. From the table, we observe
that most of the sentences in the fairy tales are neutral (82%)
and ‘joy’ is the most frequent emotion both in the human an-
notations and in the predicted emotion labels. We also observe
that the total number of sentences labelled with emotion is ap-
proximately the same between the two methods. This result
shows that our system can be effectively used to approximate
the amount of emotion labels predicted from text to that of hu-
man annotations.

The F-score of the emotion prediction tool is calculated
based on the precision and recall and the results are shown in
Table 3. We consider a sentence as correctly tagged by the tool
if the detected emotion label matches any of the four affect la-
bels of the human annotations. For each emotion, the preci-
sion is defined by the number of correct labels for the emotion
divided by the total number of labeled sentences, while recall
is the number of correct labels for the emotion divided by the
number of labels of that emotion obtained in the human anno-
tations. The precision of the tool over all sentences was 79%.
The F-score was highest for the neutral sentences (0.86), while
for sentences labeled with a particular emotion, ‘joy’ had the
highest F-score (0.38).

In Table 3, we also present the F-score for one human an-
notator. The score is based on the sentences in which both an-
notators agreed on, compared to the total of sentences tagged.
The averaged precision and recall of both annotators were 55%
and 50% respectively, resulting in an average F-score of 52%.
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Emotions F-Score System F-Score Annotator 1
Anger 0.20 0.41
Sadness 0.30 0.39
Joy 0.38 0.53
Fear 0.18 0.32
Surprise 0.09 0.38
Disgust 0.00 0.09
Neutral 0.86 0.71
Average 0.30 0.48

Table 3: Comparison of F-scores between emotion-labelling
tool and one annotator.

Although the F-scores of the emotion prediction tool are not
as high as for human annotations, the analysis of the human
labels gives support to the assumption that fine-grained senti-
ment analysis is a very difficult and sometimes subjective task.
We did not find in the literature directly comparable results for
sentence-level prediction of the same 6 emotions in terms of F-
score, precision and recall. In future work, we plan to compare
our approach of emotion prediction from text with other meth-
ods that are not lexicon-based by using the same dataset.

5.2. Classification of Speech Emotions from Text

We evaluated the emotions of the data subsets that were au-
tomatically obtained using sentiment analysis for building the
synthetic voices (Section 4.2). In this experiment, one of the
authors listened to approximately 50 utterances labelled by the
tool for each emotion. The results of our human-based evalua-
tion are presented in Table 4. The second column of the table
indicates the rate of labels of the tool that are correct according
with the human evaluation, by considering the text only with-
out any context. Meanwhile, the third column shows how often
the emotion predicted from text was the same as that perceived
by the listener. Finally, from these results we also calculated
the rate of emotions perceived by the listener that matched the
emotion predicted from text by considering the correct labels
only (from the text evaluation). These results indicate that there
is strong correlation between the emotion predicted from text
and the corresponding speech emotion, especially for the emo-
tions ‘surprise’ and ‘anger’. These preliminary results give sup-
port to the hypothesis that our emotion prediction system can
be useful in automatic selection of speech with emotions for
building expressive synthetic voices. However, more extensive
experiments with more data and a larger number of listeners are
needed to obtain more conclusive results about this hypothesis.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We developed a method that combines the information of
fine-grained lexicon-based sentiment analysis with sentiment-
polarity scores in order to get more accurate emotion labels.
The resulting emotion prediction tool was integrated into an
HMM-based speech synthesizer to select one of the following
types of synthetic voice from the input text: anger, fear, sur-
prise, joy, sadness, disgust and neutral. We showed that the
predictions of emotion from text using our method were gen-
erally close to those obtained by human annotation, with ex-
ception of some emotions which also obtained lower agree-
ment between annotators (particularly for disgust, surprise and
fear). Our emotion prediction tool also permits to have control

Emotion Prediction Prediction Prediction for
Labels for text for speech speech (text

labels correct)
Anger 63% 50% 79%
Sadness 78% 42% 54%
Joy 76% 51% 67%
Fear 56% 34% 61%
Surprise 74% 68% 91%
Disgust 33% 33% 100%
Average 63% 46% 75%

Table 4: Results obtained from the human evaluation of the
emotion labels for text and speech.

over the number of sentences labelled with emotion by using a
threshold of sentiment polarity score. This allowed us to obtain
a number of emotional labels similar to human annotation in the
audiobook dataset that we used for speech synthesis. We also
used this threshold-based technique to select small subsets of
the audiobook data with strong emotion scores for building the
synthetic voices. However, results of a preliminary perceptual
experiment showed that the textual sentiment analysis does not
always correspond to the emotions conveyed in uttered speech.
Nevertheless, we assumed that this correspondence was high
enough to obtain convincing expressive voices. We are con-
ducting a perceptual experiment to further investigate this ques-
tion and evaluate if the TTS system developed in this work con-
veys speech emotions correctly. We also plan to compare our
sentiment analysis method to different approaches, in particular
non-dictionary based methods.
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Abstract
This paper discusses non-filter waveform generation from cep-
stral features using spectral phase reconstruction as an alterna-
tive method to replace the conventional source-filter model in
text-to-speech (TTS) systems. As the primary purpose of the
use of filters is considered as producing a waveform from the
desired spectrum shape, one possible alternative of the source-
filter framework is to directly convert the designed spectrum
into a waveform by utilizing a recently developed“ phase re-
construction”from the power spectrogram. Given cepstral fea-
tures and fundamental frequency (F0) as desired spectrum from
a TTS system, the spectrum to be heard by the listener is cal-
culated by converting the cepstral features into a linear-scale
power spectrum and multiplying with the pitch structure of F0.
The signal waveform is generated from the power spectrogram
by spectral phase reconstruction. An advantageous property
of the proposed method is that it is free from undesired am-
plitude and long time decay often caused by sharp resonances
in recursive filters. In preliminary experiments, we compared
temporal and gain characteristics of the synthesized speech us-
ing the proposed method and mel-log spectrum approximation
(MLSA) filter. Results show the proposed method performed
better than the MLSA filter in the both characteristics of the
synthesized speech, and imply a desirable properties of the pro-
posed method for speech synthesis.
Index Terms: HMM-based speech synthesis, cepstral features,
non-filter, spectral phase reconstruction

1. Introduction
In the long history of speech synthesis, source-filter model has
played an essential role as a simulator of the human process
of speech production consisting of excitation and resonances.
Source-filter model was already employed in the very early
stage of the history of speech synthesis using acoustic and me-
chanical components such as Wolfgang von Kempelen’s work
[1] in the mid-18th century. Electrical speech synthesis first in-
troduced by Stewart in 1922 [2] and followed by a number of
electrical speech synthesizers including vocal tract analog, ter-
minal analog and formant-based synthesizers also utilized the
source-filter model [3].

After they were replaced by digital calculation by com-
puters, artificial speech waveform has been synthesized by the
digital source-filter model (e.g. linear predictive coding (LPC)
vocoder [4, 5], line spectrum pair (LSP)[6], etc. ). Even after
statistical speech synthesis was proposed in 1989 using context
oriented clustering (COC) [7, 8, 9], deployed as a commercial
product (“ Shaberinbo”from NTT Data), and, from the 90’s,
sophisticated with hidden Markov model (HMM) toward better

natural-sounding synthetic speech[10], the source-filter model
has still been one of main components using the mel-log spec-
trum approximation (MLSA) filter [11] to generate waveform
from cepstral features.

Apart from waveform unit concatenation methods such as
PSOLA [12], source-filter model seems to be almost exclu-
sively used for producing synthetic speech waveform from the
intended and designed spectrum in the text-to-speech (TTS)
framework. Our view is twofold over the reason of conventional
use of source-filter model in the TTS framework. One reason is
that it simulates the human speech production mechanism. The
other reason is that filter has been considered as almost the only
means to generate waveform from the given spectrogram sup-
plied from the TTS part. As the ultimate purpose of the speech
waveform synthesizer is to deliver the spectrogram designed in
the TTS system to the listener ’s brain, the waveform is es-
sential as the means for transmitting the“ target”spectrum to
the listener. For this purpose, the source-filter model has long
been considered to be the best solution. An alternative solution
for this problem can be brought from“ phase reconstruction”
[13, 14] without using filters.

We propose a spectral phase reconstruction, instead of us-
ing filter, to generate waveform from power spectrum. An ad-
vantageous property of the proposed method is that it is free
from undesired amplitude and long time decay often caused by
sharp resonances in recursive filters.

2. Non-filter speech synthesis
2.1. Cepstral features and F0 generation based on HMM

We partly use a typical HMM-based speech synthesis system
[15, 16] statistically trained for generating the parameter vector
sequence of mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs) and
F0. This vector sequence is assumed to represent the target
spectral time sequence (spectrogram) designed to be heard by
the listener.

2.2. Conversion from cepstrum to spectrum

The given MFCCs are converted to linear-scaled spectrum as
follows [17].

H(ω) = s−1
γ (

M∑

m=0

c̃γ(m)e−jω̃t) (1)

where

s−1
γ (ω) =

{
(1 + γω)1/γ , 0 < |γ| ≤ 1

exp ω, γ = 0
(2)
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Figure 1: Overview of proposed HMM-based synthesis system
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Figure 2: A sample of F0 trajectory of speech

ω̃ = tan−1 (1 − α2) sin ω

(1 + α2) cos ω − 2α
(3)

H(ω) denotes the spectrum, s−1
γ is the inverse generalized

log function, c̃γ(m) is the mel-generalized cepstral coefficients
and α denotes the frequency compression parameter. The gen-
eralized mel-cepstrum is equivalent to the cepstrum with γ = 0
and AR coefficient with γ = −1.

2.3. Adding F0 components

Using F0 generated by the HMM, harmonic components can be
added to spectrum H(ω) by sampling H(ω) at integral multi-
ples of F0. Fig. 2 shows a F0 trajectory of speech. Fig. 3 shows
a sample spectrum with F0 being 120Hz at the frame number
100.

In the case of voiced speech sound, F0-harmonic compo-
nents are convolved with the spectrum domain representation
of the Hann window, W (ω), as follows to obtain the target
spectrum. That can be described as harmonic components, be-
cause the spectrum sidelobe of Hann window decreases rapidly
as shown in fig. 4
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Figure 3: Harmonic components of a spectrum
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w(n) = 0.5(1 − cos(
2πn

N − 1
)), n = 1, 2, ...N (4)

W (ω) = exp(iω
N − 1

2
)
sin(Nω/2)

sin(ω/2)
(5)

X(ω) = H(ω) ∗ W (ω) (6)

Fig. 4 shows the Hann window (top) and the spectrum of
the Hann window (bottom).

Fig. 5 shows a sample spectrogram of H(ω) convoluted
with W (ω)

2.4. Spectral phase reconstruction

Speech waveform is synthesized from the power spectrum using
spectral phase reconstruction [13, 14] where the spectral phase
is updated iteratively by short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
and inverse STFT (Fig. 6).

The process of spectral phase reconstruction is described as
follows.
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Figure 6: Algorithm of spectral phase reconstruction

1. Complex spectrogram X(0)[mS, k] is calculated. Ini-
tial phases are set to the given power spectrogram
|X[mS, k]|2 (where S equal frame shift).

2. Waveform x(i)[n] is generated by calculating as follows.

x(i)[n] =
1
N

∑∞
m=−∞ w[n − mS]

∑N−1
k=0 X(i)[mS, k]e−j 2π

N
(n−mS)k (7)

where w is the window function.

3. Complex spectrogram X̂(i)[mS, k] is calculated from
the STFT of x(i)[n].

X̂(i)[mS, k] =

∞∑

n=−∞
x(i)[n]w[n − mS]e−j 2π

N
(n−mS)k (8)

4. The given power spectrogram |X[mS, k]|2 are com-
bined with the phase of the complex spectrogram
X̂(i)[mS, k].

X(i+1)[mS, k] = X̂(i)[mS, k]
|X[mS, k]|

|X̂(i)[mS, k]|
(9)

5. Iterate step 2 – step 4.

3. Evaluation of temporal and gain
characteristics

3.1. Problems in temporal and gain characteristics of
source-filter model

Generally in vocoders, naturalness of re-synthesized speech is
degraded when F0 is modified from the original F0. Major
factors of such quality degradation are considered to be related
to temporal and gain characteristics of the synthesized speech.
When using a recursive filter such as the MLSA filter, if some
harmonic components of F0 overlap a formant of a high Q
value, it often causes an undesired sharp resonance resulting in
a large amplitude and lengthened decay spanning a few frames.
Furthermore, because gain of an output signal is linearly pro-
portional to the Q value, gain fluctuates according to F0. As the
proposed method is not a recursive filter and free from sharp
resonances, these problems can be reduced. For these reasons,
we experimentally compared the temporal and gain characteris-
tics of the proposed and MLSA methods.

3.2. Experimental conditions

As the speech materials, we synthesized speech using cepstrum
characteristics and F0 generated by HTS [16] from five texts.
The cepstral parameters were set as: γ = 1.0 and α = 0.55.
The STFT was performed with a sampling frequency of 48000
Hz, frame shift of 5 ms and frame length of 40 ms. In the spec-
tral phase reconstruction, the phase estimation step was iterated
fifty times for the synthetic speech duration ranging from 3.35
to 5.25 s. F0 was modified from 0.8 to 1.2 times of the original
with the interval of 0.05.
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Figure 7: Temporal characteristics of the MLSA filter
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Figure 8: Temporal characteristics of the proposed method

3.3. Evaluation of temporal characteristics and results

In the filter case, 30 ms of excitation signal was fed to the filter
followed by null signal to synthesize the speech sound, while,
in the phase reconstruction case, 30 ms of synthesized spectrum
followed by null spectrum was converted to synthetic speech
waveform. The decay times were measured in each frame for
different F0s for each speech. The decay time was defined as
the time until the power became 30 dB lower, where power was
the sum of squares of amplitude. Figs. 7 and 8 show time
characteristics in the histogram style.

The results show that the proposed method improved the
time characteristics of the synthetic speech by the MLSA
method.

3.4. Evaluation of gain characteristics and results

Similarly as in the time characteristics investigation, F0 was
modified to investigate the output power of each frame in the
voiced interval. Figs. 9 and 10 show gain characteristics in
histogram.

The results show that the proposed method improved the
gain characteristics of the synthetic speech by the MLSA
method.

3.5. Naturalness

To investigate the naturalness of synthesized speech, listen-
ing tests were conducted. The stimuli consisted 90 synthetic
speech with modified F0 described in section 3.2 and presented
to the subjects through an audio interface (QUAD-CAPTURE,
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Figure 9: Gain characteristics of the MLSA filter
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Figure 10: Gain characteristics of the proposed method

ROLAND) and headphones (MDR-CD900ST, SONY). Seven
normal-hearing Japanese (average age 21 years ranging 20–22)
participated in the listening tests.

Fig. 11 shows the result of the naturalness test. The mean
opinion score of the speech synthesized by MLSA filter was
2.59 while that of phase reconstruction attained 3.02.

3.6. Discussion

As the proposed method is not based on recursive filter, it has
no factor causing degradation in time and gain characteristics
and actually showed favorable characteristics compared with
the MLSA filter. From the result of the preliminary listening
test, the proposed method showed higher naturalness of the syn-
thetic speech than that of the MLSA method. The authors’sub-
jective impression at the synthesized speech using the MLSA
filter was“ buzzy”possibly because of filter, while the pro-
posed method sounded slightly smoother and clearer.

4. Conclusion
In this study, a novel approach of speech waveform synthe-
sis was proposed by applying spectral phase reconstruction to
speech synthesis from cepstrum characteristics and F0 instead
of the conventional source-filter model. Cepstral features gener-
ated from HMM were converted to linear-scale spectrum, sam-
pled at the integral multiples of F0 and convolved with the spec-
trum of Hann window to design the target spectrum to be heard
by the listener. Then, spectral phase reconstruction technique
was applied to the target spectrum to generate the waveform.
In the experimental evaluation of temporal and gain character-
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Figure 11: Naturalness of the synthesis speech

istics of the proposed and MLSA methods, the results showed
that the proposed method gave temporal and gain characteristics
better than the MLSA method, and implied that the proposed
method is an effective method for speech synthesis. Future re-
search include more detailed evaluation of synthetic speech by
the non-filter approach, TTS system implementation in com-
bination with the conventional HMM-based cepstrum and F0

synthesizer, and a new statistical TTS framework in a new para-
metric domain.
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Abstract
In our recent work, a novel speech synthesis with enhanced
prosody (SSEP) system using probabilistic amplitude demodu-
lation (PAD) features was introduced. These features were used
to improve prosody in speech synthesis. The PAD was applied
iteratively for generating syllable and stress amplitude modula-
tions in a cascade manner. The PAD features were used as a
secondary input scheme along with the standard text-based in-
put features in deep neural network (DNN) speech synthesis.
Objective and subjective evaluation validated the improvement
of the quality of the synthesized speech.

In this paper, a spectral amplitude modulation phase hi-
erarchy (S-AMPH) technique is used in a similar to the PAD
speech synthesis scheme, way. Instead of the two modulations
used in PAD case, three modulations, i.e., stress-, syllable- and
phoneme-level ones (2, 5 and 20 Hz respectively) are imple-
mented with the S-AMPH model. The objective evaluation has
shown that the proposed system using the S-AMPH features im-
proved synthetic speech quality in respect to the system using
the PAD features; in terms of relative reduction in mel-cepstral
distortion (MCD) by approximately 9% and in terms of relative
reduction in root mean square error (RMSE) of the fundamen-
tal frequency (F0) by approximately 25%. Multi-task training is
also investigated in this work, giving no statistically significant
improvements.
Index Terms: spectral amplitude modulation phase hierarchy,
probabilistic amplitude demodulation, speech synthesis, deep
neural networks, speech prosody

1. Introduction
In human-to-human communication, through speech, the
speaker conveys information on different levels i.e., linguis-
tic (e.g. phonetic and phonological information), paralinguis-
tic (e.g. speaking style or emotions of the speaker) and ex-
tralinguistic levels (e.g. socio-geographical background of the
speaker). Prosody is related to all of these levels and varies de-
pending on the message that is desired to be conveyed to the
listener [1]. In acoustic terms, prosody is mainly composed by
three aspects, i.e., the fundamental frequency, duration of pho-
netic units and intensity [2, 3]. Since the properties of prosodic
features are units of speech larger than segments, prosody is
related not only to segmental-level information, but also to the
suprasegmental one. Consequently, the correlation of segmental
and suprasegmental information levels becomes very important
in prosody modelling. Robust modelling of prosody is essential
since very often changing prosody could even change the under-
lying meaning of the message [4]. This makes it very important
not only for text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis systems and related
applications but also for broader applications such as speech-to-

speech translation (S2ST), where prosody becomes a part of the
essential information that needs to be analysed (in the source
language), transferred to the target language and synthesized.

A speech signal conveys information on different time-
scales. Traditionally, sequential speech processing suggests the
segmental and suprasegmental time-scales be used for differ-
ent models of interest, such as for the acoustic and prosodic
modelling. Different time-scales have often been treated inde-
pendently in the past. However, we can hypothesise that they
are related, and that this relation is important also for prosody
modelling.

Over the last decades, an increasing interest can be ob-
served in the literature, concerning the spectro-temporal struc-
ture of the speech signal and its correlation to the phonologi-
cal structure of language and speech perception [5, 6, 7]. In
research related to children with impaired phonological devel-
opment, in several languages [8, 9, 10], reduced sensitivity to
the amplitude demodulation structure of acoustic signals was
observed across languages. This led to the conclusion of the
existence of correlation between the extraction of information
about phonological structure and the energy patterns of the am-
plitude envelope. Nonetheless, it remains unclear which mod-
ulations (time-scales) are the most important relating acoustic
with phonological information. Investigating this issue, Leong
and Goswami [11] studied how acoustic spectro-temporal struc-
ture is related to the linguistic phonological structure of speech,
using amplitude demodulation in three time-scales, i.e, prosodic
stress, syllable and onset-rime unit (phonemes) levels.

In our recent work [12], the probabilistic amplitude demod-
ulation (PAD) approach [13] was used in a novel speech syn-
thesis with enhanced prosody (SSEP) system. An attempt was
made to investigate the importance of PAD features used as ad-
ditional input feature scheme in DNN-based speech synthesis.
The PAD method is noise robust and allows the algorithm to
be steered using a-priori knowledge of modulation time-scales,
i.e., the user can specify the prosodic tiers — stress, sylla-
bles, and utterance — to be analysed. Furthermore, as an an-
alytic model, it is assumed to be language independent. The
PAD method can be used iteratively to get progressively slower
prosodic tiers. In our case, two level amplitude demodulation
was performed. A first demodulation was performed with a
syllable-level modulation where an average syllable duration in
samples was used as parameter. The resulting syllable envelope
was used as input signal for progressively slower demodulation
at the stress level, to generate a stress envelope. Our hypothesis,
that the PAD features would be able to capture this correlation
and would be beneficial in speech synthesis, was validated [12].

In this work the PAD scheme is replaced by the spectral am-
plitude modulation phase hierarchy (S-AMPH) [11] approach
for improving speech synthesis. An attempt is made to inves-
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tigate the importance of S-AMPH features used as additional
input feature scheme in DNN-based speech synthesis. Three
level amplitude demodulation is performed in this work. The
stress-level demodulation, to generate a stress envelope (2 Hz
amplitude modulation). The syllable-level modulation where an
average syllable duration in samples is used as parameter (5 Hz
amplitude modulation). Finally, phoneme-level demodulation
is performed (20 Hz amplitude modulation). The motivation
behind this attempt is to capture the relation between segmental
and suprasegmental levels, using the S-AMPH technique. We
hypothesize that the S-AMPH features are able to capture this
correlation and are going to be beneficial in speech synthesis.
Furthermore, the additional phoneme-level information is ex-
pected to play a significant role.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the proposed speech synthesis scheme is presented. The
system is described in Section 3. In Section 4, the objective and
subjective evaluation are presented. Finally the conclusions are
given in Section 5.

2. Spectral amplitude modulation phase
hierarchy

2.1. Spectral amplitude modulation phase hierarchy model

The boundaries for a parsimonious spectral filterbank are iden-
tified using the principal component analysis (PCA) proce-
dure [14]. This dimensionality reduction in the frequency do-
main spanning 100-7250 Hz resulted into the top 5 components
contributing the highest amount of variance individually, and
cumulatively accounted for 65% of the total variance. The spec-
tral bands were then identified from the rectified component
loading patterns, resulting into the filterbank edges of 100, 300,
700, 1750, 3900 and 7250 Hz. Thus, 5 spectral bands were
identified in the spectral dimensionality reduction process.

A similar statistical approach was used to identify modula-
tion rate bands [14]. The speech samples were first spectrally-
filtered into 5 spectral bands. The Hilbert envelope was then ob-
tained for each spectral band, and this envelope was further fil-
tered into 24 logarithmically-spaced between 0.9-40 Hz modu-
lation rate channels to give a high-dimensional 5 (spectral band)
x 24 (modulation rate) channel representation for each speech
sample. The aim of the PCA procedure was to reduce this large
number of 24 modulation channels into a smaller number of
non-redundant modulation rate bands. A descriptive analysis
suggested that the entire modulation rate spectrum may be use-
fully divided into 3 regions: a narrow syllabic rate band at about
4 Hz, a band of slower modulations below 4 Hz that could corre-
spond to the prosodic stress patterns, and a band of faster mod-
ulations above 4 Hz. Thus, only the top 3 principal components
of the modulation rate PCA procedure, accounting cumulatively
for 60-80% of the total variance, are used for the S-AMPH fea-
tures. The identification of 3 major modulation rate bands or
modulation time-scales fits well with theoretical proposals re-
garding the typical time-scales of 3 major phonological units in
speech: stress pattern (about 2 Hz), syllables (about 5 Hz) and
onset-rimes/phonemes (about 20 Hz) [11].

In this work, the Matlab implementation of the S-AMPH
feature extraction taken from S6 Appendix of [11] is used. Fig-
ure 1 shows a scheme of the feature extraction process. In Fig-
ure 2 the S-AMPH stress-, syllable- and phoneme-level mod-
ulations are shown for the utterance it’s generally a frog or a
worm.

S-AMPH	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Stress-	
level		

Modula2on	

Speech Syllable-	
level		

Modula2on	

S-AMPH 
Features Phoneme-

level		
Modula2on	

3900-7250	Hz	

1750-3900	Hz	

700-1750	Hz	

300-700	Hz	

100-300	Hz	

Figure 1: Three-level spectral amplitude modulation phase hi-
erarchy scheme; stress-level, syllable-level and phoneme-level
modulations.

2.2. Speech synthesis scheme

In this subsection, initially, the DNN-based speech synthesis
framework, which follows the framework of [15, 16], and con-
stitutes the baseline system in our experiments (see Section 3)
is described and consequently the proposed speech synthesis
scheme is presented.

2.2.1. DNN-based speech synthesis framework

A DNN is a feed-forward artificial neural network with multi-
ple hidden layers between the input and output layers, creating
a mapping function between the input (i.e. linguistic features)
vector and the output (i.e. acoustic features) vector. In the train-
ing phase, the input text is processed and transformed into la-
bels, which contain linguistic features in an appropriate format
for training the DNNs, i.e., containing binary and numerical fea-
tures. Back-propagation is used for training the DNN using the
input and output data.

The text corresponding to each audio file has to be con-
verted into a sequence of labels suitable for DNN training. A
conventional and freely available TTS front-end was used for
this [17]. The text is turned into a sequence of labels (text-
based labels), which contain segmental information and rich
contextual parameters such as lexical stress and relative posi-
tion within syllables, phrases or sentences. The standard “full”
labels generated by the scripts, i.e. quinphone segmental infor-
mation, and a large number of categorical, numeric, or binary
linguistic and prosodic information, was used [18]. These la-
bels were aligned with the speech signal through a phone-based
forced alignment procedure, using the Kaldi toolkit [19]. The
models for the alignment were trained on the training plus de-
velopment sets, and state-level labels force-aligned to acoustic
frame boundaries were generated for the training, development
and evaluation sets.

Concerning the output features, the STRAIGHT [20]
vocoder was used for the acoustic analysis and feature extrac-
tion, essentially using the default settings from the EMIME [21]
scripts: 25ms frame window, 5ms frame shift, STRAIGHT
Mel-cepstral analysis with 40 coefficients, single F0 value,
and 21 coefficients for band aperiodic energy, extracted by the
STRAIGHT vocoder. For each acoustic feature, derivatives of
first and second order are added. The overall acoustic vector
dimension is 186.

A slightly modified version of the Kaldi toolkit for the DNN
training was used. An automatic procedure was used to con-
vert the labels into numeric values: the categorical data (such as
segmental information) was turned into arrays of binary values,
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Figure 2: The S-AMPH stress-, syllable- and phoneme-level modulations for the five spectral bands of the utterance “it’s generally a
frog or a worm”.

while the numerical and binary data was preserved.

Since training requires a frame-level mapping between in-
put labels and acoustic features, the segment-based labels have
to be sampled so that we have an input label per acoustic frame.
The DNN system was trained using the state position within the
phone as categorical data, plus using two position features, i.e.
numeric values corresponding to the frame position within the
current state, and to the frame position within the current seg-
ment, plus the standard “full” labels (i.e. a total of 403 input
features). Furthermore it should be noted that the input (label)
data was normalized globally so that each component had val-
ues between 0.01 and 0.99. The output (acoustic) data was fur-
ther normalized for each component to be of zero mean and unit
variance; the output activation function was a sigmoid.

Unlike other approaches (such as those of Zen et al. [15] or
Qian et al. [22]), we did not remove silent frames from the train-
ing. The training procedure was standard: we used a stochastic
gradient descent based on back propagation. The minimisation
criterion was the Mean Square Error (MSE). The training was
run on the training set, and we used the development set for
cross-validation.

In the synthesis phase, the input text is processed by the
same front-end as in the training phase, creating the input vec-
tors and the trained DNN is used in a forward-propagation man-
ner for mapping them to output vectors. The aligned label
files from the evaluation set were used for synthesis. Synthesis
was performed doing a forward pass through the network, fol-
lowed by acoustic trajectory smoothing [23], through applying
the “mlpg” tool from SPTK [24] and global variance computed
on each acoustic component. This was followed by resynthesis
using the STRAIGHT vocoder.

2.2.2. S-AMPH speech synthesis framework

In Figure 3, the proposed speech synthesis with S-AMPH fea-
ture scheme is shown.

During the training phase, in parallel with the baseline
scheme, the S-AMPH scheme is used to extract the S-AMPH
features. These features are combined, on frame-level, with
the text-based features and used as the input features for the
DNN. The output features remain the same as in the baseline
system described above. During the synthesis phase, both the
text-based and the S-AMPH features are extracted in the same
way as in the training phase.

Since in a real scenario, during the synthesis phase, the
speech signal is not available, in order to extract the S-AMPH
features, these features need to be predicted from text. Alter-
natively, this scheme could be used in a S2ST scenario. In this
case the S-AMPH features would be extracted from the source
speaker in the source language, be transformed/adapted to the
target speaker and language and consequently be used in the
proposed speech synthesis scheme.

3. System
3.1. Database

For the experiments the blizzard-challenge-2008 [25, 26]
database was used. The speaker is known as “Roger” and is
a native UK English male speaker. The database consists of
15 hours of data, corresponding to approximately 9.6k utter-
ances. For our experiments a subset of the database was used,
composed of the “carroll”, “arctic” and the three news sets (i.e.,
“theherald 1,2,3”). The total number of utterances of this subset
was approximately 4.8k corresponding to 7.5 hours of speech.
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Figure 3: Speech synthesis scheme.

This subset was split in a training set of 4273 utterances, a de-
velopment set of 335 utterances and an evaluation set of 158
utterances. The sampling frequency of the audio is 16 kHz.

3.2. DNN-based speech synthesis setup

The DNNs were built implementing various combinations of
the number of hidden layers (i.e. from 4 to 6 hidden layers),
and nodes (i.e. 1000 and 2000 nodes) in each layer. Each layer
comprised an affine component followed by a sigmoid activa-
tion function. Based on the development set, the best perfor-
mance in respect to mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) [27] and root
mean square error (RMSE) of the F0 was achieved by the DNN
system composed of 4 hidden layers and 2000 units per layer.

3.3. PAD features setup

For the extraction of the PAD features, a frame window of 25
ms and a frame shift of 5 ms were used. The default (not cal-
culated based on the specific speaker) syllable frequency of 5
Hz was selected. The two PAD features were combined with
the frame-level text-based input features as described in [12].
Furthermore, 16 neighbouring frames (8 previous and 8 next),
were used for PAD features. This parameter was not used in
our previous work [12], and it further improves the SSEP sys-
tem performance.

3.4. S-AMPH features setup

Five-spectral band filtered signal with Hilbert envelopes from
each spectral band overlaid was used in S-AMPH model:

• 100-300 Hz

• 300-700 Hz

• 700-1750 Hz

• 1750-3900 Hz

• 3900-7250 Hz

Three modulation rate bands (Stress, Syllable & Phoneme) are
extracted from each of the envelopes in the 5 spectral bands:

• Stress-level: 2 Hz

• Syllable-level: 5 Hz

• Phoneme-level: 20 Hz

Furthermore, 10 neighbouring frames (5 previous and 5 next),
were used for S-AMPH features.

4. Experiments
To validate our hypothesis, that the S-AMPH features will be
beneficial, and further improve the quality of synthetic speech
in respect to the baseline and to the SSEP system, objective and
subjective evaluation was performed.

4.1. Objective evaluation

The MCD between original and synthesized samples is used
as an objective metric to compare the three systems. Higher
MCD values indicate lower speech quality of the synthesized
speech samples. Additionally for evaluating the three systems
in respect to prosody modelling, the RMSE of F0 was calculated
for each system. These results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: MCD in dB and RMSE of F0 in Hz for the baseline and
SSEP and the S-AMPH systems on the evaluation set.

System # of neighbouring frames MCD (dB) F0 (Hz)
Baseline 0 3.938 19.096
SSEP 0 3.912 18.208
SSEP 16 3.872 17.546
S-AMPH 0 3.744 15.298
S-AMPH 10 3.569 13.602

As can be seen from the results, the reduction in MCD of
the SSEP (using neighbouring frames) system over the base-
line one is very small, i.e, approximately 1.7% relative improve-
ment. Nonetheless, the reduction of RMSE of F0 of the SSEP
(using neighbouring frames) system over the baseline one is ap-
proximately 8.1%, showing a small but clear relative improve-
ment in respect to prosody modelling. The results are statisti-
cally significant (p < 0.05). Furthermore, the speech synthe-
sis system based on S-AMPH features (without neighbouring
frames) system is clearly outperforming the SSEP system by
8.8% and 25.3% relative improvement in MCD and RMSE of
F0 respectively.

Finally, an attempt was also made to use these features in a
multi-task training scheme in the DNN-based speech synthesis
scheme. Multi-task training has been recently used in speech
synthesis [28, 29, 30], for improving the quality of synthetic
speech; not always achieving significant improvement. In our
case, when multi-task training was used in either case, i.e., us-
ing PAD or S-AMPH features, the improvement shown in the
objective evaluation measurements was not significant. Further
investigation is needed.
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4.2. Subjective evaluation

To further validate our hypothesis and evaluate whether the im-
provement shown in the objective measurements is perceivable
by humans, a subjective evaluation ABX test was performed.
The ABX test was performed only between the baseline and
the SSEP system without using neighbouring frames. These
two systems were selected since the SSEP system showed the
smallest improvement with respect to the baseline system.

We employed a 3-point scale ABX subjective evaluation lis-
tening test [31], suitable for comparing two different systems.
In this test, listeners were presented with pairs of samples pro-
duced by two systems (A and B) and for each pair they were
indicating their preference for A, B, or both samples sound the
same (X). The material for the test consisted of 15 pairs of sen-
tences such that one member of the pair was generated using
the baseline DNN speech synthesis (system A) and the other
member was generated using the proposed SSEP system (sys-
tem B). Random utterances from the evaluation set were used.
27 listeners (native and non-native English) participated in the
ABX test. The subjects were presented with pairs of sentences
in a random order with no indication of which system they were
represented with. They were asked to listen to these pairs of
sentences (as many times as they wanted), and choose between
them in terms of their overall quality. Additionally, the option
X, i.e. both samples sound the same, was available if they had
no preference for either of them.

As can be seen in Figure 4, the SSEP system clearly outper-
forms the baseline one, achieving double preference score, i.e.,
38.6% over 19.5% respectively. In addition the both samples
sound the same (“Equal”) choice achieved a 41.9%.

19.5% 41.9% 38.6%

Baseline Equal SSEP

Figure 4: Subjective evaluation ABX test results (in %) of the
baseline and SSEP systems.

Furthermore, it should be pointed out that, according to
the feedback from many of the listeners, bigger differences in
prosody between the audio pairs was perceived, when the vari-
ations in prosody were bigger. This confirms our hypothesis,
that the contribution of PAD and S-AMPH features, when using
more expressive and emotional speech, will be bigger.

5. Conclusions and future work
The spectral amplitude modulation phase hierarchy (S-AMPH)
technique was used in this paper for improving speech synthe-
sis. The hypothesis that the information which exists in different
time-scales of a speech signal and the correlation among these
time-scales, would be captured by the S-AMPH features and
learned by the DNNs for improving synthetic speech, was vali-
dated. The evaluation showed improvement in synthetic speech
quality; in terms of relative reduction in mel-cepstral distortion
(MCD) by approximately 9% and in terms of relative reduction
in root mean square error (RMSE) of the fundamental frequency
(F0) by approximately 25%. Multi-task training was also inves-
tigated in this work, giving no significant improvements.

It should be pointed out that, since the database used in
these experiments consists of read speech, where prosody vari-
ations are constrained due to the strict speaking style, it is ex-
pected that the importance of both the PAD and the S-AMPH

features, when more expressive or emotional speech (e.g. au-
diobooks) is used, will be substantially bigger.

As future work we intend to also subjectively evaluate
the new proposed system using S-AMPH features and neigh-
bouring frames, which has shown the highest performance.
Nonetheless, due to the large reduction in the errors in respect
to all the other systems, it is expected that the same trend will
be seen in this subjective test.

Furthermore, the authors are interested in investigating
ways to predict these features from text for evaluating whether
these features could be beneficial also in text-to-speech synthe-
sis. Finally, using this technique in speech-to-speech transla-
tion, transferring these features from the source speaker (in the
source language), to the target speaker (in another language), is
another very interesting path which will be investigated.
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Abstract

This study investigates how listeners judge the similarity of
voice converted voices using a talker discrimination task. The
data used is from the Voice Conversion Challenge 2016. 17 par-
ticipants from around the world took part in building voice con-
verted voices from a shared data set of source and target speak-
ers. This paper describes the evaluation of similarity for four of
the source-target pairs (two intra-gender and two cross-gender)
in more detail. Multidimensional scaling was performed to il-
lustrate where each system was perceived to be in an acoustic
space compared to the source and target speakers and to each
other.
Index Terms: Voice Conversion Challenge, evaluation

1. Introduction
The Voice Conversion Challenge (VCC) 2016 [1], one of the
special sessions at Interspeech 2016, was devised to better un-
derstand different voice conversion techniques. This was facili-
tated by supplying a common dataset for participants to perform
speaker identity conversion on and by carrying out an evaluation
of the naturalness and similarity (to target and source speakers)
of the resulting speech. In total, 17 participants from around the
world contributed to the challenge. A description of VCC 2016
including motivation, database, participation rules, and main
findings is given in [1]. A more detailed presentation and anal-
ysis of the evaluation results can be found in [2]. The current
paper expands on the similarity evaluation.

Speaker similarity in the original evaluation [1, 2] was mea-
sured using the same/different paradigm. Pairs of stimuli were
presented to subjects and their task was to judge whether the
stimuli could have been spoken by the same person. For each
source-target (ST) pair the 18 voice conversion (VC) systems
(17 participants and the baseline system) were compared to both
the source and target speakers. This paper extends the similar-
ity evaluation by also comparing all VC systems to each other.
By comparing all systems to each other and to the source and
target speakers it enables visualisation of the distances between
systems using multidimensional scaling (MDS).

The idea is that there is a psychological distance between
stimuli in a perceptual space. The greater the distance between
stimuli, the greater the dissimilarity in perception of these stim-
uli is. MDS has been used in speech perception studies to mea-
sure the distance between various types of stimuli, e.g., lan-
guages [3], tones [4], vowels [5, 6] and consonants [7]. More
closely related to the current topic are studies that have com-
pared speakers [8, 9, 10] or synthetic speech systems [11, 12].
In the context of voice conversion, we are not aware of stud-
ies that have considered MDS to measure the effectiveness of
different VC techniques, or how they relate to each other.

It is intuitively appealing to be able to place VC systems in
a perceptual space in relation to source and target speakers as
the goal in voice conversion is to convert speech from a source
speaker into that of a target speaker. In this study, we aim to
map the perceptual space of how listeners perceive VC voices
in relation to each other and in relation to the target and source
speakers they are based on. We are interested in finding patterns
in the perception of VC systems, e.g., groups of techniques or
types of systems that lead to similar results. Visualising the dis-
tance between VC systems could (possibly) shed further light
on the similarity results. How do the VC systems relate to each
other? Are there systems that sound very similar? Which sys-
tems are very different?

The design of the experiment, including how the four
source-target pairs were selected, is given in Section 2. The re-
sults section (Section 3) reports similarity to target in the current
experiment and how this compares to the original evaluation re-
sults. After presenting MDS plots for each of the four ST pairs
(Section 3.2) the results are discussed and the paper concludes
in Section 5 with a few take-home messages.

2. Experimental set-up
This section describes the procedure used to select ST pairs for
evaluation, the design of the listening test and how it was carried
out.

2.1. Selection of ST pairs

For VCC 2016, each participant created 25 VC voices using the
five source and five target speakers that were distributed in the
challenge. Of those 25 voices, 16 ST pairs were evaluated in the
VCC evaluation, four for each gender condition (Male-Male,
Female-Female, Male-Female and Female-Male). For the cur-
rent evaluation, four ST pairs were selected, one for each gender
condition. The selection was based on spread across systems in
terms of similarity to the target speaker in the previous evalua-
tion [1, 9]. We aimed for ST pairs where roughly 50% of sys-
tems achieved more than 50% similarity to the target speaker.
This resulted in the selection of following ST pairs: SF1-TF1,
SM1-TM2, SM1-TF1 and SF1-TM2. Figure 1 shows similarity
to the target speaker for the selected ST pairs. These results,
per ST pair, are from the original evaluation. In all figures, the
letters ‘A’ ... ‘Q’ indicate the 17 participants, ‘S’ is for source
speaker, ‘T’ for target and ‘B ’ indicates the baseline (B ).

2.2. Listening test design

The goal of the current listening test is to relate each VC system
to each other VC system and to the source (S) and target (T)
speakers. As there were 17 participants, a baseline system, a
target speaker and a source speaker this resulted in a total of 20
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Figure 1: Similarity (same/different) to target speaker for each selected ST pair.

“systems” to compare. The number of trials to judge is then 210
per ST pair ((20 ∗ 19)/2 + 20). Thus, a subject listens to 420
sentences, and gives 210 judgements, which translates into an
estimated listening time of 1 hour.

When designing a discrimination task using the
same/different paradigm it is standard practice to balance
the amount of “same” and “different” trials in order to limit the
bias in listener response strategies. As the objective in voice
conversion is to sound like the target the T-VC trials should be
classed as “same” and the S-VC trials as “different”. However,
strictly speaking there is no real correct answer. Regarding the
VC-VC comparisons, some VC systems will sound more like
each other, others will be sound more dissimilar. Basically,
there is not an absolute same/different correct answer. Thus, in
a way, the requirement to have equal same and different trials
is met as these VC-VC comparisons can be considered to be
perceptually somewhere between same and different. Further-
more, although standard practice, it is not a strict requirement
and others have also chosen to work with comparisons that
have not been balanced [13, 6].

The order of trials was random for each listener, with each
sentence selected at random with replacement from the pool of
30 test sentences (same sentences as [1, 9]). Within a trial the
order of the two sentences was random and the linguistic con-
tent of the sentences was different. Similar studies supporting
the use of different sentences are [9, 11, 14, 6, 15], an excep-
tion is Kreiman & Papcun [16] who did use sentences with the
same linguistic content, but in their study two acoustic versions
of each sentence were available and listeners never compared
two identical stimulus tokens.

The instructions given to the listeners were “The purpose
of this study is to judge whether two given samples could have
been produced by the same speaker. Some of the samples may
sound somewhat degraded/distorted. Please try to listen beyond
the distortion and concentrate on identifying the voice. For
each box, please listen to the two samples and decide whether
the samples are spoken by the same speaker.” The options for

judgement available to the listeners were: “Same” and “Differ-
ent”.

2.3. Listeners

Eighty subjects took part in the experiment. Each listener was
given one of the ST pairs to rate. They were seated in sound
isolated booths and listened to the samples using Beyerdynamic
DT 770 PRO headphones. The experiment was carried out us-
ing a web interface. It took listeners on average 45 minutes
to complete the experiment, slightly faster than was estimated.
Listeners were remunerated for their time and effort. The exper-
imental set-up was designed to result in 20 listeners per ST pair.
A mix-up in assigning the correct test to two of the listeners,
however, resulted in 19 subjects for SF1-TF1 and SM1-TF1.

3. Results
Non-metric multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) was used to vi-
sualise the same/different judgements. Sammon’s non-linear
mapping [17], a form of non-metric multidimensional scaling
was used. All the solutions are two-dimensional computed us-
ing Sammon in R [18]. This implementation chooses a two-
dimensional configuration to minimize the stress. The sum of
squared differences between the input distances and those of the
configuration are weighted by the distances. The whole sum is
then divided by the sum of input distances to make the stress
scale-free.

Table 1: Statistics on the differences between the original simi-
larity scores and current scores.

ST pair Pearson’s r % drop
SF1-TF1 0.77 -300

SM1-TM2 0.76 -364
SM1-TF1 0.75 -564
SF1-TM2 0.84 -282
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Figure 4: MDS plots per ST pair. Color indicates vocoder type: red: Ahocoder, blue: STRAIGHT, orange: other.

3.1. Similarity to target

The percentage correct compared to target per ST pair is shown
in Figure 2. Comparison to Figure 1 shows that the orders of
systems have changed somewhat and the percentages similar to
target are higher in the original test than in the current evalu-
ation for all four ST pairs. To more clearly illustrate the dif-
ferences in results, Figure 3 shows the relationship between the
original similarity to target results and those found in the cur-
rent evaluation. In addition to that, Table 1 shows Pearson’s
correlations between the original and current evaluations for the
different ST pairs as well as the overall percentage drop in per-
formance.

3.2. Multidimensional scaling

Figure 4 shows MDS plots for the four ST pairs. The source
(S), target (T) and baseline (B ) are connected by green dotted
lines to facilitate interpretation of the figures. The stress values
are: SF1-TF1: 0.06, SM1-TM2: 0.07, SM1-TF1: 0.05, and
SF1-TM2: 0.05. There are a number of general observations
that can be made:

• There is no obvious correspondence between the results
for the different ST pairs.

• The distance between S and T is larger in the across-
gender conditions than in the within-gender conditions,
as you would expect.

• System N is a clear outlier in all four cases.
Table 2 gives a general overview of the vocoder, parametri-

sation and models used in the different systems. Note, this table

is a simplification of the techniques used in the various systems
and is based on the responses provided by the participants to a
questionnaire from the VCC organisers.

If we consider categorisation according to type of vocoder
used, we can distinguish three groups, indicated using color in
Figure 4: Ahocoder: (A, E, Q), STRAIGHT: (B, D, F, G, H,
J, L, M, O, P) and other: (C, I, K, N). Using this categorisa-
tion highlights the following relationships. In the cross-gender
conditions, the systems using Ahocoder show some systematic
behaviour. The red systems group along the x-axis dimension
for SM1-TF1, and along the y-axis dimension for SF1-TM2.
The orange group do not only distinguish themselves by not us-
ing Ahocoder or STRAIGHT, but also by not using MGC. From
this group, C and I cluster together for target TF1 (left side of
Figure 4). They are relatively far away from most other systems
and near to S. As so many of the systems use STRAIGHT, a
clear group is less obvious. However, there are sub-sets of sys-
tems (J, P, B, G, O, L) that cluster together and also score the
highest in terms of similarity to target, cf. Figure 2.

Categories based on the models/techniques used in systems
are difficult to establish as most systems are not easily defined
by just one technique. Notwithstanding, for some of the ST
pairs it looks like systems that use LSTM (G, L, M, O) cluster
together to some degree.

4. Discussion
Although it is an attractive idea to visualize the distances be-
tween the target speaker, source speaker and VC systems us-
ing multidimensional scaling, interpretation of the results in not
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Table 2: System details. For acronyms/abbreviations, see voice conversion literature.
System Vocoder Parametrisation Model

A Ahocoder MGC GMM + MGE
B STRAIGHT MGC exemplar
C Other (LPC) LSF DNN/GMM
D STRAIGHT MGC MDN + GMM
E Ahocoder MGC BLFW
F STRAIGHT MGC phonetic posteriorgram
G STRAIGHT MGC LSTM
H STRAIGHT MGC WSOLA/Deep corr. network
I Other (HSM) LSF i-vector + GMM
J STRAIGHT MGC direct modification + GMM
K Other LSF GMM
L STRAIGHT MGC fusion (incl. LSTM)
M STRAIGHT MGC LSTM
N Other LP coef. Speech Filing System (SFS)
O STRAIGHT MGC GTDNN/LSTM
P STRAIGHT MGC MLPG /GMM
Q Ahocoder MGC frame selection/MLPG
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Figure 5: MDS plots per ST pair. Color indicates score type:
red: high score, orange: low score, purple: high & low

straightforward.
VC systems do not necessarily behave the same on cross-

gender ST pairs and intra-gender pairs. It can even be down to
the specifics of the source speaker and the target speaker that
influence the successfulness of a certain system. Nevertheless,
there are a few systems (J, B, P, G, O) that consistently perform
at the top end of the similarity scale, and others that languish at
the lower end of the scale (I, C, E, F). One that bucks the trend
is system H which is at the top for intra-gender conversion, but
near the very bottom for cross-gender conversion. Figure 5 il-
lustrates how the categorisation into high and low scoring sys-
tems forms quite distinct groups. It is interesting to note how
the red group clusters. For instance, for SM1-TM2, systems J,
B, O, & P cluster together near the baseline whereas G is quite
distant from this cluster but nearer the target. Thus, the MDS
and similarity percentage correct results suggest, in this case,
that J, B, O, & P sound more similar to each other than to the
target.

The difference in similarity to target results between the

original experiment [1, 2] and the current experiment raises the
question whether or not the task that the listeners were set was
do-able. The overall drop in performance was on average 375
percentage points per ST pair, roughly 19% per system. What
might explain this drop in performance?

In the original experiment, listeners only ever compared
VC system to target or source, i.e., synthetic speech was al-
ways compared to natural speech. In the MDS test, the listeners
compared each VC system to each other VC system (i.e., syn-
thetic - synthetic) and to source and target (synthetic - natural
speech). The combination of both types of trials in one experi-
ment (although inevitable) may have made listeners less likely
to judge a system same as target (or source) when the com-
parison was between natural and synthetic speech. Comparing
synthetic speech to natural speech has been shown to lead to a
drop in performance in speaker similarity [19]. How it might be
affecting judgements in the current experiment is an unknown.

Another factor that may have influenced the listeners’
judgements is the boredom-factor. Although subjects did not
complain about the arduous nature of the task, it may have been
playing a role. Each listener was asked to judge one ST pair,
and although they were not (explicitly) aware of this, the lack of
variety in source and target speakers may have influenced their
judgements. Furthermore, the MDS experiment took around
45 mins to complete whereas in the original experiment, each
listener judged three ST-pairs, each taking less than 10 min.

5. Conclusions
Listeners rate VC systems less similar to target speakers when
confronted with many more comparisons to judge. Whether this
is due to fatigue, boredom or possibly the confounding effect of
synthetic-synthetic and natural-synthetic trials within one ex-
periment remains to be investigated.

The large number of participants in the VCC is a double-
edged sword. It is clear there is a great interest in shared data
sets and evaluations so participants can measure the effective-
ness of their system compared to other systems. However, the
large number of systems in the VCC makes it difficult to con-
duct effective evaluations. Future challenges will need to keep
this in mind and devise alternative approaches to VC evalua-
tion. For instance, some kind of cascaded set of experiments
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could be designed, where in a first round, systems using simi-
lar techniques are measured and ranked, followed by a listening
test in the second round, in which the top systems from the first
round are compared.

Using multidimensional scaling adds to the interpretation
of similarity scores by enabling slightly different types of com-
parisons between systems than mere ranking based on percent-
age correct. For instance, the type of vocoder used in a system
has an audible effect which is visible in the cross-gender MDS
plots. Figure 5 further illustrates that systems that score high on
similarity to target are grouped together. For some ST pairs, the
MDS plot indicates that there are VC systems that sound more
like each other than like the target.
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Abstract
Voice conversion aims to modify the characteristics of one
speaker to make it sound like spoken by another speaker with-
out changing the language content. This task has attracted con-
siderable attention and various approaches have been proposed
since two decades ago. The evaluation of voice conversion ap-
proaches, usually through time-intensive subject listening tests,
requires a huge amount of human labor. This paper proposes
an automatic voice conversion evaluation strategy based on per-
ceptual background noise distortion and speaker similarity. Ex-
perimental results show that our automatic evaluation results
match the subjective listening results quite well. We further
use our strategy to select best converted samples from multiple
voice conversion systems and our submission achieves promis-
ing results in the voice conversion challenge (VCC2016).
Index Terms: Voice conversion, objective measures, speech
quality assessment, speaker similarity score, subjective listen-
ing tests.

1. Introduction
Human voice conveys rich information during communica-

tion such as language content and speaker individuality. The
speaker individuality is characterized by timber, prosody and
linguistic information. Voice conversion technique aims to
modify the timber and prosody acoustic features of one speaker
to make an impression that it was spoken by another speaker
without changing the language content. The applications of
voice conversion technique can be found in assistive tech-
nology, Text-To-Speech systems, emotion conversion, cross-
language speaker conversion, and bandwidth extension for au-
dio [1].

Various voice conversion approaches have been proposed
since 1988 such as vector quantization (VQ) [2], Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) [3, 4, 5], dynamic kernel partial least
squares (PLS) [6, 7], the non-negative matrix factorization [8],
as well as artificial neural networks, deep neutral networks, and
Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) [9, 10, 11].

The evaluation of voice conversion methods, usually
through subject listening tests, is time consuming and expen-
sive. The method also requires considerably human efforts in
scoring voice quality and the speaker similarity of the con-
verted speech. Therefore, appropriate objective measures need
to be developed. Some of objective measures are proposed for

evaluating the distortions introduced by speech codecs and/or
communication channels [12], by speech enhancement algo-
rithms [13], and by speech synthesizers [14]. In speech cod-
ing, the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) mea-
sure was optimized for speech processed through networks and
quantization [12]. The distortions introduced by speech en-
hancement algorithms and synthesizers affect the speech sig-
nal itself and the background noise. The overall quality distor-
tion depends mainly on the speech distortion [13]. Composite
objective measures were proposed for the three subjective rat-
ing scales (speech distortion, background noise distortion, and
overall quality distortion) [13, 14] since any conventional ob-
jective measures can not correlate highly with speech/noise dis-
tortions and overall quality [13, 14]. All objective measures
are perceptual intrusive speech quality measures by measur-
ing the similarity/distance between the original speech and the
processed speech. In voice conversion, the converted speech
is quite different from the original speech and the conversion
function may lead to background noise distortion. Therefore,
we investigated the perceptual background noise distortion to
measure the voice quality of the converted speech.

The performance of voice conversion depends on not only
the voice quality, but also the target speaker similarity of the
converted speech. A fast i-vector tool is adopted for scoring
the target speaker similarity of the converted speech from dif-
ferent voice conversion systems [15, 16]. In this paper, we
propose an automatic voice conversion evaluation strategy to
evaluate the performance of voice conversion system. 1) to
use the perceptual background distortion noise to identify the
ranking of different voice conversion systems; 2) to use a fast
i-vector tool [15, 16] to calculate speaker similarity score to
select the most target similar sample of the converted speech
signals from different VC systems. With this strategy, our sub-
mission achieves promising results in the voice conversion chal-
lenge (VCC2016).

This paper is organized as follows. We describe briefly our
automatic voice conversion evaluation strategy in Section 2;
Section 3 presents voice conversion systems including voice
conversion scheme, frame alignment, and the several map-
ping functions used in our system such as dynamic kernel par-
tial least squares (DKPLS) and the postfilter of the modula-
tion spectrum (DKPLS-MS), non-negative matrix factorization-
based sparse representation of spectral with residual error com-
pensation using linear spectral frequency (NMF-LSF), deep
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Figure 1: Block diagram of automatic voice conversion evalua-
tion scheme.

bidirectional long short-term memory and the global variance
(DBLSTM-GV), and fusion of NMF-FW (Frequency Warping)
and DBLSTM-GV (Fusion); Section 4 describes the perceptual
background distortion noise, and the fast computational i-vector
in details ; Section 5 shows the experiments of our automatic
evaluation results on development and test data sets in the voice
conversion and discussion. Finally, the conclusion of the paper
is given in Section 6.

2. System Overview
An automatic voice conversion evaluation scheme is pro-

posed for selecting the best samples from different VC sys-
tems shown in Figure 1. The system consists of inputs, differ-
ent voice conversion systems, average perceptual background
noise distortion, speaker similarity score, and selection of the
best sample from multiple voice conversion (VC) systems. For
each converted speech from different VC systems, we can cal-
culate the average perceptual background noise distortion [13]
and speaker similarity score [15]. The system selects the most
similar to target voice sample based on speaker similarity score
from the VC systems chosen by the average perceptual back-
ground noise distortion.

3. Voice Conversion Systems
The voice conversion technique is to build up a relation-

ship of acoustic features between source and target speakers. It
can be formulated as a mapping function F(·) between source
speech S and target speech Y

Ŷ = F(S) (1)

The typical voice conversion scheme composes of training and
conversion processes shown in Fig. 2. During training process,
the acoustic features related to the speaker identity are extracted
from source and target speech signals. Next, each source acous-
tic feature is mated to the correspondent target feature by frame
alignment method, to build a source-target transfer function. Fi-
nally, a mapping function is learned from the aligned source-
target feature pairs. During conversion process, the mapping
function is applied to the acoustic feature extracted from source
speech to produce converted feature matrix. Then the converted
feature matrix is passed to a synthesizer to reconstruct a speech
signal.

Figure 2: Block diagram of voice conversion.

3.1. Speech Model using TANDEM-STRAIGHT

In voice conversion, spectral and prosodic features are usu-
ally used for voice conversion. Spectral features represent spec-
tral attributes that relate to voice timbre. Mel-cepstral coeffi-
cients (MCCs), linear predictor cepstral coefficients (LPCCs),
and line spectral frequency are the popular spectral features to
represent the spectral envelope for voice conversion. Prosodic
features contain significant information of speaker individual-
ity. Intonation, intensity, and duration are prosodic features.
Intonation can be described by fundamental frequencies con-
tour over a longer time, depicts the tones of syllables as well
as the accent of a speaker. In this challenge, in our sys-
tem, the vocoder TANDEM-STRAIGHT is used to extract 513-
dimensional spectrum, aperiodicity components and F0. Other
features needed in different individual VC systems can be ex-
tracted from these basic three acoustic features.

3.2. Frame Alignment

About the alignment between the source and target speaker,
the corresponding frames are found by using a two-stage align-
ment process [17]. As the speech data in Voice Conversion
Challenge 2016 is lively and expressive, this two-stage align-
ment is applicable and bring more accurate alignment over the
typical alignment by dynamic time warping (DTW) alone. In
the first stage, the speech signals of both the source and target
speakers are recognized using a deep neural network (DNN)-
based speech recognizer. Only speech signal pairs with identi-
cal recognized texts are used. With the phone boundaries in the
recognition results, the start and end times of individual phones
are known. In the second stage, based on these timing informa-
tion, individual phone spectral segments of the source speech
and the target speech are extracted and aligned by dynamic time
warping (DTW). This eventually gives the sets of aligned fea-
ture vectors for modeling.

3.3. Mapping Function

Spectral conversion and prosodic mapping transfer the tim-
ber and prosodic information, respectively, from source speaker
to target speaker. The spectral mapping methods can be divided
into three categories: frequency warping, statistical, and unit-
selection methods.

In statistical methods, the mapping function between source
and target features is built through parametric models. Dur-
ing the conversion, they are taken as the conversion func-
tion to transfer source feature into target feature space. the
mapping function can be built based on Vector Quantization
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(VQ) [2], the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [3, 4, 18, 5],
variant partial least-squares regression [6, 7], artificial neu-
ral networks [9, 19, 10, 11], support vector regression [20].
Since the statistical methods learn the central tendency of
speech features, it leads to over smoothing effects in converted
speech [4, 19]. Frequency warping methods incorporate phys-
ical principle into the statistical methods by warping the fre-
quency axis of the spectrum of the source speaker to mate that
of the target speaker [21, 22, 23]. Inspired by the idea of unit-
selection for speech synthesis, unite-selection methods are pro-
posed that the original target speaker’s feature vectors are used
to construct converted speech [19, 24].

The prosodic features, such as fundamental frequency, in-
tensity, and duration, are used for prosody mapping. The
prosodic feature mapping methods have been developed such
as normalization of the mean and variance (MVN) of prosodic
features of source-target pairs, GMM-based mapping [25],
piecewise linear transformation [24], and higher order polyno-
mial [26]. We integrate the following VC systems in our pro-
posed automatic VC evaluation strategy scheme

3.3.1. Voice Conversion based on DKPLS-MS

In this VC system, we use mel-cepstral coefficients (MCCs)
as spectrum feature and apply DKPLS to MCCs for training
the mapping function [6]. After obtaining the converted spec-
trum feature, the modulation spectrum (MS) postprocessing is
adopted to improve the converted spectrum feature [5]. The
modeling of F0 is to use CWT to decompose F0 into 5 tempo-
ral scale F0cwt, then DKPLS is adopted to build the mapping
function of F0cwt between source and target. The F0 is recon-
structed by inverse CWT.

3.3.2. Voice Conversion based on NMF-LSF

Exemplar-based voice conversion reconstructs a speech
spectrogram by a weighted linear combination of high-
resolution spectra, called exemplars [8]. The spectrum, aperi-
odic component, and fundamental frequency (F0) are converted
simultaneously [27]. A five-scale continuous wavelets trans-
form (CWT) representation of F0 is used for pitch conversion.
The compensation of residual errors uses a 20 order linear spec-
tral frequency to model and source residual errors as excited
signal.

3.3.3. Voice Conversion based on DBLSTM and GV

This system mainly uses Deep Bidirectional Long Short-
Term Memory based Recurrent Neural Networks (DBLSTM-
RNNs) [11] model while considering a global variance (GV) [4]
feature of the converted spectra for voice conversion. This
system uses neural nets of an average model as initial val-
ues of nets, where the average model is trained based on any
extra large parallel data. The speech parameters, including
mel-cepstral cofficients (MCCs), fundamental frequency (F0)
and aperiodic component (AP), are converted separately. The
MCCs are converted by the DBLSTM model, and then added
the global variance feature. LogF0 is linearly converted, and
AP is directly copied from source speech to synthesize the con-
verted speech.

3.3.4. Voice Conversion based on Fusion of NMF-FW and
DBLSTM-GV

Each individual method has its own pros and cons. To
leverage the merits of these state-of-the-art conversion meth-

ods, a system fusion framework [28] is used. DBLSTM-GV
and non-negative factorization (NMF)-based frequency warp-
ing (FW) [29] are chosen as the candidate systems. The spec-
tral feature is first transformed by these two system separately.
Then the system fusion is applied to the converted results. Be-
cause different features, spectrum and MCCs, will be used in
these two systems, the converted MCCs of DBLSTM-GV will
be transformed to spectrogram, then the system fusion will be
applied to the converted spectrogram of two methods. As only
voiced frames will be transformed in FW-based method, while
the unvoiced frames are not modified, the fusion is applied to
voiced frames only.

4. Performance Evaluation Metrics
According to our study on subjective listening tests on

transformed voices since 2009 [30], there have been more than
200 students between the ages of 16 and 22 to participate dif-
ferent subjective tests. The study shows that people prefer
firstly evaluating the voice quality (naturalness) of the modified
speech. When natural transformed voice achieves enough good,
they then would like to identify the similarity of the transformed
voice to the target speech. Based on these studies, we propose
an automatic voice conversion evaluation strategy: 1) to select
VC systems based on perceptual background noise distortion at
a range of pre-defined values; 2) to choose the most probable
target speech samples from the selected VC systems based on
speaker similarity score. In the following, we present briefly
perceptual background noise and speaker similarity score.

4.1. Objective Voice Quality Measures

Several composite objective measures are proposed to eval-
uate the quality of enhanced speech along three dimensions:
signal distortion, noise distortion, and overall quality [13]. They
were acquired by linear combination of basic objective mea-
sures such as segmental SNR (segSNR) [31], weighted-slope
spectral distance [32], and PESQ measure [12]. These objec-
tive measures are calculated by comparing extracted features
from the enhanced speech and the original speech based on
waveform, or spectral, or speech production model parameters,
or internal representations of computational models of auditory
processing. Inspired from this study, we propose to use percep-
tual background noise distortion as follows to evaluate the voice
quality of the converted speech.

Different from speech enhancement, voice conversion aims
to convert spectral of the source speaker speech to that of the
target speaker speech. The distortion of the converted speech
(speech distortion) is higher if the acoustic characteristics are
quite different. It does not mean that the voice quality of the
converted speech is poor. It is obvious that this objective mea-
sure is not suitable to predict the voice quality of the converted
speech. In general, the source speech is available for voice
conversion. The objective measure of the perceptual back-
ground noise distortion looks like a more appropriate measure
for evaluating the voice quality of the converted speech. The
larger the perceptual background noise distortion, the poorer the
voice quality of the converted speech. The composite objective
measure of perceptual background noise distortion is proposed
as [13]

C = 1.634+0.478∗PESQ−0.007∗WSS+0.063∗segSNR;
(2)

where segSNR is a time-domain segmental SNR measure for
computing the average signal-to-noise of processed signal [31].
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The weighted spectral slope (WSS) measure is a per-frame
measure in decibels and is estimated as follows [32]

WSS(j) = Kspl(K − K̂) +

25∑

k=1

wa(k)(S(k) − Ŝ(k))2 (3)

where K, K̂ are related to overall sound pressure level of the
original and converted speech, and Kspl is a parameter which
can be varied to increase overall performance.

Perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [12] may
be the most popularly used objective measurefor speech qual-
ity assessment of speech coders and is computed by as fol-
lows [12]:

PESQ = a0 + a1Dind + a2Aind (4)

where a0 = 4.5, a1 = −0.1, and a2 = −0.0309.

4.2. Speaker Similarity Score

The purpose of voice conversion is to make the converted
speech sound like the target speech. Another objective mea-
sure of voice conversion is to predict the target speaker similar-
ity of the converted speech. We use a speaker verification sys-
tem based on I-vectors, which formulate the speaker verification
problem in the total variability space. Given an utterance, the
speaker- and channel-dependent representation of the Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) super-vector using joint factor analysis
(JFA) is defined as

M = m + Tω (5)

where m is the speaker- and channel-independent GMM or uni-
versal background model (UBM) supervector, T is a rectangu-
lar matrix of low rank total variability, and ω refers to i-vector
having a standard normal distribution N(0, I) [33].

Suppose a speech utterance with L frame feature sequence
O = {o1,o2, · · · ,oT } and an GMM UBM model γ, with
γc = {Pc, µc, Σc}, c = 1, · · · , C, the i-vector ω can be es-
timated by computing the zero-order and centered first-order
Baum-Welch statistics on the UBM, respectively

Nc =

L∑

t=1

P (c|ot, γc) (6)

Fc =

L∑

t=1

P (c|ot, γc)(ot − µc) (7)

where c ∈ [1, C] is the index of GMM component and
P (c|ot, γc) is the posterior probability for ot on mixture com-
ponent c. µc is the mean of UBM mixture component c. Given
a speech utterance µ, the corresponding i-vector can be calcu-
lated by the equation

ω = (I + T tΣ−1N(µ)T )−1T tΣ−1Fc(µ) (8)

where t is transpose operation.
In this total variability space, the length normalization

method [34] is applied to improve the performance of i-vector.
After length normalization, cosine distance scoring is used for
i-vector modeling. The cosine kernel between two i-vectors
ωtarget and ωconv. is defined as follows:

score =
⟨ωtarget, ωconv.⟩

∥ωtarget∥∥ωconv.∥
(9)

5. Experiments
5.1. VCC 2016 Challenge

The task of the challenge is to develop voice conversion sys-
tems with the 162 parallel utterance pairs in each pair as training
data. For all pairs of the source and target speakers, there are
25 conversion systems to be developed in total (i.e., 5 sources
by 5 targets). For conversion stage, each participant team is re-
quired to convert 54 utterance samples of each source speaker’
voice into individual target speaker’s voice with the developed
25 conversion systems. The total 1,350 converted voice samples
(54 utterances times 25 speaker pairs) will be generated.

Our experiments are based on training data set and testing
data set, respectively. In order to develop 25 voice mapping
functions for all pairs, the 168 training sentences are divided
into 138 utterances as sub-training set and randomly selected
30 utterances as development data set. For testing data set, the
total 168 training data are used for estimated 25 voice mapping
functions, the 54 sentences of each source speaker are taken as
testing data to generate converted samples.

5.2. Systems Setting

In our proposed automatic voice conversion evaluation
scheme, TANDEM-STRAIGHT was used to extract 513-
dimensional spectrum, aperiodicity components and F0. The
acoustic features, such as MCCs, energy, and duration, can be
extracted from these basic acoustic features.

The frame alignment information was obtained by perform-
ing two-stage alignment [17]. In the first stage, the speech
signals of both the source and target speakers are recognized
using a deep neural network (DNN)-based speech recognizer.
Only speech signal pairs with identical recognized texts are
used. With the phone boundaries in the recognition results, the
start and end times of individual phones are known. In the sec-
ond stage, based on these timing information, individual phone
spectral segments of the source speech and the target speech
are extracted. The corresponding 39-dimension MFCCs are ex-
tracted from the spectrum. The frame alignment information
was obtained by performing DTW on the MFCC feature se-
quence for all the VC systems in this paper.

The four voice conversion systems, such as DKPLS-MS,
NMF-SRSP, DBLSTM-GV, and fusion of NMF-CFW and
DBLSTM-GV, are incorporated in to the proposed evaluation
scheme. They are summarized as follows:

• DKPLS-MS: The dynamic kernel are formed using 3
adjacent frames. The number of the latent PLS is set
to 5 and the scaling term for the dynamic kernel is
set to 10. The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is
used to decompose F0 into 5 temporal scale representa-
tions. DKPLS is adopted to establish mapping function
of F0cwt between source and target. An inverse CWT is
used to reconstruct the F0.

• NMF-LSF: This system converts spectrum, aperiodicity
components, energy contour and F0cwt jointly under the
exemplar-based voice conversion framework. The resid-
ual error compensation is carried out by a 24 order LPC
and source residual errors of LPC are taken as excited
signal. Finally, a duration conversion is conducted on all
the converted features.

• DBLSTM-GV: This system uses Deep Bidirectional
Long Short-Term Memory based Recurrent Neural Net-
works (DBLSTM-RNNs) [11] model while consider-
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ing a global variance (GV) [4] feature of the converted
spectra for voice conversion. In order to obtain opti-
mal solution with limited data set, an extra large paral-
lel database is trained on the trained DBLSTM-RNNs
to obtain initial values. The VCC 2016 training data
aligned by alignment-index-identical-phones-only. The
acoustic signals are sampled at 16kHz with mono chan-
nel, windowed by 25ms. The frame shift is 5ms. 49-
dimensional Mel-Cepstral Coefficient (MCC) is used in
these two systems. Both in two systems, the number of
units in each layer is [49 96 128 96 49] respectively. We
train the networks using a C++ CUDA-enabled machine
learning library named RECURRENT with the learning
rate of 1.0 ∗ 10−5 and a momentum of 0.9.

• Fusion of NMF-CFW and DBLSTM-GV: The
DBLSTM-based approach and sparse representation
based FW [29] are used to convert the spectral feature,
respectively. Then the system fusion is applied on the
converted samples from both systems, only on the voiced
part.

For evaluating perceptual background noise distortion of in-
dividual VC systems, the objective measures PESQ, WSS, and
segSNR need to be estimated. PESQ is estimated according to
ITU-T recommendation P.862 [12] using the equation (4). WSS
is estimated using Eq. (3), the maximum value and local max-
imum value of K and K̂ are 20 and 1 dB, respectively. The
frames with segmental SNR in the range of −10 to 35 dB were
considered in the average.

For speaker similarity score, the acoustic features used in
the experiments consists of 18-dimensional mel frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCC). Delta and delta-delta features were
appended giving rise to 54-dimensional feature vector. We used
gender-independent UBM consisting of 256 mixtures with full
covariance matrices. The total variability matrix T was trained
using TIMIT data. The rank of the matrix T = 200.

5.3. Result Comparisons

In order to show the effectiveness of proposed automatic
evaluation strategy for voice conversion based on perceptual
background noise distortion and speaker similarity score, we
perform the analysis of the matching between the objective
measures and subjective listening scores on the training data
set. Then we further apply our strategy to select best converted
samples from multiple voice conversion systems on the testing
data set and report our submission results in the voice conver-
sion challenge 2016.

5.3.1. Training Data Set

We split the 168 training utterances into 138 utterances for
training and 30 utterances for testing, which are randomly se-
lected from 168 training utterances. Due to the rich expression
and variation of speaking style of speakers, the four source-
target pairs are selected for subjective listening tests. The sub-
jective voice quality and similarity of the converted speech use
a five-point scale and a four-point scale given by VCC 2016
organizers.

A five-point scale of noise distortion introduced by differ-
ent voice conversion: 1) completely unnatural; 2) mostly un-
natural; 3) equally natural and unnatural; 4) mostly natural; 5)
completely natural. The higher the score, the better the voice
quality.

Table 1: Subjective listening tests on the voice quality of con-
verted speech

SF1-TF1 SF1-TM3 SM2-TF1 SM2-TM3 Avg
DKPLS 2.84 2.92 2.63 3.37 2.94

NMF 3.11 2.50 2.51 3.18 2.83
BLSTM 3.34 3.18 3.00 3.51 3.26
Fusion 3.35 2.86 2.46 3.62 3.07
AVCES 3.35 3.21 2.93 3.43 3.23

Table 2: Objective perceptual background noise distortion of
converted speech

SF1-TF1 SF1-TM3 SM2-TF1 SM2-TM3 Avg
DKPLS 0.89 0.62 0.31 1.54 0.84

NMF 1.79 0.52 0.24 1.38 0.98
BLSTM 1.29 0.47 0.03 1.38 0.80
Fusion 1.47 0.57 0.32 1.46 0.96
AVCES 0.89 0.47 0.03 1.38 0.69

Table 3: Subjective listening tests on the target speaker similar-
ity of converted speech

SF1-TF1 SF1-TM3 SM2-TF1 SM2-TM3 Avg
DKPLS 2.55 2.57 2.78 2.44 2.59

NMF 2.68 2.79 2.84 2.71 2.76
BLSTM 2.62 2.60 2.85 2.58 2.66
Fusion 2.67 2.73 2.90 2.62 2.73
AVCES 2.63 2.61 2.76 2.58 2.65

The target speaker similarity score of the converted speech
uses a four-point scale of similarity given by different voice con-
version: 1) same, absolutely sure; 2) same, not sure; 3) differ-
ent, not sure; 4) different, absolutely sure. The lower the score,
the higher the speaker similarity.

The subjective listening tests are conducted to evaluate
the performance of different voice conversion methods such
as DKPLS-MS (DKPLS), NMF-LSF (NMF), DBLSTM-GV
(BLSTM), Fusion of NMF-CFW-DBLSTM-GV (Fusion), and
proposed fusion method - automatic voice conversion evalua-
tion strategy (AVCES).

Table 1 shows that the subjective voice quality results of
converted samples from different voice conversion systems. Al-
though the subjective perceptual score of BLSTM (DBLSTM-
GV)-based VC method is slightly better than our proposed au-
tomatic voice conversion evaluation method, the objective per-
ceptual background noise distortion can be taken as a fast ob-
jective measure for evaluating voice quality of voice conver-
sion systems and can be used to differentiate the performance
of different voice conversion systems. Table 2 shows the results
of objective perceptual background noise distortion of different
voice systems. The results selected by this objective measure
match well the subjective voice quality results.

Table 3 show the results of subjective speaker similarity of
different VC systems - the lower the score, the more similar
the converted speech. We observe that the similarity of con-
verted speech by DKPLS-MS-based is the best of the four VC
systems [15].

Table 4 shows the results of objective speaker similar-
ity score of different VC systems and our proposed method -
the higher the similarity ratio, the more similar the converted
speech. The speaker verification system can distinguish the per-
formance of similarity of different VC systems [15]. However,
the accuracy of speaker similarity ratio of the system needs to
be further improved.
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Table 4: Objective speaker similarity scores of converted speech
(%) for different VC systems

SF1-TF1 SF1-TM3 SM2-TF1 SM2-TM3 Avg
DKPLS 24.4 21.8 24.1 23.0 23.3
NMF 26.0 19.5 23.5 17.4 21.6

BLSTM 27.8 21.3 24.0 20.0 23.2
Fusion 24.3 22.3 23.2 23.0 23.0
AVCES 24.4 21.3 24.0 17.4 23.8

Figure 3: The results selected from four VC systems by AVCES
for sub-development set (left) and the testing data set (right)

Figure 4: The VCC 2016 MOS results

5.3.2. Testing Data Set

For testing data set, the total 168 training data are used for
estimated 25 voice mapping functions, the 54 sentences of each
source speaker are taken as testing data to generate converted
samples.

The pie chart shows the percentage of audio samples se-
lected from the different VC systems for the sub-development
data set (left) and for the testing data set (right), respectively in
Fig. 3. The selected results are submitted to VCC 2016 organiz-
ers. Figures 4 and 5 are the results of MOS and similarity tests
in VCC 2016, respectively. In the figures, the results of our sys-
tem correspond to the letter L. First, for naturalness, the results
of our system are moderate according to Figure 4 (MOS: 2.98).
Compared the performance of our system with that of baseline,
our system achieved better performance than the baseline sys-
tem (similarity 65.50 %).

We take the naturalness score and similarity score as two
dimensions and plot in Fig. 6. The proposed method achieves a

Figure 5: The VCC 2016 similarity results

promising result in the voice conversion challenge 2016.

6. Conclusion
In the voice conversion challenge 2016, we have developed

different voice conversion systems. However, the most accu-
rate evaluation of voice conversion approaches, usually through
the subject listening tests, is time-consuming and expensive.
In order to select optimal samples from different VC systems,
we proposed an automatic voice conversion evaluation strategy
based on perceptual background noise distortion and speaker
similarity ratio. The simulation results showed that the pro-
posed automatic evaluation method is able to give reliable rank-
ing of the different voice conversion systems, which fits well
the subjective listening results. That leads to promising results
in the voice conversion challenge (VCC2016).
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Abstract
This paper presents a method for making nonaudible murmur
(NAM) enhancement based on statistical voice conversion (VC)
robust against external noise. NAM, which is an extremely soft
whispered voice, is a promising medium for silent speech com-
munication thanks to its faint volume. Although such a soft
voice can still be detected with a special body-conductive mi-
crophone, its quality significantly degrades compared to that
of air-conductive voices. It has been shown that the statistical
VC technique is capable of significantly improving quality of
NAM by converting it into the air-conductive voices. However,
this technique is not helpful under noisy conditions because a
detected NAM signal easily suffers from external noise, and
acoustic mismatches are caused between such a noisy NAM
signal and a previously trained conversion model. To address
this issue, in this paper we apply our proposed noise suppres-
sion method based on external noise monitoring to the statisti-
cal NAM enhancement. Moreover, a known noise superimposi-
tion method is further applied in order to alleviate the effects of
residual noise components on the conversion accuracy. The ex-
perimental results demonstrate that the proposed method yields
significant improvements in the conversion accuracy compared
to the conventional method.
Index Terms: silent speech communication, nonaudible mur-
mur, statistical voice conversion, noise suppression, external
noise monitoring, normalization of noise conditions

1. Introduction
The recent advancement of information technologies, such as
mobile phones, enables us to talk with others while not shar-
ing the same environments. This newly developed speech com-
munication style has openly reminded us that there exist some
situations where we hesitate to talk with others; e.g., we have
difficulty in talking about private information in a crowd; or
speaking itself would sometimes annoy others in quiet environ-
ments. To address this issue, silent speech interfaces [1] have
recently attracted attention as a technology to make it possible
for us to talk with each other without the necessity of emitting
an audible acoustic signal. To detect silent speech, several sens-
ing devices have been explored as alternatives to a usual air-
conductive microphone, such as body-conductive microphones
[2, 3], electromyography [4], ultrasound imaging [5], and oth-
ers.

As one of the body-conductive microphones capable of de-
tecting silent speech, we focus on nonaudible murmur (NAM)
microphone [3]. This microphone was originally developed to
detect an extremely soft whispered voice called NAM, which is
so quiet that people around the speaker barely hear its emitted
sound. Such a soft voice is detected through only the soft tissues

of the head using the NAM microphone attached to the neck be-
low the ear. The NAM microphone is also more robust against
external noise than standard air-conductive microphones thanks
to its noise-proof structure. However, severe quality degrada-
tion is always caused by acoustic changes resulting from body-
conduction [6].

To improve the speech quality of NAM, statistical voice
conversion (VC) techniques [7, 8] have been successfully ap-
plied to NAM enhancement [9]. In this approach, acoustic fea-
tures of NAM are converted into those of air-conducted natural
speech, such as a normal voice or a whispered voice, making
it possible to significantly improve the voice quality and in-
telligibility of NAM. However, there still remain some issues
to be addressed in order to make it possible to practically use
NAM for silent speech communication. Although the NAM
microphone is robust against external noises, it cannot com-
pletely block external noise signals. In particular, when detect-
ing NAM, its body conducted speech signal significantly suf-
fers from external noise owing to its faint volume. Such a noisy
NAM signal causes significantly large acoustic mismatches be-
tween training and conversion conditions in the statistical VC,
making the enhancement process completely fail [10]. Model
adaptation techniques will be helpful to alleviate these acoustic
mismatches, but it is not straightforward to accurately adapt the
conversion model to arbitrary noisy conditions. Therefore, it is
worthwhile to develop a front-end noise suppression technique
robust against any external noisy condition for reducing the ex-
ternal noise components in the noisy NAM signals as much as
possible.

Some enhancement methods for body-conducted speech
additionally using the air-conducted noisy speech signal de-
tected with a usual air-conductive microphone have been pro-
posed, e.g., the direct filtering method [11] and the statistical en-
hancement method [12], although these methods actually deal
with another problem, i.e., speech enhancement under heavy
noisy conditions. Inspired by these methods, we have proposed
a noise suppression method based on external noise monitor-
ing using the air-conductive microphone [13]. Unlike the bone-
conducted speech enhancement methods, the proposed method
uses the air-conductive microphone to detect only the external
noise signal, leveraging a property of NAM (i.e., its faint vol-
ume). The detected external noise signal is effectively used as
a reference signal to suppress the corresponding noise com-
ponents in the noisy NAM signal. It has been reported that
this method is capable of significantly improving the quality of
NAM signals under various types of noisy conditions.

In this paper, we propose a statistical NAM enhancement
method robust against external noise additionally using the
noise suppression method based on external noise monitoring
as the front-end noise suppression processing. Because it is
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still difficult to perfectly suppress the external noise compo-
nents in the noisy NAM signal, some noise components usually
remain after the noise suppression. To alleviate their adverse
effects on the statistical NAM enhancement, we further apply
a known noise superimposition method, which is a simple and
effective way to reduce relatively small acoustic mismatches by
normalizing arbitrary noisy conditions [14]. Our experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed method yields significant
improvements in conversion accuracy.

2. Conventional NAM enhancement
method based on statistical voice conversion
There have been proposed two main frameworks for converting
NAM into air-conducted natural speech with the statistical VC
technique [9], 1) conversion into a normal voice (NAM2SP) and
2) conversion into a whispered voice (NAM2WH), as shown
in Figure 1. In NAM2SP, it is necessary to estimate not only
spectral features but also excitation features, such as F0 pattern
and aperiodicity. On the other hand, in NAM2WH, it is nec-
essary to estimate only spectral features because the whispered
voice is totally unvoiced speech like NAM. It has been reported
that 1) NAM2WH basically outperforms NAM2SP in terms of
naturalness and intelligibility because the conversion process in
NAM2WH is much easier than that in NAM2SP, effectively re-
ducing possible quality degradation caused by conversion er-
rors [9], but 2) voiced speech tends to be more intelligible than
unvoiced speech under noisy conditions (i.e., assuming that ex-
ternal noise exists in a listener’s side), and therefore, NAM2SP
outperforms NAM2WH in terms of intelligibility in such a con-
dition [15]. Thus it is worthwhile to study both of these two
frameworks.

In these statistical NAM enhancement framework, a con-
version model is trained in advance using a parallel dataset con-
sisting of utterance pairs of NAM and the target air-conducted
natural speech. The trained conversion model is used to convert
arbitrary utterances in NAM. More details are described below.

2.1. Training process

Let us assume a source static feature vector xτ (e.g., a
spectral parameter of NAM) and a target static feature vec-
tor yτ (e.g., a spectral parameter, an aperiodic parameter,
or F0 parameter of the target air-conducted natural speech)
at frame τ . As the source feature vector, a segment fea-
ture Xτ = A[x⊤

τ−L, · · · , x⊤
τ , · · · , x⊤

τ+L]⊤ + b is calcu-
lated from current one ±L frames, where A and b are de-
termined from the training data (e.g., using principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA)). As the target feature vector, a joint
static and dynamic feature vector Y τ = [y⊤

τ , ∆y⊤
τ ]⊤ is ex-

tracted. Using the time-aligned source and target feature vectors{
[X⊤

1 , Y ⊤
1 ]⊤, · · · , [X⊤

N , Y ⊤
N ]⊤

}
developed with the training

data, the joint probability density of the source and target fea-
ture vectors is modeled with a Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
as follows:

P (Xτ , Y τ |λ) =
M∑

m=1

wmN
(
[X⊤

τ , Y ⊤
τ ]⊤; µ(X,Y )

m ,Σ(X,Y )
m

)

(1)
where N (·; µ,Σ) denotes the Gaussian distribution with a
mean vector µ and a covariance matrix Σ, and m is the mixture
component index. A parameter set of the GMM is shown as
λ, which consists of the mixture-dependent weights wm, mean
vectors µ

(X,Y )
m , and full covariance matrices Σ

(X,Y )
m for indi-

(a) Conversion into normal voice (NAM2SP)

(b) Conversion into whispered voice (NAM2WH)

Figure 1: Conversion process in statistical body-conducted soft
speech enhancement.

vidual mixture components.
Let us also assume the global variance (GV) vector v(y),

which is calculated as the variance values at individual di-
mensions over the target static feature vector sequence y =
[y⊤

1 , · · · , y⊤
T ]⊤ [8]. Its probability density is modeled with a

Gaussian distribution as follows:

P (v(y)|λ(v)) = N (v(y); µ(v),Σ(v)). (2)

A parameter set λ(v) consists of a mean vector µ(v) and a diag-
onal covariance matrix Σ(v).

2.2. Conversion process

In conversion process, the trajectory-wise conversion method
based on maximum likelihood estimation considering the GV
[8] is used to determine the target static feature vector se-
quence y from the given source feature vector sequence
{X1, · · · , XT }. First, the suboptimum mixture component se-
quence m̂ is determined as follows:

m̂ = {m̂1, · · · , m̂T } = argmax
m

T∏

τ=1

P (mτ |Xτ , λ). (3)

Then, the converted static feature vector sequence is determined
as follows:

ŷ = argmax
y

T∏

τ=1

P (Y τ |Xτ , m̂τ , λ)P (v(y)|λ(v))ω (4)

subject to
[
Y ⊤

1 , · · · , Y ⊤
T

]⊤
= Wy (5)

where W is a linear transform to extend the static feature vector
sequence to the joint static and dynamic feature vector sequence
[16], and ω is the GV likelihood weight.
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3. Noise suppression method using external
noise monitoring

3.1. External noise monitoring with air-conductive micro-
phone

NAM is practically difficult to be detected with a usual air-
conductive microphone because it is easily masked by exter-
nal noise due to its faint volume. Therefore, by setting an air-
conductive microphone away from the speaker’s mouth, only
the external noise signals can be detected. Figure 2 shows an
example of the air-conductive microphone and its setting posi-
tion. Although the NAM signal is actually leaked into the air-
conductive microphone from mouth, the signals detected with
the air-conductive microphone placed as shown in Figure 2 can
be well approximated with only the external noise signals if the
sound pressure level of the external noise is higher than 60 dBA
as reported in [13]. It is also expected that this setting posi-
tion of the air-conductive microphone close to the NAM mi-
crophone is helpful to detect the external noise signals corre-
sponding to noise signals detected with the NAM microphone.
Consequently, the mixing process of the observed body- and
air-conducted signals in noisy environments is assumed as fol-
lows:

x1(t) = s1(t) +
U∑

u=0

at(u)s2(t− u) (6)

x2(t) ≈ s2(t) (7)

where s1(t) is a clean body-conducted NAM signal, s2(t) is an
air-conducted external noise signal, and {at(0), · · · , at(U)} is
an acoustic transfer function to transfer the air-conducted exter-
nal noise signal into the body-conducted external noise signal.

3.2. Noise suppression based on semi-blind source separa-
tion

In the above mixing process, an estimation problem of a clean
body-conducted NAM signal s1(t) is equivalent to the classi-
cal acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) problem [17]; i.e., the
observed air-conducted signal x2(t) and the acoustic transfer
function {at(0), · · · , at(U)} correspond to a reference signal
and an echo path, respectively. Semi-blind source separation
(semi-BSS) can be effectively applied to this problem. Because
the semi-BSS is an unsupervised estimation technology, it is
not necessary to detect NAM activity sections. Therefore, it can
avoid double-talk, which is a well-known problem in AEC.

Let us assume frequency components of the source signals
s(ω, τ) = [s1(ω, τ), s2(ω, τ)]⊤ and those of the observed sig-
nals x(ω, τ) = [x1(ω, τ), x2(ω, τ)]⊤, where ω and τ show
a frequency bin index and a time frame index, respectively.
By further assuming that the acoustic transfer function is time-
invariant, the mixing process given by Eqs. (6) and (7) is mod-
eled as instantaneous mixture in the frequency domain as fol-
lows:

x(ω, τ) = A(ω)s(ω, τ) (8)

where A(ω) is a (2 × 2) time-invariant mixing matrix. In a
standard BSS problem, a (2 × 2) un-mixing matrix W (ω) is
estimated with independent component analysis. On the other
hand, in the noise monitoring problem, one of the two source
signals (i.e., s2(ω, τ)) is known, and some elements of the un-
mixing matrix W can be fixed as follows:

W (ω) =

[
1 w12(ω)
0 1

]
. (9)

Figure 2: Air- and body-conductive microphones and their set-
ting positions.

Therefore, only the component w12(ω) needs to be estimated
by maximizing independence between a separated NAM signal
and the observed air-conducted signal. It is iteratively updated
using natural gradient [18] as follows:

∆w12(ω) = η{w12(ω)−
⟨φ(y1(ω, τ))yH(ω, τ)⟩τ [w12(ω), 1]⊤} (10)

w12(ω) ← w12(ω) + ∆w12 (11)

where y(ω, τ) = [y1(ω, τ), s2(ω, τ)]⊤ is the separated signals,
η is a step-size parameter, ⟨·⟩τ is a time average operator, and
φ(y1(ω, τ)) is a nonlinear function like polar function given by

φ(y1(ω, τ)) = tanh(|y1(ω, τ)|) exp(jarg(y1(ω, τ))). (12)

4. Proposed NAM enhancement method
robust against external noise

To develop the NAM enhancement method robust against any
noisy condition, we apply the noise suppression method based
on external noise monitoring and the known noise superimpo-
sition method to the statistical NAM enhancement method as
front-end processing. The framework of the proposed method
is shown in Figure 3, which also shows that of the conventional
method for comparison. Moreover, an example of spectrograms
of individual signals observed or generated during the enhance-
ment process is shown in Figures 4 and 5 to demonstrate the
effectiveness of each process.

4.1. Front-end process to normalize noisy conditions

Acoustic characteristics of the noisy NAM signal are very dif-
ferent from those of the clean NAM signal because the NAM
signal easily suffers from external noise under noisy conditions
as shown in Figure 4, where the clean and noisy NAM signals
are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. To reduce these noise
components from the noisy NAM signal, the semi-BSS-based
noise suppression method using external noise monitoring is
first applied to the noisy NAM signal. As shown in Figure 4 (c),
this method is capable of significantly reducing arbitrary time-
variant noise components. However, remaining noise compo-
nents are still observed in the processed noisy NAM signal.

To alleviate the adverse effect of these remaining noise
components on the conversion accuracy in the statistical NAM
enhancement, the known noise superimposition method is fur-
ther applied to the processed NAM signal after the noise sup-
pression processing. In this method, a pre-determined specific
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(a) Conventional method (b) Proposed method

Figure 3: Conventional and proposed NAM enhancement frameworks based on statistical VC. The proposed framework additionally
uses noise suppression based on external noise monitoring and known noise superimposition as front-end processing.

(a) Clean NAM signal corresponding to (1) in Figure 3

(b) Noisy NAM signal (detected under 70 dBA booth noise condition)
corresponding to (2) in Figure 3

(c) Processed noisy NAM signal after semi-BSS-based noise suppres-
sion (before known noise superimposition) corresponding to (3) in Fig-
ure 3

(d) Processed noisy NAM signal after known noise superimposition (us-
ing 10 dB SNR of white noise) corresponding to (4) in Figure 3

Figure 4: Example of spectrograms of NAM signals.

(a) Target normal voice corresponding to (5) in Figure 3

(b) Normal voice converted from clean NAM signal corresponding to
(6) in Figure 3

(c) Normal voice converted from noisy NAM signal (detected under 70
dBA booth noise condition) corresponding to (7) in Figure 3

(d) Normal voice converted from processed noisy NAM signal after
front-end (semi-BSS and known noise superimposition) corresponding
to (8) in Figure 3

Figure 5: Example of spectrograms of target and converted sig-
nals. Note that duration of the target signal is different from
that of the converted ones.
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noise signal (e.g., white noise in this paper) is superimposed on
the processed NAM signal. The remaining noise components
are masked by the superimposed noise components if power of
the remaining noise components is smaller than that of the su-
perimposed ones. Consequently, the noisy NAM signal detected
under arbitrary noise conditions is well normalized to the noisy
NAM signal detected under known noise conditions through the
front-end processing. An example of the noisy NAM signal af-
ter the front-end processing is shown in Figure 4 (d).

4.2. Conversion process under normalized noisy conditions

The noisy NAM signal after the front-end processing is con-
verted to the target voice using the statistical NAM enhance-
ment method. Note that the conversion model needs to be
trained using not the clean NAM signals but the noisy NAM sig-
nals generated by adding the known noise signals to the clean
NAM signals. The resulting conversion model is effectively
used without any model adaptation processes under any noisy
conditions in the proposed framework.

4.3. Effectiveness

Figure 3 shows an example of spectrograms of (a) the target
normal voice, (b) the converted voice from the clean NAM
signal, (c) the converted voice from the noisy NAM signal in
the conventional method, and (d) the converted voice from the
noisy NAM signal in the proposed method. Under the clean
condition, the converted voice (b) is similar to the target voice
(a). However, under the noisy condition, the converted voice in
the conventional method (c) has very different acoustic charac-
teristics from those of the target voice (a) because of the acous-
tic mismatches between the clean NAM signal (shown in Fig-
ure 4 (a)) and the noisy NAM signal (shown in Figure 4 (b)).
On the other hand, the proposed method is capable of signifi-
cantly reducing the adverse effects of external noise and making
the converted voice more close to the target voice than the con-
ventional method although some acoustic differences are still
observed in particular at silence frames.

5. Experimental evaluation
5.1. Experimental conditions

We simultaneously recorded clean NAM signals uttered by
one Japanese male speaker simultaneously using the NAM mi-
crophone and the air-conductive microphone in a sound-proof
room. We also recorded the following seven kinds of noise
signals using the same microphone settings by presenting them
from a loud speaker in the sound-proof room:

• Babble50dB: 50 dBA babble noise
• Babble60dB: 60 dBA babble noise
• Babble70dB: 70 dBA babble noise
• Office50dB: 50 dBA office noise
• Crowd60dB: 60 dBA crowd noise
• Booth70dB: 70 dBA booth noise
• Station80dB: 80 dBA station noise

The sound pressure levels of the individual noises were mea-
sured by a sound level meter placed at around the speaker’s
head. Babble noise indicating human speech-like noise were
generated by superimposing 20 different speakers’ speech sig-
nals. The recorded air- and body-conducted noise signals were
superimposed on the clean air- and body-conducted NAM sig-
nals to simulate noisy NAM signals. Fifty sentences in the

phoneme balanced sentence set were uttered in NAM. They
were also uttered in a normal voice and a whispered voice by
the same speaker. Forty utterances were used for the training of
the conversion models in the statistical NAM enhancement. The
remaining ten utterances were used for the test. The sampling
frequency was set to 16 kHz.

In the statistical NAM enhancement, the 0th through 24th

mel-cepstral coefficients were used as the spectral feature at
each frame. FFT analysis, STRAIGHT analysis [19], and mel-
cepstral analysis [20] were used for NAM, normal voices, and
whispered voices, respectively. We used the 50-dimensional
segment feature at each input frame extracted using PCA from
the current ± 4 frames. As the excitation features, we used
log-scaled F0 value extracted with the STRAIGHT F0 extractor
[21] and aperiodic components [22] averaged on five frequency
bands, 0-1, 1-2, 2-4, 4-6, and 6-8 kHz [23]. The shift length
was 5 ms. The number of mixture components was set to 32 for
the spectral conversion, 16 for the F0 conversion and 16 for the
aperiodic conversion.

In the semi-BSS for the noise suppression, the window
length of STFT was set to 64 ms and the shift length was set
to 32 ms. The step-size parameter η was set to 0.01. The num-
ber of iterations was set to 200.

We examined the effectiveness of the known noise superim-
position in the proposed method by controlling power of the su-
perimposed white noise signals so as to set the resulting signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the NAM signal to 15 dB, 10 dB, and
5 dB. The SNR was set to the same value in training and conver-
sion. We evaluated the final conversion accuracy in each setting
and also that when not performing the known noise superim-
position. Moreover, we also evaluated the performance of the
following methods:

• unprocessed: the conventional method without any pro-
cessing to deal with external noise

• matched model: the conventional method using the
matched conversion model trained with the noisy NAM
detected under the same noisy conditions as in the test

• BSS w/ noise addition: the proposed method

As an evaluation metric, the mel-cepstral distortion between the
converted voice and the target voice was used. Both NAM2SP
and NAM2WH were evaluated.

5.2. Experimental results

Figure 6 shows a result of the examination on the effective-
ness of the known noise superimposition. In the station 80 dBA
noisy condition, it is observed that the known noise superim-
position yields significant performance improvements. It is in-
teresting that its effectiveness is clearly observed in NAM2WH
rather than in NAM2SP. In total, by setting the SNR to 10 dB,
the known noise superimposition yields significantly better con-
version accuracy or just keeps the conversion accuracy almost
the same as that in no superimposition

Figure 7 shows a result of the comparison among the dif-
ferent methods. We can observe that unprocessed causes sig-
nificant degradation in the conversion accuracy due to the ad-
verse effect of the remaining noise components. The use of
the matched model alleviates this adverse effect. However, its
effectiveness tends to be smaller as the external noise level is
higher. On the other hand, the proposed method yields good
conversion accuracy over any noise conditions. Note that the
proposed method can handle any noise conditions unlike the
matched model.
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(a) Result in NAM2SP

(b) Result in NAM2WH

Figure 6: Comparison of different SNR settings in known noise superimposition.

(a) Result in NAM2SP

(b) Result in NAM2WH

Figure 7: Comparison of different enhancement methods.
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These results have demonstrated that the proposed method
is very effective for improving robustness against external noise
in the statistical NAM enhancement.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a method for improving noise
robustness of the nonaudible murmur (NAM) enhancement pro-
cessing based on statistical voice conversion. To make it pos-
sible to handle arbitrary noise conditions, the external noise
suppression method based on external noise monitoring and
the known noise superimposition method have been success-
fully implemented as the front-end processing for the statistical
NAM enhancement processing. The experimental results have
demonstrated that the proposed methods are capable of signif-
icantly improving the conversion accuracy under noisy condi-
tions. We plan to conduct subjective evaluations to further ex-
amine the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Abstract
This work presents a study on the suitability of prosodic and
acoustic features, with a special focus on i-vectors, in expressive
speech analysis and synthesis. For each utterance of two dif-
ferent databases, a laboratory recorded emotional acted speech,
and an audiobook, several prosodic and acoustic features are ex-
tracted. Among them, i-vectors are built not only on the MFCC
base, but also on F0, power and syllable durations. Then, un-
supervised clustering is performed using different feature com-
binations. The resulting clusters are evaluated calculating clus-
ter entropy for labeled portions of the databases. Additionally,
synthetic voices are trained, applying speaker adaptive training,
from the clusters built from the audiobook. The voices are eval-
uated in a perceptual test where the participants have to edit an
audiobook paragraph using the synthetic voices.

The objective results suggest that i-vectors are very use-
ful for the audiobook, where different speakers (book charac-
ters) are imitated. On the other hand, for the laboratory record-
ings, traditional prosodic features outperform i-vectors. Also,
a closer analysis of the created clusters suggest that different
speakers use different prosodic and acoustic means to convey
emotions. The perceptual results suggest that the proposed i-
vector based feature combinations can be used for audiobook
clustering and voice training.
Index Terms: statistical speech synthesis, expressive speech,
i-vectors

1. Introduction
The goal of the present paper is to study the usability of i-
vectors for expressive speech synthesis, in comparison to more
traditional features. i-vectors have been proved to be very use-
ful in speaker verification applications (e.g. [1, 2]). Though, in
recent works they have been proposed to identify emotional or
expressive speech, as in [3, 4].

On the other hand, traditionally rather prosodic parameters
have been used for expressive speech classification, synthesis
etc. For instance, [5] uses glottal source parameters to perform
clustering of expressive speech styles in audiobooks. In [6] a
set of mainly prosody-based and some spectral based features
is used for emotion recognition. In [7] prosodic features, i.e.
F0, voicing probability, local jitter and shimmer, and logarith-
mic HNR are used for audiobook clustering and posterior syn-
thetic voice training. As authors in [7] state, spectral features
are considered to be poorly related to expressiveness. However,
some approaches showed that spectral features are also impor-
tant for the discrimination of expressiveness. Barra-Chicote et
al. [8] suggest that different expressions are better characterized
by different features; for instance, anger is rather characterized
by spectral parameters, while happiness and disgust are better
represented by both prosodic and spectral features.

Additionally, working with corpora such as audiobooks, or
TV/radio programs, it has to be taken into account that there are
several speakers present in the database, though in audiobooks
the speakers (book characters) are usually imitated by the same
reader, so it is an approximation to a multi-speaker database. In
such corpora, generally not all speakers express all types of pos-
sible emotions (except maybe leading characters in a book), or
they express them in different ways. For example, an angry gi-
ant would sound very differently than an angry hysterical witch.
Concluding, there is need for features that are actually capable
of not only account for emotions, but also for speakers.

As has been shown in [4], i-vectors have achieved the best
results in audiobook clustering, in comparison to other fea-
tures. However, only MFCC based i-vectors were used. In
the present work, different i-vectors are trained on both, spec-
tral and prosodic features, trying to achieve a balance between
speakers and emotions in an audiobook clustering. Cluster-
ing results with i-vectors based features are compared to tra-
ditionally used features. The experiments are performed on two
databases. An audiobook, including a large number of charac-
ters, i.e. imitated speakers; and an emotional database recorded
by two speakers, where each imitates six basic emotions and a
neutral voice. Additionally, synthetic voices are built on clus-
ters created from the audiobook and are evaluated in a percep-
tual experiment.

The rest of the article is structured the following way: Sec-
tion 2 describes the general approach. Section 3 describes the
acoustic features used in the experiments. Section 4 describes
the experimental design and the databases. Sections 5 and 6
present the results and finally section 7 draws final conclusions.

2. Framework
Figure 1 gives an overview of the system framework. First, a
set of acoustic features, including i-vectors, is calculated for
each utterance of an expressive database. Then, unsupervised
clustering is performed using the extracted features and the re-
sulting clusters are evaluated objectively, calculating cluster en-
tropy. Two corpora are used for the evaluation. One is a labo-
ratory recorded speech corpus, where each sentence has a label.
The other one is the audiobook, where an excerpt was annotated
manually providing speaker and expressiveness labels. These
labels are used for the entropy calculations. More details on the
corpora used for the experiments are given in section 4.1.

Further, synthetic voices are generated by means of HMM-
based speech synthesis. To do so, an average voice model
(AVM) is trained using HTS [9]. It must be noted that in this case
the average voice model does not refer to a speaker indepen-
dent voice model (SI), since there is only one audiobook reader
who tries to imitate different characters and expressions. Hence,
AVM refers to the different characters and speaking styles imi-
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Figure 1: System framework

tated by the audiobook reader.
Once the AVM is trained, different voices are adapted us-

ing the clustered speech segments. The voices are adapted us-
ing the Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) technique [10], which
performs a transformation of a model set λ applying speaker
specific variations GR, where R is the number of speakers. In
this case, the speakers R are defined by the speech segments
of each cluster, and they should represent different imitated
voices and expressions produced by the reader of the audio-
book. AHOCoder [11] is used to synthesize the voices.

3. Features
Working with emotional databases requires acoustic correlates,
which account for the emotions and/or different speaking styles.
Additionally, multi-speaker databases require features, which
account for the different speakers, and for the different ways
that speakers may express their emotions. I-vectors have proven
to be very useful in speaker verification and classification tasks,
and also in emotion or expressiveness classification, as in [4,
3]. On the other hand prosodic features generally have been
considered useful for emotional speech analysis. In this work i-
vectors built on prosodic features are proposed as an alternative
or as an additional feature for expressive speech analysis. This
following sections describe the features used in the proposed
framework.

3.1. I-vectors

i-vectors represent speech in a total variability subspace, which
leads to a representation that is independent of the different
sources of variability such as speaker or channel.

First, acoustic and/or prosodic features are extracted from
the waveform. In this work, i-vectors are calculated on:

• 40 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, extracted using
the AHOCoder [11]. I-vectors dimension: 600

• Fundamental frequency of voiced segments, extracted
using AHOCoder, where only the voiced parts are used
for the i-vector extraction. I-vectors dimension: 12

• Power. I-vectors dimension: 16

• Syllable durations, calculated using forced alignment
with Ogmios [12]. I-vectors dimension: 12

Before extracting the i-vectors, a Universal Background
Model (UBM) and the total variability matrix are trained as de-
scribed in [1] and [13], respectively. Both are trained using the
whole database. The total variability matrix must be trained
using audio segments that are homogeneous according to the

speaker, channel and expressiveness. Therefore the training
data is automatically divided into segments using a voice activ-
ity detector, eliminating silences. Once the speech segments are
obtained, Baum-Welch statistics are extracted using the UBM,
which are used to obtain the total variability matrix that defines
a total variability space in which the speech segments are repre-
sented by a vector of total factors, namely i-vector [2].

3.2. Other Acoustic Features

Other acoustic features used for the experiments are prosody
based. Among them are:

• F0 means, variance and range between the minimum and
the maximum values. Extracted using AHOCoder.

• Syllable frequency and durations, means, variance and
medians. Extracted from a forced alignment using Og-
mios.

• Silence frequency and durations, means variance and
medians. Extracted from a forced alignment using Og-
mios.

• Local Jitter and Shimmer. Jitter is the period duration
variation. Shimmer is the period amplitude variation.
Extracted using Praat [14].

• Power.

Different feature set combinations are tested. Details are
given in section 4.2.

4. Experimental Design
Two databases are used for the experiment, described in detail in
section 4.1. For each sentence of both databases a feature vector
is extracted. The resulting vectors are clustered applying a k-
means algorithm, i.e. vector quantization (VQ) [15], performed
using the lbg and vq tools from the SPTK toolkit [16].

The laboratory recorded database has a complete emotion
annotation. The audiobook is only partly annotated with char-
acter and expression labels. Using the labels, the entropy is cal-
culated for each cluster. Assuming that the clustering is success-
ful, the resulting clusters would represent different expressions,
speaking styles or characters. If that happens, then the informa-
tion contained in each cluster would be rather monotonous. As
defined in [17], and applied in clustering e.g. in [18]:

H(Xc) = −
q∑

i=1

ni
c

nc
log2(

ni
c

nc
) (1)

whereXc represents the whole set of speech segments in a clus-
ter c, q is the number of labels (expressiveness or characters),
ni
c is the number of elements labeled with i occurring in cluster
c and nc is the number of elements assigned to the cth cluster.
Given a set X of labeled segments, if all the elements assigned
to a cluster have the same label, the cluster would be fully ho-
mogeneous and its entropy would be 0. The other way around,
if all elements in a cluster have different labels, then the cluster
would be random and its entropy would be maximum. The best
features are those that achieve minimum entropy.

The weighted entropy regarding the cluster size is com-
puted as:

H̄(Xc) =

∑C
c=1H(Xc)nc

K
(2)

where K is the number of all elements in the database, C is the
number of clusters generated by VQ, H(Xc) is the entropy of
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the cth cluster and nc is the number of elements assigned to the
cth cluster.

Applying the clustering on the whole audiobook (not only
the annotated part), voices were trained using speaker adaptive
training (SAT) from the clusters created with the best feature
set. The voices are then used in a perceptual experiment, where
each participant has to edit a small paragraph of the audiobook.
A total of two characters and the narrator appear in a dialogue
of 18 sentences. The book scene is briefly described in order
to introduce the characters and to provide some basic back-
ground knowledge to those participants who do not know the
book or the topic. The participants have to choose between 10
voices and assign them to the characters. The voices are trained
from clusters, which are acoustically closest to the original ut-
terances. A total of 4 voice were chosen for the dialogue. The
other 6 voices are assigned randomly from the other clusters.
No examples are provided of how the real audiobook characters
sound, so each participant can assign the voice that she consid-
ers to be most suitable for the characters.

4.1. Databases

Two databases are used in the experiment. The first one is a lab-
oratory recorded emotional speech corpus in European Spanish,
recorded by two professional speakers, male and female, with
approx. 350 sentences each, recorded 7 times by each speaker,
a total of 6.4 hours of duration [19]. The emotions recorded in
the database are angry, disgust, fear, joy, neutral, sadness and
surprise. Each sentence is recorded with each emotion. The
female corpus will be referred to as C1, the male corpus will be
referred to as C2.

The second database is an audiobook, with a total of 7900
sentences, and of 8.8 hours of duration. A part of the audiobook
is labeled with expression and character (speaker) labels. The
annotated part contains 1200 sentences, of a total duration of
approx. 1.5 hours. Bad utterances have been identified partly by
automatic tools and partly by manual revision. The annotated
part does not contain neutral labeled speech. The labeled part
of the audiobook will be referred to as Al.

The expression or emotion labeling in the audiobook is
not trivial, since emotions are expressed differently by differ-
ent characters. There is a lot of scaling, i.e. different intensity
of expressions, or combinations of emotions, such that for in-
stance surprise can be negative, positive, or even finer-grained,
it can be sad, joyful, aggressive, etc. So, the set of possible ex-
pressions is rather free, considering combinations of different
expressive styles such as surprise-anger vs surprise-joy, also
intending to label the intensity of the expressions. In total, a set
of 248 different labels of expressiveness and 18 characters were
obtained.

4.2. Feature sets

For the objective test different feature combinations are com-
posed. Means, variance and medians are calculated for features
F0, F0 range, syllable and silence durations, power, jitter and
shimmer. The features are combined as follows:

• Pitch: F0 means, variance and range.

• Rhythm: Silence and syllable frequency and durations,
means, variances and range.

• JShimm: Local jitter and shimmer.

• iVecC: F0 and MFCC based i-vectors.

The combinations are tested alone, and combined between
them.

5. Objective Results

Table 1: Entropies for different features combinations and for
the three databases. For the audiobook database (Al) entropies
for expressions (E) and for characters (Ch) are shown.

C1 C2 Al(E) Al(Ch)
DB 2.81 2.81 7.13 3.05

F0 means, variance 1.57 1.43 3.27 1.94
Pitch 1.56 1.56 3.24 1.97
Power 2.31 2.36 3.52 2.25

Pitch - Power 2.29 2.35 3.74 2.29
JShimm 2.55 2.48 3.41 2.18
Rhythm 2.12 2.20 3.20 1.89

Rhythm - Pitch 1.70 1.60 3.12 1.78
Rhythm - Pitch - JShimm 1.67 1.64 3.10 1.75

MFCCiVec 2.67 2.65 3.16 1.80
F0iVec 2.12 2.06 3.48 2.08

PoweriVec 2.64 2.65 3.53 2.15
sylDuriVec 2.24 2.81 4.80 2.28

iVecC 2.63 2.59 3.13 1.92
Rhythm - iVecC 2.16 2.29 3.04 1.72

Rhythm - JShimm - iVecC 2.37 2.18 3.09 1.81

Table 1 shows the results for the objective cluster evalua-
tion. There is a lot of difference between the features and be-
tween the corpora. The bold marked values are the best results
obtained. For the laboratory recorded corpora the best results
are obtained using just F0 or the Pitch combination. While the
best results for the audiobook were obtained using the Rhythm
and the i-vector combination. Rhythm seems to be more im-
portant for the audiobook than for the laboratory corpora. In
fact, the Rhythm and Pitch and the Rhythm, Pitch and JShimm
combinations achieve almost the same results as the Rhythm
and i-vector combination. On the other hand, Rhythm alone
performs worse than i-vectors alone, although better than Pitch
and JShimm alone.

On the other side, i-vectors do not perform well applied
to the laboratory corpora. It seems to be due to the fact, that
the laboratory corpora have only one speaker each, while the
audiobook has many speakers (although only approximated by
imitation). The best results here were obtained using the Pitch
parameters. Also on the i-vectors side the best results were ob-
tained with the F0 based i-vectors.

An interesting observation can be made examining closely
the individual cluster results for the female laboratory speaker
using the i-vectors based on syllable durations. Several clusters
of approximate size of 30 to 40 utterances appear to be totally
homogeneous, i.e. all labels in these clusters belong to the same
emotion (entropy = 0), e.g. angry, surprise disgust, etc. This
distribution suggests that the female laboratory speaker uses
rhythm as an important tool to communicate emotions. How-
ever, this is not true for the male laboratory speaker nor for the
audiobook reader.

On the other hand, the clusters are often formed of emo-
tions which acoustically could belong together, such as joy, an-
gry and surprise, or sad and fear. Although some emotions,
specially fear and surprise were often co-appeared with other
emotions. This is not surprising since these emotions can easily
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combine with others, for instance one can be surprised posi-
tively, i.e. joyful, or negatively, with fear or anger. Also fear
can be more aggressive, i.e. angry, or more neutral, or close to
sadness.

6. Perceptual Results
Table 2 shows the results for the perceptual experiment. Each
number represents the percentage of how often a voice is cho-
sen to represent a book character. Bold numbers indicate the
highest preferences. A total of 11 subjects have participated in
the experiment, 8 of them not familiar with speech technology.

Table 2: Relative preferences for the voices v0-v9 over the
whole paragraph for the narrator and the two present characters.

v0 v1 v2 v3 v4
Narrator 0.42 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.04
Ch2 0.13 0.16 0.14 0.23 0.03
Ch3 0.18 0.13 0.13 0.31 0.00

v5 v6 v7 v8 v9
Narrator 0.23 0.04 0.10 0.06 0.01
Ch2 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.10 0.03
Ch3 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05

The participants had no examples of how the real audiobook
characters sounded, so it was their choice of how to interpret
the characters. This surely is influenced by the fact whether
the participant did or did not know the book, and also by her
imagination of how a certain character should sound. Never-
theless, certain voices are systematically preferred for certain
characters, and also for different parts of the dialogue. So for
instance, the narrator voice is chosen differently for the begin-
ning of the dialogue and for the middle part, where tension rises.
The characters are being interpreted more freely, specially the
second one. Although more than the half of all voices are cho-
sen randomly, it does not mean that some can not represent the
characters adequately. In general, the first 4 (V0-V3) and the
6th voice (V5) were mostly preferred for the interpretation, the
first 4 were chosen by the distance calculation. None of the
participants selected the neutral voice for all sentences (V4), al-
though it had higher segmental quality. This suggests that the
clustering was successful.

7. Conclusions
This work has studied the usefulness if i-vectors in compari-
son to other features for expressive or emotional speech anal-
ysis. For this purpose two different databases were used, one
recorded in a laboratory, aimed to imitate certain emotions, and
the other one being an audiobook recorded by a professional
reader. For each utterance of each database a set of features
were extracted, more traditional, prosody based features on the
one hand, and i-vector based features, prosodic and spectral, on
the other hand. Then, k-means clustering was applied to the cor-
pora using different feature combinations, and the homogeneity
of each cluster was evaluated by means of entropy. Addition-
ally, a perceptual experiment was conducted, where the partic-
ipants had to edit a small paragraph from the audiobook using
synthetic voices trained from clusters created with the best fea-
ture set for the audiobook.

From the objective results several things can be concluded
about the suitability of different features for the expressive

speech. First, for the speech corpora recorded in the controlled
laboratory environment it seems that the more traditional fea-
tures, specially the pitch related features, worked best. This
is not true though for the audiobook, which was also recorded
in studio environment, however, the interpretation of characters
and emotions was the choice of the reader. In this case i-vectors
seem to be very useful, probably as a consequence of the pres-
ence of different speakers (book characters), though only im-
itated. Probably, in a real multi-speaker database, where the
speakers are not imitated, the i-vectors could be even more ef-
fective.

Also, even in a controlled environment, the speakers use
different means to transmit emotions, as can be seen in the case
of the syllable duration based i-vectors. The female speaker
obviously used different rhythms for different emotions, while
the male speaker did not. As the results suggest, the audio-
book reader also made use of different rhythmic patterns for his
interpretation, although in a different manner then the female
speaker.

The results achieved in the perceptual experiment show that
the clustering on the proposed feature set worked well enough
as to create believable voices and expressions for given audio-
book characters. On the other hand, the interface used for the
experiment gives the participants the possibility to be creatively
productive and create or edit audiobooks.

The present work shows that, among the studied features,
there is no universal one that can be used for all expres-
sive speech analysis. There are important differences between
databases, speaker and expressions and speaking styles. Also,
the prosodic and acoustic tools used to express emotions can
very a lot depending on the speaker even for the same type of
expressiveness and context.
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Abstract

In this paper we describe the development of a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) based synthesis system for operatic singing in
German, which is an extension of the HMM-based synthe-
sis system for popular songs in Japanese and English called
“Sinsy”. The implementation of this system consists of German
text analysis, lexicon and Letter-To-Sound (LTS) conversion,
and syllable duplication, which enables us to convert a Ger-
man MusicXML input into context-dependent labels for acous-
tic modelling.

Using the front-end, we develop two operatic singing
voices, female mezzo-soprano and male bass voices, based on
our new database, which consists of singing data of professional
opera singers based in Vienna. We describe the details of the
database and the recording procedure that is used to acquire
singing data of four opera singers in German.

For HMM training, we adopt a singer (speaker)-dependent
training procedure. For duration modelling we propose a sim-
ple method that hierarchically constrains note durations by the
overall utterance duration and then constrains phone durations
by the synthesised note duration. We evaluate the performance
of the voices with two vibrato modelling methods that have been
proposed in the literature and show that HMM-based vibrato
modelling can improve the overall quality.
Index Terms: singing synthesis, opera singing, vibrato mod-
elling

1. Introduction
By singing synthesis we refer to the task of generating an acous-
tic signal of a singing person. A text input and a musical score
that is aligned with the text thereby control the synthesis out-
put. The textual data is divided into sequences of syllables.
This input data can be given as MusicXML [1] file encoding
a musical score as shown in Figure 1. Several methods for
synthesis of singing have been proposed in the literature, like
articulatory singing synthesis [2], formant based singing syn-
thesis [3], diphone-based singing synthesis [4], or HMM-based
singing synthesis [5, 6, 7, 8]. We will work within the HMM-
based paradigm and extend Sinsy [7] with a German front-end
and acoustic models.

An articulatory singing synthesis system [2] takes gestural
scores, which are fed into models of the vocal tract and the vocal
folds that produce a dynamic feature trajectory. This trajectory
can then be used to control the synthesiser. The gestural score
can either be created by hand or by a rule-based system. One
disadvantage of this kind of synthesiser is the difficulty to obtain
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Figure 1: Musical score of Sarastros 2nd Aria “In diesen heilgen
Hallen” from “Die Zauberflöte” by W. A. Mozart (left). Part of
musical score in MusicXML (right).

enough articulatory data to train models automatically, as can be
done with acoustic recordings.

The rule-based formant synthesis system proposed in [3]
has the advantage that it can be used without any acoustic train-
ing data. The system takes text data and musical score as input
and generates 28 parameters at 100 Hertz. These parameters are
then used to control the formant synthesiser.

Waveform concatenation methods [4] have also been ap-
plied for singing synthesis. At recording time all possible com-
binations of consonant-vowel, vowel-consonant, vowel-vowel
have to be recorded. This technology was developed by Yamaha
and is licensed to other companies that sell commercial versions
of singing synthesisers. In synthesis the pitch of the selected
units has to be changed to the desired pitch and the timbre has
to be smoothed at concatenation points. All this is done in the
frequency domain. For changing the pitch the power spectrum
is divided into different regions, which are then scaled to the
desired pitch.

The method used in this paper is acoustic singing synthesis
within the HMM framework [5, 6, 7, 8]. The main advantages
of this method are that it is data-driven, flexible, and can use
many techniques developed for HMM-based speech synthesis.
HMM-based singing synthesis uses the maximum likelihood
parameter generation algorithm [9] to generate the necessary
parameters for singing. The context clustering is extended to
take features derived from the musical score into account (cur-
rent, previous, following notes, duration, etc.).

In such a corpus-based approach machine learning meth-
ods are used to learn a singing model from pre-recorded singing
data. A general problem for corpus-based approaches to singing
synthesis is the prediction of lyrics, phrases and expressions that
are not covered in the training data. Operatic singing styles pose
additional modelling problems due to the dynamic and largely
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Figure 2: Classification of opera songs according to lyrical - dramatic
and slow - fast dimension.

varying F0 and power trajectories, which would require very
precise temporal modelling techniques. The mezzo-soprano
and soprano may use very high F0 values, which also poses
a challenge for spectral and excitation analysis and extraction
[10]. A further challenge is the modelling of duration that can
vary significantly between and within different opera pieces.

This paper describes our first attempts to develop a HMM
based synthesis systems for such challenging operatic singing.
The first steps which we report in this paper include the creation
of a new opera singing database in Section 2, the development
of a German front-end in Section 3, training of two operatic
singing voices, female mezzo-soprano and male bass voices,
using HMMs estimated on the new database in Section 4, and
vibrato modelling and evaluation in Section 5.

2. Singer and song selection
For the recording of opera singers, we have consulted a pro-
fessional opera-singing teacher who performed the selection of
songs and singers. Differently to speech recordings the selec-
tion of songs and singers is tightly coupled. In standard speech
synthesis we would select a corpus with an optimal phone cov-
erage by finding an approximate solution for the associated min-
imum set-cover problem [11]. For the solution of this prob-
lem we can take different features like diphones, diphones in
stressed syllables and so on into account [12]. For finding this
corpus we need a large phonetically transcribed background
corpus. A speaker that is selected in a separate selection pro-
cess would then read this corpus.

For selecting opera songs, we could go the same way, pro-
vided that we have a large amount of opera songs in MusicXML
format. However, with such a selection process we would end
up with a selection of opera songs that no opera singer has avail-
able in his/her repertoire at the moment. This would possibly
result in lower quality recordings. So the selection of singers
and songs has to go hand in hand by using a different strategy.

Therefore we have decided to select a number of opera
songs (≈ 8-10) for each singer category that are in the reper-
toire of that singer at the moment and that cover the space of
opera songs along the lyrical - dramatic and slow - fast axes.
We also checked that these songs cover the F0 ranges of that
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Figure 3: F0 range for mezzo and opera songs shown on the piano roll.

singer category.
Figure 2 shows the subjective classification of opera songs

along the two dimensions lyrical - dramatic and slow - fast. The
classification of opera songs was subjectively done by a profes-
sional opera-singing teacher. As can be seen in Figure 2 the
opera songs that were then recorded cover the whole space for
mezzo and bass but the slow and dramatic category is in gen-
eral difficult to find and especially difficult for the soprano and
tenor (although the opera teacher did his best consideration). A
further restriction in the selection of songs was the fact that we
were only looking for songs in the German language.

Figure 3 shows the general F0 range of the mezzo singer
with bold numbers on the piano roll ranging from A3 with 220
Hz to A5 with 880 Hz. The coloured bars show the F0 ranges
for our 8 selected opera songs. Song 1 for example has a range
from B3 (=246 Hz) to G5 (=783 Hz). We can see from Figure 3
that our songs cover the F0 range almost completely with the
exception of one note, the highest note with 880 Hz, which is
not existent in the training data.

3. German front-end for Sinsy
The main extensions to the Sinsy system for German were the

• analysis of German input text (text analysis),

• conversion of input words into phonetic sequences (lexi-
con and letter-to-sound conversion), and

• duplication of syllables where syllables had more than
one note (syllable duplication).

3.1. Text analysis

In parsing the data from the MusicXML file the task of text
analysis consists in the reconstruction of words that can then
be used to access the lexicon. The <begin>, <middle>, and
<end> tag inside the MusicXML<lyric> tag are used to mark
the specific syllables of the word. The <single> tag marks a
word with just one syllable.

3.2. Lexicon and letter-to-sound conversion

Words are collected from the MusicXML files and the phonetic
transcription and syllable boundaries are taken from the lexicon
if possible. If the word is not found in the lexicon LTS rules are
used directly on the syllables to avoid the need for syllabifica-
tion.

We integrate a lexicon and rules for LTS conversion from
an open-source synthetic voice for Austrian German [13]. The
LTS rules consist of a set of decision trees, one tree for each
letter, that are used to convert a given input character sequence
(word, syllable) into the corresponding output phones.
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Figure 4: Alignment of musical score and phone labels on ut-
terance level for the utterance “Wenn mein Schatz Hochzeit
macht” from G. Mahler’s “Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen”
from the mezzo-soprano voice.

If a word is not found in the lexicon, syllables from the
MusicXML files are used directly for LTS conversion. For each
syllable we are using the decision trees for predicting the cor-
responding phone sequence. Another approach would be to put
syllables together into words, apply LTS conversion to words
and split the resulting phone sequence again into syllables. By
skipping the last syllabification step, where a sequence of letters
is broken up into syllables we achieve a more robust predic-
tion. Furthermore there are sometimes MusicXML files where
the word level annotation is wrong, such that merging sylla-
bles into words leads to wrong or non-existing words. By start-
ing directly from syllables, we can also alleviate this problem.
Through the integration of LTS rules into the system we are able
to synthesise from any German MusicXML file.

3.3. Syllable duplication

Syllable duplication was not implemented in the open-source
Sinsy system, so we had to do this for German. We followed the
method proposed in [14]. Figure 4 shows an example alignment
for the sentence “Wenn mein Schatz Hochzeit macht”, phoneti-
cally “v E n . m aI n . S a t z . h oh ch t s aI t . m a ch t” where
’.’ signifies word boundaries. The alignment also contains the
silence symbol “sil” at the beginning and end of the utterance.

At the top we can see the spectrogram of the respective au-
dio signal as well as the F0/pitch curve in Hz. Below we have
the phonetic transcription aligned and the musical notes aligned.
We see that the notes start with A4, which has 440 Hz. The F0
curve shows that this target is reached with vibrato around 440
Hz.

The transcription shown here is already after text analy-
sis and letter-to-sound conversion. We can see that the word
“wenn” (“v E n”) is distributed across two notes A4 and G4
such that the syllable duplication turns it into “v E E n” phonet-
ically. The word “mein” (“m aI n”) is also distributed across two
notes F4 and G4. Through syllable duplication it is turned into
“m ah aI n” where we take into account that we do not duplicate
diphthongs like “aI”.

For the duplication of syllables with diphthongs we use
simple duplication rules. When duplicating an “aI” n times for
example, we generate n−1 times an “ah” (a long “a”) followed
by one “aI”. Prefix and postfix are used from the original sylla-
ble. Our notation is closely related to the SAMPA standard [15].

Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm for syllable duplication.
After pre-processing we have inserted pause symbols “pau” at
the phones inside of slurs. For the example of the word “mein”

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for duplicating syllables.
check that slur does not span across words
for note← slur begin, slur end do

for syl← syl begin, syl end do
for phone← phone begin, phone end do

if phone is the first vowel found then
replace phone if it is a diphthong

else
if phone is a pause after vowel was found then

if not at the last pause in the slur then
replace pause by respective phone

else
replace pause by diphthong or phone

end if
end if

end if
if last note and last syllable in slur then

add remaining phones
end if

end for
end for

end for

mentioned above the sequence after pre-processing is “m aI pau
n”. The algorithm now goes through all syllables and phones
within a slur (slur begin to slur end). The first vowel is replaced
if it is a diphthong, so the sequence is “m ah pau n” after this
step. If we are at the last pause in the slur, which we can check
be checking if we are at the last note, we replace the pause by
the respective diphthong. This leaves us with the final sequence
“m ah aI n”, which is the desired result.

At the beginning the algorithm also checks if the slur does
not span across words. In this case we cannot do syllable du-
plication with our algorithm. The algorithm does of course also
work if there are more than two notes that are to be distributed
across a syllable. If we have to sing “m aI n” with four different
notes, the conversion would be from “m aI pau pau pau n” to
“m ah ah ah aI n”.

4. Mezzo-soprano and bass voice building
4.1. Corpora

The recording of the corpora was performed in a professional
recording studio where the opera singer and the piano accom-
paniment player were recorded in two separate studios such that
the singer was able to see the piano player. Since this is an un-
common recording setting for opera singers we had to perform
some test recordings at the beginning.

For training the mezzo voices we had 8 different opera
songs. After splitting the recordings into utterances we had 154
different utterances. 8 utterances were taken as test sentences
and were not used for training. For the bass voice we had also 8
different songs, which were split into 358 utterances, with 8 test
utterances. As shown in Table 1 we had songs from five differ-
ent composers for the mezzo voice with a total duration of 25.8
minutes. For the bass voice we had 28.9 minutes, from three
different composers as shown in Table 2. We have also corpora
for a tenor (male) and a soprano (female) voice, which were
however not used for the acoustic modelling experiments since
we focused on the “simpler” singer categories at the beginning.
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Table 1: Songs recorded for the mezzo voice. The table also shows the
maximum and minimum F0 according to the MusicXML file.

Composer Singer Dur. min(F0) max(F0)
G.Mahler Mez 214 246 783
G.Mahler Mez 235 220 783
G.Mahler Mez 201 246 783
G.Mahler Mez 318 220 783
Mozart Mez 170 261 698

Korngold Mez 142 220 698
Humperd. Mez 140 261 879
A.Mahler Mez 128 246 698

25.8 m.

4.2. Acoustic modelling

For training acoustic models for opera singing we adapted an
existing training script for Japanese acoustic model training [16]
that was released in December 2015. The model training fol-
lows the speaker dependent singing synthesis system using
STRAIGHT [17] for feature extraction and synthesis. [18] anal-
ysed the analysis/re-synthesis quality of different parametric
representations for singing speech, where STRAIGHT achieved
a good performance. It would also be interesting to evalu-
ate statistical parametric opera singing synthesis with different
vocoders, which is however out of the scope of this paper.

To adapt the training script for German we had to gener-
ate clustering questions for German. Using the clustering ques-
tions from a speech synthesis training script for German [13]
and adopting it to the Japanese singing training script we gener-
ated a training script. As a language dependent feature we also
added lexical stress, which is not part of the Japanese training
script.

Using the minimum F0 value from the MusicXML file pro-
duced severe F0 extraction problems with the RAPT [19] and
the STRAIGHT F0 estimation algorithms. Therefore the min-
imum F0 value was set to 50 for the mezzo voice and the bass
voice. The maximum F0 was extracted from the MusicXML
utterance files with adding 30 semitones. Adding semitones to
the extracted maximum F0 was necessary to optimise the F0
extraction.

We hypothesised that an increased frequency warping value
compared to 0.55 for Mel-cepstral features would improve
acoustic modelling for the bass by better representation of lower
frequencies, while a lower or negative value would improve fre-
quency representation for the mezzo voice. We could verify this
by an informal listening test for the bass (fw = 0.7), but could
not verify it for the mezzo, where the Mel-cepstrum was used
(fw = 0.55).

In the future we plan to investigate adaptive frequency
warping methods for feature extraction. In [20] for example a
spectral model is used that emphasises the peak of the spectral
envelope at the so called “singing formant”, which was shown
by [21] to lie near 3 kHz.

For generating durations for synthesis we used the overall
original duration from the recorded utterance dorig and the note
durations di from the utterance MusicXML file. Final note du-
rations d̂i where computed as

d̂i = di
dorig∑
di

(1)

by scaling the MusicXML note duration to the original utter-
ance duration.

Table 2: Songs recorded for the bass voice. The table also shows the
maximum and minimum F0 according to the MusicXML file.

Composer Singer Dur. min(F0) max(F0)
Mozart Bass 146 87 261
Mozart Bass 275 87 349

Lortzing Bass 343 123 329
Mozart Bass 223 73 329
Mozart Bass 133 130 261
Mozart Bass 226 87 261
Mozart Bass 211 97 329

Beethoven Bass 174 123 293
28.9 m.

Phone durations pi,j for phone j in note i were generated
from HMM decision trees and the final phone duration p̂i,j was
computed by scaling with the final note duration d̂i.

p̂i,j = pi,j
d̂i∑
j pi,j

. (2)

With this duration modelling method we can control the
overall duration externally while still having a full synthesis
of note and phone durations, which takes information from the
MusicXML score and the HMM decision tree into account.

5. Vibrato modelling
After synthesising the F0 trajectory from the HMM model, we
first apply median filtering to cope with F0 errors and then apply
a vibrato model. In the following subsections, we explain and
compare two methods for modelling of vibrato.

5.1. Global OVP modelling

Like in [20] we modelled overshoot, vibrato, and preparation
(OVP) by a second order system

H(s) =
k

s2 + 2ζωs+ ω2
(3)

with 0 < |ζ| < 1 for overshoot and preparation and |ζ = 0| for
vibrato. The 8 global parameters were estimated from the full
training data sequence by using MATLAB’s non-linear least-
squares solver. In [20] they used a non-linear least-squared-
error method to minimise errors between the generated F0 con-
tours and the actual ones. We were estimating the OVP param-
eters that minimise the distance between original F0 curves and
synthesised and OVP filtered F0 curves on the training data.

argmin
OVP

(F0orig − F0syn(OVP))2. (4)

To generate the synthesised F0syn trajectories for the train-
ing data we did a forced alignment of the data using HSMMA-
lign. Then we converted the monophone labels to full context
ones and used the full context labels to generate F0 parameters
using HMGenS [22], which where then OVP filtered.

The 8 parameters were constrained to the interval [0, 1]. In
synthesis we then applied the OVP filter after generating F0
curves from HMMs and median filtering to add the OVP struc-
ture. For the bass we estimated the following parameter set:
ω = 0.0654 ∗ 2π, ζ = 0.6046, k = 0.0053 for overshoot, ω =
0.0346∗2π, k = 0.0011 for vibrato, and ω = 0.0306∗2π, ζ =
0.9023, k = 0.0289 for preparation. For the mezzo voice the
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Figure 5: HMM-based vibrato modelling.
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estimated vibrato parameters for bass and mezzo voice.

values were ω = 0.0382 ∗ 2π, ζ = 0.1919, k = 0.0144 for
overshoot, ω = 0.0345 ∗ 2π, k = 0.0002 for vibrato, and
ω = 0.0367 ∗ 2π, ζ = 1.0, k = 0.0385 for preparation.

The advantage of this method is that we can estimate the
OVP parameters fully automatic. A disadvantage is the aver-
aging that is underestimating the vibrato at places where it is
strong in the signal. Another possibility would be to estimate
the parameters only for vibrato segments, which would how-
ever overestimate vibrato for the other segments and also lead
to a less realistic modelling. Furthermore we would also need
to detect vibrato first.

5.2. HMM vibrato modelling

The second method was to model vibrato as a time dependent
periodic fluctuations of F0

v(ma(t),mf (t), i) = ma(t) sin(2πmf (t)fs(t− t0)) (5)

with ma(t) F0 amplitude in Cent, mf (t) F0 frequency in Hz,
and fs frame shift like it was proposed in [6].

The observation probability of the multi-stream HMM is
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Figure 7: Evaluation results.

extended to

b(ot) = p(o
(spec)
t )γspecp(o

(bap)
t )γbapp(o

(F0)
t )γF0p(o

(vib)
t )γvib .

(6)
by adding an additional stream for the vibrato model.

We optimised the frequency, phase, and amplitude parame-
ter for sequences of 30 frames and used them to train a stream
with frequency and amplitude parameters. The optimisation
goal with the non-linear least-squares solver was again to min-
imise the distance between original F0 and synthesised F0 with
the added frequency and amplitude varying sinusoids on the
training data.

At synthesis time we created an amplitude and frequency
varying sinusoid from the generated parameters like shown in
Figure 5 (top), which was simply added to the generated F0 se-
quence (3rd from top). Figure 5 shows the frequency varying
sinusoid, the F0 curve generated by the HMM, the HMM curve
with the added amplitude and frequency varying sinusoid, and
the original F0 curve. The difference between original and syn-
thesised curve comes from additional pauses at beginning and
end in the synthesised version.

Figure 6 shows the distribution for estimated frequency and
amplitude parameters for the bass and the mezzo voice. Here we
use a kernel density estimation with a normal kernel. Figure 6
left shows that the frequency is almost identically distributed
for bass and mezzo voice around 5. Figure 6 right shows that
there is a difference in the amplitude distribution between bass
and mezzo with the mezzo having a higher probability of am-
plitudes around 20 and the bass having a higher probability of
amplitudes around 7. The distribution depends of course on
our assumption to model vibrato as an amplitude and frequency
varying sinusoid.

5.3. Evaluation

For the evaluation we have used several mezzo and bass
voices (mez orig, mez baseline, mez ovp, mez vib; bas orig,
bas baseline, bas ovp, bas vib). Here * orig are the original
recordings, * baseline is the voice with syllable duplication etc.
but without any vibrato model, * ovp uses the OVP based vi-
brato model with 8 global parameters, and * vib uses the HMM-
based vibrato model1.

1Samples can be found on http://speech.kfs.oeaw.ac.
at/operassw16.
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We had 8 different listeners that had to perform a pair-wise
comparison where they had to decide which voice is better.
They were allowed to listen to the samples as often as they liked.
All listeners were neither professional opera singers nor musi-
cians. The task was to evaluate the overall quality of the singing
voice.

Figure 7 shows the results for the evaluation of the mezzo
(left) and the bass (right) voice. Since the original recordings
always win over the synthesised ones we did not include these
comparisons in the graph. This also shows that there is still a
big room for improvement over the synthesised models.

In Figure 7 it can be seen that the HMM vibrato model wins
over the baseline and the OVP model for the mezzo and the bass
voice. We also see that the HMM-based vibrato model can im-
prove over the global overshoot-vibrato-preparation model for
both voices. The advantage of the HMM-based vibrato model
lies in the context dependent estimation of singing vibrato.

6. Conclusion
We have described the development and evaluation of a Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM) based synthesis system for operatic
singing in German. We have also discussed our procedure for
singer and song selection and have described German front-end
modules implemented for the Sinsy system including text anal-
ysis, LTS conversion, and syllable duplication.

Using this front-end, we have developed two operatic
singing voices, female mezzo-soprano and male bass voices,
based on a new database, which consists of singing data of pro-
fessional opera singers based in Vienna. We described the de-
tails of the database and the recording procedure that was used
to acquire singing data of four opera singers in German.

In acoustic modelling we have investigated two methods for
vibrato modelling in opera singing synthesis. We show that the
HMM-based vibrato modelling can improve the overall quality
for the mezzo-soprano and the bass voice. We also saw that
the HMM-based vibrato model could improve over the global
overshoot-vibrato-preparation model where one global parame-
ter set for the whole voice is estimated. For duration modelling
we have proposed a method that hierarchically constrains note
durations by the overall utterance duration, and constrains the
phone durations by the synthesised note duration.

Although we need much further improvement before we
can synthesise realistic opera singing, we showed how incre-
mental improvements can be made in acoustic modelling for
opera singing synthesis using a limited amount of training data.
For further improvement we need to use more training data
and incorporate more specific knowledge about operatic singing
style into our models.
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Abstract

Text-to-Speech synthesis in Indian languages has a seen lot of
progress over the decade partly due to the annual Blizzard chal-
lenges. These systems assume the text to be written in Devana-
gari or Dravidian scripts which are nearly phonemic orthog-
raphy scripts. However, the most common form of computer
interaction among Indians is ASCII written transliterated text.
Such text is generally noisy with many variations in spelling
for the same word. In this paper we evaluate three approaches
to synthesize speech from such noisy ASCII text: a naive Uni-
Grapheme approach, a Multi-Grapheme approach, and a super-
vised Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) approach. These methods
first convert the ASCII text to a phonetic script, and then learn a
Deep Neural Network to synthesize speech from that. We train
and test our models on Blizzard Challenge datasets that were
transliterated to ASCII using crowdsourcing. Our experiments
on Hindi, Tamil and Telugu demonstrate that our models gener-
ate speech of competetive quality from ASCII text compared to
the speech synthesized from the native scripts. All the accom-
panying transliterated datasets are released for public access.
Index Terms: Indian Languages, Speech Synthesis, Deep Neu-
ral Networks, ASCII transliteration.

1. Introduction
Though a large number of Indian languages have indigenous
scripts, the lack of a standardized keyboard, and the ubiquity
of QWERTY keyboards, means that people most often write
using ASCII1 [1] text using spellings motivated largely by pro-
nunciation [2]. Increasingly, many technologies such as Web
search and natural language processing are adapting to this phe-
nomenon [3, 4, 5]. In the area of Speech Synthesis, although the
efforts of the 2013, 2014 and 2015 Blizzard Challenges2 [6, 7]
resulted in improvements to the naturalness of speech synthesis
of Indian languages, the text was assumed to be written in native
script. In this work, we transliterate Blizzard data to informal
chat-style ASCII text using Mechanical Turkers, and synthesize
speech from the resulting transliterated ASCII text. This repre-
sents a more realistic use case than in the Blizzard Challenge.

Synthesizing speech from ASCII text is challenging: Since
there is no standard way to spell pronunciations, people often
spell same word in multiple ways, e.g., the word start in Telugu
can be ASCII spelled prarhambham, prarambham, prarambam,
praranbam, etc. whilst words that differ in both pronunciation

1The ASCII character set is the union of Roman alphabets, digits,
and a few punctuation marks.

2http://www.synsig.org/index.php/Blizzard_
Challenge

and meaning might be spelled the same, e.g., the words ledhu
and ledu in Telugu could both be spelled ledu.

We address these problems by first converting ASCII
graphemes to phonemes, followed by a DNN to synthesise the
speech. We propose three methods for converting graphemes
to phonemes. The first model is a naive model which assumes
that every grapheme corresponds to a phoneme. In the second
model, we enhance the naive model by treating frequently co-
occurring character bi-grams as additional phonemes. In the
final model, we learn a Grapheme-to-Phoneme transducer from
parallel ASCII text and gold-standard phonetic transcriptions.
The contributions of this paper are:

• to synthesize speech from ASCII transliterated text for
Indian languages, which to our knowledge is the first
such attempt. Our results show that our Grapheme-
to-Phoneme conversion model combined with a DNN
acoustic model performs competitively with state-of-the-
art speech synthesizers that use native script text.

• the release of parallel ASCII transliterations of Blizzard
data to foster research in this area.

2. Related work
2.1. Transliteration of Indian Languages

Many standard transliteration systems exist for Indian lan-
guages. Table 1 shows different transliterations for an exam-
ple sentence. Among these, CPS (Common Phone Set) [8] and
IT3 [9] are widely used by the speech technology community,
ITRANS3 [10] is used in publishing houses, and WX4 [11] by
the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community. Though
these scripts provide umambiguous conversion to native Indian
scripts, due to their lack of readability, and the overhead in
learning how to use them, people still spell their words moti-
vated by pronunciation. One such transliteration is shown in
the row Informal of Table 1.

The most common trend observed in the literature is to treat
transliteration as a machine translation and discriminative rank-
ing problem [12]. Our work aims to exploit the fact that translit-
erations are phonetically motivated, and therefore treat translit-
eration as a conversion problem. Specifically, we convert in-
formal transliterations to phonetic script, and then synthesize
speech from the phonetic script using a DNN.

2.2. Statistical Speech Synthesis

Most existing work in speech synthesis for Indian languages
uses unit selection [13] with syllable-like units [14, 15]. Re-

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ITRANS
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WX_notation
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Table 1: Transliteration of Hindi text in various notations
Original
Sentence
Notation Transliteration

CPS aapakei hiqdii pasaqda karanei para
khushii huii

IT3 aapakei hin:dii pasan:da karanei para
khushii huii

ITRANS Apake hiMdI pasaMda karane para khushI
huI

WX Apake hiMdI pasaMda karane para KuSI
huI

Informal apke hindi pasand karne par kushi hui

Table 2: Training data for the Grapheme-to-Phoneme model

Word Informal
transliteration

Pronunciation (CPS
notation)

congress /k/aa/q/g/r/e/s/

pravesikkavum /p/i/r/a/w/ei/c/i/k/k/a/w/u/m/

aapke /aa/p/a/k/e/

cently, based on the observation that Indian languages share
many commonalities in phonetics, a language independent
phone set was proposed, and was used in building statistical
parametric (HMM-based) speech synthesis systems [8]. We
make use of this common phone set in one of our models.

Our work also aligns with the recent literature on unsuper-
vised learning for text-to-speech synthesis which aims to re-
duce the reliance on human knowledge and the manual effort
required for building language-specific resources [16, 17, 18].
These approaches are able to learn from noisy input repre-
sentations where there is no standard orthography. Following
the success of DNNs for speech recognition [19] and synthesis
[20, 21, 22], we also use a DNN as the acoustic model.

3. Our Approach
Our speech synthesis pipeline consists of two steps: 1) Con-
verting the input ASCII transliterated text to a phonetic script;
2) learning a DNN based speech synthesizer from the parallel
phonetic text and audio signal.

3.1. Converting ASCII text to Phonetic Script

We explore three different approaches which vary in the degree
of supervision in defining a phoneme.

3.1.1. Uni-Grapheme Model

In this approach, we assume each ASCII grapheme acts as a
phoneme. We assume that the DNN will learn to map these
“phonemes” to speech sounds. We normalize the data to low-
ercase and remove all punctuation marks. This ensures that the
phone-set contains 26 letters and an extra /sil/ phone to mark
beginning and end of the sentence.

3.1.2. Multi-Grapheme Model

In this approach, in addition to uni-graphemes, we also include
some frequently co-occurring bi-graphemes as “phonemes”.

Figure 1: Performance of G2P models from uni-gram to 6-gram
for Hindi, Telugu and Tamil

From manual inspection of the top 50 bi-graphemes, we found
that the phonemes indicating stop consonants such as /kh/,
/ch/, /th/, /ph/, /bh/ and long vowels such as /aa/, /ii/,
/ee/, /oo/, /uu/ and dipthongs such as /ai/, /au/, /ou/ ap-
pear most frequently across languages. We selected 17 of these
bi-graphemes as phonemes in addition to the above 27 uni-
graphemes, making a total of 44 phonemes.

3.1.3. Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) Model

In this model, we assume the phoneme-set is given. We use
the common phone set (CPS, [8]) to work with the languages
of interest. We convert the native text to CPS phonetic text us-
ing deterministic converters [9, 23]. We then align the pho-
netic transcriptions to the ASCII transliterations from Mechan-
ical Turkers to create a pronunciation table. Table 2 shows the
parallel data with the native text in the first column, the infor-
mal ASCII transliteration in the second column, and the CPS
phonetic transcription in the third column.

Given the pronunciation lexicon, we train a G2P trans-
ducer [24] for each language separately with varying n-gram
sequences. The corpus used for training is described in Sec-
tion 4.1. Figure 1 displays the phone error rate of the G2P model
with varying n-grams. The 6-gram model achieved the lowest
phone error rate across the three languages. Telugu and Tamil
achieved lower phonetic error rates compared to Hindi. This
can be attributed to the ineffective handling of intricate schwa
deletion, a well-known phenomenon in Indo-Aryan languages.

An advantage with this model is that, since the phoneme-
set is standard, we can train G2P and DNN on two independent
datasets – G2P on parallel transliterations of a very large corpus
that could be obtained via crowdsourcing, and DNN model on
gold phonetic speech transcriptions independently of the G2P
model’s performance. We leave this aspect of our work for fu-
ture. In this work, we train a DNN model on the output of G2P
aligned with natural speech.

3.2. DNN Speech Synthesizer

We use a DNN for learning to synthesize speech from the pho-
netic strings obtained in the previous step. We use two inde-
pendent DNNs – one for duration and the other for acoustic
modeling.

Let xi = [xi(1), ..., xi(dx)]
T and yi = [yi(1), ..., yi(dy)]

T

be static input and output feature vectors of the DNN, where dx
and dy denote the dimensions of xi and yi, respectively, and T
denotes transposition.
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Duration Model: For duration modeling, the input com-
prises binary features (xp) derived from a subset of the ques-
tions used by the decision-tree clustering in the standard HTS
synthesiser. Similar to [20, 21], frame-aligned data for DNN
training is created by forced alignment using the HMM sys-
tem. The output is an eight-dimensional vector (yp) of durations
for every phone, comprising five sub-state durations, the over-
all phone duration, syllable duration and whole word duration.
We use this form of multi-task learning to improve the model;
the three additional features (phone, syllable, and word dura-
tions) act as a secondary task to help the network learn more
about suprasegmental variations in duration at word level. At
synthesis time, these features are predicted, but ignored.

Acoustic Model: The input uses the same features as du-
ration prediction, to which 9 numerical features are appended.
These capture frame position in the HMM state and phoneme,
state position in phoneme, and state and phoneme duration.
The DNN outputs comprise MCCs, BAPs and continuous logf0
(all with deltas and delta-deltas) plus a voiced/unvoiced binary
value.

In both acoustic and duration model, all the input features
are normalized to the range of [0.01, 0.99] and output features
are normalized to zero mean and unit variance. The DNNs are
then trained to map the linguistic features of input text to du-
ration and acoustic features respectively. If D(xi) denotes the
DNN mapping of xi, then the error of the mapping is given by:

ε =
∑
||yi −D(xi)||2 (1)

D(xi) = d̃(zn+1) (2)

zn+1 = d(w(n)d(zn)) (3)

d(ϑ) = a tanh(bϑ), d̃(ϑ) = ϑ (4)

where n indexes layer and w(n) is the weight matrix of the nth

layer of the DNN model.
At synthesis time, duration is predicted first, and is used as

an input to the acoustic model to predict the speech parame-
ters. Maximum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG) using
pre-computed variances from the training data is applied to the
output features for synthesis, and spectral enhancement post-
filtering is applied to the resulting MCC trajectories. Finally,
the STRAIGHT vocoder [25] is used to synthesize the wave-
form.

4. Experimental Setup
4.1. Speech Databases

Our languages of interest are Hindi, Tamil and Telugu, all of
which are widely-spoken Indian languages. We train and test
on the 2015 Blizzard Challenge data which contains about four
hours of speech and corresponding text for each language. The
data-set contains 1710 utterances for Hindi, 1462 utterances for
Tamil, and 2481 utterances for Telugu, with a single speaker
per language. We used 92% of the data for training, 4% for
development and 4% for testing.

4.2. Annotation

Starting from the original transcriptions in native script, we
asked crowdsourced human annotators to ASCII transliterate
them using pronunciation as their main motivation for spelling.
For Hindi and Tamil, we recruited paid workers via Mechan-
ical Turk who could read and speak the language fluently (as

self-reported); for Telugu we had access to a trusted pool of na-
tive speakers. We tokenize each sentence to words with whites-
pace and punctuations as the delimiters. The annotators were
provided with a web-interface containing a text box for each
word. This ensures transliteration of every word given in the in-
put sentence. The total number of annotators for Telugu, Tamil
and Hindi are 50, 66 and 82 respectively. We diversified train,
dev and test splits by having different set of annotators for each
split.

4.3. Experimental Settings

We used the same DNN architectures (Section 3.2) for both du-
ration and acoustic modeling. The number of hidden layers used
was 6 with each layer consisting of 1024 nodes. As shown in
equation 4, the tanh function was used as the hidden activation
function, and a linear activation function was employed at the
output layer. During training, L2 regularization was applied to
the weights with penalty factor of 0.00001, the mini-batch size
was 256 for the acoustic model and 64 for the duration model.
For the first 10 epochs, momentum was 0.3 with a fixed learning
rate of 0.002. After 10 epochs, the momentum was increased to
0.9 and from that point on, the learning rate was halved at each
epoch. The learning rate of the top two layers was always half
that of other layers. Learning rate was fine-tuned in duration
models to achieve best performance. The maximum number of
epochs was set to 30 (i.e., early stopping).

4.4. Our Models

As outlined in Section 3.1, we train three different models for
each language. The number of questions used in DNN were
different from system to system. For Uni-Grapheme model
(labelled as UGM), the questions based on quin-phone iden-
tity were used, and other questions include suprasegmental fea-
tures such as syllable, word, phrase and positional features. For
Multi-Grapheme model (labelled as MGM) and Grapheme-to-
Phoneme model (labelled as G2P), other questions based on
position and manner of articulation were additionaly included.

4.5. Benchmark

As a benchmark, we use the DNN speech synthesizer trained on
CPS phonetic transcriptions of the speech data. The goal is thus
to synthesize speech from ASCII text that is as close as possible
in quality to this benchmark (labelled as BMK).

5. Results
5.1. Objective Evaluations

5.1.1. Duration Model

To evaluate the duration prediction DNN, we calculated the
root-mean-square error (RMSE) and Pearson correlation be-
tween reference and predicted durations, where the reference
durations are estimated from the forced-alignment step in HTS.
Tables 4 and 5 present the results on test data.

Overall, the benchmark system showed better performance
than other systems in all languages. Among the proposed ap-
proaches, G2P performed slightly better than the other two in
terms of correlation, whereas RMSE performance was not con-
sistent across the languages. A possible explanation for this
is that G2P uses superior phone set defined manually whereas
UGM and MGM use unsupervised phones. Nevertheless, the
proposed systems are not too far from the benchmark.
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Table 3: Objective results of the proposed techniques versus the benchmark approach. MCD and BAP are Mel-Cepstral Distortion and
Band Aperiodicity distortion, respectively. V/UV error means frame-level voiced/unvoiced prediction error. Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) of F0 was calculated on a linear frequency scale.

MCD
(dB)

BAP
(dB)

F0
RMSE (Hz)

V/UV error
rate(%)

MCD
(dB)

BAP
(dB)

F0
RMSE (Hz)

V/UV error
rate(%)

Method Telugu Hindi
Uni-Grapheme-TTS 4.97 2.05 35.13 6.23 4.82 1.92 10.87 9.25

Multi-Grapheme-TTS 5.02 2.06 36.49 6.01 4.81 1.92 11.29 9.31
G2P-TTS 4.77 2.04 35.18 5.94 4.80 1.92 10.77 9.30

Benchmark 4.81 2.04 37.09 5.83 4.52 1.90 10.86 8.07
Method Tamil Combined Average

Uni-Grapheme-TTS 4.87 2.07 40.65 9.63 4.89 2.01 28.88 8.37
Multi-Grapheme-TTS 5.15 2.09 43.31 9.92 4.99 2.02 30.36 8.41

G2P-TTS 5.16 2.09 44.27 10.38 4.91 2.02 30.07 8.54
Benchmark 5.06 2.08 43.67 10.04 4.79 2.01 30.54 7.98

Table 4: RMSE (frames per phone) between predicted and
forced-aligned durations.

Models Telugu Hindi Tamil
UGM 5.121 8.924 12.540
MGM 5.015 9.876 13.105
G2P 4.897 9.657 13.026

BMK 4.118 9.321 12.378

Table 5: Pearson correlation between predicted and forced-
aligned durations.

Models Telugu Hindi Tamil
UGM 0.787 0.525 0.618
MGM 0.807 0.533 0.624
G2P 0.818 0.564 0.657

BMK 0.866 0.692 0.695

Compared to Telugu, Hindi and Tamil show worse objec-
tive scores. For these two languages, punctuation marks were
not retained in the corpus, which made pauses harder to pre-
dict. As a consequence, occasional pauses in the acoustics were
frequently forced-aligned to non-pause phones, introducing er-
rors in the reference durations. These unpredictable elongations
inflated the objective measures, without perturbing the actual
predictions too much. (Telugu, in contrast, used oracle pauses,
inserted using Festvox’s ehmm based on the acoustics.)

5.1.2. Acoustic Model

We used following four objective evaluations to assess the per-
formance of the proposed methods in comparison to the bench-
mark system.

• MCD: Mel-Cepstral Distortion (MCD) to measure MCC
prediction performance.

• BAP: to measure distortion of BAPs

• F0 RMSE: Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) to mea-
sure the accuracy of F0 prediction. The error value was
calculated on a linear scale instead of log-scale which
was used to model the F0 values.

• V/UV: to measure voiced/unvoiced error.

In all these metrics, a lower value gives the better performance.
While the objective metrics do not map directly to percep-
tual quality, they are often useful for system tuning. Table 3
presents the results on test data. As expected, the benchmark
model performs well on most metrics. While the G2P Model
performs well on Telugu and Hindi, the Uni-Grapheme model
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Figure 2: Performance of systems evaluated in the MUSHRA
test for all three languages.

does well on Tamil. Overall, the proposed approaches compare
favourably with the benchmark.

5.2. Subjective Evaluations

Three MUSHRA (MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and
Anchor)5 [26] tests were conducted to assess the naturalness of
the synthesized speech. For each language, 16 native listeners
were exposed to 20 sentences, chosen randomly from the test
set. For each sentence, 5 unlabelled stimuli were presented in
parallel: one for each of the four synthesis systems speaking
that sentence plus copy-synthesis speech (i.e., vocoded speech,
labelled as VOC) used as the hidden reference. Listeners were
asked to rate each stimulus from 0 (extremely bad for natural-
ness) to 100 (same naturalness as the reference speech), and
also instructed to give exactly one of the 5 stimuli in every set a
rating of 100.

For Telugu and Hindi, we had access to a trusted pool of
native speakers from IIIT-Hyderabad, while for Tamil we re-
cruited paid workers via Amazon Mechanical Turk as listeners.
The Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) from the tests are presented in
Figure 2 with their standard deviation represented in log-scale.
The benchmark model achieves a higher MOS in Telugu and
Hindi, as expected, while in Tamil the Uni-Grapheme model

5https://github.com/HSU-ANT/beaqlejs
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Figure 3: Box plot of absolute values from all three languages’
listening tests. Red lines are medians, dashed lines means. Box
edges show quartiles. Plus signs indicate outliers.
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Figure 4: Box plot of aggregate ranks from listening tests
(higher is better). Red lines are medians, dashed lines means.
Box edges show quartiles. Plus signs indicate outliers.

achieves best performance. However, according to paired t-tests
with Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, the
difference with next best system is significant only in Telugu
and Hindi. Among the proposed approaches, G2P performed
significantly better than other two in Telugu and Hindi. How-
ever in Tamil, both G2P and benchmark performed worse than
the rest. This strange behaviour can be attributed to two reasons:
1) the absence of a mechanism for detecting outliers in turker
judgements (as opposed to the use of trusted pool of listeners
for Hindi and Telugu); 2) the lack of our expertize in enhancing
letter to sound rules specific to Tamil. The difference in ratings
suggest that some additional rules or fine-tuning of lexicon may
be required for Tamil.

The MUSHRA scores combined across all three languages
for each system are presented in Fig. 3. For further analysis,
each set of fifteen parallel listener scores was converted to ranks
from 1 (worst) to 5 (best), with tied ranks set to the mean of the
tied position. A box plot of these rank scores aggregated across
all sentences and listeners is shown in Figure 4. Listener pref-
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Figure 5: Preferences among systems (how often y was rated
above x).

erences between systems are also illustrated in Figure 5. All
these figures indicate, G2P performed the best among the pro-
posed approaches.

An interesting issue is that some test sentences include
English-language words (e.g.: road, page, congress) due to fre-
quent code-switching among the native speakers (also reflected
in the text corpus). This affected the performance of G2P con-
version for those sentences, in turn creating a marginal differ-
ence between G2P and benchmark over the listening test. G2P
trained on large corpora of parallel text may remove such errors
in the future, thereby improving the synthesis quality and re-
ducing the gap towards the benchmark. [27] is one such recent
attempt for synthesizing speech from code-mixed text.

No intelligibility evaluation was conducted since transcrip-
tion word error rate (WER) has been found to be a poor metric
for Indian languages, cf. [6]. However, we believe listeners do
take into account intelligibility while rating the stimuli, even
though they were asked to rate the naturalness.

6. Applications
The grapheme-to-phoneme conversion described herein en-
abled us to build indic-search6, a search engine that helps end-
users use ASCII to search for pages written in Unicode. Text-
to-speech interfaces with ASCII input also enable users to type
in their own pronunciation rather than conforming to a specific
notation.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we considered the problem of synthesizing speech
from ASCII transliterated text of Indian languages. Our pro-
posed approach first converts ASCII text to phonetic script,
and then learns a DNN to synthesize speech from the phonetic
script. We experimented with three approaches, which vary in
the degree of manual supervision in defining phonemes. Our
results show that G2P model with few assumptions is com-
petitive with manually-defined phoneme models. All the data,
and samples used in the listening tests are available online at:
http://srikanthr.in/indic-speech-synthesis.

6http://srikanthr.in/indic-search
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Abstract

Most Text to Speech (TTS) systems today assume that the input
is in a single language written in its native script, which is the
language that the TTS database is recorded in. However, due
to the rise in conversational data available from social media,
phenomena such as code-mixing, in which multiple languages
are used together in the same conversation or sentence are now
seen in text. TTS systems capable of synthesizing such text
need to be able to handle multiple languages at the same time,
and may also need to deal with noisy input. Previously, we
proposed a framework to synthesize code-mixed text by using
a TTS database in a single language, identifying the language
that each word was from, normalizing spellings of a language
written in a non-standardized script and mapping the phonetic
space of mixed language to the language that the TTS database
was recorded in. We extend this cross-lingual approach to more
language pairs, and improve upon our language identification
technique. We conduct listening tests to determine which of the
two languages being mixed should be used as the target lan-
guage. We perform experiments for code-mixed Hindi-English
and German-English and conduct listening tests with bilingual
speakers of these languages. From our subjective experiments
we find that listeners have a strong preference for cross-lingual
systems with Hindi as the target language for code-mixed Hindi
and English text. We also find that listeners prefer cross-lingual
systems in English that can synthesize German text for code-
mixed German and English text.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, code-mixing, multilingual sys-
tems, pronunciation

1. Introduction
Code-Mixing, in which words from multiple languages are
mixed in the same conversation, sentence or word, occurs in
multilingual communities around the world. With the advent
of social media and conversational content, this phenomenon,
which was restricted to speech, is now seen in text as well. Text
to Speech (TTS) systems that are used for reading text on the
web and social media need to be capable of synthesizing text in
multiple languages. Current TTS systems are typically built us-
ing recordings from a single speaker in a single language, with
the assumption that they will be used for synthesizing text writ-
ten in that language. There is also a strong assumption that the
text that the TTS system synthesizes is written using standard-
ized spellings.

However, code-mixed text provides multiple challenges to
TTS systems: first, the TTS system needs to identify all the
languages present in the sentence. Next, it must be be able to
identify which words in the sentence belong to which language
and apply the appropriate pronunciation rules for synthesizing

words in each language. Finally, the TTS system should ide-
ally have phonetic coverage of all the languages being mixed,
which can be difficult to anticipate in advance and implement
in practice.

Sometimes, there are additional complications created by
code-mixed text in some language pairs, due to the fact that
some languages are not written in their native script, and instead
borrow the script of the language they are mixed with. This
can create problems of spelling normalization, as there may not
exist standard spellings for writing the foreign language. This is
seen in languages of the Indian subcontinent, which are usually
written in Romanized script on social media and Arabic chat
language (Arabizi).

Further, if we are following the approach of using a sin-
gle TTS database trained completely or primarily on a single
language to synthesize code-mixed text, we may also need to
choose which of the mixed languages should be used as the tar-
get language. Here, the concept of the matrix language may be
useful [1], which is defined as the language whose syntax gov-
erns the structure of a code-mixed sentence into which the other
language is embedded. It may be possible that using the matrix
language of the sentence is the appropriate choice in such cases.

There has been some prior work on building bilingual TTS
systems for synthesizing bilingual text written in each lan-
guage’s native script. Previously, we have also introduced a
framework for synthesizing code-mixed text by using a TTS
system trained on a single language. In this work, we extend
this approach to more languages, perform better language iden-
tification and perform analysis on which language can be cho-
sen as the target language. We perform TTS experiments on
code-mixed Hindi and English written in Romanized script, and
German and English written in their native scripts.

Section 2 describes how this work relates to previous work
on code-mixing and bilingual TTS synthesis. Section 3 de-
scribes the data and resources used for this work. Sections 4
and 5 describe the experimental setup and evaluation techniques
with results of listening tests. Section 6 concludes with future
directions.

2. Relation to Prior Work
Code-switching and code-mixing have received interest in both
the Natural Language Processing and Speech Processing com-
munities recently. Although code-switching and code-mixing
are distinct phenomena, in the paper, we use the term code-
mixing as a general term to describe the use of multiple lan-
guages in the same utterance. Note that code-mixing can also
happen at the morpheme level, however, our techniques do not
explicitly handle this and it is beyond the scope of this paper.

Code-mixing has been studied recently with applications
in Information Retrieval and Machine Translation, with a fo-
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cus on identifying the languages that are being mixed. The
Code Switching shared task at EMNLP 2014 [2] consisted of
data from 4 mixed languages (English-Spanish, Nepali-English,
Arabic-Arabic dialect, Mandarin-English) and the task was
to identify for each word which language it belonged to, or
whether it was mixed, ambiguous or a named entity. Chittaran-
jan et al. [3] describe a CRF based approach for word level
Language Identification for this task, in which they used vari-
ous lexical and character-based features. Vyas et al. [4] created
a manually annotated corpus of code-mixed social media posts
in Hindi-English and used it for POS tagging. They analyzed
this corpus and found that 40% of the Hindi words in the cor-
pus were written in Romanized script. They also found that
17% of the data exhibited code-mixing, code switching or both.
They found that transliteration and normalization were the main
challenges faced while processing such text. Bali et al. [5] fur-
ther analyzed this data to find that words fall into categories of
code mixing, borrowing and ambiguous, with many borrowed
words being written in English and many Hindi words being
misidentified as English due to spelling. They suggest that a
deeper analysis of morpho-syntactic rules and discourse as well
as the socio-linguistic context is necessary to be able to process
such text correctly. Gupta et al. [6] introduce the problem of
mixed-script Information Retrieval, in which queries written in
mixed, native or (often) Roman script need to be matched with
documents in the native script. They present an approach for
modeling words across scripts using Deep Learning so that they
can be compared in a low dimensional abstract space.

Code Switching has also been studied in the context of
speech, particularly for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
and building multilingual TTS systems. Modipa et al. [7] de-
scribe the implications of code-switching for ASR in Sepedi,
a South African language and English, the dominant language
of the region. They find that the presence of code switching
makes it a very challenging task for traditional ASR trained on
only Sepedi. Vu et al. [8] present the first ASR system for
code-switched Mandarin-English speech. They use the SEAME
corpus [9], which is a 64 hour conversational speech corpus of
speakers from Singapore and Malaysia speaking Mandarin and
English. They use Statistical Machine Translation based ap-
proaches to build code mixed Language Models, and integrate
a Language ID system into the decoding process. Ahmed et al.
[10] describe an approach to ASR for code switched English-
Malay speech, in which they run parallel ASRs in both lan-
guages and then join and re-score lattices to recognize speech.

Bilingual TTS systems have been proposed by [11] for
English-Mandarin code switched TTS. This approach uses
speech databases in both languages from the same speaker and a
single TTS system that shares phonetic space is built. Microsoft
Mulan [12] is another bilingual system for English-Mandarin
that uses different frontends to process text in different lan-
guages and then uses a single voice to synthesize it. Both these
systems synthesize speech using native scripts, that is, each lan-
guage is written using its own script. Polyglot systems [13] en-
able multilingual speech synthesis using a single TTS system.
This method involves recording a multi language speech corpus
by someone who is fluent in multiple languages. This speech
corpus is then used to build a multilingual TTS system. The pri-
mary issue with polyglot speech synthesis is that it requires de-
velopment of a combined phoneset, incorporating phones from
all the languages under consideration. Another type of multi-
lingual synthesis is based upon phone mapping, whereby the
phones of the foreign language are substituted with the clos-
est sounding phones of the primary language. This method re-

sults in a strong foreign accent while synthesizing the foreign
words, which may or may not be acceptable. Also, if the se-
quence of the mapped phones does not exist or does not occur
frequently in the primary language, the synthesis quality can
be poor. To overcome this, an average polyglot synthesis tech-
nique using HMM based synthesis and speaker adaptation has
been proposed [14]. Such methods make use of speech data
from different languages and different speakers.

Recently, we proposed a framework for speech synthesis of
code-mixed text [15] in which we assumed that two languages
were mixed, and one of the languages was not written in its na-
tive script but borrowed the script of the other language. Our
framework consisted of first identifying the language of a word
using a dictionary-based approach, then normalizing spellings
of the language that was not written in its native script and then
transliterating it from the borrowed script to the native script.
Then, we used a mapping between the phonemes of both lan-
guages to synthesize the text using a TTS system trained on
a single language. We conducted experiments on code-mixed
Hindi-English sentences and found that users preferred the sys-
tem that handled code-mixing to systems that assumed that
the input was monolingual, that is either Hindi or English. In
this work, we also assumed that the matrix language of all the
sentences was Hindi, and made the Hindi synthesizer capable
of synthesizing code-mixed Hindi-English sentences written in
Romanized script.

In this work, we extend our previous work by perform-
ing experiments on German-English code-mixing in addition
to Hindi-English. We improve upon our previous dictionary-
based technique of performing Language Identification for
code-mixed text. We also conduct experiments to determine
which language’s TTS database should be used when synthe-
sizing code-mixed text.

3. Data and Resources
In this work, we conducted experiments on code-mixed Hindi
and English and German and English. For synthesis, we
used one bilingual speaker’s databases for Hindi-English and
twobilingual speakers’ databases for German-English. Next, we
describe the data and tools we used for performing experiments.

3.1. TTS databases

Our speech databases consisted of Hindi and English data
recorded by a female native Hindi speaker and German and En-
glish data recorded by two male native German speakers. The
Hindi database was 2.5 hours long and contained prompts from
a Hindi book by Premchand that is out of copyright. The En-
glish database recorded by the same speaker consisted of the
CMU ARCTIC [16] A set and was 35 minutes long.

The German AHW database was around 32 minutes long,
and the German FEM database was 53 minutes long. The En-
glish database recorded by AHW was around 35 minutes long,
while the English database recorded by FEM was around 30
minutes long, and both were created with recordings from the
ARCTIC A set. The prompts for the German databases were
taken from Europarl data [17].

All three speakers had high proficiency in English. There
were no English words in the Hindi and German data, other
than borrowed words from English in the German data. Since
the Hindi data came from books written in the 19th century, they
contained no borrowed words from English.
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3.2. Code-mixed test data

Since our aim was to synthesize code-mixed text, our test
sentences consisted of data from social media in Hindi-English
and German-English. The Hindi-English data consisted of a
corpus of comments on a Hindi recipe website which consisted
of code-mixed Hindi and English written entirely in the Ro-
manized script. The German-English data consisted of tweets
that were crawled from Twitter. We selected 15 sentences from
each corpus for conducting subjective listening tests, which
we synthesized using our techniques. Example sentences from
Hindi-English and German-English are shown below.

Hindi-English: Dear nisha mujhe hamesha kaju barfi banane
mein prob hoti h plzz mujhe kaju katli ki easy receipe bataiye
Translation: Dear Nisha I always have a problem making Kaju
Barfi please give me an easy recipe for Kaju Katli.

German-English: Gay marriage now legal in all US states Der
US Supreme Court hat entschieden und wir feiern
Translation: Gay marriage now legal in all US states the US
Supreme Court has ruled and we celebrate.

In the Hindi example above, the Romanized script is used to
write Hindi words, and standard spellings do not exist for Hindi
words. In addition, this data also has non-standard spellings
and contractions for English words. The German examples are
cleaner with less spelling variations for both German and En-
glish words, even though this data came from Twitter. The
Hindi-English data has many switch points, where the lan-
guages alternate. However, most of the German-English sen-
tences had one or at the most two switch points.

3.3. Spelling normalization

As we saw in the examples above, Hindi written in Romanized
script does not have standardized spellings. To deal with this
and the problem of non-standard spellings and contractions, we
used a spelling normalization technique which replaced each
word with a high-frequency word in the Hindi recipe corpus.
The high-frequency word was chosen using the SoundEx algo-
rithm as described in [15].

We did not perform spelling normalization for our German-
English code-mixed data. However, the same approach can be
easily extended to other languages provided we have a suffi-
ciently large text corpus that has code-mixing in the language
pair.

The image below shows the spelling variants of the word
’recipe’ found in the Hindi-English recipe corpus. Each spelling
variant was replaced by the highest frequency word, which was
the correct spelling of ’recipe’ in this case. In cases where
a high-frequency match was not found, the word was left un-
normalized.

Figure 1: Spelling variants in the ”recipe” cluster

3.4. Language identification

Most language identification (LID) systems classify each docu-
ment or sentence with a single language [18, 19, 20, 21]. With

code-mixed data, it becomes necessary to identify the language
of each word, as code-mixing, apart from at the sentence level,
often occurs at the phrase, word or morpheme level [22, 1].

In previous work on synthesizing Hindi-English code-
mixed text, we used a naive dictionary-based approach, that
assigned an English language tag to all words found in CMU-
dict [23], a lexicon containing English words, and tagged all re-
maining words as Hindi. In subjective listening tests for Hindi-
English, we found that there was a gap between listener pref-
erence for our system compared to a system with ground truth
language labels and manual spelling normalization. We felt that
we could get a large improvement in our system by performing
better LID. Next, we describe in brief a language identification
system for German-English code-mixed text (work in submis-
sion) that we used as part of our system. For Hindi-English
text, we use the system designed by Gella et al. [24] with a
small modification.

For German-English code-mixing, we use a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) that has a state for each language (Ger-
man and English, in this case) and a state to represent extralin-
guistic tokens (punctuation, digits and other special characters).
Using the Viterbi decoding algorithm, each word in the input
sentence is sequentially labeled by the HMM with either a lan-
guage or as extra-linguistic. Unlike previous work on code-
mixing identification [2, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29], our technique does
not require annotated monolingual data or code-mixed data with
word-level language annotations. Such data is challenging to
obtain and expensive to annotate. Instead, we tuned the HMM
parameters using automatically identified tokens in German and
English as weakly-labeled data. The weakly-labeled data con-
tained 100,000 tokens in each language. The word-level label-
ing accuracy, tested on German-English data from Twitter, was
98.4%.

We used the technique developed by Gella et al. [24] for
LID on Hindi-English code-mixed text. This was the best per-
forming system in the FIRE 2013 shared task on Hindi-English
word-level language labeling [27]. Gella et al. [24] use 5000 in-
stances from the FIRE 2013 training data [27]. The system uses
maximum entropy classifiers trained on character n-grams from
Hindi and English words. For each word in the input, the sys-
tem gives two values that represent the probability of the word
coming from English and Hindi. With these probabilities, we
obtained the most likely sequence of labels using the Viterbi
algorithm. While decoding, we also introduced a parameter
that penalizes code-mixing, as remaining in the same language
(monolingual sequences) is more common than code-mixing.
This parameter was tuned on a development set containing 500
Hindi-English tweets.

3.5. Synthesis techniques

All TTS experiments were carried out using the Festvox voice
building tools [30]. We built standard CLUSTERGEN [31] Sta-
tistical Parametric Synthesis voices that ran using the Festival
[32] Speech Synthesis engine.

We used the Festvox Indic front end [33] to build the Hindi
voice and the Festvox German frontend to build the German
voices. The Festvox Indic frontend contains hand-written rules
to handle various linguistic phenomena in Indian languages
such as schwa deletion, lexical stress rules, contextual nasaliza-
tion etc. The Festvox German frontend made use of the BOMP
lexicon [34] and letter-to-sound rules. The English voices were
built using the standard Festvox US English front end that used
CMUdict as the lexicon and a letter-to-sound model built using
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CMUdict for predicting the pronunciation of unseen words.

4. Experiments
We refer to our approach of building voices that are capable of
speaking languages other than the language of the training TTS
database as the cross-lingual approach to distinguish it from a
bilingual approach where TTS databases in both languages be-
ing mixed are used. We build monolingual systems in all the
languages being mixed, assuming that the input was in a single
language. We also built cross-lingual systems for Hindi-English
and German-English, described below.

4.1. Monolingual systems

We built monolingual systems using 5 TTS databases (3 English
and 2 German) in which we used the standard frontends and
assumed that all the test sentences were in the target language.
This was not the case for the Hindi system, since the text was
in Romanized script and the Hindi system assumed that Hindi
input would be in Devanagari. Instead, we built a monolingual
system for Hindi by transliterating all the Romanized text to
Devanagari and treating all the text as Hindi. We performed
this transliteration by using a decision-tree based model trained
on a few hundred Romanized Hindi-Devanagari pairs. This is
described in more detail in [35].

4.2. Cross-lingual systems

We built cross-lingual systems for Hindi-English using the ap-
proach we described in [15]. We normalized spellings using
the approach described earlier. We identified the language of
each word in the sentence by using the dictionary-based tech-
nique or the Maximum Entropy based technique. Once the
languages were identified, we transliterated the Hindi words
into Devanagari using the transliteration model. Then, we ran
the words through their respective frontends (Hindi for the De-
vanagari words, English for the Romanized words) and mapped
phonemes to the target language’s frontend. Finally, we syn-
thesized the sentences by using the monolingual English TTS
system and Hindi TTS system.

Similarly for German-English, we identified the lan-
guage of each word with the dictionary-based technique and
the HMM-based technique described earlier. We mapped
phonemes from the German frontend to English and vice-versa.
When an exact phoneme match was not found, we substituted
it with the closest sounding phoneme based on its phonetic fea-
tures. In case of German, we did not use a transliteration model
to map words since the words were already written in the cor-
rect script. We synthesized all code-mixed sentences using the
German and English TTS systems of both speakers.

In all, we had 6 cross lingual systems, one for each TTS
database.

5. Evaluation and Results
First, we calculated the accuracy of the Language Identifica-
tion systems described earlier. The test data was manually an-
notated with ground truth language labels by bilingual speak-
ers of Hindi-English and German-English. Table 1 compares
the LID system to the dictionary-based approach. For Hindi.
since we felt that spelling normalization was a crucial part of
the pipeline, we report LID accuracies for normalized and un-
normalized spellings.

From the results in Table 1 we find that the accuracy of

Table 1: Language Identification Accuracy

Data Dictionary HMM/MaxEnt
En-Hi (no normalization) 66% 78%

En-Hi (normalized) 69% 89%
En-De 65% 96%

the HMM/MaxEnt systems is higher than the dictionary-based
systems by a large margin for all the systems. We also find that
the accuracy of the LID for normalized Hindi is higher than the
accuracy for un-normalized Hindi, which is to be expected.

In our previous work, we had used a Hindi TTS system
to synthesize sentences in mixed Hindi-English. However, a
choice can be made as to whether to use a Hindi system or En-
glish system as the target language. A heuristic that can be used
in this case is to consider the matrix language to be the lan-
guage with more words in the sentence. However, we decided
to ask users to listen to cross-lingual systems in both languages
and choose the one they prefer. To test our synthesized out-
put, we ran listening tests on Amazon Mechanical Turk using
the Testvox tool [36] in which we asked 10 bilingual speakers
of Hindi-English and German-English to listen to 10 sentences
and evaluate our systems. We asked them to choose the sys-
tem that was easier to understand among the two cross lingual
systems in a language pair.

Table 2: Listener Preference - Matrix Language

Data Matrix En Matrix Hi/De No difference
En-Hi 17% 79% 4%

En-De (AHW) 76% 16% 3%
En-De (FEM) 82% 11% 7%

From the listening test results in Table 2, we can see that
for Hindi-English, there was a strong preference for the Hindi
voice as the target language. On analyzing the test sentences,
we found that the majority of the words in the Hindi-English
data belonged to Hindi (63%). However, the Hindi TTS system
was built with significantly more data than the English system,
which could also have influenced the listeners’ judgments.

In the German-English case, the data was more balanced,
with 50.6% German words in the sentences. There was a strong
preference for using English as the matrix language when com-
pared to German, even though the amount of German and En-
glish in the sentence was roughly the same. This could have
been due to two reasons - the quality of the English frontend was
superior to the German frontend, which made the English sys-
tems better in general. In addition, in most of the test sentences
we looked at, the first half of the sentence was in English, while
the second half was in German, which may have influenced lis-
teners to pick the English system, which would pronounce the
first half of the sentence correctly over the German system.

Our best cross-lingual systems were built with normaliza-
tion (for Hindi-English), the new LID methods we described
and the matrix language that users preferred. Next, we tested
our best cross-lingual systems against monolingual systems in
the matrix language users preferred. Once again, we asked 10
bilingual Hindi-English and German-English speakers on Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk to listen to 10 sentences in each pair and
choose the system that was more understandable. In this case,
the base TTS systems were the same, so the only difference the
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users heard was in the pronunciation of the words.

Table 3: Listener Preference - Cross-lingual vs Monolingual

Data CrossLingual Monolingual No difference
En-Hi 81% 16% 3%

En-De (AHW) 41% 30% 29%
En-De (FEM) 46% 35% 19%

From the listening tests we found a very strong preference
for the cross-lingual Hindi-English system over the monolin-
gual Hindi system, that assumed that all the input was in Hindi.
We also found a preference for cross-lingual systems in English
that could synthesize German words for both the AHW and
FEM databases, although the preference was not as high as for
Hindi, and many listeners found no difference between the sys-
tems. This could be because the pronunciation rules for Hindi
and English differ much more than the pronunciation rules for
German and English.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we extended the capabilities of monolingual sys-
tems to synthesize code-mixed text, in which multiple lan-
guages are used in the same sentence. We used 6 TTS databases
in Hindi, German and English to synthesize Hindi-English and
German-English mixed text.

We extended preliminary work on Hindi-English code-
mixed synthesis to other databases and also improved our Lan-
guage Identification system. Further, we also made use of the
fact that we had bilingual databases from the same speaker to
compare which language could be used as a target language
while synthesizing code-mixed text.

We used a straightforward approach for spelling normal-
ization in which words from a large corpus were replaced by
their high frequency spelling variants. This approach did not
take into account the pronunciation of the words or the context
in which they appeared. Using word vectors to find the closest
spelling variant could be an interesting direction to pursue for
this problem, particularly since many contractions in social me-
dia are difficult to normalize using spelling and pronunciation
alone.

We are currently working on using the databases used in
this work to build bilingual voices. We are exploring techniques
to combine the phonetic space in both languages and map pro-
nunciations across languages better. Future work includes com-
paring the cross-lingual systems we have built with such bilin-
gual systems.

Finally, in this work we used monolingual databases of
Hindi, German and English to create systems that were ca-
pable of synthesizing code-mixed Hindi-English and German-
English. None of these databases were explicitly designed to
handle code-mixing, however, the German databases may have
had some foreign words in them. Future work in synthesizing
code-mixed text includes designing databases explicitly to han-
dle code-mixing and foreign words.
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Abstract 

The effortless speech production in humans requires 
coordinated movements of the articulators such as lips, tongue, 
jaw, velum, etc. Therefore, measured trajectories obtained are 
smooth and slowly-varying. However, the trajectories estimated 
from acoustic-to-articulatory inversion (AAI) are found to be 
jagged. Thus, energy minimization is used as smoothness 
constraint for improving performance of the AAI. Besides 
energy minimization, jerk (i.e., rate of change of acceleration) is 

known for quantification of smoothness in case of human motor 
movements. Human motors are organized to achieve intended 
goal with smoothest possible movements, under the constraint 
of minimum accelerative transients. In this paper, we propose 
jerk minimization as an alternative smoothness criterion for 
frame-based acoustic-to-articulatory inversion. The resultant 
trajectories obtained are smooth in the sense that for articulator-
specific window size, they will have minimum jerk. The results 
using this criterion were found to be comparable with inversion 

schemes based on existing energy minimization criteria for 
achieving smoothness. 

Index Terms: Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inversion (AAI), 
Jerk Minimization, Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA). 

1. Introduction 

Articulatory parameters have complementary information as 
opposed to that provided by the acoustic features [1]. However, 
recording of articulatory movements is more difficult than the 
speech signal. Thus, attempts have been made to estimate 
articulator trajectories from the features obtained from the 
acoustic signal. This is called as acoustic-to-articulatory 
inversion (AAI). The nature of mapping between acoustic and 
articulatory parameters was found to be nonlinear and non-

unique which makes AAI an ill-posed problem [2], [3]. Solution 
to the inversion problem is significant both for practical 
applications (such as speech synthesis, speech recognition, 
language acquisition, speaker verification, etc. [4], [5]) as well 
as for theoretical analysis (e.g., production-perception link [6]). 
Humans coordinate movements of their articulators in order to 
produce intelligible speech signal. This results in smooth and 
slowly-varying trajectories, which is observed in measured 

articulatory data. It is known that, the mapping between 
acoustic and articulatory features is non-unique, i.e., different 
articulator configurations can correspond to similar acoustic 
features. Moreover, the estimated trajectories are jagged [7], 
[8]. Thus, constraints have to be applied such that the estimated 
solution does not deviate much from the exact or true solution, 
i.e., the ground truth. This reduces non-uniqueness in mapping 
function and smoothed estimated trajectories are obtained. [9]. 

Most commonly, energy minimization and dynamic 
constraints are used as smoothness criteria for inversion. The 

 

energy minimization constraint aims at minimizing the energy 
of estimated trajectories in high frequency regions. As a result, 
the trajectories are smooth and lowpass in nature. The study 
presented in [10], [11] apply energy minimization constraint by 
using lowpass filter as a post-processing step. Other studies 
such as generalized smoothness criterion (GSC) [9] and sparse 
smoothing [8] propose objective function that combines 
articulator-specific energy minimization constraint with the 
mapping function. The dynamic constraints, on the other hand, 

are based on the information related to the continuity in the 
trajectory. This information is provided by first and second 
order derivatives that act as dynamic features. The study 
reported in [10] proposed an objective function that combines 
Gaussian mixture model (GMM)-based mapping with dynamic 
features. In [12], information from dynamic features has been 
utilized, while estimating trajectories using mixture density 
networks. All the above approaches showed, improved 

inversion performance on applying smoothness constraints. 
In this paper, jerk minimization a physiological-based 

smoothness constraint is proposed for frame-based inversion. 
This is motivated from the Hogan's work who proposed 
minimum jerk trajectory model for human motor movements 
[13]. According to this model, human motor movements are 
organized to perform intended task such that they take 
smoothest path under the constraint that jerk is minimum [13]. 

Hence, this fact about human motor movements is used as a 
constraint to obtain smooth articulator trajectories after 
inversion. In [14], jerk minimization is exploited for smoothing 
trajectories obtained from gesture-based inversion. However, in 
our work, we aim to understand the usefulness of such 
physiological constraint for frame-based inversion task. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
non-parametric regression is described. Section 3 discusses 

details of jerk minimization. Experimental setup is described in 
Section 4. Experimental results are presented in Section 5which 
is followed by summary and conclusions in Section 6. 

2. Non-Parametric Regression 

There are number of approaches available in literature to obtain 
inverse mapping function between acoustic and articulatory 
vectors [4], [11], [14], [15], [16], [17]. In this paper, non-
parametric regression is used to estimate the articulator values 
from the acoustic feature vector. The acoustic and articulatory 
vectors are obtained from MOCHA database [18], the details of 

which are given in Section 4. The training set consists of M 

acoustic-articulatory vector pairs   𝜆𝑖 ,𝛽𝑖 ; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑀 , where 

𝜆𝑖 is 14-D MFCC vector and 𝛽𝑖  is 14-D articulatory vector for 
ith frame. For a given test utterance with N frames, aim is to 
estimate 14-D articulatory vector for each frame. The steps 
involved in regression are described in Table 1 [9], [19]. 
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Table 1. Steps to estimate articulatory trajectories 

1. Input: Acoustic-articulatory vector pairs   𝜆𝑖 ,𝛽𝑖 ; 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤
𝑀, test acoustic feature vector  𝑢𝑛;1≤𝑛≤𝑁. 

2. Output: 14-D estimated articulatory vector  𝑧 𝑛 ; 1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤
𝑁. 

3. For nth test frame un, find Euclidean distance with each 

acoustic vector in the training set 

, ,1 ,n i

n i u i M                              (1) 

4. 𝛾𝑛 ,𝑖  is sorted to obtain top K, 𝜆𝑖 that have minimum 

distance with 𝑢𝑛 . (In this paper, K=200 is used). 

5. For each of these K acoustic vectors, corresponding 𝛽𝑖  are 
picked from the training set. 

6. Take weighted mean of 𝛽𝑖 , to obtain 𝑧 𝑛 , which is given by 

1

ˆ
K

n i
m

m

z w


 ,                                (2) 

where 𝑤 =
𝛾𝑛 ,𝑖

−1

 𝛾𝑛 ,𝑖
−1

𝑖
 is the weighting function which is inversely 

proportional to distance 𝛾𝑛 ,𝑖. 
 

The articulatory trajectory estimated using non-parametric 
regression for each articulator is then smoothened using jerk 
minimization. The details of which are discussed in Section 3. 

3. Jerk Minimization 

Hogan proposed that human motor movements tend to perform 
a task such that the smoothness of motion is maximized [13]. In 
this model, jerk is used as a measure of smoothness, which is 
defined as rate of change of acceleration or third time derivative 
of position z(t) which is given by (3). Thus, smoothest path 

between initial and final target position is the one which gives 
minimum jerk cost. The jerk cost is defined as the mean square 
jerk along the trajectory and is given by (4): 

3

3
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d z t
z t

dt
  ,                              (3) 
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    ,                    (4) 

where ti and tf are the starting and ending time of the trajectory. 
The trajectory which minimizes (4) will be the desired 
smoothest path and is called minimum jerk trajectory. The ½ 
factor in (4) is to make calculation easier; otherwise, it has no 

significance. The calculus of variation is used as optimization 
technique to find the minimum of (4), the details of which are 
discussed in Appendix A. The solution obtained is 5th order 
polynomial which is given by [13]: 

2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5( ) oz t a a t a t a t a t a t       .       (5) 

Now, if 𝑧 𝑘 𝑡  is the estimated trajectory of the kth articulator, 

then the smooth version of the trajectory 𝑧 𝑠𝑘  𝑡  is obtained by 

fitting minimum jerk trajectory which is given by [14]: 
2 3 4 5
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where t  is a column vector of time instances in the interval [t-

ws, t+ws]
T and 0 ,1 and 2 are the column vectors of length 

2ws+1. Moreover, inverse taken in (6) is pseudo-inverse, 
and 𝑧 𝑘 𝑡  is estimated using non-parametric regression. 

4. Experimental Setup 

This Section briefly discusses about basic framework and 

features used for experiments presented in this paper. 

4.1. MOCHA Database 

The Multichannel Articulatory (MOCHA) database [18] 

consists of simultaneously recorded acoustic and articulatory 

data obtained from two speakers, i.e., male and female speaker. 

The corpus consists of 460 phonetically diverse British English 

TIMIT sentences, audio signal sampled at 16 kHz, the 

laryngographic signal sampled at 16 kHz, Electro Magnetic 

Articulography (EMA) data sampled at 500 Hz and EPG data 

sampled at 200 Hz. However, only EMA data is used as 

articulatory data for inversion in this work. 

EMA data consists of X and Y coordinates of 9 receiver 

sensor coils attached to 9 points along the midsaggital plane, 

namely, the lower incisor or the jaw (li_x, li_y), upper lip (ul_x, 

ul_y), lower lip (ll_x, ll_y), tongue tip (tt_x, tt_y), tongue body 

(tb_x, tb_y), tongue dorsum (td_x, td_y), velum (v_x, v_y), 

upper incisor (ui_x, ui_y) and bridge of the nose (bn_x, bn_y). 

The upper incisor and bridge of the nose are used as reference 

coils. For our experiments, out of 460 utterances available in 

the database, 368 utterances (80 %) were used for training, 37 

utterances (8 %) as the development (dev) set and the remaining 

55 utterances (12 %) as the test set. The numbers of frames of 

the articulatory data used for experiments are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Count of articulatory data frames 

Speaker Number of Articulatory Frames 

Training Set Dev Set Test Set 

Male 82591 8550 13920 

Female 97939 10061 16254 
 

4.2. Articulatory Features  

Articulatory data obtained from 14 channels corresponding to 

first seven coils except the reference coils are used as 

articulatory features in our experiments. The following 

preprocessing steps similar to [9], [11] are used: 

 First, EMA data from each channel is lowpass filtered with 
cutoff frequency of 35 Hz. The filtering process is "zero-

phase" filtering to alleviate phase distortion. 

 Filtered data is downsampled by a factor of 5 in order to 

match the frame rate of the acoustic features. 

 In order to avoid articulators from taking any position in 
silence regions, the starting and ending portion of the 

silence from each utterance is removed manually. 

 Next, the slowly-varying trends in EMA data are removed 

[11]. For this, first file-by-file mean for each articulator is 
calculated. Then this sequence of raw means is lowpass 
filtered. The file-specific mean returned after lowpass 
filtering is then subtracted from articulatory trajectories. 

 Finally, global mean of each articulator is added.  
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4.3. Acoustic Features 

Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) were calculated for 

the speech data obtained from the MOCHA database. For 

inversion,14-D MFCC are used as acoustic features which are 

calculated using 20 ms Hamming window with shift of 10 ms 

duration. 

4.4. Performance Measures 

The performance of jerk-minimization based AAI was 
evaluated using two measures, namely, Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE (ɛ)) and Pearson correlation (ρ). The RMSE is the 
measure which determines pointwise closeness of the estimated 
trajectory with the measured trajectory in terms of the distance. 
Pearson correlation (ρ), on the other hand indicates, how closely 
the shape of the estimated trajectory matches with the original 

trajectory. The RMSE (ɛ) (mm) and Pearson correlation (ρ) for 
kth articulator is given by [9]: 
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where 𝑧 𝑘

𝑛  is the measured trajectory and 𝑧 𝑠𝑘
𝑛  is the estimated 

trajectory of length N obtained after smoothing. 
 

  
  

 
 

Figure1. Measured trajectories (red -- ), estimated trajectories without 

smoothing (blue --)and estimated trajectory (black solid line) of female 

speaker of the utterance "Those who teach values first abolish 

cheating" with respect to time in seconds. 

5. Experimental Results 

In our experiments, smooth trajectories are obtained using jerk 

minimization, for which tuning of ws parameter for specific 
articulator, is done using dev set of MOCHA database. First, the 
trajectory for each articulator is estimated for the dev set, then it 
is smoothed for different set of values of ws using (6). ws value 
that gave minimum average ɛ was chosen. The similar 
experiment was repeated for all the articulators. The set of 
values of ws taken for our experiments are {40, 60, 80, 100, 
120, 200, 300}. Figure1 shows the estimated trajectories of all 

14 articulators before and after jerk minimization, for female 
speaker of the randomly chosen utterance, namely, "Those who 
teach values first abolish cheating", over laid on the measured 
trajectories of same utterance available from the database. The 
average ɛ and average ρ along with their standard deviation 
(SD) and ws values for female speaker are shown in Table 3. 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Bar diagram of average ɛ and average ρ for jerk minimization 

(a)-(b) MOCHA female, (c)-(d) MOCHA male. Error bars indicate SD. 
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Table 3. Comparison of the performance of jerk minimization (JM) with GSC for female speaker, in term of average ɛ, 
average ρ (along with SD of ɛ and ρ is shown in bracket) and 95 % confidence interval. Table also shows, the parameters 

used for performing JM and GSC 

EMA Channel Parameters 
Average ɛ (SD) (mm) Average ρ (SD) 

95% Confidence 

Interval 

JM GSC 

JM GSC JM GSC JM GSC ws 

(ms) 
C 

Cut-off frequency 
(𝛾𝑐) (in Hz) 

li_x 100 0.1 1.89 0.85 (0.2) 0.9 (0.2) 0.52 (0.1) 0.57 (0.1) 0.87±0.14 0.88±0.14 

li_y 100 50 3.08 1.41 (0.3) 1.46 (0.3) 0.77 (0.1) 0.74 (0.1) 1.46±0.18 1.64±0.2 

ul_x 100 10 2.29 1.01 (0.2) 1.02 (0.3) 0.59 (0.1) 0.55 0.1) 1.04±0.16 1.06±0.16 

ul_y 100 5 2.68 1.32(0.2) 1.36 (0.2) 0.57 (0.1) 0.55 (0.1) 1.33±0.18 1.39±0.18 

ll_x 80 10 2.68 1.45 (0.3) 1.46 (0.3) 0.52 (0.1) 0.47 (0.1) 1.48±0.19 1.51±0.19 

ll_y 80 5 2.29 3.02 (0.6) 3.11 (0.6) 0.75 (0.1) 0.72 (0.1) 3.1±0.27 3.28±0.27 

tt_x 80 5 2.29 2.53 (0.5) 2.65 (0.5) 0.7 (0.1) 0.68 (0.1) 2.58±0.24 2.73±0.25 

tt_y 80 10 2.68 2.56 (0.4) 2.69 (0.4) 0.77 (0.1) 0.74 (0.1) 2.59±0.24 2.76±0.25 

tb_x 80 50 2.29 2.42 (0.5) 2.5 (0.5) 0.7 (0.1) 0.67 (0.1) 2.48±0.24 2.64±0.25 

tb_y 80 5 2.29 2.57 (0.4) 2.65 (0.4) 0.74 (0.1) 0.72 (0.1) 2.61±0.24 2.74±0.25 

td_x 80 50 2.68 2.17 (0.5) 2.26(0.4) 0.67 (0.1) 0.65(0.1) 2.23±0.23 2.55±0.24 

td_y 80 5 2.29 2.67 (0.4) 2.71(0.4) 0.62 (0.1) 0.59(0.1) 2.72±0.25 2.78±0.25 

v_x 100 100 2.29 0.36 (0.1) 0.4 (0.1) 0.75 (0.1) 0.72(0.1) 0.37±0.09 0.48±0.11 

v_y 100 50 3.87 0.49 (0.2) 0.5 (0.2) 0.76 (0.1) 0.72 (0.1) 0.52±0.11 0.53±0.11 

 

Table 4. Comparison of GSC and JM at phoneme-level, in terms average ɛ, average ρ (along with SD of ɛ and ρ is shown in 

bracket) 

Phoneme Class 

MOCHA Female Database MOCHA Male Database 

Average ɛ (SD) (mm) Average ρ (SD) Average ɛ (SD) (mm) Average ρ (SD 

GSC JM GSC JM GSC JM GSC JM 

Vowels and 
Diphthongs 

1.59 (0.19) 1.47 (0.16) 0.36 (0.14) 0.42 (0.13) 1.61(0.22) 1.54 (0.21) 0.36 (0.14) 0.43 (0.13) 

Stop consonants 1.87 (0.28) 1.73 (0.28) 0.27 (0.05) 0.37 (0.07) 1.88 (0.39) 1.79 (0.39) 0.25 (0.07) 0.37(0.05) 

Nasals and 
liquids 

1.69 (0.23) 1.59 (0.21) 0.27 (0.05) 0.37 (0.02) 1.8 (0.32) 1.73 (0.31) 0.26 (0.08) 0.36 (0.06) 

Fricatives 1.66 (0.23) 1.53 (0.22) 0.29 (0.12) 0.35 (0.11) 1.61(0.31) 1.53 (0.29) 0.31 (0.09) 0.39 (0.08) 

 

5.1. Comparison with GSC 

The results obtained using jerk minimization was found in 
similar range with the results reported in the literature using 
different smoothness constraints [8], [9], [10], [11]. In 
particular, in this paper GSC is chosen for comparison with our 
proposed JM because GSC uses non-parametric regression for 

finding mapping which is similar to what is being used in our 
proposed scheme [9]. Therefore, direct comparison of results 
can be made. However, difference between our approach and 
GSC lies in the smoothness constraint. In GSC, energy 
minimization constraint is used (i.e., articulator-specific 
highpass filter is chosen, that minimizes energy in the high 
frequency regions of the output) whereas in our proposed 
approach jerk is being minimized. 

Since, the training and test samples of GSC were not 
known; it was implemented using same experimental setup, as 
it is used in this paper. The performance of the inversion using 

GSC for female speaker along with the parameters used to 
obtain these results is shown in Table 3. For comparison of the 
performance of two different smoothing constraints, we 
calculated 95 %, confidence interval of framewise error for the 
test set. Table 3 indicates the reduction of average ɛ and 
increase in average ρ for jerk minimization as compared to 
GSC. However, in terms of confidence interval, the 
performance differences of both constraints are not statistically 

significant. The bar plots for average ɛ and average ρ along with 
error bars for both the speakers shown in Figure 2 also indicates 
the comparable performances of both constraints. The similar 
results are obtained for the male speaker. We also compared the 
performance of the constraints at phoneme-level. For this, 
utterances in the test set were divided based on the phonemes 
they belong to. Then, for each phoneme, the estimated 
articulatory trajectory obtained both from GSC and our 

proposed method was compared with the measured trajectory. 
The average RMSE and average correlation for different 
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phoneme classes along with their standard deviation (SD) is 
shown in Table 4. The results clearly indicate that jerk 
minimization gives better estimates for individual phoneme 
trajectories as compared to GSC. Thus, experiments indicate 
that jerk minimization though did not give significant advantage 

over other smoothness constraints for frame-based inversion, 
yet show improved performance at phoneme-level. This 
motivates us to further investigate its implications in speech 
modification applications in future.  

In order to modify speech signal in an understandable way, 
articulatory parameters should be manipulated rather than 
acoustic parameters. For this reason, researchers have 
incorporated articulatory parameters in a variety of speech 

modification problems. However, majority of the researchers 
use directly measured articulatory parameters rather than 
inverted parameters in applications such as voice transformation 
[20], foreign accent conversion [21], and flexible text-to-speech 
(TTS) synthesis [22]. Inversion problem is too complex to be 
solved without approximation which result in degraded 
synthetic speech quality. Hence, even though inverted 
articulatory features have been found useful for speech 

recognition [1], [23], however, very few work indicates the 
effectiveness of inverted articulatory features in speech 
modification [24], [25]. In our work, we intend to improve the 
existing inversion techniques by proposing physiologically 
motivated smoothness constraint. In future, our experiments 
will be directed to study the impact on synthesis quality when 
articulators predicted using jerk minimization are used in 
articulatory synthesis. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

The literature related to AAI shows improvement in inversion 
performance when smoothness constraint for articulator 
trajectories is imposed. In this paper, articulatory trajectories 
were estimated using frame-based inversion, such that the 
output trajectories obtained are smooth under the constraint that 
jerk is minimum. This constraint is motivated from the 
minimum jerk trajectory model which is found to work well in 
human motor movements. The results obtained using minimum 
jerk criterion shows improvement in estimation accuracy over 

GSC. Moreover, average RMSE and average correlation of 
individual articulators are in range as compared to the state-of-
the-art results reported in the literature. The effect of jerk 
minimization was also checked at phoneme- level. The results 
show that our proposed method gives better estimation of 
articulatory trajectories at phoneme-level. Thus, study in our 
paper indicates that jerk minimization can be used as an 
alternative smoothness constraint for frame-based AAI besides 

dynamic constraints and energy minimization constraint. In 
future, the effectiveness of different mapping techniques under 
jerk minimization constraint will be explored.  
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Appendix A 

In order to find the functional z(t) that has the smoothest path, 

the functional that has minimum jerk cost is chosen. For this 
minimum of the function given by (A.1) is solved using 
calculus of variation. 
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Let 𝛽(𝑡)be the variation, with following properties: 
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Replace z(t) with 𝑧(𝑡) + e𝛽(𝑡) in equation (A.1), and solve it 

by taking derivative with respect to the variation. 
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where 𝑧(4) is the 4th derivative of z(t). Continuing integration by 
parts, 
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Integral in equation (A.3) is the derivative of the functional 
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The equation (A.4) is valid for all 𝛽, and therefore, the 

functional that satisfies 

z (6) 0 ,                                       (A.5) 

i.e., 6th derivative equal to zero will minimize jerk function. The 
general solution of (A.5) is 5th degree polynomial which is  

o
z t a a t a t a t a t a t     2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
( ) .            (A.6) 

Thus, among all the functions, 5th polynomial has the minimum 
jerk cost. 
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Abstract 

Even though the perceived quality of a speaker’s natural voice 

does not necessarily guarantee the quality of synthesized 

speech, it is required to select a certain number of candidates 

based on their natural voice before moving to the evaluation 

stage of synthesized sentences. This paper describes a male 

speaker selection procedure for unit selection synthesis 

systems in English and Japanese based on perceptive 

evaluation and acoustic measurements of the speakers’ natural 

voice. A perceptive evaluation is performed on eight 

professional voice talents of each language. A total of twenty 

native-speaker listeners are recruited in both languages and 

each listener is asked to rate on eight analytical factors by 

using a five-scale score and rank three best speakers. Acoustic 

measurement focuses on the voice quality by extracting two 

measures from Long Term Average Spectrum (LTAS), the so-

called Speakers Formant (SPF), which corresponds to the peak 

intensity between 3 kHz and 4 kHz, and the Alpha ratio (AR), 

which is the lower level difference between 0 and 1 kHz and 1 

and 4 kHz ranges. The perceptive evaluation results show a 

very strong correlation between the total score and the 

preference in both languages, 0.9183 in English and 0.8589 in 

Japanese. The correlations between the perceptive evaluation 

and acoustic measurements are moderate with respect to SPF 

and AR, 0.473 and -0.494 in English, and 0.288 and -0.263 in 

Japanese.  

Index Terms: speech synthesis, speaker selection, voice 

quality, perceptive evaluation, acoustic measurement 

1. Introduction 

Given that a voice can generate a certain personality 

impression as reported in the area of psychology [1, 2], the 

choice of a good voice can give an impression of a better TTS 

system all else being equal except for the voice selected. This 

may be due to the nature of the voice, which necessarily 

cannot be all reflected in the system. It is reported that the 

quality of synthesized speech is not guaranteed by the 

perceived quality of the speaker’s natural voice [3], however, 

it is required to select a number of candidates based on their 

natural voice before moving to the evaluation stage of 

synthesized sentences. 

This paper describes a male speaker selection procedure 

for unit selection synthesis systems in English and Japanese 

based on perceptive evaluation and acoustic measurement of 

the speakers’ natural voice. The rest of the paper is organized 

as follows. Section 2 presents related work performed in 

various fields, which determines the scope of the current paper. 

In Section 3, the overall speaker selection procedure for 

developing our TTS system is presented, which is then 

followed by the methods of perceptive evaluation and acoustic 

measurements. Section 4 includes the experimental results, 

which is followed by the discussion in Section 5. Section 6 

then concludes the paper. 

2. Related work 

Before we address the problem of selecting a good voice for 

TTS, the notion of good voice needs to be defined. This topic 

has been investigated in different areas. From a perceptive 

point of view, the results are reported of interviews with radio 

employers and educators before they were trained to work in 

the areas of vocal training and clinical management of voice 

disorders [4]. According to the interviews, a good voice for 

radio performers is characterized as sounding easy-on-the-ear, 

including warmth, depth of pitch, clarity of speech, presence, 

animation, and liveliness. It is also noted that the content and 

personality are more significant than voice characteristics for 

radio performers. A summary on previous literature on 

communicative characteristics of radio performers is presented 

in [4]. The vocal attractiveness is also examined by making a 

distinction between voice cues (e.g., pitch, intensity etc.) and 

speech cues (e.g., non-fluencies, speech rate, etc.) as sources 

of interpersonal impressions [5]. According to [6], a good 

speaker is trustworthy, expressive, powerful and involved; 

whereas being insecure, hesitant, or monotonous lead to the 

opposite impression. 

Research on the qualities contributing to the impression of 

a good speaker has been approached based on the investigation 

of the correlation between subjective ratings and acoustic 

measurements. It is reported in [6] that the F0 and duration 

data are correlated with the results of subject ratings while the 

speakers reached a high level of agreement on qualities 

contributing to their impressions. In [7], acoustic 

measurements which reveal substantial differences for 

speakers rated high and low are those related with F0 and 

duration features. According to [8], liveliness and speaking 

rate are correlated with general pleasantness of the voice based 

on their correlations with the features related with F0, Energy, 

and Spectral. To sum up, the impressions of a good speaker 

are found to be related to pitch, amplitude, speaking rate, and 

fluency. 

The relationship between different emotions and acoustic 

features is also explored. It is reported that positive-activation 

emotions have a high mean F0 and energy as well as a faster 

speaking rate than negative-activation emotions [9]. It is also 

demonstrated how spectral tilt and pitch contour contribute to 

distinguishing emotions. On the other hand, charismatic voice 

is characterized by temporal and pitch structure of the voice, 

showing a strong correlation between the subject ratings of the 

charismatic statement and the acoustic features of pitch and 

intensity, along with the speaking rate and durational features 

[10]. Research on the automatic detection of speaking styles 
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based on acoustic features has also been conducted by using a 

large database [8, 11, 12, 13]. 

Many studies, especially in the clinical voice research field, 

have approached the subject of overall voice quality through 

acoustic measurement. Previous quantitative research on the 

relation between perceived overall voice quality and several 

acoustic-phonetic measurements is reviewed in [14], reporting 

that four measures in sustained vowels (smoothed cepstral 

peak prominence, spectral flatness of residue signal, Pearson r 

at autocorrelation peak, and pitch amplitude) and three 

measures in continuous speech (signal-to-noise ratio from Qi, 

cepstral peak prominence, and smoothed cepstral peak 

prominence) are correlated with the overall voice quality. A 

similar approach has been applied to distinguish modal voice 

quality from abnormal voice quality, which is usually 

characterized by subjective measures such as Grade, 

Roughness, Breathiness, Aesthenia, Strain (GRBAS). In [14], 

it is also indicated that only three noise related parameters - 

voice turbulence index (VTI), noise harmonic ratio (NHR), 

and soft phonation index (SPI) - are significantly correlated 

with GRBAS perceptual voice analysis. 

There are interesting studies on the voice quality of trained 

speakers along with that of trained singers, Speaker’s Formant 

for trained speakers [15, 16] and Singer’s Formant for trained 

singers [17]. Singer’s Formant corresponds to the local 

maximum of energy or the cluster of formants between 2,300 

and 2,900 Hz in male voices, while Speaker’s Formant an 

increasing envelope peak between 3,150 and 3,700 Hz, 

confirmed statistically [16]. The Speaker’s Formant is found in 

the region of the fourth formant, showing sonorous quality of 

the voice. It is reported that it increases gradually and is 

approximately 10 dB higher in professional male voices than 

in normal male voices at neutral loudness (60 dB at 0.3 min) 

[16]. 

The correlations between the acoustic measurements and 

the quality of synthesized speech is explored in terms of 

intelligibility, naturalness, and pleasantness for selecting a 

speaker for TTS, reporting that RMS energy for unvoiced 

speech, some long-term spectrum cepstral coefficients and 

pitch variation of female speakers are found to be correlated 

with subjective ratings [3]. 

This paper aims to examine the correlations between the 

results of perceptive ratings and the voice quality of the 

natural voice of candidates for the English and Japanese male 

speaker selection procedure in unit selection synthesis systems 

using two acoustic measurements proposed in [18]: Speaker’s 

Formant (henceforth, SPF)  and Alpha Ratio (henceforth, SPF) 

which corresponds to the lower level difference between 0 and 

1 kHz and 1 and 4 kHz ranges. These measures focus on the 

voice quality, while F0, amplitude and speaking rate are 

related to liveliness or way of speaking [18]. The measures of 

noise or perturbation developed for use in the dysphonic 

population will not be considered in this paper, as the 

candidate speakers recruited for TTS are professional voice 

talents including broadcasters and voice-over artists, who do 

not show any abnormal voice qualities. 

3. Method 

3.1. Speaker selection procedure 

NVOICE is the name of Text-to-Speech systems developed by 

NAVER Corporation in Korea, based on both unit selection 

synthesis and statistical parametric synthesis. This paper 

focuses on the unit selection based TTS system and the male 

speaker selection procedure of looking for a good voice in 

English and Japanese. 

The entire process of speaker selection consists of three 

stages as presented in Figure 1. In the first stage, we are 

provided with voice recordings of 10-20 sample sentences of 

at least 20 professional voice talents (VTs) through an agency, 

among which 8 to 10 VTs are selected through perceptive and 

technical evaluation. If we do not find at least three VTs for 

the next stage of evaluation, we request more samples of other 

VTs. The perceptive evaluation of this stage is performed by 

the project members, including at least one native speaker of 

the language and a linguistic expert. 

 

 

Figure 1: Speaker selection procedure 

The second stage consists of perceptive evaluation carried 

out by native speakers of each language and acoustic 

measurements of certain features. The final stage includes 

perceptive evaluation of synthesized sentences of each small-

scaled TTS systems for each candidate, which is built on 500 

to 1000 sentences of the three candidates selected in the 

second stage. A goodness-of-fit of TTS engine and perceptive 

evaluation by native speakers and linguistic experts is 

performed to choose the final speaker. 

As our unit selection synthesis system needs a large 

speech database, consisting of about 30,000 sentences, the 

recording takes a few months. Thus, it is very important to 

select a speaker who has a healthy voice and can well manage 

his or her voice during the long recording period. This paper 

describes the second stage of the selection process, which 

consists of perceptive evaluation and acoustic measurement 

for selecting three candidates who supposedly have good 

voices for English and Japanese TTS. The correlations 

between perceptive evaluation and acoustic measurements are 

calculated and three candidates of each language are chosen 

for the final stage. 

3.2. Perceptive evaluation 

Sample recordings of eight English speakers and eight 

Japanese speakers are prepared for the evaluation. Eighteen 

sentences are recorded and presented to each rater, who is a 

native-speaker of the language. The sentences consist of eight 
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phonetically rich sentences, four statements and four questions, 

and two sentences from news reports. 

All raters are native speakers residing in their home 

country and recruited by the agency. All the speech files are 

converted into 16 kHz sampling rate from 48 kHz and 

normalized in amplitude. Each rater is asked to rate eight 

analytical factors of evaluation by using a 5-point scale. The 

analytical factors for evaluation are proposed as follows: 

 Accent  

 Clear pronunciation  

 Correct pronunciation  

 Liveliness  

 Rhythm/Phrasing  

 Coherence 

 Pleasantness 

 Trustworthiness 

 

In addition to rating on analytical factors, each rater is also 

asked to rank the three best speakers, which is then employed 

to estimate the overall preference of each speaker. 

3.3. Acoustic measurements 

As is mentioned above, the acoustic measurement focuses on 

the voice quality by extracting two measures from Long Term 

Average Spectrum (LTAS), the Speakers Formant (SPF), the 

peak intensity between 3 kHz and 4 kHz, and the Alpha ratio, 

lower level difference between the 0-1 kHz and 1-4 kHz 

ranges. All processes are conducted by using Praat. 

LTAS, denoting the Logarithmic spectral density as a 

function of frequency, is expressed in dB/Hz, which is usually 

computed over voiced speech segments. In order to extract the 

SPF from speech files, they are first resampled into 16 kHz 

from 48 kHz. Then, the LTAS values of each file are extracted 

with the maximum frequency range of 8 kHz and 100 Hz of 

bandwidth, resulting in 80 values. Each SPF, the maximum 

intensity between 3 and 4 kHz, which in fact corresponds to 

the region of the fourth formant, is obtained from these LTAS 

values. The Alpha Ratio (AR), the lower level difference 

between the 0-1 kHz and 1-4 kHz ranges, of each file is 

calculated by subtracting the total energy between 1 and 4 kHz 

from the total energy under 1kHz, representing greater energy 

in the 1 to 4 kHz range. 

The same sample speech files used for perceptive 

evaluation are the object of acoustic measurements. Thus, the 

total number of sentences subject to the acoustic measurement 

amounts to eighty in each language. 

4. Experimental results 

4.1. English speakers 

The overall agreement between the raters is 0.254. The total 

score and the mean value of each speaker, along with the 

preference results of perceptual evaluation are presented in 

Table 1. Preference is calculated by how many times each 

speaker is ranked as one of the top three speakers without 

considering the order. As twenty raters choose three people, 

the total score of the preference is 60. There is a very strong 

correlation between the total score and preference, which is 

0.918. 

Table 1: The total score, mean value and preference 

for English VTs 

 M9 M15 M21 M23 

Total 693 673 709 717 

Mean 4.33 4.21 4.43 4.48 
Preference 9 4 8 13 

 M26 M29 M30 M40 

Total 600 730 593 684 

Mean 3.75 4.56 .71 4.28 
Preference 2 14 1 9 

 

Table 2 shows the correlation of each rater’s score with the 

total score. The average correlation between each rater’s score 

and the total score of all raters is 0.643. The correlation 

between the total score and the total score of all female raters 

is higher (0.690) than that of all male raters (0.596). 

Table 2: Correlation of each rater’s score with the 

total score of all raters (English). 

Female 

Rater 

Correlation Male 

Rater 

Correlation 

RF16 .960 RM03 .932 

RF08 .897 RM17 .856 

RF04 .849 RM01 .822 

RF12 .819 RM10 .802 

RF05 .735 RM11 .784 

RF18 .616 RM06 .678 

RF09 .615 RM13 .399 

RF07 .562 RM02 .267 

RF20 .440 RM14 .213 

RF15 .405 RM19 .202 

 

The correlation of each analytical factor of evaluation with 

their total score is shown in Table 3. The average correlation is 

0.813.  

Table 3: Correlation of each analytical factor of 

perceptive evaluation (English) 

Trustworthiness .975 

Coherence .952 

Pleasantness .920 

Clear pronunciation .910 

Rhythm/Phrasing .871 

Liveliness .749 

Accent .623 

Correct pronunciation .502 

 

The average SPF and AR of each English speaker are 

presented in Table 4. The average SPF is 14.0 DB (SD: 5.9), 

and the AR -138.4 DB (SD: 103.1). The correlation between 

the total score and SPF is 0.473, while that of AR is -0.494. 
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Table 4: The average SPF and AF of each speaker 

(English). 

 M9 M15 M21 M23 

SPF 14.9 17.9 22.1 14.9 

AR -140.8 -197.7 -200.3 -287.4 

 M26 M29 M30 M40 

SPF 13.7 8.4 7.3 12.9 

AR -97.5 -17.9 23.3 -189.2 

 

4.2. Japanese speakers 

The overall agreement between the raters is 0.314. The total 

score and the mean of each speaker along with the preference 

results of perceptual evaluation are presented in Table 5. The 

average correlation between the total score and preference is 

0.860. 

Table 5: The total score, mean value and preference 

score for Japanese VTs 

 M3 M6 M7 M10 

Total 693 547 654 592 

Mean 4.33 3.42 4.09 3.70 

Preference 15 3 13 4 

 M11 M15 M16 M20 

Total 476 606 632 600 

Mean 2.98 3.79 3.95 3.75 

Preference 2 4 7 6 

 

The correlation of each rater to the total score is shown in 

Table 6. The average correlation between each rater’s score 

and the total score is 0.634. Unlike the American raters, the 

female raters show lower correlation (0.590 in average) than 

the male raters (0.679 in average). 

Table 6: Correlation of each rater’s score with the 

total score (Japanese). 

Female 

Rater 

Correlation Male 

Rater 

Correlation 

RF03 .979 RM05 .952 

RF02 .871 RM06 .954 

RF01 .827 RM04 .886 

RF05 .738 RM10 .854 

RF07 .714 RM01 .734 

RF04 .614 RM07 .718 

RF06 .611 RM08 .683 

RF09 .521 RM03 .478 

RF08 .308 RM09 .389 

RF10 -.282 RM02 .153 

 

The correlation of each analytical factor of evaluation with 

the total score is also calculated as shown in Table 7. The 

aver- age correlation is 0.933. 

 

Table 7: Correlation of each analytical factor of 

perceptive evaluation (Japanese) 

Liveliness .986 

Clear pronunciation .982 

Trustworthiness .968 

Accent .953 

Coherence .940 

Correct pronunciation .934 

Pleasantness .897 

Rhythm/Phrasing .804 

 

The average SPF and AR of each English speaker are 

presented in Table 8. The average SPF is 16.5 DB (SD: 4.6), 

and the AR -182.9 DB (SD: 97.2). The correlation between the 

total score and SPF is 0.288, while that of AR is -0.263. 

Table 8: The average SPF and AR of each speaker 

(Japanese). 

 M3 M6 M7 M10 

SPF 18.1 24.5 18.2 19.6 

AR -171.8 -314.2 -186.2 -216.1 

 M11 M15 M16 M20 

SPF 8.1 18.2 14.4 19.2 

AR -1.7 -251.2 92.6 -229.2 

 

5. Discussion 

The overall agreement between the raters is 0.254 in English 

and 0.314 in Japanese respectively, which is not high due to 

the great amount of subjectivity, as reported in earlier studies 

[6], [10], [8]. 

The perceptive evaluation results show that there exit a 

very strong correlation between the total score and the 

preference in both languages, 0.918 in English and 0.860 in 

Japanese. We do not use the overall rating for each speaker, 

instead replacing it with the total score of analytical ratings. 

Furthermore, we have added another evaluation measure, 

preference, which is calculated by the number of times that 

each speaker is ranked as one of the top three speakers without 

considering the order. When the total score and preference are 

strongly correlated, the preference by itself can be used 

effectively. 

The correlations between the total score and the sub-total 

score of each speaker obtained from each rater is 0.643 in 

English and 0.634 in Japanese. They are higher in female 

raters for English, while they are higher in male raters in 

Japanese. For each language, there is one rater who shows low 

correlation (under 0.25) and one female rater shows a negative 

correlation in Japanese. Despite the low overall agreement 

between the raters, this result may contribute to confirm the 

effectiveness of the procedure. 

The correlation between the total score and each analytical 

factor of perceptive evaluation is also high in both languages, 

0.813 in English and 0.933 in Japanese, despite the different 

ordering of the factors. It is interesting that while almost all 

the factors are highly correlated to the total score in Japanese, 

and that correct pronunciation is least correlated with the total 

score (0.502) in English. This result confirms that these factors 

can be used for further perceptive rating of natural voice, 

S. Kim
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while intelligibility and naturalness are often used for the 

evaluation of synthesized speech. 

The correlations between the total score of perceptive 

evaluation and the two acoustic measures are moderate both in 

English, 0.473 with SPF and -0.494 with AR, and in Japanese, 

0.288 with SPF and -0.263 with AR. The results conform to 

those in [18]. In order to secure a large number of units 

available with varied prosodic and spectral characteristics for 

developing a TTS of natural-sounding quality, we employ a 

script for a large speech database, which amounts to at least 

30,000 sentences. The results show that the SPF and AR are 

efficient in finding a speaker with a good voice, which can 

stay healthy until the completion of the long recording 

sessions. 

The t-test results of SPF and AR between English and 

Japanese show that the two languages are not significantly 

different in terms of SPF and AR (p=0.159 for SPF and 

p=0.390 for AR). 

6. Conclusions 

This paper describes a male speaker selection procedure for 

unit selection synthesis systems in English and Japanese based 

on perceptive evaluation and acoustic measurements of the 

speakers’ natural voice. A perceptive evaluation is performed 

on eight professional voice talents of each language. A total of 

twenty native-speaker listeners are recruited in both languages 

and each listener is asked to rate on eight analytical factors by 

using a five scale score and rank three best speakers. Acoustic 

measurement focuses on the voice quality by extracting two 

measures from LTAS, SPF and AR. 

Despite the low overall agreement between the raters due 

to the great amount of subjectivity, which triggers moderate 

correlations between the total score and the sub-total score of 

each speaker, the results show a very strong correlation 

between the total score and the preference in both languages. 

The high correlation between the total score and each 

analytical factor of perceptive evaluation confirms that the 

proposed analytical factors can be used for further perceptive 

rating of natural voice. Even though the correlations between 

the perceptive evaluation and acoustic measurements are 

moderate with respect to SPF and AR, the results still show 

that these acoustic measurements contribute to estimate the 

voice quality of natural voice along with perceptive evaluation 

and other acoustic features such as pith, energy and speaking 

rate. 

Finally, among the eight candidates in each language, the 

top three speakers, M21, M23, and M29 for English, M3, M7 

and M16 for Japanese, based on their total scores and 

preference values, are selected for the final stage of perceptive 

evaluation of sentences which are synthesized from each 

small-scaled TTS system for each candidate. 
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Abstract 

We present WikiSpeech, an ambitious joint project aiming to 

(1) make open source text-to-speech available through 

Wikimedia Foundation’s server architecture; (2) utilize the 

large and active Wikipedia user base to achieve continuously 

improving text-to-speech; (3) improve existing and develop 

new crowdsourcing methods for text-to-speech; and (4) develop 

new and adapt current evaluation methods so that they are well 

suited for the particular use case of reading Wikipedia articles 

out loud while at the same time capable of harnessing the huge 

user base made available by Wikipedia. At its inauguration, the 

project is backed by The Swedish Post and Telecom Authority 

and headed by Wikimedia Sverige, STTS and KTH, but in the 

long run, the project aims at broad multinational involvement. 

The vision of the project is freely available text-to-speech for 

all Wikipedia languages (currently 293). In this paper, we 

present the project itself and its first steps: requirements, initial 

architecture, and initial steps to include crowdsourcing and 

evaluation. 

Index Terms: speech synthesis, accessibility, crowdsourcing, 

multilingual 

1. Introduction 

We introduce WikiSpeech1, a long-term effort to create the 

platform and tools needed for delivering freely available 

Wikipedia optimized text-to-speech through Wikimedia 

Foundation’s server architecture. At its inauguration, the project 

is backed by The Swedish Post and Telecom Authority (PTS) 

and headed by Wikimedia Sverige, Södermalms Talteknologi-

service (STTS) and KTH Speech, Music and Hearing (KTH). 

In the long-term, the development and maintenance of speech 

synthesis for Wikipedia will hopefully involve parties ranging 

from other organizations within the Wikimedia movement (to 

attract volunteers and partnerships in different countries), 

through disability organizations and companies, to academia 

and the development aid sector (to enhance the service in 

smaller languages when there is an urgent need to reach the 

public with important information). In other words, the project 

is highly open for collaborations. The list of interested parties is 

growing rapidly as this paper is being written, and more 

formalized forms of collaboration will be put in place as the 

project develops. 

                                                                 

 
1 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Wikispeech 

The project will benefit both researchers and companies. For 

researchers, it delivers unique possibilities. Access to large 

amounts of data is one of the main conditions for modern speech 

technology and Wikispeech will generate data on all levels, 

from recorded narrations, through user data, to user-generated 

judgements, transcriptions and labels. The project not only 

supports, but may be at the forefront of new methods in user-

centered iterative research and development, crowdsourcing 

and online evaluation. For companies, the material generated by 

volunteers to improve the text-to-speech will be free to reuse 

and integrate in products/services. 

Particularly interesting for the accessibility aspect of speech 

technology is the fact that the project deals with reading of 

longer connected texts on a wide range of topics. Existing text-

to-speech solutions are typically not designed for that kind of 

reading. The project also contributes to research outside text-to-

speech technology. For example, the feedback from users that 

is generated could be regarded as a form of perception tests that 

can provide insights into how real listeners perceive speech of 

various kinds, and from the continuous updates and additions of 

words and pronunciations by users we can learn things that were 

not previously known on how language develops and how 

languages relate to each other. In the development version built 

in the project, Swedish, English and Arabic (a right-to-left 

language) will be included. 

2. Background 

2.1. Wikipedia  

For more than a decade and a half now, the online 

encyclopaedia Wikipedia consistently ranks as one of the top-

ten most visited websites in the world, with approx. 500 million 

visitors and 20 billion page views monthly. Wikipedia is 

currently available in 293 languages (making it the second 

language-version rich of any website, surpassed by jw.org 

only). The impact of providing information in people’s own 

languages is well known, and is the driving idea behind a 

number of targeted Wikimedia projects aiming to deliver free 

high quality information across all languages about issues that 

are often complex (e.g. in medicine2).  

 

2 https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wiki_Project_Med and  

http://blog.wikimedia.org/2016/03/29/wikipedias-essential-vaccines/ 
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2.2. The MediaWiki Server Environment 

Wikipedia is built on the MediaWiki software, which is in turn 

used by many thousands of other websites. The MediaWiki 

software is written in PHP. WikiSpeech will be created as an 

extension, and extensions can use other programming 

languages. In the Wikimedia environment, there are currently 

some 800 MediaWiki installations, all of which can potentially 

utilize WikiSpeech. 

Any extension that is to be enabled in production on the 

Wikimedia servers must fulfil strict requirements: for example, 

all parts must be freely licensed, and all parts must support 

multilingual use (MediaWiki exists in 371 languages and 

Wikipedia on 293). Extensions must support being activated 

and configured separately on each wiki, and must be 

translatable on the Translatewiki.net platform. This means that 

all code must be written with this in mind and that some 

additional effort to install on this platform is required so that 

internationalization is possible. 

2.3. Text-to-speech and accessibility 

In many parts of the world, the main target audience for text-to-

speech in terms of accessibility is differently-abled user groups, 

for example those with visual impairment or dyslexia. Those 

with a medical diagnosis affecting reading comprehension (e.g. 

dyslexia; visual or cognitive impairments) often have access to 

technological aids. This access is, however, largely a matter of 

sheer coincidence. In order to get the technological aids, one 

must be lucky enough to live in a high income country; to speak 

a language for which a working text-to-speech solution is 

available; and to get the required diagnosis. In less fortunate 

parts of the world, where access to Wikipedia can make a real 

difference in terms of equality and democracy, other audiences 

become equally important and considerably more plentiful. A 

substantial portion of the world’s population is, to this day, 

illiterate.  

In effect, people with poor reading comprehension (from 

unaccustomed readers to the illiterate) often have limited or no 

access to the commercial tools that could potentially improve 

their understanding. This is especially true if they do not wish 

to share their personal user data with one/all of the IT 

behemoths.  

In total, approximately 25% of people find it easier to learn from 

spoken text than by reading, for example Dunn and Dunn [1] 

found that only 20-30 percent of the school-age children were 

auditory learners. 25% of the readers of Wikipedia means that 

another 115-125 million people could benefit from the project 

in the long run, not counting the thousands of organizations that 

also use MediaWiki1. Taken together, the number of people that 

would benefit from built in text-to-speech on Wikipedia and 

other MediaWiki installations is very large, by any standards. 

2.4. Wikipedia texts 

Wikipedia, and wikis in general, contain large quantities of 

specialised text, which for example  frequently includes names 

and words from different languages (e.g. the article in Swedish 

about Paris has plenty of French place names in it). This places 

hard requirements on text-to-speech, such as the need for an 

unusually extensive pronunciation lexicon is required. The 

average sentence length is relatively high, with a large 

                                                                 

 
1 https://mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki_Usage_Report_2015 
2 http://tcts.fpms.ac.be/synthesis/ 
3 http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/festival/ 

proportion of numbers, names and technical terms, and the texts 

often describe complex relations and processes. Readers 

generally read or peruse paragraphs or entire articles, rather than 

singular utterances. The speaking style, then, should be 

narrative. The most helpful interactive feature is likely pausing 

and resuming, which if handled properly should help readers 

digest more complex texts. 

2.5. Multilingual support 

As mentioned, Wikipedia currently exists in 293 different 

languages, all of which should, in the long-term, be supported 

by the text-to-speech system. This number is likely to grow. 

Commercial solutions only exist for a minority of all languages, 

and the incitement for developing commercial solutions for 

many smaller languages are weak, so for many of the languages, 

WikiSpeech represents one of few plausible pathways to a 

functional text-to-speech system. For this to become reality, the 

platform must be quite scalable, and flexibility is crucial.  

2.6. Crowdsourcing 

Wikipedia development in general, and of text-to-speech in 

particular, offers a unique opportunity for crowdsourcing. In 

addition to the sheer quantity of Wikipedia visitors, Wikipedia 

has a vivid community built around collaborative, shared work. 

At any moment in time, tens of thousands of volunteers with 

widely varying language expertise are involved in Wikimedia 

projects. This, and the fact that Wikipedia is extraordinarily 

well-established and well-known, provides an unparalleled 

opportunity for crowdsourced solutions, and we hope to engage 

a variety of people (e.g. people active in disability 

organizations, linguists, computer scientists) in the efforts. 

Text-to-speech users may themselves assist the development 

and help note and correct annoying errors, just like many 

readers appreciate being able to correct for example typos when 

reading texts.  

The possibilities range from the trivial to the complex; from 

user generated pronunciations lexica to recordings of 

specialised texts and more. We hope that this will provide a 

basis for refined and high-quality text-to-speech even for 

obscure subjects in languages which previously had no working 

text-to-speech solutions.  

3. Related work 

The last decades there have been a number of efforts in 

developing open source speech synthesis platforms. There have 

also been efforts in providing speech synthesis for free for non-

commercial applications, such as the MBROLA2 project that 

was initiated by TCTS Lab of the Faculté Polytechnique de 

Mons. The aim of the project is to provide diphone speech 

synthesis in as many languages as possible. There is no open 

source code, but binaries for several platforms, and the team 

built voices for free if they get recorded diphone databases [2].  

One of the first large-scale open source toolkits is the unit 

selection synthesizer Festival3,  which was a developed in the 

90s by  Edinburgh University [3]. The framework has been 

developed continuously and today, it is maintained at CMU as 

part of the Festvox4 system [4]. Festvox provides tools and 

scripts for building new speech synthesis voices. Flite5 is a 

small footprint synthesis engine that can use voices built with 

Festvox [5].  

4 http://www.festvox.org 
5 http://www.festvox.org/flite/ 
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FreeTTS1 was developed by Sun Microsystems in order to 

compare the efficiency of their JavaTM programming language 

with C. In order to get an optimal solution they based the 

architecture on Festival and the synthesis engine on Flite [6]. It 

can use voices built with Festvox and MBROLA.  

Several other systems exist, notably Espeak2, which runs on 

Linux and Windows and can be used as a frontend to MBROLA 

voices [7] and provides support for adding new languages, and 

GNUspeech3, an open source real-time articulatory synthesizer 

that allows for the setting up of rules in new languages [8].  

One of the most widely used open source speech synthesis 

frameworks is the HMM-based HTS4 system from NITECH 

[9]. It was first released in 2002 and is continuously updated 

with new and improved methods for data-driven speech 

synthesis. It does not have its own text-processing frontend, but 

can be used with Festival and Festvox. 

MaryTTS5 is an open-source, multilingual Text-to-Speech 

Synthesis platform written in Java, that was developed by DFKI 

and  Saarland University [10].  It can be used to build Festvox 

unit selection voices or HTS HMM synthesis voices. MaryTTS 

has a workflow for building synthesis voices in new languages 

in which the first step is to download a dump of Wikipedia in 

the target language [11].   

Speect6 is an open source multilingual synthesis framework 

developed by the HLT group at the Meraka Institute in Pretoria 

[12]. The system is built with an object oriented design with a 

plugin architecture, which allows for separating the synthesis 

engine from the linguistic and acoustic dependencies. The 

system uses the HTK toolkit [13] to force align the speech 

corpus used for training and HTS as the backend synthesizer. 

One of the latest open source initiatives is Idlak7, which is a 

project that aims to build an end-to-end parametric synthesis 

system [14] within Kaldi, a free, open-source toolkit for speech 

recognition research [15].  

There are also a number of initiatives to publish open source 

speech corpora that can be used to build synthetic voices. The 

CMU_Arctic8 speech synthesis databases are a set of 

phonetically balanced corpora designed for unit selection 

synthesis [16], and the Blizzard Challenge9 provides data for 

speech synthesis [17].  

IPS WikiSpeech10 provides a platform for web-based creation 

of speech databases for the development of spoken language 

technology and basic research, allowing contributors to read, 

record and upload speech materials that are then processed, 

documented and published.  

Finally, many open source speech corpora feature large 

amounts of high quality recordings, although they have not been 

prepared for speech synthesis training, for example LibriVox11 

that provides free public domain audiobooks. 

 

 

                                                                 

 
1 http://freetts.sourceforge.net/docs/index.php 
2 http://espeak.sourceforge.net/ 
3 https://www.gnu.org/software/gnuspeech/ 
4 http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/ 
5 http://mary.dfki.de/ 
6http:\\speect.sourceforge.net 

4. The WikiSpeech System 

In addition to the basic requirements governing all MediaWiki 

extensions (e.g. free licence, multi-language support), the 

project strives for a framework that is extensible and flexible 

enough to make use of as much as possible of the many open 

source efforts within text-to-speech; that provides easy editing 

(a requirement that is far from trivial in the text-only case, and 

considerably more complex when it comes to text-to-speech); 

that provides as broad access as possible; and that avoids 

hampering regular MediaWiki functionality. Steps towards 

these goals include ensuring that the platform is modular, 

engine agnostic, and cloud-based; that the client-side is easy to 

use; and that special attention goes into developing and tuning 

crowdsourcing and evaluation methods to make use of the 

possibilities given by the MediaWiki environment and its users. 

4.1. Architecture 

The WikiSpeech text-to-speech functionality will be deployed 

as a cloud service running on the Wikimedia server platform. It 

will be an open cloud-based text-to-speech platform that may 

be used by anyone for any purpose at any time.   

While the full details of the architecture have not been pinned 

down at the time of the writing of this article, a number of basic 

principles have been agreed upon. 

Modular: The WikiSpeech architecture will be centered around 

a set of core modules with well-defined standardized interfaces.  

The motivation for this is that we want to make use of the vast 

quantity of resources available in this area, whilst being able to 

deal with the fact that these are very often not standardised. The 

alternative would be to adhere to an existing standard. This 

would come at the cost of being unable to make use of most pre-

existing resources, and in turn WikiSpeech would develop at a 

much slower pace. 

The minimal set of modules that are expected to be present in 

any instantiation is a lexicon, a text processor and a waveform 

synthesizer. The text processor will take text (with optional 

markup) and output a phonetically transcribed, richly marked-

up synthesis specification. This specification is passed on to the 

waveform synthesizer module, which outputs a speech 

waveform. A JSON-based markup format will be used both as 

the input and as the interface to pass information between the 

modules. The markup system will support (a subset of) the tags 

used in SSML. The JSON-based format will (or may, depending 

on the engine used, see below) also be used internally between 

different components of the text processor module. The 

modular design serves two main goals. Firstly, it will make it 

easier to re-use functionality and to facilitate community 

supported development and system improvement. Secondly, it 

will allow modules to be used independently for other purposes 

via cloud based API:s (see below). One requirement for this to 

work is interoperability of phonetic transcriptions. Rather than 

enforcing one transcription alphabet to be used throughout the 

WikiSpeech system, a module can use any transcription 

alphabet as long as it is uniquely named and defined in terms of 

a mapping to the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 

7 https://sourceforge.net/p/kaldi/code/HEAD/tree/sandbox/idlak/ 
8 http://www.festvox.org/cmu_arctic/ 
9 http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/blizzard/ 
10 https://webapp.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/wikispeech/ 
11 https://librivox.org/ 
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standard. This will simplify incorporation of existing language 

resources and software modules. The system will host a 

transcription mapping service where modules can register new 

mapping tables to allow seamless interoperability. 

Engine Agnostic: The second basic architectural principle is 

that the WikiSpeech architecture is not tied to any particular 

text-to-speech system. Rather, it will allow – through internal 

API:s and wrappers – in principle any open source text-to-

speech system to be integrated. However, to benefit from the 

modular architecture, the integration should be done by 

decomposing the text-to-speech system into at least the three 

core modules lexicon, text processor and waveform synthesizer, 

and ensuring that these modules read/write the common JSON-

based format. Integration of a text-to-speech system thus 

typically entails more than mapping the input text and output 

waveform to the corresponding API calls, although, such high-

level integration may also be allowed e.g. if it is required to 

quickly add support for a new language. The engine-agnostic 

approach will ensure that the WikiSpeech platform will be able 

to take full advantage of developments in the open source text-

to-speech community, simplify support for new languages, and 

offer a broad choice for users to choose voice according to 

preference1. 

Cloud based: We have selected a server solution because we 

want to achieve the highest accessibility possible. Instead of 

relying on readers to have their own applications installed, we 

ensure that everyone can benefit from the results. The 

alternative is to develop a client which can be installed by the 

reader, which we view as too much of an extra hurdle for 

readers. A particular issue here is that the use of installed clients 

is often not possible when using computers with limited 

administration rights, as for example in a library or an Internet 

café. Hence, this solution risks cutting out people who cannot 

be assumed to own a computer or smartphone – in other words, 

a sizeable proportion of a very large target group of the project. 

Additionally, it requires the reader to be aware of the existence 

of the client. Finally, a server solution means that the speech 

synthesis can be used by third parties. 

The WikiSpeech system will run as a cloud-based service 

accessible through a REST API. This is a well-established 

design that works well with both browser-based and standalone 

clients, and it is well in line with how other Wikimedia services 

are implemented and accessed. The REST API will provide 

access to end-to-end text-to-speech conversion services in 

different languages and with different voices – this is the most 

common use scenario in the Wikipedia setting. It will also be 

possible to access individual modules via the API in order to 

perform tasks such as transcribing a block of text phonetically, 

looking up individual lexicon entries or converting between 

different transcription alphabets. Although the primary raison 

d'être for the WikiSpeech system is to perform synthesis of 

Wikipedia articles, the cloud service itself will not be restricted 

to any particular usage, rather it will be a free and open service 

available for anyone at any time. 

Easy-to-use client: On the client side, the primary goal is ease 

of use. The interface must be intuitive and integrate well with 

the Wikipedia structure. The GUI(s) will include a number of 

separate pieces where the most conspicuous to the end user is 

                                                                 

 
1 Note that any software that is to be deployed on the Wikimedia servers 

will have to be code-reviewed for security and stability by the 

Wikimedia Foundation team.  

 

the audio player. The second most important piece will be the 

interface with which improvements are made. Wikimedia 

Foundation has already developed a design library with all the 

components well described (what they look like and how they 

will be used), so design on that level is not necessary. Rather it 

is the choice of layout and UX that will be important. 

The markup of sounds must meet the specific requirement to be 

easily editable for anyone who edits on Wikipedia. A few 

different ways to store this has been investigated, and the 

proposed solution is to avoid markup directly in the traditional 

wiki text, and instead use a technique similar to Parsoid, which 

is used in the new editor for MediaWiki (VisualEditor). The 

solution prevents (sometime substantial amounts of) markup to 

obstruct those editing articles. 

4.2. Crowdsourcing 

The unparalleled opportunity for crowdsourcing text-to-speech 

resources provided by Wikipedia’s millions of users and tens of 

thousands of active contributors can be harnessed in many 

ways, ranging from the simple to the complex and from the 

proven to the experimental. Initially, we will look to methods 

that are as close to the well-known methods used for the 

Wikipedia texts, but in the long run, the opportunities for more 

text-to-speech specific crowdsourcing are enormous. In order to 

benefit maximally from the contributors, any editors and 

crowdsourcing must work in multiple web browsers. 

Proofing, editing, improving. A first step will be to make it 

possible for user to report bad synthesis, either by manually 

selecting bad passages or by pressing certain keys while 

listening to the synthesis. In the simplest case the user will not 

have to provide the correct pronunciation, instead the report 

ends up in a queue where someone else can correct the problem.  

The second step is to allow trusted users to correct 

transcriptions. Tools to make this as easy and transparent as 

possible will be developed, for example automatic validation of 

the transcription and allowing the user to listen to their 

transcriptions. In addition to allowing users to provide 

transcriptions, we will look at other possibilities to extract 

pronunciations from users, for example rhymes with, where the 

contributor provides a rhyming word, or re-readings, where the 

contributor record the word as it should be pronounced (such 

recordings can also be used in other projects, e.g. Wikidata, a 

free, linked database that can be read and edited by both humans 

and machines; and Wikitionary, a free-content multilingual 

dictionary available in 170 languages). 

As is the case with standard text edits, methods to ensure the 

quality of the transcriptions are crucial. Corrections from 

normal users end up in a queue awaiting approval, and after 

approval the correction is either made global, or applied locally 

only (in a specific article). The approval may be done by power 

users or by using specific crowdsourcing methods. Methods to 

detect vandalism and beginner mistakes also play an important 

role. As a final step, those who reported an error are notified 

when it has been corrected. We will also look into the 

possibilities of allowing hearers to contribute to the other mark-

up in the synthesis specification (in addition to the 

transcriptions). Here, we are likely to run into more problems 
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(e.g. complex text-to-speech system dependencies). The goal is 

generic methods that can be used to edit specific mark-up. 

The results of edits to the text-to-speech resources can (but need 

not) be used directly to change the speech output, but a 

difference from standard edits on Wikipedia is that the user 

supplied data may also be used to retrain models used by the 

system, for example a G2P engine.  

Expanding, adding. In addition to contributions that correct 

specific problems in the synthesis, there is scope for 

contributions with a larger scope, that aim more at general 

improvements, such as the creation of new voices or training of 

new models. For example, contributions of readings of 

paragraphs or entire articles can be used in a number of ways. 

They can be read out as is if no synthesis exists for the language, 

or if it encounters problems with the article in question.  

Provided that we have a forced aligner (this is mainly a target 

for the second step of the project), the readings can be aligned, 

and the results can for example be read as is (but now with 

navigation in place), used to create new or better voices, or used 

to build prosodic models and the like. Read and analysed 

passages can be resynthesized and replayed to the contributor, 

a process that validates both the original recording and the 

analysis [18].  

Regular crowdsourcing and human computation. In 

addition to methods that relate to Wikipedia editing, the project 

aims to support more conventional crowdsourcing techniques. 

Tools for performing standard BLIZZARD style listening tests 

[17] as well as crowdsourced labelling will be tested, both for 

evaluation and data processing.  

Taken together, we hope that this will provide a basis for refined 

and high-quality text-to-speech even for more obscure topics in 

languages which previously had no working text-to-speech 

solutions. 

4.3. The process for adding a new language 

The aim of the project is not to develop the system for three 

languages only, but make it possible to add synthesis in any of 

the 293 Wikipedia languages. This requires a process and 

committed Wikipedia volunteers. The addition of a new 

language will involve the following steps:  

1.  Expressed interest for the activation of a new language 
o Communication about the interest e.g. through a wiki page 

2.  Identification of existing TTS components 
o Identification of existing resources (i.e. text processing, 

lexicon, audio corpus) and analysis of coverage and maturity  

3.  Possible API adaptations (to be included in the “wrapper”) 
o Adaptations of the component APIs for the new components 

4.  Development of missing or bad components 
o This is decided on a case-by-case basis. 
 Creation or improvements of bad components 

 Development of simple lexicon tools (e.g. imports) 

 Training of prosody models using existing and newly 
recorded material 

 Development of the lexicon with the help of gamified tools 

(cf. Wikidata-game1) 

5.  Installation 
o Manual installation by developers 

                                                                 

 
1 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:The_Game 
2 https://spraakbanken.gu.se/ 

6. Local configuration 
o Manual server-side configurations by developers 

o Manual configuration by the community on the wiki (e.g. the 

possibility of local (re)naming of different technical messages 
for the specific wiki and styling) 

Already in the wikispeech project this process will be tested for 

three languages: Swedish, English and a right-to-left language 

(Arabic). 

For Swedish we are currently in the second step in this process. 

The Swedish Wikipedia is the second largest in the world with 

ca 3 million articles. The first part of the process is to extract 

the actual text from the article and tagging it with part-of-speech 

tags. We are currently developing open source tools for 

extracting the text and tagging the Swedish Wikipedia. In 

Sweden there is a national center, Språkbanken2 (the Swedish 

Language Bank) that has the task of collecting, developing, and 

storing (Swedish) text corpora, and to make linguistic data 

extracted from the corpora available to researchers and to the 

public. They regularly download the Swedish Wikipedia pages 

and turn them into a corpus in XML format, where the articles 

are divided into paragraphs and sentences, and each word is 

tagged with part-of-speech tags, lemmatisation, sense and 

dependency relations. As a quick starting point we have 

investigated their cleaned and tagged Wikipedia corpus from 

the fall of 2015 that has about 60 million sentences (including 

headlines) and 180 million words.  

There are several pronunciation dictionaries for Swedish 

available for Swedish both from KTH and the NST Lexical 

database for Swedish3. We have made the first dictionary for 

the words in the 2015 Swedish Wikipedia corpus that includes 

ca 3.7 million entries. When running these through KTH 

dictionary or the transcribed SWETWOL morphology analyser 

for Swedish [19] half of the words are missing. This indicates 

that these are mostly proper names and foreign words, that will 

have to be dealt with [20,21]. In some cases, the local context 

(i.e. the article they appear in) will give information about the 

origin of the unknown word. Another option is to look the word 

up in Wikipedias in other languages, and apply heuristic rules 

to deduce the most probable origin. Språkbanken have a number 

of open resources that could be useful for text-to-speech 

synthesis: i.e. the Semantic and morphological lexicon Saldo, a 

Swedish FrameNet and SweSaurus a Swedish WordNet. For 

POS tagging we have identified Stagger4 [22] that is a Swedish 

part-of-speech tagger based on Collins [23] averaged 

perceptron, that has per-token accuracy of about 96.6 percent. 

Finally, we have identified an open source audio corpus that 

was designed for Swedish speech synthesis: NST has an open 

source acoustic database for Swedish speech synthesis (5000 

sentences, 44 kHz). 

4.4. Evaluation 

The Blizzard Challenge5 ([17]; see [24] for an overview) has 

become the go-to evaluation for comparing voices and voice 

creation methods. Blizzard uses listening tests where listeners 

first listen to a reading, then judge it on one or more dimensions. 

Building this test methodology into the WikiSpeech system 

would give access to WikiSpeech users for this type of 

evaluation. WikiSpeech will, for the most part, deliver a rather 

3https://www.nb.no/sprakbanken/repositorium#ticketsfrom?lang=en&

query=alle&tokens=swedish&from=1&size=12&collection=sbr 
4

http://www.ling.su.se/english/nlp/tools/stagger/stagger-the-stockholm-tagger-1.98986 
5 http://www.synsig.org/index.php/Blizzard_Challenge 
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special type of speech: long, continuous readings of complex 

texts. This speaking style is not the most common in 

applications using text-to-speech, and it presents special 

challenges that are not present in for example a standard, 

transactional spoken dialogue system like an airplane booking 

system, such as listener fatigue. The perhaps best, large-scale 

match to reading Wikipedia pages out loud (in addition to 

services that actually read Wikipedia pages out loud, such as 

Pediaphon1 and Readspeaker2), is synthesized audio books. 

Although audio books in general are still read by human voice 

professionals, some – for example academic literature provided 

to reading-impaired students – is largely produced using speech 

synthesis, at least in some countries (e.g. Sweden, Norway). 

The 2012 Blizzard Challenge [25] included a special task for 

developing new evaluation methods suitable for audio book 

evaluation. Only one contribution was entered [26], dealing 

with the automatic prediction of human judgement using 

acoustic features. This type of instrumental evaluation of speech 

synthesis is highly interesting in WikiSpeech, in particular at a 

stage where new voices are developed for the project, and 

(semi-)automated quality assurance is required. 

The Blizzard 2012 rally for new evaluation methods suitable for 

audiobook evaluation did not result in any new methods for 

listener evaluation. Still, the special challenges involved (e.g. 

listener fatigue, large portions of names, complex relations) are 

not captured well by current methods. As WikiSpeech has the 

opportunity to gather listener responses with a uniquely high 

ecological validity – responses from actual listeners in their 

actual listening environment – we will make a focussed effort 

to develop a suitable evaluation strategy that captures these 

aspects.  

The WikiSpeech project have the following requirements on the 

evaluation methods to be used: 

Web delivery. In order to minimize the effect of unknown 

parameters, we will run the initial experiments with these 

methods in a controlled laboratory environment. However, it is 

obviously a strong requirement that the final evaluation 

methods are suitable for web delivery. 

Crowdsourcing. The line between labelling training data for 

TTS, performing experiments on for example human perception 

of TTS, and evaluating TTS is quite blurred. If treated properly, 

the judgements that are the result of an evaluation can double as 

training data for the next generation of the TTS. Thus, the goal 

is the find evaluation methods that lends themselves to doubling 

as crowdsourced data collections. 

Task appropriateness. As mentioned, the TTS task for 

WikiSpeech is dissimilar to that of many other TTS systems – 

as an example, TTS is often used in spoken dialogue systems 

and for announcements (with well-defined tasks and single 

utterances) or for reading simple texts for entertainment (audio 

books). In the Wikipedia setting the texts are often long and 

complex and the task is to learn something. 

Ecological validity. An ecologically valid evaluation is one in 

which the listeners are similar to the listeners that are the target 

group of the TTS application, and where they listen in an 

environment that is representative for a real-world listening 

situation and a text that is equally representative for what they 

would listen to. Ideally, their motivations to listen should be the 

same, or similar, as well. To ensure ecological validity, we will 

involve end-users and end-user organizations in the user trials. 

                                                                 

 
1 http://www.pediaphon.org/~bischoff/radiopedia/ 

Apart from the standard evaluation test used in Blizzard we will 

explore some new methods:  

KTH Speech, Music and Hearing has adapter the so-called 

Audience Response System tests used by the entertainment 

industry to evaluate movies and series to a system for evaluating 

long, continuous stretches of streaming speech technology 

material, such as TTS [27]. The basic idea is that listeners listen 

to continuous TTS and press a single button whenever they 

dislike something. The clicks represent time series that are then 

weighed together. The resulting data shows in an efficient 

manner where there are problems in the TTS (but not the nature 

of these problems), and the overall number of clicks correlate 

negatively with perceived quality as well as with automatic, 

objective quality measures. The method has clear advantages in 

the WikiSpeech context in that it allows listeners to judge whole 

articles in continuous listening, and the judgement causes very 

little cognitive load (as opposed to repeatedly stopping the 

playback to ask complicated questions). The method maintains 

a high ecological validity by avoiding the need to cut up the 

reading in short bursts interspersed pauses for filling in 

judgement questionnaires, and works well in web based 

applications. 

We will also explore reaction-time based methods. In order to 

get a measure that represents how easy a TTS is to comprehend 

(as opposed to how easy it is to perceive individual words) and 

how much cognitive load listening to the TTS causes over time, 

we will design an evaluation method in which listeners are told 

to go on listening until they have the answer to a question they 

are presented with in advance. Once they know the answer, they 

are told to hit a button as quickly as possible and write the 

answer down. They then receive a new question, and listening 

continues. The method uses reaction time as its main metric, 

which also allows us to investigate listener fatigue – a TTS that 

causes more fatigue will result in continuously increasing 

reaction times as the listener grows increasingly tired. 

 

5. Conclusion 

We have presented WikiSpeech, a newly inaugurated project in 

which professionals within MediaWiki/Wikipedia, the speech 

technology industry, and speech technology academia 

collaborate to establish a starting point for delivering open 

source, multilingual text-to-speech through Wikimedia 

Foundation’s server architecture.  

As a result, it will be possible to harness the power of the 

MediaWIKI’s/Wikipedia’s enormous user base, as well as the 

and the considerable skills in community development that this 

user base possesses, for text-to-speech development in of 

existing systems and for the creation of new.  

In the long term, the system has the potential to reach many 

millions of people in need of information and education and to 

boost the already considerable impact of Wikipedia. In addition 

to increasing the accessibility of one of the most widely visited 

websites around, all other platforms using MediaWiki will be 

able to make use of the technical solutions which are developed 

during the project. That means is several thousand websites 

which can quickly and easily activate text-to-speech. 

The initial project will set up working instances of text-to-

speech in three languages, English and Swedish (the languages 

of the two largest Wikipedia collections), and Arabic (in order 

to test right-to-left writing). 

2 http://www.readspeaker.com/listen-to-wikipedia/ 
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Abstract
An investigation of cascaded and parallel deep neural

networks for speech synthesis is conducted. In these sys-
tems, suprasegmental linguistic features (syllable-level
and above) are processed separately from segmental fea-
tures (phone-level and below). The suprasegmental com-
ponent of the networks learns compact distributed repre-
sentations of high-level linguistic units without any seg-
mental influence. These representations are then inte-
grated into a frame-level system using a cascaded or a
parallel approach. In the cascaded network, supraseg-
mental representations are used as input to the frame-
level network. In the parallel network, segmental and
suprasegmental features are processed separately and
concatenated at a later stage. These experiments are con-
ducted with a standard set of high-dimensional linguis-
tic features as well as a hand-pruned one. It is observed
that hierarchical systems are consistently preferred over
the baseline feedforward systems. Similarly, parallel net-
works are preferred over cascaded networks.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, prosody, deep neural
networks, embeddings, suprasegmental representations

1. Introduction
Over the last decade, statistical parametric speech syn-
thesis (SPSS) has improved considerably in terms of in-
telligibility [1]. Synthetic speech is often clear and fairly
easy to understand. However, the same speech can appear
to be bland and monotonous, indicating that how to han-
dle prosody still remains a largely unsolved problem [2].
This is especially relevant when dealing with expressive
audiobook or conversational speech data. In these scenar-
ios, synthetic speech is expected to be fluid and natural.

Prosody is a fundamental aspect of human commu-
nication. It allows speakers to convey information of a
linguistic, non-linguistic, and para-linguistic nature. That
information can express dependencies between the vari-
ous units within the utterance and link them to the over-
all discourse. Due to these characteristics, it is generally
agreed that prosody is inherently suprasegmental [2, 3, 4].

This implies a conceptual division between a seg-
mental layer, operating mostly at the phone-level, and
a suprasegmental layer, operating over longer temporal

spans, such as the syllable, word, phrase, utterance, and
discourse [3]. It should however be noted that this divi-
sion is not entirely clear-cut. Fundamental frequency (or
f0), for example, which is often associated with prosodic
variation, can be affected at various linguistic levels.
Phones can be voiced or unvoiced or have higher or lower
f0 [5]. Syllables can be stressed or unstressed and words
may carry different prominence. Utterances may assume
f0 patterns which depend on where they fit in the dis-
course as a whole [3].

To achieve natural synthesis of speech prosody, a
good understanding and representation of higher-level
linguistic units is required. Furthermore, the model
which generates speech parameters must not only be
given useful representations of context at the various lin-
guistic levels, but also be able to exploit them. This
is not the case for current techniques in statistical para-
metric speech synthesis. Most approaches based on hid-
den Markov models (HMM) [6] or deep neural networks
(DNN) [7] still operate over very short intervals, at the
level of either the state or the frame. Although speech pa-
rameter generation algorithms ensure speech-like trajec-
tories, they in effect give a short-term smoothing rather
than global prosodic coherence; predictions from text
of neighbouring units are still performed independently
without exploiting any good representations of long-term
units.

Earlier work has proposed several techniques that
attempt to leverage the suprasegmental properties and
the long-term dependencies of speech prosody. Various
multi-level systems have been proposed for HMM-based
speech synthesis. Common approaches focus mostly on
modeling the f0 signal with superpositional [8, 9] or joint
[10, 11, 12] systems. For DNN-based synthesis, recurrent
[13], hierarchical [14], or mixed [15] approaches have
been proposed.

In terms of linguistic features, most work has shown
that prosodic contexts are not clearly understood. For
HMM-based speech synthesis, traditional features above
the syllable-level do not significantly affect the natural-
ness of synthetic speech [16]. In an effort to acquire a bet-
ter understanding of linguistic contexts, continuous rep-
resentations of input features have been explored, either
at the segmental [17, 18] or the word [19, 20] level. For
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Figure 1: Hierarchical cascaded deep neural network.

example, [20] used distributed representations of words
learned with the skip-gram model [21, 22] and other vari-
ants. It was found that the unsupervised embeddings can
be good substitutes for manual annotation of a database.

This work proposes a hierarchical system that learns
compact distributed representations of suprasegmental
features. An initial higher-level network learns embed-
dings at the syllable level. These are then integrated into
a second lower-level network for the prediction of acous-
tic parameters at the frame level. Two methodologies for
the integration of segmental and suprasegmental features
are evaluated: cascaded and parallel.

The architectures we use in this work are closely re-
lated to those described in [14] and, for consistency, the
same terminology is adopted. However, the work detailed
here is different as it focuses on distributed representa-
tions of suprasegmental features rather than the superpo-
sitional modelling of the f0 signal. Our core system still
operates at the frame level, and jointly models source and
spectral parameters.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 intro-
duces the basic and hierarchical DNN systems, as well
as the linguistic features used. Section 3 describes the
experiments that were conducted, stating hypotheses and
detailing objective and subjective evaluations. We con-
clude with a discussion of the results in section 4.

2. DNN-based speech synthesis
2.1. Basic network

The basic deep neural network is a simple feedforward
multilayered perceptron. We use a configuration simi-
lar to the baseline system described in [18]. A network
with 6 hidden layers is used, each layer containing 1024
nodes. The hidden layers use tanh as the activation func-
tion and the output layer uses a linear activation function.
For training, a mini-batch size of 256 is set and the max-
imum number of iterations is set to 25.

For output features, we use log-f0, 60-dimensional
mel cepstral coefficients (MCCs), and 25 band aperiod-
icities (BAPs) at 5 ms intervals. To these features, we ap-
pend their respective dynamic features (deltas and delta-

...

...

...

...

...

syllable-level acoustic parameters

suprasegmental featuressegmental features

frame-level acoustic parameters

...

...

frame-level acoustic parameters

Figure 2: Hierarchical parallel deep neural network.

deltas). The log-f0 signal is linearly interpolated and a bi-
nary voiced/unvoiced decision is appended to the acoustic
feature vector. Therefore, the complete output vector has
a total of 259 dimensions, which are then normalized to
zero mean and unit variance.

2.2. Cascaded and parallel networks

We define segmental features to be those that describe the
input at the level of the segment and below, at the phone
and frame level. We term features that represent the in-
put at linguistic levels above the segment suprasegmental
features: features at the syllable, word, phrase, and utter-
ance levels.

In the cascaded and parallel approaches, segmental
and suprasegmental features are decoupled and processed
separately. In both systems, distributed representations of
suprasegmental contexts are learned and later integrated
into a frame-level system. An initial suprasegmental net-
work is defined at the syllable-level. This network inputs
representations of context at the syllable level and above
levels and maps them to acoustic parameters defined at
the syllable level. For the current experiments, the out-
put of this network consists of a 258-dimensional vector
obtained by averaging the frame-level acoustic features
over the entire syllable. The network is set to be a 6 hid-
den layer triangular network. In terms of layer size, it is
defined as (1024, 1024, 1024, 1024, 512, 256). That is,
the top hidden layer is a bottleneck layer with 256 dimen-
sions. The hidden activation function is set to be tanh
and the output layer uses the linear activation function.
Mini-batch size is set to 16 and the maximum number of
iterations is set to 25.

Figure 1 illustrates the cascaded deep neural network
[14], which can be thought of as a top-down hierarchi-
cal network. The distributed representation of supraseg-
mental features is concatenated with the segmental fea-
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linguistic level hand-selected standard

state 2
phone 350

syllable 152 426
word 92 184

phrase - 211
utterance - 300

Table 1: Dimensionality of input features per linguistic
level.

ture vector. A second network is then trained to generate
source and spectral parameters at the frame level. Figure
2 illustrates the parallel deep neural network. In this inte-
gration strategy, segmental and suprasegmental features
are joined at a later stage. The second network inputs
only segmental features and its architecture is similar to
that of the suprasegmental network. The distributed rep-
resentation learned from both networks, each with 256
dimensions, is used to drive a single layer network that
generates acoustic parameters at the frame level.

2.3. Linguistic features

As input to the deep neural networks, we use a standard
set of linguistic features. This is the full question set used
for tree clustering in HMM-based synthesis. Linguistic
contexts obtained through a common front-end such as
the one distributed with Festival1 are defined at phone,
syllable, word, phrase, and utterance levels. Questions
are defined in terms of quinphone identity, syllable stress
or accent, part-of-speech, predicted phrase ToBI labels,
or positional information in words, phrases, and utter-
ances. A detailed description of this set can be found
in [6]. To these, we add two additional features defined at
state-level. These refer to the state number (absolute and
relative position) within the current phone after forced
alignment of the data.

A major concern with the standard set of linguistic
features is its high dimensionality. There is an imbalance
between the segmental and suprasegmental features and
many components may not be useful for frame-level pre-
diction. This is acceptable in tree-based acoustic mod-
elling, as features are not included in the final model if
they are not useful. In DNN-based acoustic modelling,
the system is forced to account for all features in the in-
put. Therefore, the question set was pruned and various
features were discarded. Features at phrase and utterance
levels were removed. Various features within the sylla-
ble and word level sets were ignored, such as forward or
backward context and several positional features. This
smaller pruned set of linguistic features is here termed
the hand-selected feature set.

1http://www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/festival

Binary representations of these question sets were
used and all features were normalized to the range of
[0.01, 0.99]. Table 1 summarizes the dimensionality at
each linguistic level of each of the feature sets. Segmen-
tal features were kept constant for the standard and hand-
selected sets. Thus, only suprasegmental features vary
between the two sets.

3. Experiments
3.1. Database

These experiments were conducted on expressive audio-
book data. It is desirable to use this type of data for
these analyses as the narrator typically records entire
chapters instead of isolated sentences. This ensures that
higher-level prosodic variation is captured in the recorded
speech, thus making it ideal for investigating effects of
suprasegmental units within the utterance and discourse.

We use the audiobook A Tramp Abroad, which is
freely available from Librivox2. The data has been pre-
processed according to [23] and [24]. The hand-selected
narrated speech described in [24] was used, thus exclud-
ing highly variable direct speech data. Training, devel-
opment, and test sets of 4500, 300, and 100 utterances,
respectively, were defined for the experiments described
in this work. The data used for the listening test was ran-
domly drawn from a held-out set.

3.2. Systems and hypotheses

Given three network architectures and two sets of linguis-
tic features, six systems were trained. Two systems em-
ployed the basic feedforward deep neural network archi-
tecture (feedfwd-*), two systems the cascaded deep neu-
ral network architecture (cascaded-*), and two systems
the a parallel network architecture (parallel-*). Within
each of these system pairs, we vary the input feature
vector, either using the standard set (*-std) or the hand-
selected subset (*-hsel). These systems were constructed
to test the following hypotheses:

Addition of noisy suprasegmental features:
Adding more (suprasegmental) features to a frame-level
DNN will degrade the performance of the model. It is
expected that the baseline system with the standard fea-
ture set will perform worse than the baseline system with
the hand-selected features, as saturating a subsegmental
model with noisy suprasegmental inputs is likely to be
harmful.

Hierarchical systems: Hierarchical architectures
will outperform non-hierarchical systems. Previous in-
vestigations have suggested that exploiting various lin-
guistic levels tends to be beneficial for speech synthesis
systems. We expect cascaded and parallel deep neural
networks to outperform the basic feedforward network.

2https://librivox.org
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system MCD BAP F0-RMSE F0-CORR

feedfwd-std 4.68 2.22 28.23 .43
cascaded-std 4.60 2.19 27.43 .45
parallel-std 4.59 2.17 26.97 .45

feedfwd-hsel 4.61 2.20 27.66 .44
cascaded-hsel 4.57 2.19 27.48 .45
parallel-hsel 4.59 2.17 27.16 .45

Table 2: Objective results for trained systems. MCD is
mel cepstral distortion, BAP is band aperiodicity error,
and F0-RMSE and F0-Corr are the root-mean-squared
error and correlation between the predicted and original
f0 signal on voiced frames.

Parallel and cascaded DNNs: Parallel architec-
tures will be preferred over cascaded architectures. Al-
though using a different setup, previous work using these
methodologies has found that parallel systems tend to
outperform cascaded systems [14]. One of the disadvan-
tages of processing suprasegmental information directly
with a subsegmental network is that the system might
learn to depend highly on segmental features and ignore
long-term unit information. In a cascaded approach, even
though segmental and suprasegmental feature sets are de-
coupled, a frame-level network still has to account for
them. In a parallel architecture, this may not be the case,
as the system processes the two feature sets separately
and only concatenates them in the top hidden layer.

3.3. Objective results

Table 2 shows objective measures on the test set for all
six systems. The first block in the table denotes the three
networks operating with the full set of linguistic features.
The second identifies those that use the hand-selected fea-
ture set. Observing only the baseline feedforward net-
works, we note a small improvement when moving to
the hand-selected feature set, especially in terms of mel-
cepstral distortion. All hierarchical systems outperform
their respective baselines, although the impact appears to
be less for the systems using hand-selected features.

The parallel architecture gives the best results. It is
interesting to observe that we achieve performance that
is comparable to that when using the hand-selected fea-
tures. In terms of f0 RMSE, the system with the full fea-
ture set gives the lowest error. This is reassuring, as we
provide the syllable-level network with a larger number
of input features. This suggests that hierarchical archi-
tectures are capable of leveraging high-dimensional rep-
resentations of suprasegmental contexts. Such is not the
case for frame-level networks. In the following section,
we report a listening evaluation aimed at validating these
observations.

3.4. Subjective results

To assess the naturalness of speech samples produced by
the trained systems, we conducted a MUSHRA (MUl-
tiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor) test
[25]. This methodology allows the simultaneous com-
parison of multiple samples. Each sentence to be tested
is assigned a set of stimuli. In our case, a single set of
stimuli includes 7 samples: one from each system de-
scribed in section 3.2 plus a final sample of matching
vocoded speech.3 This final sample is termed the refer-
ence. Within each set, samples are unlabeled and, for
each participant, the order of the samples is randomized.
Participants are then asked to judge the set of parallel
samples on a scale from 0 (completely unnatural) to 100
(completely natural) with respect to the reference sample.
The reference sample itself is included in the unlabeled
samples. This ensures that participants provide accurate
judgements and fixes the high end of the scale.

A total of 20 native English listeners participated in
the listening test. Each participant rated 20 sets of stimuli
produced from sentences taken from a held-out set. Sen-
tence order was randomized for each participant. This
allowed us to gather a total of 400 parallel comparisons.
All tests were conducted in sound-insulated booths and
all listeners were remunerated for their time.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the stimuli for each
condition in terms of the absolute values given by the test
participants. Figure 4 shows the distribution in terms of
their rank order, as derived from the absolute values. In
these figures, feedforward networks are abbreviated as
ffwd, cascaded networks as casc, and parallel networks
as par. As before hsel indicates the hand-selected feature
set and std the standard feature set.

4. Discussion
To better understand the results, we conduct a two-tailed
paired t-test on the absolute values given by the listen-
ers. To account for multiple comparisons, we perform
a Holm-Bonferroni correction on all results. All sys-
tem pairs are significantly different at the level of p<.05,
except (ffwd-hsel, casc-hsel), (casc-hsel, casc-std), and
(par-hsel, par-std). Furthermore, we conducted a double-
sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the rank order results
with a Holm-Bonferroni correction. The same pattern
was observed, with the addition of two system pairs not
showing statistically significant differences: (ffwd-hsel,
par-hsel) and (ffwd-hsel, par-std).

In terms our initial hypotheses, we observe that
adding a larger number of suprasegmental features to a
frame-level network significantly damages performance.
This might be problematic when exploring a better under-
standing of longer context for prosody modeling. How-

3Speech samples can be found in: http://homepages.inf.
ed.ac.uk/s1250520/samples/ssw9.html
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Figure 3: Absolute results from the MUSHRA evaluation.
Red horizontal line shows the median and the red square
shows the mean.

ever, we also observe that hierarchical systems are able
to account for that difference if using high-dimensional
noisy features. This difference does not occur for the
hand-pruned feature set, where we failed to see sig-
nificant improvements for the hierarchical systems in
terms of rank order. This suggests that the hierarchical
models may be operating as feature selectors for high-
dimensional suprasegmental features. In our results, the
hierarchical systems using the standard set are compara-
ble to most systems using hand-selected features.

In terms of hierarchical strategies, we observe a pref-
erence for the parallel systems rather than the cascaded
systems. This follows earlier conclusions, where this
preference was also observed [14]. We could hypothesize
that the frame-level part of the cascaded systems ends up
depending too much on segmental features instead of bal-
ancing both sets. This is not the case for the parallel in-
tegration, as only one layer is used after concatenation.
Further work could investigate this interpretation of the
results by observing how the network weighs the various
groups of features using techniques such as the ones de-
scribed in [26].

As future work, the parallel neural network should be
the focus of further research. It is unknown at this point
whether decoupling the various linguistic levels could be
useful. Similarly, it would be interesting to observe if
these architectures have the capacity to leverage new fea-
tures, such as text-derived word embeddings [21, 22, 27]
or syllable bag-of-phones [27]. As suggested above, an
attempt to visualize the impact of each linguistic level in
the networks could be attempted [26]. Other lines of re-
search could investigate how these hierarchical networks
operate with recurrent systems, in a framework similar to
that described in [15]. Finally, alternative acoustic fea-
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Figure 4: Rank order results from the MUSHRA evalua-
tion. Red horizontal line shows the median and the red
square shows the mean.

tures for the suprasegmental networks were not investi-
gated. A strong possibility would be the use of selected
components from wavelet-based decomposition of the f0
signal [28, 29, 30].

5. Conclusion
Hierarchical systems structured as cascaded or parallel
deep neural networks were investigated for decoupling
segmental and suprasegmental features in statistical para-
metric speech synthesis. We have observed that, on ex-
pressive data, hierarchical systems are preferred over a
standard feedforward network if using high-dimensional
noisy features. This preference was not observed when
using a hand-selected feature set. Hierarchical systems
with a standard feature set are comparable to all systems
using hand-selected features, which suggests they oper-
ates as a mostly as denoisers. We have also observed
that parallel integration of segmental and suprasegmen-
tal features is preferred over cascaded integration. This
preference was observed on both feature sets.
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Temporal modeling in neural network based
statistical parametric speech synthesis
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Abstract
This paper proposes a novel neural network structure for speech
synthesis, in which spectrum, F0 and duration parameters are
simultaneously modeled in a unified framework. In the conven-
tional neural network approaches, spectrum and F0 parameters
are predicted by neural networks while phone and/or state du-
rations are given from other external duration predictors. In or-
der to consistently model not only spectrum and F0 parameters
but also durations, we adopt a special type of mixture density
network (MDN) structure, which models utterance level proba-
bility density functions conditioned on the corresponding input
feature sequence. This is achieved by modeling the conditional
probability distribution of utterance level output features, given
input features, with a hidden semi-Markov model, where its pa-
rameters are generated using a neural network trained with a
log likelihood-based loss function. Variations of the proposed
neural network structure are also discussed. Subjective listen-
ing test results show that the proposed approach improves the
naturalness of synthesized speech.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, neural network, statistical
parametric speech synthesis

1. Introduction
Hidden Markov model (HMM)-based speech synthesis [1] is
one of the most popular approaches to statistical parametric
speech synthesis [2], in which spectrum, Fundamental fre-
quency (F0) and duration parameters are modeled in a uni-
fied framework [3] of Hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM),
a special type of HMM with an explicit state duration modeling
structure [4]-[7]. On the other hand, it has been shown that the
neural network approach to statistical parametric speech synthe-
sis [8] has a potential to improve the performance of statistical
parametric speech synthesis systems [9, 10, 11]. However, tem-
poral structures of speech are often modeled by using external
duration predictors, i.e., phone and/or state alignments are given
by using some HMM-based system, and then phone and/or state
durations are modeled by some duration predictor, which can be
built by a separate neural network.

This paper describes a novel neural network-based speech
synthesis approach for simultaneously modeling spectrum, F0
and duration in a unified framework. In order to consistently
model not only spectrum and F0 parameters but also durations,
we adopt a special type of mixture density network (MDN)
[12] structure, which models utterance level probability den-
sity functions conditioned on the corresponding input feature
sequence. This is achieved by modeling the conditional prob-
ability distribution of utterance level output features given in-
put features with a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) [4]-
[7], where its parameters are generated using a neural network
trained with a log likelihood-based loss function. An efficient
training algorithm based on this framework is derived, and the

NN

・・・

: Phoneme-level linguistic feature sequence

: Frame-level speech feature sequence

・・・

Figure 1: The basic problem of neural network based speech
synthesis.

variations of the structure of the mixture density network is also
discussed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
fines the proposed neural network structure and then gives the
training algorithm. Section 3 discusses variations of the pro-
posed neural network structure. Preliminary experimental re-
sults are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given
in the final section.

2. Temporal modeling based on neural
networks

2.1. Basic problem of neural network based speech synthe-
sis

The basic problem of neural network based speech synthesis is
to convert the linguistic feature sequence

l(p) =
{
l
(p)
1 , l

(p)
2 , . . . , l

(p)
I

}
, (1)

which corresponds to an utterance, to a speech feature sequence

o(f) =
{
o
(f)
1 ,o

(f)
2 , . . . ,o

(f)
T

}
(2)

by a neural network as illustrated in Fig. 1, where I is the num-
ber of phonemes and T is the number of frames in the utterance.

To avoid the inconvenience that T and I are changed
utterance-by-utterance, the frame-by-frame structure shown in
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・・・

: Phoneme-level linguistic feature sequence

: Frame-level speech feature sequence

・・・

・・・

・・・

NN NN NN NN NN・・・

: Frame-level linguistic
  feature sequence

Tied neural networks

Figure 2: Frame-by-frame conversion. It needs an ex-
ternal duration predictor to determine phoneme durations{
d
(p)
1 , d

(p)
2 , . . . , d

(p)
I

}
.

Fig. 2 is often used [9]. In this case, we need an external dura-
tion predictor since the phoneme-level sequence l(p) has to be
upsampled to a frame-level sequence l(f). It should be noted
that l(f) can include phoneme duration information and posi-
tional information in each phoneme.

2.2. Proposed neural network structure

To solve the above-mentioned problem, we derive a unified
neural network structure based on the MDN [12] framework.
MDNs give probability density functions over output features
conditioned on the corresponding input features, by modeling
the conditional probability distribution of output features given
input features with a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), where its
parameters are generated from an neural network trained with a
log likelihood-based loss function.

The conventional MDN-based speech synthesis system [11]
is shown in Fig. 3. As described in [11], the frame-level linguis-
tic feature sequence l(f) include phoneme duration information
and positional information in each phoneme given from an ex-
ternal duration predictor, and the MDN defines frame-level like-
lihoods of speech features, i.e., spectrum and F0 parameters.

On the other hand, the proposed system uses the HSMM
structure, instead of GMM structure for defining the utterance-
level likelihood

p(o(f) | λ(s)) =
∑

q

{
T∏

t=1

p(ct | µqt ,Σqt)
K∏

k=1

p(dk | ξk, σ2
k)

}

(3)
as shown in Fig. 4, where

q = {q1, q2, . . . , qT } (4)

=
{

1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
d1

, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
d2

, . . . . . . ,K, . . . ,K︸ ︷︷ ︸
dK

}
. (5)

The linguistic feature sequence

l(s) =
{
l
(s)
1 , l

(s)
2 , . . . , l

(s)
K

}
(6)

・・・

: Frame-level speech feature sequence

・・・

NN NN NN NN NN・・・Tied neural networks

・・・
: Frame-level 
  Gaussian sequence

: Phoneme-level linguistic feature sequence

・・・

・・・

: Frame-level linguistic
  feature sequence

Figure 3: The conventional MDN-based speech synthesis sys-
tem. It still needs an external duration predictor.

is fed into the neural network in a state-by-state manner, and
the neural network outputs state Gaussians for speech features,1

N (ot | µk,Σk), and Gaussians for state durations, N (dk |
ξk, σ

2
k), i.e.,

λ(s) =
{
λ

(s)
1 ,λ

(s)
2 , . . . ,λ

(s)
K

}
, (7)

where
λ

(s)
k =

{
(µk,Σk), (ξk, σ

2
k)
}
. (8)

In Fig. 4, λ(s)
i,j is defined as

λ
(s)
i,j = λ

(s)
k

∣∣∣
k=(i−1)·J+j

, (9)

where i is the phoneme index, j is the state index in each
phoneme, I is the number of phonemes in an utterance, J is
the number of states in each phoneme, and K is the number of
states in the utterance, i.e., K = I · J ,

By using HSMM as an objective function in passing the
error back, we can minimize the error based on temporal align-
ment. It should be noted that the HSMM structure defining the
utterance-level likelihoods also works as a rate-converter from
state-level to frame-level. It is also noted that phoneme- to state-
level conversion (l(p) → l(s)) is straightforward because each
phoneme always consists of a fixed number of states; in the ex-
periment in Section 4, we had five states in each phoneme, i.e.,
J = 5.

1The speech feature vector consists of spectrum and F0 parameters,
and the F0 part has multi-space probability distributions. However, for
simplicity of notation, we represent them as simple Gaussians.
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Figure 4: The proposed neural network based speech synthesis system. It can model temporal structure of speech in a unified frame-
work.

2.3. Training algorithm

The auxiliary function of the likelihood function Eq. (3) can be
written as

Q(λ
(s)
,λ(s)) =

∑

q

p(q | o, λ̄(s)) log p(o, q | λ(s)). (10)

By using the following probabilities calculated by the general-
ized forward-backward algorithm as

αt(j) =p(o1, . . . ,ot, qt = j | qt+1 6= j, λ̄(s))

=
t∑

d=1

K∑

i=1,i 6=j

αt−d(i)p(d | ξ̄j , σ̄2
j )

t∏

s=t−d+1

p(os | µ̄j , Σ̄j),

(11)

βt(i) =p(ot+1, . . . ,oT qt = i | qt 6= i, λ̄(s))

=

T−t∑

d=1

K∑

j=1,j 6=i

p(d | ξ̄j , σ̄2
j )

t+d∏

s=t+1

p(ot+1 | µ̄j , Σ̄j)βt+d(j),

(12)

γj(t) =
1

p(o | λ̄)

t−1∑

t0=1

T∑

t1=t

∑

i6=j

αt0(i)

×
t1∏

s=t0+1

p(os | µ̄j , Σ̄j)p(t1 − t0 | ξ̄j , σ̄2
j )βt1(j),

(13)

χj(d) =
1

p(o | λ̄)

T∑

t=d

∑

i 6=j

αt−d(i)

×
t∏

s=t−d+1

p(os | µ̄j , Σ̄j)p(d | ξ̄j , σ̄2
j )βt(j) (14)

the partial derivatives of Eq. (10) w.r.t µk,Σk, ξk, σ
2
k can be

derived as follows:

∂Q(λ
(s)
,λ(s))

∂µk
=

T∑

t=1

γk(t)Σ−1
k (ot − µk), (15)

∂Q(λ
(s)
,λ(s))

∂Σ−1
k

=
1

2

T∑

t=1

γk(t)
(
Σk − (ot − µk)(ot − µk)>

)
,

(16)

∂Q(λ
(s)
,λ(s))

∂ξk
=

D∑

d=1

χk(d)σ−2
k (d− ξk), (17)

∂Q(λ
(s)
,λ(s))

∂σ−2
k

=
1

2

D∑

d=1

χk(d)
(
σ2
k − (d− ξk)2

)
. (18)

Thus, by back-propagating the derivatives of the log likelihood
function through the network, the neural network weights can
be updated to maximize the log likelihood.

In the conventional neural network based systems often use
HMM-based state or phone alignments to train external duration
predictors. In the proposed framework, a unified neural network
is trained for modeling speech features and state or phoneme
durations simultaneously. Thus, it is expected to reach a totally-
optimal solution, and result in a better performance.

3. Other choices of model structures
3.1. Phoneme-level implementation

In the model structure described in Section 2, the neural net-
work runs at the state-level. It can also run at the phoneme-level
as shown in Fig. 5. In this case, the input

l(p) =
{
l
(p)
1 , l

(p)
2 , . . . , l

(p)
I

}
(19)
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Figure 5: The proposed MDN-based speech synthesis system, which runs at the phoneme-level.

and output

λ(p) =
{
λ

(p)
1 ,λ

(p)
2 , . . . ,λ

(p)
I

}
, (20)

of the neural network are in the phoneme-level, where λ(p)
i is

given as
λ

(p)
i =

{
λ

(s)
i,1 ,λ

(s)
i,2 , . . . ,λ

(s)
i,J

}
. (21)

It should be noted that the proposed framework may dras-
tically reduces the computational cost in both training and syn-
thesis because the neural network runs only at each state or each
phoneme. When we assume a speaking rate of ten phonemes
per second and a 5-ms frame shift, and phoneme models with
5-state topology, we compare computational costs as follows:

Frame-level: 200 times per second
State-level: 50 times per second
Phoneme-level: 10 times per second

If the neural network has the same size for all three cases, com-
putational costs of “state-level” and “phoneme-level” are almost
1/4 and 1/20, respectively, of “frame-level.”

3.2. Untying state Gaussians of HSMM

Each state of the HSMM can be expanded as shown in Fig. 6 (a),
in which all Gaussians corresponding to a state are tied together.
By untying those Gaussians, we can derive other types of model
structures as shown in Fig. 6 (b) and (c). It is noted that the
structure in Fig. 6 (c) corresponds to an acoustic model de-
scribed in [13].

3.3. Discrete probability distributions for duration model-
ing

In the above discussion, we assumes continuous probability dis-
tributions for duration modeling, while discrete probability dis-
tributions can also be used. In this case, for modeling state or

phoneme durations as discrete probability distributions, a soft-
max function is used in a corresponding part of the output layer
of the neural network.

4. Experiment
4.1. Experimental conditions

Japanese 503 utterances, which can be downloaded from HTS
web site2, were used in these experiments. The contents of the
data were the same as the B-set of the ATR phonetically bal-
anced Japanese speech database [14]. The 450 utterances were
used for training and the remaining 53 utterances were used for
testing. Speech signals were sampled at 48 kHz. Feature vec-
tors were extracted with a 5-ms shift and the feature vector con-
sisted of the 0-th through 49-th mel-cepstral coefficients and a
log F0 value. Mel-cepstral coefficients were extracted from the
smoothed spectrum analyzed by the STRAIGHT [15].

In these experiments, four systems were compared.

• HSMM: Conventional HMM-based speech synthesis
system

• MDN-frame-phoneme: Speech synthesis based on
frame-level MDN with phoneme durations obtained
from natural speech

• MDN-frame-state: Speech synthesis based on frame-
level MDN with state durations obtained from natural
speech

• MDN-state-state: Speech synthesis based on state-level
MDN with state durations obtained from natural speech

• MDN-HSMM: Speech synthesis based on state-level
MDN which outputs state Gaussian and duration Gaus-
sian (Fig. 4)

2http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Untying state Gaussians in the HSMM: (a) expanded
topology of the HSMM; (b) state duration-dependent Gaus-
sians; (c) State duration-dependent sequences of Gaussians.

In HSMM, five-state, left-to-right, no-skip hidden semi-
Markov models (HSMMs) were used. HSMMs modeled ob-
servation vectors consisting of 50 mel-cepstral coefficients, log
F0 values, and their dynamic features (delta and delta-delta).
To model log F0 sequences consisting of voiced and unvoiced
observations, a multi-space probability distribution (MSD) was
used. The minimum description length (MDL) criterion was
employed to determine the size of decision tree for context
clustering [16]. The input feature for MDN-frame-phoneme
was a 411-dimensional feature vector, consisting of 408 lin-
guistic features including binary features and numerical fea-
tures for contexts and three duration features including dura-
tion of the current phoneme and the relative position of the
current frame in the phoneme. The input feature for MDN-
frame-state consisted of 408 linguistic features, three duration
features, including duration of the current state and the relative
position of the current frame in the state, and five binary fea-
tures representing the state index in the phoneme. For MDN-
state-state and MDN-HSMM, 408 linguistic features and five
binary features representing the state index in the phoneme were
used as the input feature. The input features were normal-
ized to be within 0.0-1.0 based on their minimum and maxi-
mum values in the training data. The acoustic feature vector for
MDN-based systems consisted of 50 mel-cepstral coefficients
and a log F0 value, which were normalized to have zero-mean
unit-variance, their dynamic features (delta and delta-delta),
and a voiced/unvoiced binary value. The input and acous-
tic feature vectors for MDN-frame-phoneme, MDN-frame-
state, and MDN-state-state were time-aligned frame-by-frame
by HSMM. A single network which modeled both spectral
and excitation parameters was trained. The architecture of
the MDNs used in MDN-frame-phoneme, MDN-frame-state,
MDN-state-state, and MDN-HSMM was 3-hidden-layer with
1024 units per layer. The sigmoid activation function was
used in the hidden layers and the linear activation function
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Figure 7: Mean opinion scores of the five speech synthesis
systems. MDN-frame-phoneme, MDN-frame-state, and MDN-
state-state are using durations obtained from the alignment to
natural speech, while HSMM and MDN-HSMM are using pre-
dicted durations.

was used in the output layer. The weights of the MDN were
initialized randomly, then they were optimized by maximiz-
ing likelihood. For training the MDNs, a mini-batch stochas-
tic gradient descent (SGD)-based back-propagation algorithm
was used. For MDN-HSMM, one utterance was used as one
mini-batch in SGD-based training. The basic parameter gener-
ation algorithm was applied to generate parameter trajectories
for all systems. The duration information for test data was de-
rived from forced-alignment to natural speech with HSMM for
MDN-frame-phoneme, MDN-frame-state, and MDN-state-
state. In HSMM and MDN-HSMM, the durations for each
state were predicted by each duration model.

4.2. Experimental results

To evaluate the naturalness of the synthesized speech, a sub-
jective listening test was conducted. The naturalness of the syn-
thesized speech was assessed by the mean opinion score (MOS)
test method. The subjects were ten Japanese students in our re-
search group. Twenty sentences were chosen at random from
the test sentences. Speech samples were presented in random
order for each test sentence. In the MOS test, after listening to
each test sample, the subjects were asked to assign the sample a
five-point naturalness score (5: natural – 1: poor).

Figure 7 shows the subjective evaluation results. From this
figure, it can be seen that the MDN-based systems show sig-
nificantly improvement from the HMM-based system HSMM.
This result indicates the effectiveness of the use of MDNs
for modeling acoustic features. Comparing MDN-frame-
phoneme with MDN-frame-state, MDN-frame-state show
the better result than MDN-frame-phoneme. Thus, the state
information is useful to improve the naturalness of synthesized
speech. Comparing MDN-frame-state with MDN-state-state,
MDN-state-state degrade the naturalness of synthesized speech
from MDN-frame-state. This result indicates that the dura-
tion information and the position in the current state is useful
to model acoustic features. However, MDN-HSMM shows
significant improvement from MDN-state-state though MDN-
HSMM was based on state-level modeling as MDN-state-state.
Additionally, MDN-HSMM has comparable performance to
MDN-frame-state though MDN-HSMM used the predicted
durations rather than the duration obtained from the alignment
to natural speech. These results suggest that the utterance-level
training algorithm such as forward-backward algorithm is ef-
fective to model utterances with MDNs.
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5. Conclusions
We have presented a novel speech synthesis approach, in which
not only spectrum and F0 but also duration parameters are si-
multaneously modeled in a unified framework of neural net-
works. Its training algorithm based on the generalized forward-
backward algorithm was derived. We also showed variations of
the model structures and discussed their advantages and disad-
vantages. A preliminary experimental result based on a listen-
ing test showed that the proposed approach improved the natu-
ralness of the synthesize speech. Future work includes conduct-
ing a large scale listening test to compare variations of model
structures presented in Section 3. Combining the proposed ap-
proach and an approach to directly modeling speech waveforms
[17] is also included in our future work.
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Abstract

Deep Learning has been applied successfully to speech process-
ing. In this paper we propose an architecture for speech synthe-
sis using multiple speakers. Some hidden layers are shared by
all the speakers, while there is a specific output layer for each
speaker. Objective and perceptual experiments prove that this
scheme produces much better results in comparison with sin-
gle speaker model. Moreover, we also tackle the problem of
speaker interpolation by adding a new output layer (α-layer) on
top of the multi-output branches. An identifying code is injected
into the layer together with acoustic features of many speakers.
Experiments show that the α-layer can effectively learn to in-
terpolate the acoustic features between speakers.

Index Terms: text to speech, acoustic mapping, speaker inter-
polation, recurrent neural network

1. Introduction
Deep Learning has been applied successfully to different kinds
of tasks such as computer vision, natural language processing
or speech processing [1], outperforming the existing systems
in many cases. In the case of speech synthesis, many works
included DNNs and DBNs to perform acoustic mappings and
prosody prediction [2, 3, 4], Also, Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) and their variants, like the Long Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) architecture [5], have leveraged completely the se-
quences processing and prediction problem, which makes them
lead to interesting results in the speech synthesis field, where
an acoustic signal of variable length has to be generated out of
a set of textual entities. Some example works using this struc-
tures can be seen in [6, 7, 8, 9].
Previous to deep learning, existing text to speech technologies
included the unit selection speech synthesis [10] and the statis-
tical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) [11]. Unit selection
analyzed the set of phonemes contained in a sentence and their
context, and those features were mapped into pieces of recorded
natural speech, all being concatenated to produce a continuous
stream of voice signal. SPSS introduced the concept of learn-
ing a speaker model from data with parametric representations
and then throw away the data once speaker characteristics were
learned. Some remarkable differences between both was that,
although SPSS could not reproduce the same level of natural-
ness [11] as unit selection did, it had much less footprint in
memory, and it also let the user transform any speaker model to
adapt the voice to different requirements in speed, pitch, etc. An
important feature of SPSS was then the speaker adaptation tech-
nique, in which we could add the voice of someone that was not
previously in the system, and with few data the model could re-
produce the newcomer speech. Also, techniques for interpolat-

ing speaker models were proposed in the SPSS framework [12],
which exploits the flexibility property of these models.
In this paper we want to propose an approach to tackle two
problems with a single RNN-LSTM model: making multiple
speaker models out of the same structure, and make speaker
interpolation of these learned representations. Therefore, we
wanted a system capable of holding many speaker models inside
the same shared structure, so that every user shares its charac-
teristics with the others, thus reducing the required number of
parameters per user and letting them interact in the lower lay-
ers.
In our previous work [13] we also tested this model architec-
ture for the speaker adaptation problem, attaching a new out-
put branch in parallel to the already trained output branches. It
gave good results by just fine-tuning the new output branch, so
it seemed reasonable to add another layer to do the interpolation
job.
The structure of this work is the following; in the next sec-
tion we make a brief introduction about the RNN-LSTM model.
Then in section 3 we describe our proposed model for both the
multiple output architecture and the α-interpolation, followed
by an explanation of the experimental setup made in section 4.
Sections 5 and 6 cover the results and conclusions respectively,
where we analyze the response of our model to different ques-
tions we make about its properties.

2. Recurrent Neural Network Review

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are the specialization of a
neural network into the sequences processing problem, where
every neuron (or hidden unit) in the recurrent layer has a mem-
ory associated that tracks past decisions, in addition to the feed
forward decision. A recurrent layer is characterized by the fol-
lowing equation:

ht = g(W · xt +U · ht−1 + b) (1)

where xt ∈ Rn is the input vector at time t, b ∈ Rm is the bias
vector, W ∈ Rm×n is the feed forward weights matrix and
U ∈ Rm×m is the recurrent weights matrix, where the tempo-
ral patterns are learned. After the linear operators an element-
wise non-linear function g is applied to get the output of the
recurrent layer, which is in ht ∈ Rm, the decision given the
input at time t and the previous decision ht−1. Sometimes this
is called the memory state of the recurrent layer.
Note then that for every X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xT } input se-
quence we obtain an output sequence H = {h1,h2, . . . ,hT }.
This dependency on previous decisions make RNNs suitable to
process sequences conditioning each output on its memory, also
being able to process different sequence lengths with the same
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number of static inputs and outputs.
In this work we used Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) units
instead of simple RNN units as they cope better with the vanish-
ing gradient problems during training [14], and they also main-
tain long range dependencies better than conventional RNNs
because of their gating mechanisms that control the information
flows in and out of the layer without corrupting useful informa-
tion in the further past [5].

3. Proposed Architecture

The proposed architecture is depicted in Figure 1. There are
two first feed forward layers serving as a bottleneck for the
sparse inputs. These intend to get a to a dense representation
about the input data, which is formed by a mixed set of multiple
types of features that will be presented in section 4. There
is a first LSTM hidden layer, processing every transformed
input set of features at each time step, and deriving the
results to the output branches. Dropout [15] is performed
between the hidden recurrent layer and the output layers to
mitigate any over-fitting caused by the low amount of data
available. Each output branch belongs to a different speaker,
so at prediction time we inject the linguistic parameters to the
model to obtain every speaker’s speech parameters at the output.

Figure 1: Proposed architecture using regular feed forward
(dense) layers and recurrent LSTM layers. There are N outputs
belonging to N different speakers.

Every output branch is independent of each other, so it propa-
gates its own error through the whole shared structure at train-
ing time without the need of padding any data for the other out-
puts. The specifics of the training method will be discussed in
section 4. Note that output layers are also recurrent, so that
dynamic features are not computed because feedback connec-
tions within the layer keep track of the dynamic evolution of
outputs [7].
The intuition behind this architecture is that, whilst every out-
put branch is trained, it shares the first linguistic mappings with
other branches. This might lead to an improvement in the final
acoustic mapping of every speaker in comparison to the speaker
model trained in an isolated manner, because we add more in-
formation during training time to get to correlated predictions

at the different outputs.

3.1. α-interpolation layer

We also propose a method to interpolate the different speaker
acoustic mappings that the network learns. In order to do it,
another output recurrent layer (LSTM) is stacked on top of an
M set of speakers (M ≤ N , where N is the total number of
output branches available). An example of this is depicted in
Figure 2 with M = 2.

Figure 2: Example of α-interpolated multi-output model with
M = 2.

The way to control the weight of each speaker is by means of the
α-vector (a in Figure 2), which, during training time, is a one-
hot code vector to indicate the identity of each speaker, as ex-
plained in 4.4. During synthesis it is not required to be one-hot
anymore, but real values indicating the portion of each speaker
we have selected.

4. Experimental Setup

We worked with six voices from the TCSTAR [16] project
(M1,M2,M4,F1,F3,F4) where four of them contain expressive
speech (M2,M4,F3,F4), and two neutral voices from inter-
face [17](M3,F2). We balanced the data per user, such that all of
them have approximately the same amount of samples to train,
i.e. 20 minutes of speech per speaker. There are four male
voices (M1,M2,M3,M4) and four female voices (F1,F2,F3,F4).
For the multi-output model experiments, four male voices and
three female voices were used (seven in total), where five were
of the TCSTAR and two were from the interface database.
On the other hand, for the α interpolation experiments up to
six voices were used (and another multi-output model with six
output branches was pre-trained). All the voices in the α exper-
iments were from TCSTAR.
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The models have been implemented with the Keras [18] Deep
Learning library.

4.1. Network topology and training method

The first two feed forward layers have 128 hidden units each
one with tanh activation functions. The shared hidden LSTM
layer contains 256 memory cells, also with tanh activation
functions, and the dropout applied is 0.5. Finally, the output
layers contain 43 units to produce the later explained acous-
tic predictions in a regression fashion after a sigmoid activation
function. The LSTM units get the forget gate bias initialized to
one for better performance, as specified in [19].
In the training stage, every speaker error is back-propagated
once per epoch such that a speaker ID is randomly selected
and trained for a full epoch of its own data by means of the
RMSprop algorithm [20], and then we move on to the next ran-
domly picked speaker until we have processed all of them. This
procedure is repeated for 100 epochs.

4.2. Acoustic Features

We used Ahocoder [21], a high quality vocoder, for the wave-
form generation after the acoustic prediction. The network
maps an input set of linguistic characteristics to acoustic fea-
tures, which are then fed into the Ahocoder system to generate
the synthetic speech. The predicted set of features include:

• 40 Mel-cepstral coefficients

• max. voiced frequency (fv)

• log-F0 value

• voiced-unvoiced flag (uv)

The acoustic parameters are extracted in frames of 15ms shifted
every 5ms. They are normalized to be in the range [0.01, 0.99]
during the training to work in the linear region, and they have
to be denormalized at prediction time with the dynamic ranges
extracted from every speaker’s training set.
The maximum voiced frequency output feature is also log-
normalized to compress the long tail into a narrower range.
Moreover, the log-F0 contours are linearly interpolated in the
log domain so that there are continuous values when we have
unvoiced frames, but the voiced-unvoiced flag serves to mask
those virtual values out at prediction time. During prediction
stage, the cepstral parameters are post-filtered based on [22]
with a multiplicative increasing factor of pf = 1.04 to over-
come the smoothing effect at network outputs, similar to what
happened in SPSS [11].

4.3. Input Features

The input set of features fed to the model describe many lin-
guistic properties extracted from the text with the Ogmios [23]
front-end. The features are composed of different types of
data extracted mainly from the HTS label format [24], so first
we have categorical features involving phoneme identity, vowel
identity and Part Of Speech tags, all of them encoded in a one-
hot fashion.
Besides the categorical and boolean features, there are also nu-
meric features encoding distances between punctuation marks,
stressed entities, etc. We z-normalize them to absorb the possi-
ble outliers provoked by long-tailed distributions, such that, for
every feature x and its distribution parameters µ, σ:

x̂ =
x− µ
σ

(2)

One of the inputs is the duration of the current phoneme in order
to generate the proper amount of acoustic frames, as well as the
relative position of the current frame within the total phoneme
duration. This duration would normally be predicted from the
linguistic features, similarly to [7], but in this work we focus in
the acoustic mapping problem. The duration features then have
to be properly normalized to be distributed between [0, 1]:

d̂ =
ln d− ln dmin

ln dmax − ln dmin
r̂ =

r

d
(3)

where r is the relative position in milliseconds within the frame,
and d is the total duration of the phoneme in milliseconds. The
input features contain not only the current time-step informa-
tion, but also the information about the next two following
phonemes so that the closest future context is also taken into
account without changing the forward-in-time nature of our re-
current model.

4.4. α-layer training

The α-layer is trained by freezing the multi-output model
weights. For the α interpolation experiments we pre-trained a
6 speaker multi-output model. As mentioned previously, the
layer has M speaker branches as input, thus raising M × O
speaker input units, where O is the acoustic vector dimension.
Another input vector is inserted to control the weight that every
speaker has in the interpolation, called the α vector, which is a
one-hot code of dimension M .
During training, linguistic inputs are injected into the multi-
output model and the one-hot α is given, expressing the identity
of the current shown speaker at the interpolation layer output.
The same training data used for training the multi-output model
is used for the M speakers.
This methodology expects the layer to learn not only each
extreme case (i.e. each one-hot case shown during training), but
it is also expected to infer intermediate values for the acoustic
outputs, and as it is seen in section 5.2, it actually learns to
interpolate the features.
We designed the experiments to interpolate 2 speakers out of
the 6 mentioned previously from the TCSTAR database. For
the interpolation, two configurations were trained, M = (2, 6).

5. Results

5.1. Multiple output model

We make a first analysis by looking at the training loss evolution
of the different speaker outputs, and concretely focusing on two
speakers: M1 and F1. To establish a reference, we trained M1
and F1 with a single output architecture and multiple output
one. The results can be seen in Figure 3.

There we can see how speakers F1 and M1 get to a lower train-
ing loss when they are trained with the multiple output mech-
anism. This is normally related to a better training procedure
where they reach a better point in the optimization.
To really see this effect, we first make an objective evaluation
by means of specific metrics for each kind of predicted feature.
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Figure 3: Training loss evolution comparison. Speakers F1 and
M1 decrease the learning cost when trained with other speakers
altogether.

The Mel Cepstral Distortion [25] (MCD) is known to be corre-
lated to subjective evaluations [26].

MCD = (10
√
2)/(T ln 10)

T−1∑

t=0

√√√√
39∑

n=0

(ct,n − ĉt,n)2 (4)

where T is the number of frames. The MCD is computed with-
out applying post-filtering. We also compute the RMSE of the
predicted F0 and the error in UV flag prediction.

RMSE [Hz] =

√√√√
T−1∑

t=0

(f0t − f̂0t)2 (5)

Table 1: Objective evaluation for M1 and F1 trained alone with
a single output model and together with other speakers (mixed)
in the multiple output architecture.

Model MCD[dB] F0[Hz] UV[%]

M1 alone 7.6 14.4 7.7

M1 mixed 7.2 13.8 5.8

F1 alone 7.0 17.3 4.8

F1 mixed 6.5 17.3 3.8

As depicted in Table 1, both speakers improve when trained in
the multiple output model almost in all metrics.

The subjective evaluation has been carried out with a prefer-
ence test made by 16 subjects. For both F1 and M1 speakers, 5
sentences are selected and evaluated. The listeners can chose a
declining score between two synthesized utterances; one gener-
ated by the single output model and another one by the multiple
output one. Listeners then find five options available from -2

Figure 4: Box plot of preference test scores. Scores range from -
2 (multiple output model is preferred) to 2 (single output trained
model is preferred). Both is the summary of all the answers,
joining both speaker results. Red lines mark the median and
blue dots the mean.

(multiple output is much preferred) to 2 (single output is much
preferred). The results are depicted in Figure 4. It can be seen
that the testing subjects have all rather preferred the multiple
output model in most of the cases.

5.2. α-interpolation layer

Objective tests have been performed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the α interpolation. These consist in analyzing the
evolution of the MCD between the interpolation output and each
of theM branches, and also the evolution of the F0 RMSE. Fig-
ures 5 and 6 show these results, where the α variation is made
for speaker F1, so it is αF1 , speaker M1 has αM1 = (1−αF1)
and all others are αm = 0. We may refer to α = 0.5 for the
point at αF1 = αM1 = 0.5.
A preliminary subjective test clearly showed that increasing M
improved the naturalness of the output speech although only 2
speakers are interpolated in the evaluation.

Figure 5: MCD when varying α values. The variation is made
for speaker F1 and it is (1 − α) for M1. All others speakers
remain 0. M = 6.
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From the curves we see how, although we only show to the
network the extreme values with an orthogonal code, it learns
the intermediate representations effectively. The MCD values
vary smoothly between the interpolated speakers F1 and M1,
whilst other speakers’ MCD remain with a short variation. It
is interesting the fact that the crossing point is very close to
α = 0.5.
Note that the values may differ from those in Table 1 because
the distances are not computed to natural speech but to the
multi-output predictions in this case.

Figure 6: F0 RMSE when varying α values. The variation is
made for speaker F1 and it is (1−α) for M1. All others speakers
remain 0. M = 6.

Regarding the F0 RMSE evolution, there is a biasing of the
crossing point, which shows us how the F0 prediction is biased
towards the male speaker, as it is the one getting less error for
α = 0.5.
These interpolation results are coherent with perceptual im-
pression. As previously mentioned, increasing M helped in the
naturalness of the 2-speaker interpolation, so an analysis of the
F0 distributions is also made for the cases M = 2 and M = 6.
These analysis are shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively.

First, we can confirm the biasing towards the male speaker when
α = 0.5 (M1 50% F1 50%) in both cases. Nevertheless an
important difference is the fact that training the layer with a
higher M increases the distributions variance, which turns out
to be a less monotonous sound at the output.

6. Conclusions
In this work we have implemented an acoustic mapping
architecture based on RNN-LSTM layers to handle many
speakers simultaneously. We wanted to study the effect of
mixing many speakers inside the same model. The results
suggest that mixing the first linguistic mappings is useful to
capture some patterns that can be included in others’ styles,
speed, phoneme combinations, etc.
We have also worked with a speaker interpolation approach,
where we need to insert another output layer (the α-layer) on
top ofM pre-trained speaker branches , and fine-tune it without

Figure 7: F0 Histograms: original M1 and F1 speakers in blue.
αF1 = (0.25, 0.5, 0.75) and αM1 = (0.75, 0.5, 0.25) interpo-
lations in green. M = 2.

Figure 8: F0 Histograms: original M1 and F1 speakers in blue.
αF1 = (0.25, 0.5, 0.75) and αM1 = (0.75, 0.5, 0.25) interpo-
lations in green. M = 6.
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modifying the whole structure. We have seen how, when we
show the network extreme cases representing the different
speakers by means of an orthogonal identity code, it is able to
infer intermediate values. Furthermore, training the α-layer
with M = N helped the interpolation to increase the variance,
thus producing more natural speech.
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Abstract
This study investigates the impact of the amount of training data
on the performance of parametric speech synthesis systems. A
Japanese corpus with 100 hours’ audio recordings of a male
voice and another corpus with 50 hours’ recordings of a female
voice were utilized to train systems based on hidden Markov
model (HMM), feed-forward neural network and recurrent
neural network (RNN). The results show that the improvement
on the accuracy of the predicted spectral features gradually
diminishes as the amount of training data increases. However,
different from the “diminishing returns” in the spectral stream,
the accuracy of the predicted F0 trajectory by the HMM and
RNN systems tends to consistently benefit from the increasing
amount of training data.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, deep neural network, hidden
Markov model

1. Introduction
The framework based on the hidden Markov model (HMM) is
one of the classical methods for the parametric speech synthesis
[1]. Despite the good quality of the synthetic speech given by
this method, the HMM-based framework suffers from disadvan-
tages including the data fragmentation caused by decision-trees
[2] and limited capabilities of Gaussian distributions in each
HMM state [3]. Driven by these drawbacks, various methods
using neural networks (NN) have been proposed to either com-
plement [3] or replace the HMM-based framework [2, 4, 5]. Re-
sults have shown that NN-based parametric speech synthesizers
can yield synthetic speech with better quality.

In fact, pilot speech synthesizers based on neural network
can be traced back to 1990s [6, 7, 8]. The recent resurgence
of the approaches based on neural networks is possible because
of various factors that facilitate the training process of neural
networks, including the efficient initialization strategy [9] and
more powerful computing devices. Another vital factor may
be the large amount of available data for training deep neural
networks. It is assumed that “there is no data like more data” for
deep neural networks. The impact of the amount of data is well
reflected in the speech recognition (ASR) task where a acoustic
model similar to that in speech synthesizer must be trained.
Amodei et al. showed that the word error rate of a NN-based
speech recogniser “decreases by 40% relative for each factor of
10 increase in training set size” [10] and the system achieved
the best performance when all the train data of 12000 hours
were utilized. Compared with the classical HMM framework,
the NN-based ASR systems seems to be more efficient to take
advantage of the huge amount of training data [11].

For speech synthesis, explicit explanation in the papers
show that existing NN-based approaches typically use training
data with duration from 81 minutes [5] up to 16 hours. Although
researchers may have utilized more data that that amount for
the speech synthesis task, compared with that for the ASR task,
the amount of data for speech synthesis seems to be smaller.
One reason is that the acoustic model for speech synthesis is
not required to be speaker-independent or noise robust. Thus,
the amount of training data required to cover speaker and noise
variance can be reduced and the data corpora for the speech
synthesis task can be smaller. However, the corpus for speech
synthesis must be carefully designed to ensure coverage on the
phonemic and prosodic events of a target language. The audio
data must be recorded in controlled conditions. Besides, speech
synthesis corpus usually requires manual data annotation such
as annotation of the prosodic events. Thus, the cost in preparing
a large corpus for speech synthesis is somehow prohibitive and
the corpora can not be larger. Fortunately, if the corpus is
carefully designed and prepared, NN-based speech synthesizer
can be well-trained based on the ‘small’ corpora.

In this study, we are curious about the quality of synthetic
speech based on larger corpora for the speech synthesis
task. Although related work on ASR may argue that the
benefit from the increasing amount of training data gradually
diminishes [12, 13], we think this study necessary as the speech
synthesizer predicts not only the spectral features but also the
F0 trajectories. It is interesting to see the results on predicting
all the acoustic features and listen to the difference of the quality
of the synthetic speech. We train the systems with the duration
of the speaker dependent training data ranging from 20 hours
up to 100 hours. The trained speech synthesizers are based
on the HMM framework, the feed-forward neural network
(DNN) and the recurrent neural network (RNN). We admit that
deeper analysis on the NN with a huge amount of training data
could be more interesting. However, in this initial work, we
keep the system as a black box and only show the results of
objective measure. One interesting finding is that, while the
accuracy of predicted spectral features tends to converge, the
improvement on the F0 trajectory modelling tend to be scalable
with increasing amount of the training data up to 100 hours.

2. Corpora and Data Preparation
2.1. Corpora

The speaker dependent corpus that we used for this comparative
study is a Japanese speech corpus collected for a unit selection
system developed at ATR in the past, called ‘XIMERA’ [14, 15].
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The corpus contains a sub-corpus of a male speaker M007 and
another of a female speaker F009. The duration of speech
data uttered by the male speaker is about 110 hours and that
of the female speaker is about 50 hours. The recording took
181 days over a span of 973 days for the male speaker and
95 days over 307 days for the female speaker. Domains of
sentences included in the corpus cover newspaper, novel, travel
conversation. All the transcriptions are manually verified so
that they are consistent with audio files. Speech signals were
recorded at 48kHz sampling frequency with 24 bits precision
in a sound proof room using the identical microphone over the
entire periods. This is one of the largest speaker-dependent
speech synthesis corpus that we can obtain in Japan.

2.2. Feature extraction

For the NN-based systems, the target acoustic feature vec-
tor includes Mel-generalized cepstral coefficients (MGC) of
order 60, a one-dimensional continuous F0 trajectory, the
voiced/unvoiced (V/U) condition, and band aperiodicity of or-
der 25. These acoustic features were extracted for each speech
frame by the STRAIGHT vocoder [16] with the F0 adaptive
window and 5ms frame shift. The delta and delta-delta compo-
nents of the acoustic features except the voiced/unvoiced con-
dition were also extracted. Although the dynamic components
are theoretically unnecessary for recurrent neural network, we
still utilized these features in order to compare the systems per-
formance fairly. The dimension of the target acoustic feature is
259. The acoustic feature vector for the HMM-based systems
was prepared in a similar way except that the discontinuous F0
was used instead of the continuous F0 with V/U.

The input linguistic features were automatically extracted
from the speech transcription using the front-end modules of
an open-source Japanese Text-to-Speech system called Open
JTalk [17]. This frond-end conducted normal procedures of
text analysis, including grapheme-to-conversion, part-of-speech
tagging and morphological analysis based on a Japanese parser
called Mecab [18]. The derived quin-phone identity, discrete
and numerical syntactic and prosodic information about the text
were further encoded into a vector of 389 dimension as the
input to the neural network speech synthesizer. The same input
information was encoded into a slightly different format as the
model context for the HMM-based system.

For the M007 corpus, both the validation and test set
consisted of 500 randomly selected utterances. For the F009
corpus, the validation and test set consisted of 260 utterances.
The rest data formed the training set.

3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental systems and training recipes

The HMM systems followed the classical recipe of HTS toolkit
verison 2.3. Each full-context HMM model contained 5 states
and a state transition matrix only for the left-to-right state
transition. Multi-space distribution HMM (MSD-HMM) [19]
was leveraged to model the F0 feature streams. Monophone
MSD-HMMs were estimated at first and then converted into
context-dependent HMMs. After that, parameter tying of the
context-dependent HMMs was applied with the help of decision
tree techniques in order to ensure robust estimation of the model
parameters.

The recurrent neural network contained 2 feed-forward
layers with 512 nodes perl layer and 2 bi-directional recurrent
layers with 256 long-short term memory (LSTM) units per

layer. This DBLSTM-RNN structure was adopted based on an
existing work using RNN for TTS [4]. The feed-forward neural
network contained the 4 hidden layers where the layer size
for each layer was (1024, 512, 512, 512). The first layer was
set larger in order to control the number of model parameters
comparable to that of the DBLSTM-RNN system.

The CURRENNT library [20] was utilized to train both the
DBLSTM-RNN and DNN systems. All the NN systems were
trained based on random initialization and simple stochastic
gradient descent with early stopping. For all the DBLSTM-
RNN systems, parallel sentence training with 20 utterances in
parallel was utilized in order to decrease the training time of one
epoch [20]. This parallel sentence training strategy conducts
back-propagation for multiple utterances simultaneously and
accumulates the gradients from the parallel utterances. Dummy
slot is introduced to skip the time slot beyond the duration of the
shorter utterances. For all the DNN systems, parallel sentence
training was not utilized. Note that, the CURRENNT toolkit is
designed mainly for RNN. In default, each utterance is assumed
to be one mini-batch (multiple utterances as one mini-batch in
the parallel sentence mode). It is not the average but the sum
of the gradients that adjusts the model parameter. Thus, we
utilized small learning rate (4e-06) for DNN and DBLSTM-
RNN systems.

In the synthesis phase, the MLPG algorithm was used to
calculate the acoustic feature trajectories. The phoneme-level
alignment of the natural voice in the test set was used for all the
experimental systems. In other words, the HMM-based systems
had to predict the state-level duration for the test set while the
DNN and DBLSTM-RNN systems had to generate the temporal
dynamic of the acoustic features for each phoneme. At last,
post-processing was used to enhance the spectral features and
then STRAIGHT vocoder was used to construct the waveforms.

3.2. Objective results

The performance of the system was evaluated based on
objective measure. Figure 1 and 2 show the results on the
F009 and M007 corpus respectively. Generally, DBLSTM-
RNN achieved the best performance in all the cases, followed
by DNN and HMM-based systems. The differences between
the modelling methods are huge. To give a few examples, F0
correlation of the HMM system using 100 hours of the male
speech data is comparable to that of the DNN system using
10 hours of the male speech data. Moreover, F0 correlation
of the DNN system using 100 hours of male speech data is
comparable to that of the DBLSTM-RNN system using just 10
hours of male speech data. The performance of the DBLSTM-
RNN system further improves when we use more data.

We can infer that the data amount generally has a positive
impact on the objective measure results. However, different
trends can be found in MGC and F0 features. The RMSE
of predicted MGC drops as the data amount increases. But
the objective measure tends to converge to a certain level.
In comparison, except those of the DNN-based systems, the
objective measure of the DBLSTM-RNN and HMM systems
improves in a linear scale with the amount of the training data.
Particularly, the gap between the F0 RMSE of the DBLSTM-
RNN and HMM on the M007 and F009 corpora seems to be
enlarged by the increased amount of data.

Figure 3(a) compares the predicted F0 trajectory of one
randomly picked sample generated by the DBLSTM-RNN
systems. For the voiced segment between the 250th and 350th
frame, the DBLSTM-RNN trained with the full training set
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Figure 1: Performance of the DBLSTM-RNN, DNN and HMM on the M007 corpus.
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Figure 2: Performance of the DBLSTM-RNN, DNN and HMM on the F009 corpus.

predicted more accurately than other systems. In the other part
of Figure 3(a), the advantage of this system is not obvious or
even worse. In a word, increasing the amount of training data
does not promise the improvement for every segment of the
synthetic speech. In Figure 3(b), the comparison shows that
the F0 trajectory predicted by the DNN-based system deviates
from the natural one more than the HMM-based system. The
peculiar performance of the DNN systems on F0 modelling can
also be observed in Figure 1 and 2. One possible reason is the
weak ability of the DNN to model temporal variation of the F0
trajectory.

Comparison across the corpora is also informative. If we
compare the F0 correlation of M007 with that of F009, we can
see that systems trained on the smaller F009 corpus have better
correlations than systems trained on the larger M007 corpus.
Besides, the perceived quality of the synthetic female speech is
better than the synthesized male speech. One possible reason
may be the variance of the physical and mental condition of the
male speaker during the long recording period.

4. Conclusion
This initial work investigated the impact of the amount of train-
ing data on the objective performance of speech synthesisers
based on HMM, DNN and DBLSTM-RNN networks. A fe-
male voice speech corpus with 50 hours’ recordings and a male
voice speech corpus with 100 hours’ data were utilized. The
results showed that the accuracy of the predicted MGC features
improved yet converged gradually when the amount of the train-
ing data was increased. On the other hand, from the perspective
of data modelling, prediction of the F0 features in both RNN

and HMM systems seemed to surprisingly benefit from the in-
creased data amount consistently even then the full training data
was used. However, as the one of the reviewer points out, we
also have to realize that a better F0 model is not guaranteed
by the blindly increasing the amount of training data to the F0
model based on frame-level trajectory. Better design and ex-
traction of the input and output features can be more beneficial.

The subjective evaluation was partially finished. We will
update the subjective evaluation results on the website 1. The
synthetic samples can also be accessed from the website.

Based on the large data corpus, more interesting work
will be conducted. First, deeper models based on a new
type of neural network called highway network [21] could be
leveraged. We think the deeper model may show different
performance with the large amount of data. Second, the multi-
stream highway network may also give different results on F0
trajectory prediction after separating the F0 modelling stream
from the MGC one [22] .

Fine analysis and different methods for F0 modelling are
also interesting. As [23] shows, perception of the intonation
may not degrade significantly after stylising the F0 trajectory
with straight lines. Thus, the training criterion of NN to fit the
F0 trajectory exactly may be too harsh. Another question is
that, NN systems trained with the mean-square-error criterion
tend to predict the average of the target features in the training
data [24]. For speech synthesis, the predicted average F0 pattern
could result in a good objective measure when the distribution
of the target F0 features is multi-modal. But it may be less
preferred by the listeners than samples generated from either

1http://tonywangx.github.io
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Figure 3: Samples of synthetic F0 trajectory on the M007 voice.
Figure (a) compares the DBLSTM-RNN systems trained with
different amount of training data. Figure (b) compares the
DBLSTM-RNN, DNN and HMM trained using the full M007
data.

mode of the distribution. We need further analysis on the
synthetic samples and NN systems.
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Prosodic Reading Tutor of Japanese, Suzuki-kun
– The first and only educational tool to teach the formal Japanese –
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Abstract
A text typed to a speech synthesizer is generally converted into
its corresponding phoneme sequence on which various kinds of
prosodic symbols are attached by a prosody prediction module.
By using this module effectively, we build a prosodic reading
tutor of Japanese, called Suzuki-kun, and it is provided as one
feature of OJAD (Online Japanese Accent Dictionary) [1, 2].
In Suzuki-kun, any Japanese text is converted into its reading
(Hiragana1 sequence) on which the pitch pattern that sounds
natural as Tokyo Japanese (the formal Japanese) is visualized
as a smooth curve drawn by the F0 contour generation process
model [3]. Further, the positions of accent nuclei and unvoiced
vowels are illustrated. Suzuki-kun also reads that text out fol-
lowing the prosodic features that are visualized. Suzuki-kun has
become the most popular feature of OJAD and so far, we gave
90 tutorial workshops of OJAD in 27 countries. After INTER-
SPEECH, we’ll give 6 workshops in the USA this year.
Index Terms: Prosody prediction, TTS, F0 model, Prosodic
reading tutor, OJAD

1. Development of a prosodic reading tutor
For the last decade, the naturalness of synthetic voices has been
drastically improved and it is not uncommon that those voices
are presented to learners as model utterances. Generally speak-
ing, a Text-to-Speech (TTS) engine does not read an input text
directly but reads its corresponding phoneme sequence with var-
ious kinds of prosodic symbols attached by a prosody prediction
module. For example, Figure 1 shows 1) an original Japanese
text, 2) its phonemic transcript as Hiragana sequence, 3) output
from a prosody prediction module that we developed in [4], and
4) output from Suzuki-kun. In 3), the prosodic features are pre-
dicted and represented using symbols. ’ is an accent nucleus.
/ and indicate an accentual phrase boundary without a pause
and that with a pause, respectively. The latter also functions
as intonational phrase boundary2. In other words, 3) includes
complete description of the hierarchical structure of prosody re-
quired to read this text naturally as Tokyo Japanese (the formal
Japanese). Further, % is an unvoicing operator. Without these
instructions, a machine cannot read the original text naturally.

On general textbooks of Japanese, although all the sen-
tences have their Hiragana sequences as reading, no prosodic
features are visualized and only read samples are provided as
audio CD. However, it is true that only from listening, it is not
easy even for native teachers to detect the hierarchical structure
of prosody and the positions of accent nuclei because native
speakers’ prosodic control is almost unconscious and therefore,

1Hiragana is functionally similar to phonemic symbols of Japanese.
2The symbolic representation of 3) is called JEITA format in the

Japanese community of Text-to-Speech synthesis.

日本語はとっても難しいけど，アニメが好きだから，頑張ります。

にほんごわ/とっても/むずかし'ーけど_あ'にめが/す%き'だから_がんばりま'す%.

にほんごはとってもむずかしいけど，あにめがすきだから，がんばります。

1)

2)

3)

4)

Figure 1: Prediction and easy-to-understand visualization of
prosodic features for a given Japanese text

awareness of prosodic control is not always high. This is why
many teachers of Japanese do NOT teach the formal Japanese to
learners, whose spoken Japanese will become accented almost
inevitably. With an audio CD, learners can listen to the formal
Japanese, but we claim that only with listening, it is difficult for
learners to realize natural prosody on their spoken Japanese.

To reveal the hidden hierarchical structure of prosody, we
developed Suzuki-kun and its output is shown as 4) in Figure 1.
Pitch contours are generated by the F0 model, which cover even
unvoiced segments. Accent nuclei are shown in red and un-
voiced morae are indicated as gray patches. Organization of
intonational phrases and accentual phrases are clearly visual-
ized. Suzuki-kun can read out texts following the visualized
prosody. Our experiments showed that visualized prosody can
improve the prosodic naturalness of learners’ spoken Japanese
more effectively than auditory prosody, i.e. spoken samples [5].

In the long history of Japanese education, Suzuki-kun is the
first and only assistive tool that teaches how to read a given text
in the formal Japanese. So far, we gave 90 tutorial workshops
of OJAD in 27 countries and OJAD has been translated into 14
non-Japanese languages. Beijing users claim that nobody can
become a finalist of a speech contest without practicing with
Suzuki-kun. Their improvements can be checked in [6].

2. Conclusions
By taking full advantage of a prosody prediction module in a
TTS system and the F0 model, we developed a prosodic reading
tutor of Japanese. Similar assistive tools are possible enough for
any language by using a TTS system of that language.

3. References
[1] I. Nakamura et al., Proc. INTERSPEECH, 2554–2558, 2013
[2] http://goo.gl/yLlqH7
[3] H. Fujisaki et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Japan (E), 5, 4, 233–242, 1984
[4] N. Minematsu et al., Proc. INTERSPEECH, CD-ROM, 2012
[5] N. Minematsu et al., Proc. Speech Prosody, 252–256, 2016
[6] https://goo.gl/ENZog6
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Aliasing-free L-F model and its application to an interactive MATLAB tool
and test signal generation for speech analysis procedures
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Abstract

This demo introduces a closed form representation of the L-F model
for excitation source. The representation provides flexible of source
parameters in continuous time axis and aliasing-free excitation signal.
MATLAB implementation of the model combined with an interactive
parameter control and visual and sound feedback is a central compo-
nent of educational/research tools for speech science. The model also
provides flexible and accurate test signals applicable to test speech anal-
ysis procedures, such as F0 trackers and spectrum envelope estimator.
Index Terms: glottal source, anti aliasing, speech analysis, speech syn-
thesis, LPC family

1. Introduction
The source-filter model of speech production [1] combined with the
one dimensional acoustic tube model of vocal tract [2] still serve as a
relevant introduction to speech science. We introduced a closed form
representation of an anti-aliased version [3] of the L-F model of voice
excitation source [4]. This demo introduces two applications of this
aliasing-free L-F model. First one is an interactive MATLAB tool for
studying speech production basics, SparkNG [5]. Second application is
test signal generation for evaluating speech analysis procedures, such
as F0 tracking [6] and spectrum envelope extraction. The following
sections briefly describe these applicatoins.

2. SparkNG: interactive MATLAB tools
The speech production simulator of SparkNG has two GUIs. The main
GUI is for designing vocal tract shape and transfer function and synthe-
sizes speech sounds using the designed vocal tract and the source signal.
The source model GUI is for designing glottal source model based on
the L-F model. These GUIs call elementary functions. They consist
of conversion functions of LPC family oarameters [7], anti-aliased L-F
model signal generator [3], lattice filter based on PARCOR and so on.
Figure 1 shows the speech production simulator GUIs.

3. Application: test signal generation
The spurious level other than harmonic component is attenuated more
than 120 dB around the fundamental component. These make this
model output as an ideal signal for testing tracking ability of F0 ex-
tractors. This model is useful to extend a new framework for profiling
F0 extractors [8]. A new F0 extraction framework [6] used this model to
generate test signals for evaluating its tracking ability. Using a tempo-
rally variable lattice filter in the constituent functions also makes quan-
titative analysis of the time varying group delay effects.

4. Conclusions
This demo introduces application of the aliasing-free L-F model. First
one is a set of interactive tools for studying fundamentals of speech pro-
duction, perception and processing. Second one is test signal generation
for speech analysis procedure evaluation. All these are open sourced
hoping for them to be useful for beginners as well as experienced tutors
and researchers.

5. Acknowledgements
This work was partly supported by Kakenhi (Grant in Aids for Scientific
Research) B 15H02726 and 16K12464 of JSPS.

Figure 1: Main GUI of the speech production simulator (upper) and
excitation source GUI (lower).
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Merlin Open Source Neural Network Speech Synthesis System
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Abstract
This demonstration showcases our new Open Source toolkit for
neural network-based speech synthesis, Merlin. We wrote Mer-
lin because we wanted free, simple, maintainable code that we
understood. No existing toolkits met all of those requirements.
Merlin is designed for speech synthesis, but can be put to other
uses. It has already also been used for voice conversion, classi-
fication tasks, and for predicting head motion from speech.
Index Terms: Merlin, speech synthesis, deep learning.

1. Introduction
This paper is the companion for a demonstration of our new
neural network speech synthesis toolkit, named Merlin, de-
scribed in the full SSW paper1.

2. Design philosophy
Merlin2 is not intended to include all functions necessary to
construct a text-to-speech system. It requires a front-end and
a vocoder, but is not hardwired to any particular ones. To train
a DNN also requires data with aligned labels.

Front-end Merlin requires an external front-end, such as Fes-
tival or Ossian, to provide the input for the DNN. Any front-end
can be used. Its output needs to be formatted as HTS-style la-
bels with either phone-level or state-level alignment. The toolkit
includes functions to convert such labels into sequences of vec-
tors of binary and/or continuous features. These features are
derived from the label files using HTS-style questions, with a
small extension to enable continuously-valued features to be de-
rived. It is also possible to directly provide already-vectorised
input features if this HTS-like workflow is not convenient.

Vocoder Currently, Merlin supports two vocoders:
STRAIGHT and WORLD. The Merlin distribution in-
cludes a modified version of the WORLD vocoder, with
separate analysis and synthesis executables. Merlin supports
both fixed and variable (e.g., pitch synchronous) frame rates.

Data HTK or HTS can be used to obtain state-level align-
ments for the training data. Merlin can also use only phone-
level alignments, which can be found using other toolkits such
as festvox clustergen.

1Zhizheng Wu, Oliver Watts, Simon King, ”Merlin: An Open
Source Neural Network Speech Synthesis System” in Proc. 9th ISCA
Speech Synthesis Workshop (SSW9), September 2016, Sunnyvale, CA

2Like Festival, Merlin is named after a Scottish beer. The beer is
named after Merlin the wizard who, like DNNs, can do magic.

Duration modelling Merlin models duration using a separate
DNN to the acoustic model. The duration model is trained on
the aligned data, to predict phone- and/or state-level durations.
At synthesis time, duration is predicted first, and is used as an
input to the acoustic model to predict the speech parameters.

3. ARCTIC recipe
Merlin currently comes with one ‘recipe’, but we will add over
time, and we hope users will also contribute. In the spirit of
Kaldi, we intend recipes to accompany published work, making
it easily reproducible.

The first recipe is a voice demo using the ‘slt’ data from
ARCTIC. The recipe uses entirely Open Source components:
CMU dictionary, radio phoneset, WORLD vocoder. It uses
a feed-forward DNN architecture of 6 layers each comprising
1024 nodes with tanh activation. The same architecture is used
in both the duration acoustic models, for simplicity.

It is easy to change the architecture, and recurrent layers
are supported (e.g., RNN, LSTM, and GRU). Maximum like-
lihood parameter generation (MLPG) using pre-computed vari-
ances from the training data is applied to the output features for
synthesis, and post-filtering is applied to the resulting trajecto-
ries. These things are user-configurable.

4. Testing and benchmarking
The current version of Merlin is already in use by several
collaborators and has been used (i.e., tested!) in 10+ Mas-
ters projects3, combined with either Festival or Ossian, and
STRAIGHT or WORLD. It also been tested with multiple lan-
guages including US & UK English, Polish, Italian, Chilean
Spanish, the Jinhua dialect of Chinese, Hindi, Telugu and Tamil.

Blizzard 2016 Merlin was used as the DNN benchmark sys-
tem for the 2016 Blizzard Challenge, with the Ossian front-end
and WORLD vocoder (both Open Source) to provide an easily-
reproducible system4. In the results for naturalness, speaker
similarity and intelligibility, Merlin outperformed the HMM-
based benchmark (Festival, HTS and STRAIGHT).

The next release of Festival should include a DNN-guided
hybrid version of its Multisyn unit selection engine, which uses
Merlin. This system was used for CSTR’s Blizzard Challenge
entry, and gave very satisfying performance.

Acknowledgements: This research was supported by EPSRC
Programme Grant EP/I031022/1, Natural Speech Technology
(NST). The NST research data collection may be accessed at
http://hdl.handle.net/10283/786.

3Thanks to our MSc Speech & Language Processing students.
4Except that this year, we used our own proprietary dictionary. In

future, we will select an Open Source dictionary.
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WaveNet: A Generative Model for Raw Audio
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Alex Graves, Nal Kalchbrenner, Andrew Senior, Koray Kavukcuoglu
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1. Abstract
This demo presents WaveNet [1], a deep generative model of raw audio waveforms. We show that WaveNets are able
to generate speech which mimics any human voice and which sounds more natural than the best existing Text-to-Speech
(TTS) systems, reducing the gap in subjective quality relative to natural speech by over 50%. We also demonstrate that
the same network can be used to synthesize other audio signals such as music, and present some striking samples of
automatically generated piano pieces. WaveNets open up a lot of possibilities for text-to-speech, music generation and
audio modelling in general.

Figure 1: Subjective 5-scale Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) of speech samples from HMM-driven unit selection con-
catenative [2], LSTM-RNN parametric [3], and WaveNet [1] -based speech synthesizers, and human natural speech.
WaveNet improved the previous state of the art significantly, reducing the gap relative to natural speech by over 50% in
both languages.
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Demo of Idlak Tangle, An Open Source DNN-Based Parametric Speech
Synthesiser
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Abstract
We present a live demo of Idlak Tangle, a TTS extension to the ASR toolkit Kaldi [1]. Tangle combines the Idlak

front-end and newly released MLSA vocoder, with two DNNs modelling respectively the units duration and acoustic
parameters, providing a fully functional end-to-end TTS system. The system has none of the licensing restrictions of cur-
rently available HMM style systems, such as the HTS toolkit, and can be used free of charge for any type of applications.

Experimental results using the freely available SLT speaker from CMU ARCTIC, reveal that the speech output is rated
in a MUSHRA test as significantly more natural than the output of HTS-demo.

The tools, audio database and recipe required to reproduce the results presented are fully available online at
https://github.com/bpotard/idlak.

The live demo will allow participants to measure the quality of TTS output on several ARCTIC voices, and on voices
created from commercial-grade recordings.
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Figure 1: Tangle DNN training architecture
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new quality assessment method

for synthesized speech. Unlike previous approaches which uses
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) trained on natural utterances as
a reference model to predict the quality of synthesized speech,
proposed approach uses knowledge about synthesized speech
while training the model. The previous approach has been suc-
cessfully applied in the quality assessment of synthesized speech
for the German language. However, it gave poor results for
English language databases such as Blizzard Challenge 2008
and 2009 databases. The problem of quality assessment of syn-
thesized speech is posed as a regression problem. The map-
ping between statistical properties of spectral features extracted
from the speech signal and corresponding speech quality score
(MOS) was found using Support Vector Regression (SVR). All
the experiments were done on Blizzard Challenge Databases of
the year 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2012. The results of experiments
show that by including knowledge about synthesized speech
while training, the performance of quality assessment system
can be improved. Moreover, the accuracy of quality assessment
system heavily depends on the kind of synthesis system used
for signal generation. On Blizzard 2008 and 2009 database,
proposed approach gives correlation of 0.28 and 0.49, respec-
tively, for about 17 % data used in training. Previous approach
gives correlation of 0.3 and 0.09, respectively, using spectral
features. For Blizzard 2012 database, proposed approach gives
correlation of 0.8 by using 12 % of available data in training.
Index Terms Quality assessment, autoencoder, subband.

1. Introduction
Text-to-Speech (TTS) systems have seen a drastic improvement
over the decades which enables their use in everyday applica-
tions, which includes spoken dialogue applications. TTS sys-
tems are useful in navigation, smart home assistance, human-
computer interface, traffic information systems, email and SMS
reading systems, etc. Many of these applications require gen-
eralized TTS system trained on a large database to handle large
vocabulary and to provide flexibility. With many speech synthe-
sis systems to choose from available state-of-the-art techniques,
it is crucial to choose appropriate system for the provider ac-
cording to the application. This decision requires comparison
of perceived quality of generated speech from many systems.
Moreover, it is also important to measure the quality of syn-
thesized speech while developing or optimizing a new or exist-
ing algorithm for speech synthesis. Thus, quality assessment of
synthesized speech is necessary for many applications.

So far, the evaluation of TTS systems is heavily relied on
subjective tests, in which human participants listen to the speech

utterances and give their judgment about a particular aspect of
speech quality. Different types of tests are recommended for
evaluation of different aspects of quality of speech generated by
TTS systems [1–3]. The aspects of speech that has to be judged
while evaluating the quality of synthesized speech include natu-
ralness, intelligibility, pronunciation, intonation, prosody, voice
pleasantness, rhythm, etc. Although the subjective tests are
questioned about their reliability, they are most frequently used
for judging the overall quality of synthesized speech [4], [5]. It
is also recommended by International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) for evaluating telephone-based services [3]. However, all
of these methods require the human listener to judge the qual-
ity of speech which makes these methods time consuming and
expensive. Hence, there is a need of objective measure which
can replace human listener and gives accurate results about the
underlying quality of a speech utterance.

In order to come up with the objective measure, several
methods have been proposed to assess the quality of synthesized
speech in an instrumental way. One way of objective measure-
ment is to compare synthesized utterance with the natural utter-
ance having same linguistic content. Method described in [6]
uses perceptually weighted distance between natural and syn-
thetic utterance to estimate the degradation in the speech sig-
nal. This approach is similar to the methods described in [7]
and [8], which uses pattern comparison for predicting the qual-
ity of transmitted speech. In [9], authors proposed to use per-
ceptual features which are extracted from synthesized speech
utterance to compare with the perceptual features of natural ut-
terance. The distance between both of these features may be
used as the quality measure. In [10], the authors used a com-
bination of magnitude and phase-based features for objective
evaluation of TTS system. More details about the intrusive
quality assessment of TTS systems is given in [11]. The first
non-intrusive objective quality assessment system was proposed
in [12], which uses Hidden Markov Model (HMM) trained on
natural utterances as the reference and it is used to predict the
quality of synthetic utterances. To train the HMM, perceptual
features such as Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)
and fundamental frequency (F0) is used. It is assumed that the
temporal variations in natural speech will be quite different than
that of synthesized speech. Hence, HMM trained on only natu-
ral utterances will give lower likelihood score if synthesized ut-
terance is given to it. This likelihood is taken as the quality mea-
sure. This approach gave promising results on German database
with the correlation between 0.54 to 0.81 for different quality
dimensions collected in the auditory test. These results were
per-stimulus basis. This approach was compared with ITU-
T P.563 [13], [14], which is standard non-intrusive metric for
quality assessment in narrowband telephony applications. Re-
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sults reported in [15] suggest that P.563 is not as effective metric
as HMM-based approach for predicting the quality of synthe-
sized speech. Studies reported in [16] and [17] leads to conclu-
sions that P.563 is not the most appropriate model for quality
assessment of synthesized speech. Moreover, the performance
is considerably different in the case of male and female speech.
Comparison of the performance of HMM-based quality assess-
ment system using different features was done in [18]. In this
approach, authors used spectral parameters such as MFCC and
F0, parameters given in ITU-T P.563 [14] to model degradation
in speech and some general speech parameters given in [19] for
quality assessment. Linear combination of log-likelihood gen-
erated by HMM trained on natural utterances, P.563 parameters
and general parameters was used to predict the quality of syn-
thesized utterance. This approach worked very well on German
database [18] in predicting quality for both per-stimulus and
per-synthesizer cases. For male utterances, the maximum corre-
lation of 0.9 was got for per-stimulus bases using the combina-
tion of features. However, the same approach failed on popular
English databases [20] given by Blizzard Challenge organizers,
in predicting the quality of utterances on per-stimulus bases.
The maximum correlation reported on Blizzard Challenge 2008
[21] database is 0.3 for per-stimulus-based quality assessment.
While in case for Blizzard Challenge 2009 [22] database, the
maximum correlation reported in [20] is 0.49 for per-stimulus
cases. However, the results for per-synthesizer based quality as-
sessment were better in comparison to per-stimulus based ones.

This non-uniformity suggests that current methods for qual-
ity evaluation of synthesized speech are not generalized and
there is a need of better approach towards the problem. In this
paper, we propose a new quality assessment system for syn-
thesized speech which uses information of synthesized utter-
ances while training the system. Hence, the model will have
prior knowledge about synthesized utterances and may lead to
better prediction of quality. The proposed approach is signif-
icantly different than the one proposed in [18] since the later
one uses information of only natural utterances while training
the model which acts as the reference model for synthesized
speech. In proposed approach, the spectral features from Short-
Time Fourier Transform (STFT) power spectra was extracted
and statistical properties of these features such as mean and
variance were used to find a mapping between feature vectors
and Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of the corresponding utter-
ance. A similar approach has been used successfully for quality
prediction of noise suppressed speech in [23], [24]. The map-
ping between features and MOS was established using Support
Vector Regression (SVR). Two spectral features, namely, Mel
filterbank energies and Subband Autoencoder (SBAE) features
were considered to find the mapping. SBAE features were pro-
posed for the quality assessment task and they have shown more
effectiveness in predicting quality of noise suppressed speech
than mel-filterbank energies [25]. Extensive experiments have
been conducted on four Blizzard Challenge databases from year
2008, 2009, 2010 and 2012 [21], [22], [26], [27].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives information about the spectral features used in proposed
approach. Analysis of the spectral features for different synthe-
sized utterances and details about proposed approach is given
in Section 3. Section 4 includes information about experimen-
tal setup, details of experiments and results of those experi-
ments. Section 5 gives the summary and concluding remarks
along with future research directions.

Figure 1: Architecture of subband autoencoder.

2. Spectral Features
2.1. Filterbank energies

To extract the spectral features from speech utterances, first of
all, preprocessing steps were conducted. All utterances were
normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. Simple Voice
Activity Detection (VAD) algorithm was used to remove si-
lence intervals longer than 75 ms, same as [20]. 40-dimensional
(i.e., 40-D) filterbank energies were extracted from Short-Time
Fourier Transform (STFT) power spectra. The framing of speech
signal was done using the Hamming window of 25 ms duration
with 50 % overlap.

2.2. Subband autoencoder features

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of subband autoencoder (SBAE).
The main difference between the architecture of SBAE and ar-
chitecture of an autoencoder is the connectivity of neurons or
units immediately after the input layer [28]. In autoencoder,
each unit in the layer immediately after input layer is connected
with all the units of the previous layer. While in the case of
SBAE, the connectivity is restricted. In SBAE, each unit of the
first hidden layer is connected with a particular frequency band
of the input spectrum. Hence, each unit in the first layer will en-
code the information about that particular frequency band only,
with which it is connected. The decoding structure is same as a
general autoencoder with full connectivity. The band structure
of restricted connectivity for neurons is same as Mel filterbank,
implying one neuron in the first layer is connected with the fre-
quencies of one Mel filterbank. This architecture is nearer to
HAS and provides more meaningful information than autoen-
coder in the case of the speech signal. Mathematically, opera-
tion of the subband layer can be represented as follows:

aj = f(
∑

i

W 1
ij × xj), (1)

where aj is jth subband feature, xj is short-time power cor-
responding to jth filterbank frequencies and W 1

ij are weights
corresponding to jth subband feature. f represents nonlinear
activation function of the neuron. The functionality of preced-
ing layers of subband autoencoder is same as of a simple au-
toencoder [28]. Proposed architecture can be trained by back-
propagation similarly as an autoencoder. aj learned by SBAE
can be used as low-dimensional features for speech technology
task. These features are different from filterbank energies in
following ways: First, difference in the method of extracting
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Figure 3: (a) Mean and variance of SBAE features for an ut-
terance from different systems of Blizzard 2008 data for same
text spoken. Similarly, (b), (c) and (d) are mean and variance
of SBAE features from Blizzard 2009, 2010 and 2012 database,
respectively.

features. In particular, MFCCs or filterbank energies are hand-
crafted features while SBAE features are learned by machine
learning approach. Second filterbank energies are extracted in
a linear way, while SBAE features are extracted in a nonlin-
ear manner. The latter property may provide some more useful
information about speech spectrum variations for different con-
ditions.

3. Analysis of Spectral Features and
Proposed Approach

Figure 2 shows spectrogram, SBAE features and filterbank en-
ergies for three different utterances synthesized by different sys-
tems [system B, C and E] of Blizzard Challenge 2009 database
for the same text. As it can be observed, for same text the be-
havior of features is different for speech synthesized by differ-
ent systems and algorithms. The characteristics of synthesized
speech such as naturalness, intelligibility and other properties
can be captured by these features. Hence, they can be used in
some manner to assess the quality of the synthesized speech.
The question is, how to harvest the information from these fea-
tures which can lead to the perceptual quality of the correspond-
ing utterance. In this work, statistical properties of the features
such as mean and variance are used for quality assessment.

Figure 3 shows mean and variance of SBAE features for ut-
terances from different databases. For one Blizzard database,
the text of utterances was same. However, due to the genera-
tion of speech using different synthesis systems, the statistical
properties of spectral features of each utterance was different.
In figure 3, first 40 features are mean and last 40 features indi-
cates variance of the SBAE features. As it can be seen, the mean
and variance for utterances generated by different speech syn-
thesis systems were different for same text spoken. The MOS
of these utterances were different, indicating their perceptual
qualities were different than each other. Hence, it can be as-
sumed that the perceptual quality of an utterance can be related
with the statistical properties of the utterance in some manner.
We assume that this relation between mean and variance of ut-
terance and perceptual quality is very complex and a nonlinear
model is required to find this relation. We propose to use SVR
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Figure 4: (a) Mean and variance of filterbank features for an
utterance from different systems of Blizzard 2008 data for same
text spoken. Similarly, (b), (c) and (d) are mean and variance of
filterbank features from Blizzard 2009, 2010 and 2012 database,
respectively.

Figure 5: Block diagram of proposed quality assessment sys-
tem.
with Gaussian or Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel to find
the mapping between the features and MOS of an utterance. Al-
though other models are available, SVR is used due to its higher
generalization capability. Figure 4 shows mean and variance of
filterbank energies for same data utterances shown in figure 3.
Statistical properties of both features show variation for speech
utterances synthesized by different systems for the same text.
Hence, both features can be used for quality assessment of syn-
thesized speech. Comparison of the performance and effective-
ness of both features has been done in the following Sections.
Both figure 3 and figure 4 suggests that variance of the spec-
tral features shows more variation and gives more information
about synthesis method. However, our experiments suggested
that by including the mean of the features improved the overall
performance. Overall working of proposed approach is given in
figure 5. First of all, STFT is calculated from given synthesized
utterance and spectral features are extracted from STFT power
spectrum. During the training phase, the model (i.e., SVR in
this case) is trained using labeled training data. Input to the
model is mean and variance of spectral features and target is
MOS of the input utterance. Once the model is trained, it can
be used to predict perceptual quality scores of other utterances.
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Figure 2: (a) Spectrum, (b) SBAE features and (c) filterbank energies of an utterance from system B of Blizzard 2009 database.
Similarly, (d), (e) and (f) are spectrum, SBAE features and filterbank energies, respectively, for an utterance from system C. (g), (h) and
(i) are spectrum, SBAE features and filterbank energies for an utterance from system E. The text was the same for all the utterances.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Experimental Setup

All the experiments were done on Blizzard Challenge databases.
Databases of challenge 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2012 were cho-
sen for experimentation. Data of Blizzard Challenge 2011 was
not used due to the reason that it consisted all female utterances
while other databases consisted of male utterances. For gen-
der uniformity in data and to check the possibility of using the
different database for the training of the system than the test-
ing database, Blizzard Challenge 2011 data was not included
in experiments. All the databases had natural as well as syn-
thetic speech utterances generated by different systems. The
database also included MOS for selected utterances which are
used for experimentation. Natural utterances were omitted from
experiments since the focus of the work is to predict the qual-
ity of synthesized speech. To measure the quality, spectral fea-
tures were extracted from pre-processed speech utterances. The
pre-processing was carried out in the same way as [12]. 40-
D filterbank energies and SBAE features were extracted from
speech utterances. The mean and variance of the feature for
each utterance were calculated and 80-D feature vector was gen-
erated. The mapping between 80-D feature vector and MOS
was found using SVR. The parameters of SVR were calibrated
using a small validation dataset. SBAE was trained on Blizzard
Challenge 2012 database and used for all other databases to ex-
tract features. The configuration of SBAE was 513-40-200-513,
meaning 513 units in the first layer, 40 units in the second layer
which is subband layer and so on. Various experiments were
conducted to check the performance of proposed approach.

4.2. Cross-validation to find suitable features

The first experiment was conducted to find suitable represen-
tation or features for the quality assessment task. To find the
most suitable features for solving the problem, cross-validation
was performed on all the Blizzard databases individually us-
ing both filterbank energies and SBAE features. To perform
cross-validation, the data available for each database was di-
vided into batches of 10 utterances. A number of total batches
(B) were dependent upon the number of test utterances avail-
able for that particular database. To perform cross-validation, 1
batch out of B batches were used for testing purpose, while (B-
1) batches were used for training the SVR. 80-D input vector
consisting mean and variance of spectral features were given to
the SVR along with the MOS value of that utterance. Trained
SVR was used for predicting MOS of test utterances. The ex-
periment was repeated till all B batches were used for testing
purpose. To evaluate the performance of proposed system, 3
metrics, namely, Pearson’s correlation coefficient Cp, Spear-
man’s rank-order correlation Cr and Root Mean Square Er-
ror (RMSE) between predicted scores and target MOS were
used. Table 1 shows the result of cross-validation using filter-
bank energies and SBAE features. It can be observed that for
Blizzard 2008, 2009 and 2012 databases, the SBAE performed
significantly better than filterbank features. On Blizzard 2010
database, filterbank features gave more correlation than SBAE
features, while RMSE was less using SBAE features. However,
the difference between Cp and Cs using both features was not
significant. Hence, it can be said that using SBAE features,
more powerful mapping can be found between spectral features
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and MOS. Due to better performance, further experiments were
conducted only using SBAE features. Figure 7 shows scat-
ter plots for all Blizzard databases for cross-validation exper-
iments. It can be observed that for Blizzard 2012, the scores
predicted were very close to the ideal line, while in the case
of other databases, the results were poorer than Blizzard 2012
database.

Table 1: Cp, Cs and RMSE between predicted scores and MOS
for cross-validation experiment. Results are shown using SBAE
features and filterbank energies (FBE). BC indicates Blizzard
Challenge database used for experiments.

Database Using SBAE Using FBE
BC Cp Cs RMSE Cp Cs RMSE

2008 0.69 0.62 0.43 0.63 0.56 0.47
2009 0.79 0.68 0.34 0.71 0.60 0.40
2010 0.75 0.67 0.44 0.75 0.69 0.45
2012 0.89 0.87 0.23 0.82 0.78 0.25

4.3. Experiments using Different Amount of Training data

In cross-validation, the amount of training data taken was very
large. It is not practical to use such large data for training since
large scale subjective tests has to be conducted for getting MOS
of each training utterance. In another set of experiments, differ-
ent amount of training data was used to train SVR. the amount
of training data was varied from very less (5 %) to very high
(90 %) and performance of the system was checked. In the
first set of experiments in this Section, the training data was
taken from the same database on which testing had to be per-
formed. For example, if testing data consisted utterances from
Blizzard 2012 database, then SVR was trained using utterances
of Blizzard 2012 database only. The utterances used in training
and testing were different. Training utterances included synthe-
sized utterances from all the speech synthesis systems that were
available in the particular database. We also tried to use utter-
ances of different speech synthesis systems in training and test-
ing, however, results were not encouraging. We concluded that
for this method to work, utterances of all the systems must be
included in the training of SVR. The first row of figure 6 shows
results of these experiments. In another set of experiments, ut-
terances from other database were also included while training
the model. If test dataset includes 90 % utterances of Blizzard
2012 database, then 10 % utterances of Blizzard 2012 database
and all the utterances of other database were used for testing.
Ultimately, the training utterances from the test database were
same as the earlier experiment. This experiment was performed
to verify the possibility of using available labeled database for
quality assessment problem. The second row of figure 6 shows
results of these experiments.

4.4. Results and Discussion

As it can be observed from figure 6 that proposed approach
works very well on Blizzard 2012 database. After using only
about 12 % of available utterances in training, the correlation
(Cp) of 0.75 per stimulus was achieved in first experiment. Fur-
thermore, after using utterances of other databases in training,
the Cp of 0.8 was achieved. Values of Cs and RMSE were 0.8
and 0.54, respectively, for the case. As training data was in-
creased, the prediction accuracy was increased in the case of
Blizzard 2012 database. The same behavior was observed for
other metrics. Cs was increased and RMSE was decreased sig-
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Figure 6: (a), (b) and (c) shows Cp, Cs and RMSE, respectively
after using different amount of training data. In this experiment,
training and testing data was from same database. (d), (e) and
(f) shows Cp, Cs and RMSE, respectively, after using different
amount of training data. In this experiment, the training data
was taken from all Blizzard databases.

nificantly after adding more utterances in the training set. Fig-
ure 8 shows predicted scores for Blizzard 2012 database for 12
% data used in training. It can be observed that scores are cor-
related with actual MOS even after using a small amount of
data in training. Figure 8 shows results of different combina-
tion of training and testing data. The amount of training data
was same for the different combinations. Similar behavior was
observed for Blizzard 2010 database. Performance in the case
of Blizzard 2010 was improved after adding utterances of other
databases in training. However, performance on 2010 database
was not as good as 2012 database. For about 10 % of data used
for training, the Cp, Cs and RMSE were 0.58, 0.55 and 0.68,
respectively for test utterances. The RMSE in the case of 2010
database was the highest amongst all the databases.

Results for Blizzard 2009 and 2008 database were worse
than 2010 and 2012 database. In case of Blizzard 2009 database,
the value of Cp, Cs and RMSE were 0.42, 0.35 and 0.614, re-
spectively. However, the previous best results that were achieved
on Blizzard 2009 only using spectral features were 0.09, 0.08
and 1.34 for Cp, Cs and RMSE, respectively. Hence, pro-
posed approach gives significant improvement in performance
only using spectral features. However, after adding some more
information such as ITU-T P.563 parameters and other gen-
eral speech parameters described in [20], the maximum values
of Cp, Cs and RMSE were 0.49, 0.48 and 1.09, respectively.
Comparable results (Cp=0.49, Cs=0.43 and RMSE=0.6) were
observed using only spectral features in proposed approach if
about 20 % data was used in training. Results on Blizzard 2009
database were comparable to the results of [20] for about 88
% data used in training. Similarly, results for Blizzard 2008
database (Cp=0.28, Cs=0.26 and RMSE=0.67) were compara-
ble with previous best (Cp=0.3, Cs=0.3 and RMSE=0.8) using
spectral features only by using around 16 % data in training.

Figure 8 shows some limitations of proposed approach. The
first limitation is that proposed approach did not give good scores
for utterances with higher MOS value. The region marked by
dotted circle suggests that utterances with higher MOS were
given low scores by proposed method. The difference in MOS
and predicted scores was significant in some cases. The similar
observation can be done in the case of utterances with low qual-
ity or low MOS. Regions marked by solid curve suggests that
poor quality utterances were given high scores. Moreover, the
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Figure 7: Scatter plot of predicted scores on Blizzard Challenge (a) 2008, (b) 2009, (c) 2010 and (d) 2012 databases for cross-validation
experiments. Black line shows the ideal mapping between MOS and predicted scores.
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Figure 8: Scatter plot of predicted scores of Blizzard 2012
database for 12 % data used in training. Total 6 trials were con-
ducted for different combination of training and testing data.
The dotted circle indicates the dependency of predicted scores
on training data for utterances having higher MOS. The solid
circles show same dependency for utterances having low MOS.

same utterance gave different score for different training data.
The difference among the scores for same utterances was signif-
icant in some cases. It suggests that proposed approach is quite
dependent on proper training data. The type of training data
required for better results requires further investigation. Pro-
posed approach gave nice results for utterances having MOS
between 2.5-3.5. Overall results suggest that as the develop-
ment in speech synthesis technology year-by-year, the synthe-
sized utterances developed nice statistical properties which can
be used in the objective quality evaluation. Moreover, with ad-

vancement in the performance of HTS technology from 2008 to
2012, the number of systems which used HTS and hybrid ap-
proach for synthesis increased more than USS systems. This
may be the possible reason for the better performance of pro-
posed approach in Blizzard 2012 database than other databases.
However, to verify this further studies are required. Results of
cross-validation experiments can be used to verify that whether
the synthesized utterances shows uniformity in statistical prop-
erties for different synthesis systems or not.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm for non-intrusive ob-
jective quality assessment of synthesized speech. In proposed
approach, statistics (mean and variance) of spectral features of
an utterance, such as Mel filterbank energies and SBAE fea-
tures was used to find the mapping between features and MOS
of the utterance. Hence, quality assessment problem was posed
as a regression problem. To find the mapping between features
and MOS, Support Vector Regression (SVR) was used. Vari-
ous experiments were conducted on Blizzard Challenge 2008,
2009, 2010 and 2012 databases. With the different amount of
training data from the testing database, the model was trained
and objective scores were found using trained model. Results
of the experiments suggested that proposed approach worked
quite well on Blizzard 2012 database. The Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient between scores generated by using about 12 %
of total data in training was 0.8 for per-stimulus results. How-
ever, the proposed approach did not work that well on other
databases, it worked better in the case of Blizzard 2009 database
than baseline method using spectral features only. On Blizzard
2008 database, the results were comparable to baseline system
using spectral features only. However, this approach requires
careful studies and experimentation for further applications.
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For future work, other features can be incorporated along
with spectral features. Moreover, SVR only takes global prop-
erties of the utterance into consideration. A better model which
can incorporate time variations in the utterance can be used for
this application. Since time variations are important for the per-
ception of speech, it would be better to use such models for
stated task.
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Abstract
Voice conversion (VC) technique modifies the speech utter-
ance spoken by a source speaker to make it sound like a target
speaker is speaking. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)-based
VC is a state-of-the-art method. It finds the mapping function
by modeling the joint density of source and target speakers us-
ing GMM to convert spectral features framewise. As with any
real dataset, the spectral parameters contain a few points that are
inconsistent with the rest of the data, called outliers. Until now,
there has been very few literature regarding the effect of outliers
in voice conversion. In this paper, we have explored the effect
of outliers in voice conversion, as a pre-processing step. In or-
der to remove these outliers, we have used the score distance,
which uses the scores estimated using Robust Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (ROBPCA). The outliers are determined by using
a cut-off value based on the degrees of freedom in a chi-squared
distribution. They are then removed from the training dataset
and a GMM is trained based on the least outlying points. This
pre-processing step can be applied to various methods. Experi-
mental results indicate that there is a clear improvement in both,
the objective (8 %) as well as the subjective (4 % for MOS and
5 % for XAB) results.
Index Terms: Voice conversion, outliers, Gaussian mixture
model, robust principal component analysis.

1. Introduction
Voice Conversion (VC) is a technology that is used to modify
the voice of one speaker (i.e., source speaker) to sound like that
of another speaker (i.e., target speaker). This is done by mod-
ifying prosodic and spectral features of the source speaker [1].
The general framework of VC comprises of mainly two phases,
namely, training and conversion. Depending on the training
data available from the source and target speakers, VC can
be broadly classified into text-dependent VC (for parallel data
case [2]) and text-independent VC (for non-parallel or cross-
lingual [2]). For text-dependent VC, first task is to align spectral
features extracted from the source and target speakers’ parallel
utterances. It has been proved experimentally that alignment
accuracy will impact the quality of speech in speech synthe-
sis [3], [4] as well as in VC [5]. In the case of parallel data, Dy-
namic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm is used for alignment.
However, in the presence of silent frames, the performance of
DTW deteriorates [5]. In addition, the non-linear warping func-
tion of DTW will generate one-to-many and many-to-one map-
ping which will produce pairs that are undesirable for training.
These pairs deviate away from the regular trend of the dataset
(i.e., outliers). Outliers are the data points which are inconsis-
tent with the dataset.

In this work, we explore the impact of outliers on the quality
of VC. There are several methods for outlier detection. Earlier,

statistical methods (such as Grubbs’ method, etc.) were popu-
lar [6]. However, these methods increase the processing time
where the data transformations are complex [6]. Proximity-
based outlier detection methods include calculating nearest
neighbours using the Euclidean or the Mahalanobis distance.
They are easy to implement and need no initial assumptions
about the data. The proximity-based outlier detection methods
are suitable for a parallel dataset. Since, we have used a source
and target parallel dataset, these methods would be ideal here.
In particular, the Mahalanobis distance-based outlier detection
has been implemented in order to detect and remove outliers in
this paper.

Using the Mahalanobis distance on a high-dimensional
dataset increases the computational cost and time [7]. To re-
duce this, we perform dimension reduction of the joint data ma-
trix to a optimal number of components. Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) is used for this purpose. The problem in per-
forming the standard PCA is that it does not take into consid-
eration the effect of outliers [7]. Hence, again, we have to per-
form PCA which is robust to such points. This is done by ap-
plying a Robust PCA (ROBPCA) instead of the standard (clas-
sical) one. The ROBPCA algorithm and its functioning will
be explained in the later Sections. Performing PCA gives us
the score matrix, which explains the high-dimensional data in a
lower-dimensioned subspace. Using this, algorithm, we find the
robust PCA scores and using these, we find the score distance
of the data having a reduced dimension. This enables us to save
computational time and cost of the analysis. After discarding
the outlying points, mapping function can be learned for VC.

Several methods have been proposed for converting the spec-
tral features of source speaker to target speaker. Among var-
ious statistical methods available such as Vector Quantization
(VQ)-based VC [8], GMM-based VC [9], [10], [11], Partial
Least Squares regression-based VC [12], [13], and Deep Neural
Network (DNN)-based VC [14], [15], [16], etc., GMM-based
VC is considered as the state-of-the-art method. On the other
hand, dictionary-based methods, namely, Exemplar-based [17],
[18] and Non-Negative Matrix Factorization [19], are also used.
Source and target dictionaries are created based on the exem-
plars of speech. Here, dictionary mapping of the source and
target is done.

Joint-density GMM (JDGMM) was first introduced in voice
conversion by Kain et. al. in 1998 [9]. GMM-based VC
method well transforms the overall gross spectral characteris-
tics by means of weighted combination of linear transforms.
However, finer details are not well transformed due to statis-
tical averaging leading to deterioration of speech quality which
is called the oversmoothing problem in a VC [20]. To over-
come this problem, use of dynamic features and global vari-
ance (GV) enhancement techniques was proposed in [11]. Our
proposed method will still suffer from oversmoothing and over-
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fitting. However, the removal of outliers will provide a better
statistical transformation of the source and target spectral fea-
tures.

The JDGMM approach uses the mean and covariance be-
tween both the speakers’ features to train the system. The prob-
lem here is that a dataset will contain outliers [21]. These few
outlying points cause the mean and scatter to be shifted away
from the ideal values as the GMM method relies mostly on
mean and covariance in the conversion function, we might get
errors in the converted voice. Hence, the need to robustify our
mean and covariance matrix against such points is the motiva-
tion and objective of this paper. Using these robust estimates,
we remove the outlying points from the training process by cal-
culating the Mahalanobis distance of the scores and comparing
each point with a threshold value [7]. Then, we build the clas-
sical GMM on the source and target joint feature vectors using
the robust training data.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the
proposed pre-processing technique is discussed in detail and
covers the summary of the state-of-the-art joint density GMM
method. Experimental setup is explained in Section 3 whereas
Section 4 discusses the objective and subjective results obtained
followed by the conclusion is Section 5.

2. Pre-processing using Outlier Detection

The GMM-based VC systems do not consider the effect of out-
liers while clustering the source or joint feature vectors into the
specified number of components. Outliers are data points that
deviate away from the general trend of the dataset [21]. These
outliers affect the performance of the system as they seem to be
inconsistent with the dataset. They tend to shift the mean and
scatter of the data away from their ideal values, which affects
the performance of the VC system. The removal of outlying
observations helps in improving the quality of training. Outlier
removal essentially reduces noise in the dataset, which might
occur due to mechanical faults, changes in system behaviour,
human error, instrument error, etc. [6]. Essentially, outlying
points can be detected by using the Mahalanobis distance when
the number of variables are more than two. Although this dis-
tance helps to detect outliers, it is susceptible to the masking
effect in multivariate datasets. This effect occurs when a consid-
erable number of outliers skew the mean and variance towards
the cluster that results in the distance of the outlying points in
the cluster to be below a threshold value [22]. Hence, we need
robust estimators of location and scatter to apply in multivariate
methods like PCA, regression and discriminant analysis.

Various methods are used to detect these outliers. Statisti-
cal and proximity-based techniques are typically used to detect
the outlying observations [6]. With increasing dimensionality,
statistical methods required more processing time along with
the spreading of the convex hull. Hence, even though statisti-
cal methods were popular earlier, they suffered the problem [6].
Proximity-based techniques are much simpler to implement as
compared to the statistical ones. The issue of large processing
time still remains, however, the computational complexity is re-
duced. Proximity-based techniques detect the outliers based on
distances. Either Euclidean or Mahalanobis distance is used for
detection. The Mahalanobis distance gives the distance of a
point to the centroid of the data. This method is more accurate
and efficient for high-dimensional datasets than its Euclidean
counterpart. Hence, we have used the Mahalanobis distance

which is given as,

Dx =
√

(xi − µ)TC−1(xi − µ), (1)

where xi is the ith observation and C is the covariance matrix.
As dimensionality of the data increases, calculating the dis-

tance using Eq. 1 becomes expensive in terms of computational
time. In addition, the convex hull will be very complicated [6].
Hence, dimensionality reduction is used to reduce the computa-
tion time, expense and to compact the convex hull too. We have
used ROBPCA in place of the classical PCA since we need our
system to be robust to the effect of outliers.

2.1. Robust Principal Component Analysis (ROBPCA)

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical method
used to extract relevant information in a high-dimensional
dataset by using dimension reduction. The dimension reduc-
tion is done by looking at the covariance between the variables
and projecting the information on less number of dimensions
having the maximum covariances between them. As a result,
PCA is often used as a first stage in the statistical analysis of
multivariate data [22].

The standard PCA method first calculates the eigenvector
having the largest eigenvalue of the covariance of the data. This
is done because the dominant eigenvector shows the direction
in which the data has the largest variance. After projecting the
data on the first component, we decompose the covariance ma-
trix. This matrix is used to calculate the dominant eigenvector
for maximizing the covariance for finding the second compo-
nent. The second component is orthogonal to the first compo-
nent. This procedure continues till we project the data on the
pre-selected number of components. The optimum number of
components can be calculated using cross-validation techniques
or selected manually. As mentioned earlier, data contains out-
lying points. The first components are found by maximizing
the covariance and hence, they are more susceptible to include
outlying points and fail to capture variance of the regular data.
To avoid such limitations, we consider the data obtained, af-
ter removing outliers, to calculate the principal components.
This method is called Robust Principal Component Analysis
(ROBPCA) [7].

In this paper, we have used ROBPCA for reduction of di-
mension. ROBPCA is performed on the joint data Zn,m =
(Xn,p, Yn,q). Here, n is the number of frames and p and q
are the number of variables of the source and target speakers’,
respectively. ROBPCA gives the score and loading matrices.
First, we apply Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to find
the affine transformation of the data. SVD is performed on the
mean-centred data matrix. Here, the dominant eigenvector of
the covariance matrix is not retained since this would imply we
were performing the standard PCA. We find h least outlying
points and use their covariance matrix to obtain a k0 dimension
subspace. The number of h least outlying points is calculated
as h = max{[αn], [(n + kmax + 1)/2]}, where the default
value of kmax is 24 (since we have taken 24-D MFCCs) and
the parameter α=0.75 [7]. Using this set of h data points, we
find the location and scatter (i.e., mean and variance) of the data
using the Minimum Covariance Determinant estimator. The ob-
jective of this estimator is to find a certain number of observa-
tions that have the lowest determinant of their covariance ma-
trix. ROBPCA uses a computationally fast variant of the Min-
imum Covariance Determinant estimator, called the Fast Mini-
mum Covariance Determinant algorithm [22]. The eigenvalues
and their corresponding eigenvectors of the final robust scatter
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matrix are calculated. The first k dominant eigenvectors are re-
tained and they form the k-dimensional loading matrix Pp,k.
This loading matrix, along with the final robust mean obtained
earlier, is used to compute the scores using the formula,

Tn, k = (Zn,d − 1nµ̂
′)Pn,k. (2)

The score matrix given in eq. 2 is used to calculate the score
distances which further helps us in determining the outliers. It
can be calculated as,

SD
(k)
i =

√
(tzi − µ̂z)T (Sz)−1(tzi − µ̂z), (3)

where Lzk,k is given by eigenvalues of Zn,m and SDi(k) is the
score distance of the ith frame when k is the number of compo-
nents in ROBPCA [7].

To determine the outlying observations, we compare the
score distance with the cut-off value

√
χ2
k,0.975 [7]. The frames

that have distance more than this value are termed as outliers
and hence, omitted from the training process. Since we as-
sume our data to be normally distributed, the scores are also
distributed normally [7]. The squared Mahalanobis distance of
normally distributed data follow the χ2

k distribution approxi-
mately. Figure 1 shows the scatter plot of the score distance
calculated using eq.(3) and the cut-off line. The points having
a score distance above this cut-off line are termed as outliers
and removed from the dataset to be used for training. After the
removal of outlier frames from the training dataset, we now fit
a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with a certain number of
components on the outlier-free frames. We will use the state-
of-the-art joint density GMM [9], for mapping of source and
target speaker feature vectors.
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Figure 1: Outliers in male-to-male conversion.

2.2. Joint-density Gaussian Mixture Model (JD-GMM)

The main objective of Joint Density (JD) GMM-based VC tech-
nique is to find mapping function between source and target
speakers’ feature vectors. Joint density GMM is one of the most
followed, state-of-the-art methods in VC. It has two phases,
namely, training and testing (conversion). In the training phase,
joint feature vectors, zi = [xi; yi] are used. Here, xi and yi are
the time-aligned source and target feature vectors of the ith ob-
servation [9], [11]. The joint probability density function (pdf)
of the source and target is given by,

p(X,Y ) = p(Z) =
M∑

m=1

αmN (z;µm,Σm), (4)

where αm is weight of the mth GMM component and
N (z;µm,Σm) is the normal distribution of the joint matrix Z

with mean µm =

[
µ

(x)
m

µ
(y)
m

]
and Σm =

[
Σ

(xx)
m Σ

(xy)
m

Σ
(yx)
m Σ

(yy)
m

]
as the

covariance matrix. The weights αm are such that
∑M
m=1 wm =

1 constraint for total probability. The conversion function for
the joint density GMM method is given by,

ŷi =
M∑

m=1

wm(xi)(µ
(y)
m + Σ(yx)

m (Σ(xx)
m )−1(xi − µ(x)

m )), (5)

where wm =
αmN (x;µx

m,Σ
xx
m )∑M

l=1
αmN (x;µx

l
,Σxx

l
)

and xi and ŷi are the ith

frame of the source and converted feature vector, respectively.
This conversion mapping function is obtained by using the min-
imum mean square error (MMSE). While training the system,
the model parameters αm, µ

(z)
m ,Σ

(z)
m are estimated using the

Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm which fits the data
to a GMM [23].

3. Experimental Setup
The experiments were conducted on the joint-density GMM
(JD-GMM) model, both with and without outlier removal. The
number of components (i.e., k=16) for ROBPCA was estimated
using the eigenvalue outlyingness method (gives scatter of the
data) [7]. The least number of components which explain over
90 % of the variance in the data was chosen as the required
k value. The outlyingness for the number of GMM compo-
nents used in experimentation reached 90 % for 15, 16 and 17
ROBPCA components variably. Hence, we have set the value of
k to 16. JD-GMM with 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 components was
performed and evaluated objectively. JD-GMM with-32 com-
ponents gave the least errors. Hence, it was used to test all the
four systems.

The CMU-ARCTIC database was used for experimentation
(in particular, bdl and rms for male and clb and slt for female
were used) [24]. The source and spectral features were ex-
tracted using AHOCODER [25] analysis-synthesis framework.
The prosodic features were log (F0) and spectral features were
24 order Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). Be-
fore training, the feature vectors of the source and target were
time-aligned using the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algo-
rithm. The number of frames used for training were 9,342,
16880 and 32,159 from 10, 20 and 40 training sentences,
respectively. Testing was performed on four speaker pairs,
namely, male-to-male (M-M), male-to female (M-F), female-
to-male (F-M) and female-to-female (F-F)

The prosodic features (i.e., F0 here) was converted using the
mean-variance method. The conversion formula is given as,

ŷt =
σy

σx
(xt − µx) + µy, (6)

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the source
and target log-scaled F0 values.

4. Experimental Results
In order to evaluate, both objective and subjective measures
were used. For the objective evaluation, we used Mel Cep-
stral Distortion (MCD) whereas MOS and ABX tests were con-
ducted to evaluate the voice conversion systems subjectively.
Objective evaluation: We calculated the MCD between the
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original target and the converted sentences, which is given by,

MCD[dB] =
10

ln10

√√√√2
24∑

d=1

(ci − ĉi)2, (7)

where ci and ĉi are the ith coefficients of the original target
and converted MFCC features. Using 10, 20 and 40 training
sentences, 50 testing sentences were converted using 8, 16, 32,
64 and 128 GMM components for the objective evaluation. The
testing sentences were those which were not used in the training
process.

Figure 2: MCD analysis with 95 % confidence interval for 10
training utterances.

Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the comparison of
the existing joint-density GMM method without outlier removal
and the proposed method with outlier removal in the same
GMM technique. It shows an improvement in the Mel cepstral
distortion values as compared to the baseline approach across
all the cases. Only in the case of F-M conversion, the pro-
posed approach has higher distortion value than the existing
one. In figure 2, we have the plot for the MCD values of the

Figure 3: MCD analysis with 95 % confidence interval for 20
training utterances.

four speaker pair systems using 10 sentences for training. Re-
moving the outliers seem to have a positive impact on the MCD.
The male-to-male and female-to-female voice conversions have
shown almost a 10% improvement as against GMM without any
preprocessing. In the case of female-to-male voice conversion,
a rise in the MCD value has been observed.

Even when the training sentences are increased to 20, we get
the results similar to what we obtained when 10 training sen-
tences were used. This is evident from figure 3. Here, the same-
gender voice converison performs better objectively, whereas
without the pre-processing step, the cross-gender voice conver-
sion has lower MCD values. From figure 2 and figure 3, it is
observed that using 10 and 20 sentences to train the system we
get over a 10 % improvement for the M-M and M-F systems,

Figure 4: MCD analysis with 95 % confidence interval for 40
training utterances.

while the results are comparable when we increase the number
of sentences to 40 as evident from Figure 4. Although we get a
comparable result (2 % increase) in the M-F system, the MCD
in the F-M conversion decreases in the proposed approach, ir-
respective of the number of training sentences. Only in the case
of F-F, we observe that the improvement is consistent over all
the training sets.

Figure 5: XAB test for quality with 95 % confidence interval.

Subjective evaluation: Listening tests were conducted to
evaluate the converted speech qualitatively. 30 listeners par-
ticipated in the subjective evaluation. There were 18 male and
12 female listeners (having age between 22-28 years) who have
no hearing impairment. Two parameters were evaluated while
performing the tests, namely, speech quality and speaker sim-
ilarity. To evaluate the speech quality, we presented converted
sentences to listeners in a random order from both the methods
and asked them which of the sentences sounded more natural.

Figure 6: XAB test for similarity with 95 % confidence interval.

Speaker similarity was tested using XAB test. Here, X was
presented as the analysis-synthesized target speech and speech
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converted using the baseline and the proposed approach were
presented randomly as A or B. In this test, listeners were asked
to provide a preference the converted speech signal, A or B, that
sounded similar to X. The number of mixture components was
set to 32 as it provided with the least error. We also performed
the Mean Optimum Score (MOS) test to evaluate both, quality
and similarity parameters, of the converted speech sounds [26].
In this test, the listeners were asked to rate the voice converted
speech for naturalness on a scale of 1 to 5. An average of these
scores was then calculated for all the four speaker pairs. The
speaker similarity parameter was also tested using the MOS test.
Here, the listeners had to compare the voice converted sound to
a reference (analysis-synthesized) sound and rate on a scale of
1 to 5. The standard values for the MOS test are 1 - bad, 2 -
poor, 3 - fair, 4 - good, 5 - excellent.

Figure 7: MOS test for quality with 95 % confidence interval.

Figure 8: MOS test for similarity with 95 % confidence interval.

The results of the XAB and MOS test for quality and sim-
ilarity are shown in figure 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively. We ob-
served that our proposed approach was better in terms of both
speech quality and similarity in the cross-gender conversion,
while it showed comparable performance when the source and
target speaker gender was the same. In contrast, the objective
results showed a significant improvement in the same-gender
voice conversion systems while, the MCD for F-M voice con-
version was higher when the pre-processing step of outlier re-
moval was used. In Figure 7 and Figure 8, the proposed pre-
processing step has a considerably higher performance for the
male-to-female and female-to-male voice conversions. As op-
posed to the objective results, the male-to-male and female-to-
female have a lower or comparable preference score.

5. Summary and Conclusions
We have proposed a pre-processing method that helps to remove
inconsistent data points before training. We saw improvement
in the objective as well as subjective evaluation when outliers

were discarded from the dataset over the joint density method
without removing the outliers. To save computational time, cost
and increase the efficiency, we used ROBPCA for dimension
reduction and calculated the corresponding score distance using
the robust (free from outlier effect) mean and scatter of the data.
This pre-processing step is very effective, since it eliminates the
unwanted data points so that the system is trained in a way that
it understands the true regularity of the dataset and is not in-
fluenced by a few irregular observations. This pre-processing
will be useful in many statistical methods, such as multivariate
regression, used in voice conversion. Furthermore, we can also
incorporate the orthogonal distances along with the score dis-
tances to remove those points which lie outside the threshold of
both the distances. This will assist in eliminating the masking
effect of outliers that occurs while using the Mahalanobis dis-
tance 30 listeners (18 male and 12 female listeners who have no
hearing impairment) participated in the subjective evaluation.
We can also extend this proposed pre-processing method to
technologies beyond voice conversion. It can be used in speech
and speaker recognition systems where statistical methods are
often used.
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Abstract
An artificial neural network is one of the most important models
for training features of voice conversion (VC) tasks. Typically,
neural networks (NNs) are very effective in processing nonlin-
ear features, such as mel cepstral coefficients (MCC) which rep-
resent the spectrum features. However, a simple representation
for fundamental frequency (F0) is not enough for neural net-
works to deal with an emotional voice, because the time se-
quence of F0 for an emotional voice changes drastically. There-
fore, in this paper, we propose an effective method that uses
the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to decompose F0 into
different temporal scales that can be well trained by NNs for
prosody modeling in emotional voice conversion. Meanwhile,
the proposed method uses deep belief networks (DBNs) to pre-
train the NNs that convert spectral features. By utilizing these
approaches, the proposed method can change the spectrum and
the prosody for an emotional voice at the same time, and was
able to outperform other state-of-the-art methods for emotional
voice conversion.
Index Terms: emotional voice conversion, continuous wavelet
transform, F0 features, neural networks, deep belief networks,

1. Introduction
Recently, the study of Voice Conversion (VC) has attracted wide
attention in the field of speech processing. This technology
can be widely applied in various application domains. For in-
stances, emotion conversion [1], speaking assistance [2], and
other applications [3] [4]. Therefore, the need for this type of
technology in various fields has continued to propel related re-
searches each year. Many statistical approaches have been pro-
posed for spectral conversion during the last decades [5] [6].
Among these approaches, a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
is widely used, and a number of improvements have been pro-
posed [7] [8] for GMM-based voice conversion. Other VC
methods, such as approaches based on non-negative matrix fac-
torization (NMF) [9] [2] have also been proposed. The NMF
and GMM methods are based on linear functions. For perform-
ing voice conversion better, the VC technique needs to train
more complex nonlinear features such as Mel Cepstral Coef-
ficients (MCC) [10] which are widely used in automatic speech
and speaker recognition, some approaches construct non-linear
mapping relationships using neural networks (NNs) to train the
mapping dictionaries between source and target features [11], or
using deep belief networks (DBNs) to achieve non-linear deep
transformation [12]. The results have shown that these deep ar-
chitecture models can perform better than shallow conversion
in some complex voice features conversion.

However, most of the related works in respect to VC fo-
cus on the conversion of spectral features, rather than funda-
mental frequency (F0) conversion. The spectral features and F0
features obtained from STRAIGHT [13] can affect the voice’s
acoustic features and emotional features, respectively. F0 fea-
tures are one of the most important parameters for representing
emotional speech, because it can clearly describe the variation
of voice prosody from one pitch period to another. But F0 fea-
tures extracted from STRAIGHT are low-dimensional features
that cannot be processed well by deep models such as NMF
models or DBN models. Therefore, F0 features are usually con-
verted by logarithm Gaussian normalized transformation (LG)
[14] in these models. However, it has been proved that prosody
conversion is affected by both short term dependencies as well
as long term dependencies, such as the sequence of segments,
syllables, words within an utterance, lexical and syntactic sys-
tems of a language [15]. The LG-based method is insufficent
to convert the prosody effectively due to the constraints of their
linear models and low dimensional F0 features [16]. Since the
CWT can effectively model F0 in different temporal scales and
significantly improve the speech synthesis performance [17].
Ming et.al. [16] used CWT in F0 modeling within the NMF
model for emotional voice conversion and obtained a better re-
sult than the LG method in F0 conversion.

In this paper, inspired by deep learning models’ ability to
perform well in complex nonlinear feature conversion [12] and
CWT’s ability to improve F0 features conversion [16], we pro-
pose a novel method that uses NNs to train the CWT-F0 for
converting the prosody of the emotional voice. Different from
[16], we decompose the F0 into 30 temporal scales which con-
tain more specifics of different temporal scales and train them
by NNs which can perform better compared to the logarithm
Gaussian model and NMF-based model. Since the DBNs are
effective to spectral envelope conversion, for spectral features
conversion, we train the MCC features by using DBNs proposed
by Nakashika et.al. [12]. The reason we choose different mod-
els to separately convert the spectral features and F0 features
is that although the wavelet transform decomposed F0 features
to more complex features, they can be trained enough by NNs,
while the more complex spectral features need a deeper archi-
tecture.

In the rest of this paper, we describe features processing
about MCC and CWT in Sec. 2. The DBNs and NNs used in
our proposed method are introduced in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, we
describe the framework of our proposed emotional voice con-
version system. Sec. 5 gives the detailed stages of process in
experimental evaluations, and conclusions are drawn in Sec. 6.
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2. Feature extraction and processing
To extract features from a speech signal, the STRAIGHT
is frequently used. Generally, the smoothing spectrum and
instantaneous-frequency-based F0 are derived as excitation fea-
tures for every 5ms from the STRAIGHT [13]. To have the
same number of frames, a dynamic time wraping method is used
to align the extracted features (spectrum and F0) of source voice
and target voice. Then, the aligned spectral features are trans-
lated into MCC. The F0 features produced by STRAIGHT are
one dimensional and discrete. It is difficult to model the varia-
tions of F0 in all temporal scales using linear models. Inspired
by the work in [16], before training the F0 features by NNs, we
adopted CWT to decompose the F0 contour into several tem-
poral scales that can be used to model different prosodic levels
ranging from micro-prosody to the sentence level. The steps for
processing details are as follows:
1) In order to explore the perceptual relevant information, F0
contour is transformed from linear scale to logarithmic semi-
tone scale, which is referred to as logF0. As shown in Fig. 1(A),
the logF0 is discrete. As the wavelet method is sensitive to the
gaps in the F0 contours, we need to fill in the unvoiced parts
in the logF0 with linear interpolation to reduce discontinuities
in voice boundaries. Finally, normalize the interpolated logF0
contour to zero mean and unit variance. An example of an in-
terpolated pitch contour is depicted in Fig. 1(B)
2) The continuous wavelet transform of F0 is defined by

W (τ, t) = τ−1/2

∫ ∞

−∞
f0 (x)ψ

(
x− t
τ

)
dx (1)

ψ (t) =
2√
3
π−1/4 (1− t2

)
e−t

2/2, (2)

where f0 (x) is the input signal and ψ is the Mexican hat mother
wavelet. We decompose the continuous logF0 with 30 discrete
scales, each one third octave apart. Our F0 is thus represented
by 30 separate components given by

Wi(f0)(t) =Wi(f0)(2
(i/3)+1τ0, t) ((i/3) + 2.5)

−5/2

, (3)

where i = 1,...,30 and τ0=5 ms. As shown in Fig. 2, the top
figure is the interpolated log-normalized F0 of the source voice.
And the second pan to sixth pan show several examples of sep-
arate components which can represent the utterance, phrase,
word, syllable and phone levels, respectively.

3. Training model
3.1. NNs

Neural networks (NNs) are trained on a frame error (FE) mini-
mization criterion and the corresponding weights are adjusted to
minimize the error squares over the whole source-target, stereo
training data set. As shown in Eq. 4, the error of mapping is
given by

ε =
∑

t

||yt −G(xt)||2, (4)

G(xt) denotes the NNs mapping of xt and is defined as:

G(xt) = (G1 ◦G2 ◦ · · · ◦GL) =
L⊙

l=1

G(l)(xt) (5)
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Figure 1: Log-normalized F0 (A) and interpolated log-
normalized F0 (B). The red curve: target F0; The blue curve:
source F0.
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Figure 2: Interpolated log-normalized F0 and five wavelet trans-
forms (i=30, i=24, i=18, i=12, i=6)

Gl(xt) = σ(W lxt) (6)

Here,
⊙L

l=1 denotes composition of L functions. For instance,⊙2
l=1W

(l)(z) = σ(W (2)σ(W (1)(xt)). W (l) represents the
weight matrices of layer l in NNs. σ denotes a standard tanh
function which is defined as:

σ (x) = tanh (x) =
e2x − 1

e2x + 1
, (7)

As shown in the training model of Fig. 3, we use a 4-layer NN
model for prosody training. w1, w2 and w3 represent the weight
matrices of first, second and third layers of NN, respectively.
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Figure 3: Framework of the proposed method

3.2. DBNs

Deep belief networks (DBNs) have an architecture that stacks
multiple Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) which are
composed of a visible layer and a hidden layer with full, two-
way inter-layer connections but no intra-layer connections. As
an energy-based model, the energy of a configuration (v, h) is
defined as :

E (v, h) = −aT v − bTh− vTWh, (8)

where, W ∈ RI×J , a ∈ RI×1, and b ∈ RJ×1 denote the
weight parameter matrix between visible units and hidden units,
a bias vector of visible units, and a bias vector of hidden units,
respectively. The joint distribution over v and h is defined as:

P (v, h) =
1

Z
e−E(v,h). (9)

The RBM has the shape of a bipartite graph, with no intra-layer
connections. Consequently, the individual activation probabili-
ties are obtained via

P (hj = 1|v) = σ

(
bj +

m∑

i=1

wi,jvi

)
; (10)

P (vi = 1|h) = σ

(
ai +

n∑

j=1

wi,jhj

)
. (11)

In DBNs, σ denotes a standard sigmoid function, (σ (x) =
1/(1 + e−x)). For parameter estimation, RBMs are trained to
maximize the product of probabilities assigned to some training

set data. To calculate the weight parameter matrix, we use the
RBM log-likelihood gradient method as defined:

L (θ) =
1

N

N∑

n=1

logPθ
(
v(n)

)
− λ

N
‖W‖ . (12)

Here, Pθ
(
v(n)

)
is the probability of visible vectors in the inner

model with the model parameters θ = (W,a, b). To differen-
tiate the L (θ) via Eq. 13, we can obtain W when making the
L (θ) be the largest.

∂L (θ)

∂Wij
= EPdata [vihj ]− EPθ [vihj ]−

2λ

N
Wij . (13)

where, EPdata 〈· · ·〉 and EPθ 〈· · ·〉 represent averages of input
data and the inner model, respectively. As shown in the training
model of Fig. 3, our proposed method has two different DBNs
for source speech and target speech (DBNsource and DBNtar-
get). This is intented to capture the speaker-individuality in-
formation and connect them by the NNs. The numbers of each
node from input x to output y are [24 48 24] for DBNsource and
DBNtarget, respectively. And the connected NN is a 3-layers
model. The whole training process of the DBNs was conducted
with the following steps.
1) Train two DBNs for source and target speakers. In the train-
ing of DBNs, the hidden units computed as a conditional prob-
ability (P (h|v)) in Eq. 10 are fed to the following RBMs, and
trained layer-by-layer until the highest layer is reached.
2) After pre-training the two DBNs separately, we connect them
by the NNs. The weight parameters of NNs are estimated so as
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to minimize the error between the output and the target vectors.
3) Finally, the entire network (DBNsource, DBNtarget and
NNs) is fine-tuned by back-propagation using the MCC fea-
tures.

4. Framework of proposed method
Our proposed framework, as shown in Fig. 3, transforms both
the excitation and the filter features from the source voice to the
target voice. As described in Sec. 2, we extracted spectral fea-
tures and F0 features from both source voice and target voice
by the STRAIGHT and use DTW to align them. We then pro-
cess the aligned F0 features into CWT-F0 features for NNs and
transform the aligned spectral features into the MCC features,
respectively. The conversion function training of our proposed
method has two parts. One part is the conversion of CWT-F0 us-
ing the NNs, the other is the MCC conversion using the DBNs.

For prosody training, we use the 30-dimentional CWT-F0
features for emotional voice features training. To achieve this,
we transfered the parallel data which consist of the aligned F0
features of source and target voices to CWT-F0 features. Then
use the 4-layers NN models to train the CWT-F0 features. The
numbers of nodes from the input layer to output layer are [30
50 50 30]. For spectral features training, we transform aligned
spectral features of source and target voices to 24-dimentional
MCC features. We then used these MCC features of the source
and target voice as the input-layer data and output-layer data
for DBNs. Then we connect them by the NNs for deep training.
The conversion phase of Fig. 3 shows how our trained conver-
sion function can be applied. The source voice is processed into
spectral features and F0 featurs by the STRAIGHT, which are
then transformed to MCC and CWT-F0 features, respectively.
These features can then be fed into the conversion function to
convert the features. Finally, we convert them back to spectrum
and F0, and use these features to reconstruct the waveform with
STRAIGHT.

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the proposed method, we compared the results with
several state-of-the-art methods as follows:

• DBNs+LG: This system proposed by Nakashika et al.
converts spectral features by DBNs and converts the F0
features by the logarithm Gaussian method [12], which
can be expressed with the following equation:

log (f0conv) = µtgt +
σtgt
σsrc

(log (f0src)− µsrc)
(14)

where µsrc and σsrc are the mean and variance of the
F0 in logarithm for the source speaker, µtgt and σtgt
are those for the target speaker. (f0src) is the source
speaker pitch and (f0conv) is the converted fundamen-
tal frequency for the target speaker.

• DBNs+NMF: Using the DBNs to convert spectral fea-
tures while using the non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) to convert five-scales CWT-F0 features.

• DBNs+NNs (proposed method): This is the proposed
system that uses the DBNs to convert spectral features
while using the NN to convert the 30-scale CWT-F0 fea-
tures.

We used a database of emotional Japanese speech constructed
in [18]. And the waveforms used were sampled at 16 kHz. In-
put and output have the same speaker but different emotions.
We made the datasets as happy voices to neutral voices, angry
voices to neutral voices and sad voices to neutral voices. For
each dataset, 50 sentences were chosen as training data and 10
sentences were choosen for evaluation voice.

Table 1: MCD and F0-RMSE results for different emotions.
A2N, S2N and H2N represent the datasets angry to neutral
voice, sad to neutral voice and happy to neutral voice, respec-
tively.

MCD F0-RMSE
A2N S2N H2N A2N S2N H2N

Source 6.03 5.18 6.30 76.8 73.7 100.4
DBNs+LG 5.47 4.77 5.92 76.1 73.5 85.2
DBN+NMF 5.46 4.78 5.93 69.4 66.9 74.3
DBN+NN 5.47 4.77 5.93 61.6 64.2 75.9

Figure 4: Mel-cepstral distortion evaluation of spectral features
conversion

Figure 5: Root mean squared error evaluation of F0 features
conversion
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5.2. Objective Experiment

Mel cepstral distortion (MCD) was used for the objective eval-
uation of spectral conversion, which is defined as:

MCD = (10/ ln 10)

√√√√2
24∑

i=1

(mcti −mcci )2 (15)

where mcti and mcci represent the target and the converted mel-
cepstral, respectively.
To evaluate the F0 conversion, we used the Root Mean Squar
Error (RMSE):

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑

i=1

((F0ti)− (F0ci ))
2 (16)

where F0ti and F0ci denote the target and the converted F0 fea-
tures, respectively. A lower MCD and F0-RMSE value indicate
smaller distortion or predicting error. Unlike the RMSE evalu-
ation function used in [16], which evaluated the F0 conversion
by calculating logarithmic scaled F0, we used original target F0
and converted F0 for calculating the RMSE values. Since our
RMSE function evaluates complete sentences that contain both
voiced and unvoiced F0 features instead of the voiced logarith-
mic scaled F0, the RMSE values will be high. For emotional
voices, the unvoiced features also include some emotional in-
formation. Therefore, we choose the F0 of complete sentences
for evaluation instead of the voiced logarithmic scaled F0.

The average MCD and F0-RMSE results over all evaluation
pairs are reported in Table 1. The MCD results are presented in
the left part of Table 1. Comparing DBNs with source, DBNs
decrease the the value of MCD. As shown in Fig. 4, among
DBN+LG, DBN+NMF and DBN+NN, MCD decreases or in-
creases slightly, it proves that the conversion of F0 does not af-
fect the spectral features conversion too much. The F0-RMSE
results are presented in the right part of Table 1. As shown in
Table 1 and Fig. 5, the conventional linear conversion logarithm
Gaussian can affect the conversion of happy voice to neutral, but
affect slightly on the conversion of angry voice and sad voice to
neutral voice. The NMF method and proposed method can both
affect the conversion of all emotional voice datasets, and the
proposed method can get a better conversion result as a whole.

Fig. 6 shows the example of source emotion F0, Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8 show the target F0 and converted F0, respectively. Here,
we can see that after converted by the proposed method, F0 is
much similar to the tareget neutral vocie.

5.3. Subjective Experiment

We conducted a subjective emotion evaluation by a mean opin-
ion score test. The opinion score was set to a five-point scale
(the emotion of sample voice sounded more similar to the target
speech and different from source speech, the larger point will be
given). In each test, 50 utterances (10 for source speech, 10 for
target speech and 30 for converted speech by each method) are
selected and 10 listeners are involved. Each subject listened to
source and target speech. Then the subject listened to the speech
converted by the three methods and give the point to them. As
shown in Table 2 and Fig. 5, the angry voice to neutral voice
and sad voice to neutral voice can obtain a better result than
the happy voice to neutral voice by the method DBN-NMF and
DBN-NN. But, the conventional Gaussian method is proved to
be poorly in conversion of angery voice to neutral voice, and

the DBN-NN(proposed method) obtained a better score than the
other two methods in each emotional voice conversion.
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Figure 6: Example of F0 spoken with source anger emotion
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Figure 7: Example of F0 spoken with target neutral emotion
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Figure 8: Example of converted F0

Table 2: MOS results for different emotions. A2N, S2N and
H2N represent the datasets angry to neutral voice, sad to neutral
voice and happy to neutral voice, respectively.

A2N S2N H2N
DBNs+LG 2.03 2.63 2.76
DBN+NMF 3.37 3.02 2.94
DBN+NN 3.57 3.59 3.40

Figure 9: MOS evaluation of emotional voice conversion
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6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we proposed a method using DBNs to train the
MCC features to construct mapping relationship of the spec-
tral envelopes, while using NNs to train the CWT-F0 features
which are conducted by the F0 features for prosody conver-
sion between source and target speakers. Comparison between
the proposed method and the conventional methods (logarithm
Gaussian, NMF) have shown that our proposed model can ef-
fectively change the acoustic and the prosody for the emotional
voice at the same time. In this paper, we only coverted the emo-
tional voices to neutral voices and the model needs to conduct
the parallel speech data which will limit the conversion only one
to one. In the future work, we will do experiments about neutral
to emotional voices conversion. Also, there are researches using
the raw waveforms for deep neural networks training [19] [20].
We will apply the new DBNs model which can straightly use
the raw waveform features. It will let the emotional voice con-
version model be widely used for practical applications in the
future.
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Abstract
The quality of text-to-speech (TTS) voices built from noisy
speech is compromised. Enhancing the speech data before
training has been shown to improve quality but voices built with
clean speech are still preferred. In this paper we investigate two
different approaches for speech enhancement to train TTS sys-
tems. In both approaches we train a recursive neural network
(RNN) to map acoustic features extracted from noisy speech to
features describing clean speech. The enhanced data is then
used to train the TTS acoustic model. In one approach we
use the features conventionally employed to train TTS acous-
tic models, i.e Mel cepstral (MCEP) coefficients, aperiodicity
values and fundamental frequency (F0). In the other approach,
following conventional speech enhancement methods, we train
an RNN using only the MCEP coefficients extracted from the
magnitude spectrum. The enhanced MCEP features and the
phase extracted from noisy speech are combined to reconstruct
the waveform which is then used to extract acoustic features
to train the TTS system. We show that the second approach
results in larger MCEP distortion but smaller F0 errors. Sub-
jective evaluation shows that synthetic voices trained with data
enhanced with this method were rated higher and with similar
to scores to voices trained with clean speech.
Index Terms: speech enhancement, speech synthesis, RNN

1. Introduction
Statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) systems [1] can
produce voices of reasonable quality from small amounts of
speech data. Although adaptation techniques have been shown
to improve robustness to recording conditions [2] most studies
on SPSS are based on carefully recorded databases. The use of
less than ideal speech material is, however, of a great interest.
The possibility of using found data to increase the amount of
training material is quite attractive, particularly with the wealth
of freely available speech data and increased processing power.
In terms of applications, the creation of personalised voices [3]
often relies on recordings that are not of studio quality. Quality
of synthesised speech can be improved by discarding data that
is considered to be too distorted but when data quantity is small
or noise levels are too high discarding seems like a bad strategy.
Alternatively speech enhancement can be used to pre-enhance
the data.

Statistical model-based speech enhancement methods have
been shown to generate higher quality speech in subjective eval-
uations over Wiener, spectral subtractive and subspace algo-
rithms [4]. Recently there has been a strong interest towards
methods using a deep neural network (DNN) [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] to

generate enhanced acoustic parameters from acoustic parame-
ters extracted from noisy speech. In [5] a deep feed-forward
neural network was used to generate a frequency-domain bi-
nary mask using a cost function in the waveform domain. A
more extensive work on speech enhancement using DNNs is
presented in [6] where authors use more than 100 noise types
to train a feed-forward network using noise-aware training and
global variance [10]. Authors in [7] use text-derived features as
an additional input of a feed-forward network that generates en-
hanced spectrum parameters and found that distortion is smaller
when using text. In most of these studies around eleven frames
(which represent a segment of at least 220ms) are used as in-
put to the network in order to provide the temporal evolution
of the features. Alternatively authors in [8, 9] use a recursive
neural network (RNN) for speech enhancement. It is difficult
to compare results across studies as often authors evaluate their
systems using different objective measures and no subjective
evaluation. It seems however that neural network based meth-
ods outperform other statistical model-based methods and that
the recursive structure is beneficial.

There have not been many studies on using speech enhance-
ment for text-to-speech. In conventional SPSS, acoustic param-
eters that describe the excitation and the vocal tract are used to
train an acoustic model. Authors in [11] found that excitation
parameters are less prone to degradation by noise than cepstral
coefficients. They found a significant preference for voices built
using clean data for adaptation over voices built with noisy and
speech that has been enhanced using a subspace-based speech
enhancement method. In a work submitted on [12] we pro-
posed the use of an RNN to generate enhanced vocoder param-
eters that are used to train an acoustic model of text-to-speech.
We found that synthetic voices trained with features that have
been enhanced using an RNN were rated of better quality than
voices built with noisy data and data enhanced using a statisti-
cal model-based speech enhancement method. We found that
using text-derived features as additional input of the network
helps but not to a great extent and that fundamental frequency
(F0) errors are still quite large even after enhancement.

Most speech enhancement methods operate either on the
magnitude spectrum or some sort of parametrisation of it, or on
the binary mask domain that is used to generate an estimate of
the clean magnitude spectrum [13]. To reconstruct the wave-
form, phase can be derived from the noisy signal or estimated.
In such methods F0 is not enhanced directly. We argued in [12]
that enhancing the acoustic parameters that are used for TTS
acoustic model training would generate better synthetic voices
as it would not require waveform reconstruction. In this pa-
per we investigate this hypothesis in more detail by comparing
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Figure 1: Training a TTS acoustic model using an RNN-based speech enhancement method that enhances vocoded parameters directly
(top) and a parametrisation of the magnitude spectrum (bottom).

two RNN-based methods, one that operates in the TTS-style
vocoder parameter domain as proposed in [12] and another that
enhances a set of parameters that describe the magnitude spec-
trum. To simplify the comparison we do not use text-derived
features in this work.

This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we present
a brief summary of RNNs, followed by the proposed speech en-
hancement systems in Section 3 and the experiments in Section
4. Discussions and conclusions follow.

2. Deep recurrent neural networks
RNNs are networks that possess at least one feed-back con-
nection, which could potentially allow them to model sequen-
tial data. Due to the vanishing gradient problem [14] they are
difficult to train. Long short-term memory networks (LSTM)
[15, 16] are recurrent networks composed of units with a partic-
ular structure and as such they do not suffer from the vanishing
gradient and can therefore be easier to train. An LSTM unit is
capable of remembering a value for an arbitrary length of time,
controlling how the input affects it, as well as how that value
is transmitted to the output and when to forget and remem-
ber previous values. LSTMs have been applied in a range of
speech problems [17, 18], including regression problems such
as text-to-speech [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and as previously men-
tioned speech enhancement [8, 9]. LSTMs could be particu-
larly interesting when training with real noisy data, i.e. record-
ings when speech is produced in noise and therefore changes
accordingly.

3. Speech Enhancement using RNNs
Fig.1 shows the two RNN-based methods that we investigate in
this paper. The diagram on the top represents the enhancement
method proposed in [12]. We refer to this method as RNN-V. In
this method we train an RNN with a parallel database of clean
and noisy acoustic features extracted using the synthesis module
of a vocoder that is typically used for SPSS. The acoustic fea-
tures extracted using this vocoder are the Mel cepstral (MCEP)
coefficients from a smoothed magnitude spectrum, band aperi-
odicity (BAP) values, the voiced/unvoiced (V/UV) decision and
the F0. These acoustic features are extracted at a frame level us-
ing overlapping F0-adaptive windows. Once the RNN is trained
it can be used to generate enhanced acoustic features from noisy

ones, as displayed in the top diagram of Fig.1. These enhanced
features are then used to train the TTS acoustic model.

The bottom of Fig.1 shows the alternative structure we pro-
pose in this paper, which we refer to as RNN-DFT. In this
method we analyse the speech waveform using the short-term
Fourier transform (STFT) to obtain the discrete Fourier trans-
form (DFT) of each time frame. We calculate the magnitude
value of this complex signal, which we refer to simply as the
magnitude spectrum, as well as its phase. To decrease the di-
mensionality of the magnitude spectrum we extractM Mel cep-
stral coefficients from the N length magnitude spectrum, trun-
cating the number of coefficients so that M<N . We refer to
these coefficients as MCEP-DFT coefficients. We train an RNN
with a parallel database of MCEP-DFT coefficients extracted
from clean and noisy speech signals. Once the model is trained
it can be used to generate enhanced MCEP-DFT from noisy
ones. To reconstruct the speech signal these coefficients are
converted to magnitude spectrum via a warped discrete cosine
transform. The enhanced magnitude spectrum and the original
phase obtained from the DFT extracted from the noisy wave-
form, as shown in the bottom of Fig.1, are combined and using
the inverse discrete Fourier transform we obtain the waveform
signal. This signal is once again analysed this time using the
TTS-style vocoder and the extracted features are then used to
train the TTS acoustic model.

4. Experiments
In this section we detail the database used to train and test these
methods and the experiments conducted using vocoded and syn-
thetic speech.

4.1. Database

We selected from the Voice Bank corpus [24] 28 speakers - 14
male and 14 female of the same accent region (England) and
another 56 speakers - 28 male and 28 female - of different ac-
cent regions (Scotland and United States). There are around
400 sentences available from each speaker. All data is sampled
at 48 kHz and orthographic transcription is also available.

To create the noisy database used for training we used ten
different noise types: two artificially generated (speech-shaped
noise and babble) and eight real noise recordings from the De-
mand database [25]. The speech-shaped noise was created by
filtering white noise with a filter whose frequency response
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Architecture Training data MCEP (dB) BAP (dB) V/UV (%) F0 (Hz)
NOISY - 9.86 / 10.68 2.62 / 2.41 9.55 / 7.88 40.27 / 4.38
DNN 14 female + 14 male 5.69 / 6.10 1.96 / 1.82 4.00 / 4.25 27.09 / 10.90
RNN 14 female + 14 male 4.63 / 5.06 1.83 / 1.74 2.50 / 2.30 24.52 / 8.34
RNN 14 female 4.70 / 5.89 1.85 / 1.97 2.63 / 5.01 24.08 / 39.68
RNN 14 male 6.18 / 5.23 2.04 / 1.73 5.36 / 2.32 37.87 / 6.45
RNN 28 female + 28 male 4.59 / 5.05 1.86 / 1.72 2.46 / 2.15 24.90 / 8.43

Table 1: Distortion measures calculated from the vocoded parameters of the female / male voice.

matched that of the long term speech level of a male speaker.
The babble noise was generated by adding speech from six
speakers from the Voice Bank corpus that were not used either
for either training or testing. The other eight noises were se-
lected using the first channel of the 48 kHz versions of the noise
recordings of the Demand database. The chosen noises were: a
domestic noise (inside a kitchen), an office noise (in a meeting
room), three public space noises (cafeteria, restaurant, subway
station), two transportation noises (car and metro) and a street
noise (busy traffic intersection). The signal-to-noise (SNR) val-
ues used for training were: 15 dB, 10 dB, 5 dB and 0 dB. We
had therefore 40 different noisy conditions (ten noises x four
SNRs), which meant that per speaker there were around ten dif-
ferent sentences in each condition. The noise was added to the
clean waveforms using the ITU-T P.56 method [26] to calculate
active speech levels using the code provided in [13]. The clean
waveforms were added to noise after they had been normalised
and silence segments longer than 200ms had been trimmed off
from the beginning and end of each sentence.

To create the test set we selected two other speakers from
England of the same corpus, a male and a female, and five other
noises from the Demand database. The chosen noises were:
a domestic noise (living room), an office noise (office space),
one transport (bus) and two street noises (open area cafeteria
and a public square). We used four slightly higher SNR values:
17.5 dB, 12.5 dB, 7.5 dB and 2.5 dB. This created 20 different
noisy conditions (five noises x four SNRs), which meant that
per speaker there were around 20 different sentences in each
condition. The noise was added following the same procedure
described previously. The noisy speech database is permanently
available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/1356

4.2. Acoustic features

Using STRAIGHT [27] we extracted 60 MCEP coefficients, 25
BAP components and using SPTK [28] we extracted F0 and
V/UV information with the RAPT F0 extraction method [29].

MCEP (dB) BAP (dB) V/UV (%) F0 (Hz)
NOISY 9.86 / 10.68 2.62 / 2.41 9.55 / 7.88 40.27 / 4.38
CLEAN* 1.84 / 1.61 1.24 / 1.10 0.58 / 0.62 17.14 / 1.84
NOISY* 9.41 / 10.13 2.75 / 2.50 10.39 / 8.49 41.17 / 4.70
OMLSA 8.19 / 8.36 3.15 / 2.77 8.73 / 8.28 34.03 / 6.31
RNN-V 4.59 / 5.05 1.86 / 1.72 2.46 / 2.15 24.90 / 8.43
RNN-DFT 4.90 / 5.22 2.44 / 2.32 2.06 / 2.44 22.59 / 3.31

Table 2: Distortion measures calculated from the vocoded pa-
rameters of the female / male voice. CLEAN* and NOISY* refer
to distortion calculated using parameters extracted from resyn-
thesised clean and noisy signals.

All these features were extracted using a sliding window of 5ms
shift. The resulting dimensionality of the vocoder features is 87.

Using a hamming window of 16ms and a 4ms shift we
extracted the DFT of 1024 size. From its magnitude value
we extracted 87 Mel cepstral coefficients. This number was
chosen to match the number of parameters extracted using the
STRAIGHT vocoder, making the comparison across methods
fairer.

4.3. Speech enhancement methods

We trained different types of neural networks to map acous-
tic features extracted from noisy natural speech to features ex-
tracted from clean natural speech. The cost function used was
the sum of square errors across all acoustic dimensions. Similar
to [8] we set the learning rate to 2.0 e-5 and used the stochas-
tic gradient descent to train the model with randomly initialised
weights following a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
0.1 variance. The momentum was set to zero. We used the
CURRENNT tool [30] to train the models using a TESLA K40
GPU board.

As a conventional speech enhancement method we choose
the statistical model-based method described in [31] that uses
the optimally-modified log-spectral amplitude speech estimator
(OMLSA) and an improved version of the minima controlled
recursive averaging noise estimator as proposed in [32]. The
code is available from the authors website and has been used as
a comparison point for other DNN-based speech enhancement
[6, 12].

4.4. Objective measures

In this section we present distortion measures calculated using
the acoustic parameters extracted by the TTS vocoder. The dis-
tortion measures are the MCEP distortion in dB, the BAP distor-
tion in dB, the F0 distortion in Hz calculated over voiced frames
and the VUV distortion calculated over the entire utterance. The
measures are calculated at a frame level across all utterances
of each test speaker (female/male) and averaged across frames.
The distortion is always calculated using vocoded parameters
extracted from clean speech as the reference. In the following
sections we analyse the effect of network architecture, amount
of training data, enhanced features and noisy type using these
distortion measures as evaluation metric.

4.4.1. Network architecture and training data

Table 1 presents the distortion measures of the noisy test
data (NOISY) and five neural network-based enhancement ap-
proaches that differ in terms of network architecture and amount
of training data. All of these networks were trained using acous-
tic features derived from the TTS vocoder, following the RNN-
V method.
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Figure 2: Mel ceptral distortion per noise and SNR condition for female (top) and male (bottom).

DNN refers to a deep neural network made of four feed-
forward layers of 512 logistic units. RNN refers to a network
with two feed-forward layers of 512 logistic units located clos-
est to the input and two bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) layers of
256 units closest to the output, as proposed in [12].

Most model-based speech enhancement methods train a
model using data from both male and female speakers, but since
the method proposed here is enhancing F0 directly we also
trained two separate models using only data from a single gen-
der for comparison. The data used for training is noted by the
column Training data in Table 1.

We can see from this table that RNN performance is better
than DNN, particularly with respect to V/UV and MCEP distor-
tion. The F0 distortion of the male speaker data seem however
to increase when using data from both genders for training. Re-
sults obtained using models trained with female and male data
separately are only slightly better in terms of F0 distortion but
worst in terms of MCEP distortion, possibly due to the fact that
the mixed gender model uses double the amount of data. Fur-
ther increasing the amount of data from 28 to 56 speakers results
in lower MCEP and V/UV distortion but does not improve BAP
and F0 distortions.

4.4.2. Enhanced features and noise type

In this section we focus on models trained with the most amount
of data, i.e. 56 speakers of mixed gender. Table 2 shows
the distortions of noisy speech (NOISY), resynthesised clean
(CLEAN*) and noisy (NOISY*) speech, and the enhancement
methods OMLSA, RNN-V and RNN-DFT. RNN-V is the same
system listed in the last row of the Table 1.

The resynthesised data refers to the data that has been anal-
ysed and synthesised using the STFT settings described pre-
viously. The distortion observed in CLEAN* results are er-
rors introduced by this process while the distortions observed
in NOISY* are brought up by the resynthesis plus the presence

of additive noise. As we can see in the table, BAP, VUV and
F0 distortion slightly increased when resynthesising the clean
waveform (CLEAN*). Resynthesising noisy speech (NOISY*)
does not seem to increase MCEP distortion (compare NOISY*
and NOISY values) and only marginally increases other types
of distortion. These results seem to indicate that the reconstruc-
tion process does not greatly affect the extraction of TTS acous-
tic features.

Regarding the enhancement methods, Table 2 shows that
OMLSA results in more errors when compared to the RNN-
based methods with respect to all acoustic features. RNN-V
obtained lower MCEP and BAP distortion for both male and
female speech, while RNN-DFT results in lower VU/V and F0

errors. In fact only this method was able to decrease the F0

errors of the male data.
For comparison we calculated the Mel cepstral distortion

of the MCEP-DFT, i.e. the cepstral coefficients calculated from
the magnitude spectrum obtained via STFT analysis. The co-
efficients extracted from clean speech were used as the refer-
ence. MCEP-DFT distortion of the female/male noisy speech
data was found to be of 9.87/10.48 dB. This value is similar to
the one obtained for the MCEP distortion (NOISY row in Ta-
ble 2). MCEP-DFT distortion decreases to 4.9359/5.3829 dB
when MCEP-DFT is enhanced using an RNN. Distortion de-
creased but is still larger than the MCEP distortion of RNN-V
seen in Table 2.

In order to see how the performance of RNN-based meth-
ods depends on the noise type and SNR in Fig.2 we present
the distortion broken down for each noise type and SNR. From
these figures we can see that cafeteria (cafe) and living room
(living) noises are the most challenging ones: MCEP distortion
is quite high even after enhancement. This is most likely due
to the fact that recordings of these noises often contained com-
peting speaker, music and other non-stationary noises. Bus and
office noises, often mostly stationary, seem to distort the signal
less. The gap between the distortion brought by different noise
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Figure 3: Rank results of listening experiment with vocoded (left) and synthetic (right) speech of female (top) and male (bottom).

types is made smaller with enhancement but still remains. The
decrease in distortion after the enhancement seems to be higher
for lower SNRs, in both RNN and RNN-DFT cases.

4.5. Text-to-speech

We built an hidden Markov model (HMM)-based synthetic
voice for the female and the male test data by adapting a previ-
ously trained model of an English female speaker clean data
[33, 34]. MCEP coefficients, BAP and Mel scale F0 statics
and delta and delta-deltas were used to train the model, form-
ing five streams. To generate from these models we used the
maximum likelihood parameter generation algorithm [35] con-
sidering global variance [10].

4.6. Subjective evaluation

We evaluated five different types of vocoded and synthetic
speech: clean speech (CLEAN), noisy speech (NOISY) and
speech enhanced by three methods (OMLSA, RNN-V, RNN-
DFT). Vocoded speech is included in this evaluation to check
whether the quality the synthetic voices is related to the quality
of the enhanced vocoded samples. Notice that the OMLSA and
RNN-DFT methods generate enhanced waveforms while RNN-
DFT generate a sequence of enhanced vocoded parameters. To
create vocoded speech of OMLSA and RNN-DFT we analysed
and resynthesised the waveforms using the TTS vocoder. To
generate vocoded speech of RNN-V we simply synthesised the
enhaced parameters.

4.6.1. Listening experiment design

To evaluate the samples we created a MUSHRA-style [36] lis-
tening test. The test contained 30 screens organised in two
bocks of 15 screens each: the first block with the male voice
and the second with the female voice. The first half of each
block is made of screens with vocoded speech samples while
the second half contain screens of synthetic speech. The first
screen of each block was used to train participants to do the
task and familiarise them with the material. In each screen par-
ticipants were asked to score the overall quality of a sample of
the same sentence from each method on a scale from 0 to 100.
We specifically asked listeners to rate overall quality consider-
ing both speech and background as some of the vocoded sam-
ples contained noise in the background. This is in accordance
with the methodology proposed in [11]. A different sentence
is used across different screens. 42 different sentences for each
speech type (vocoded and synthetic) were used across six listen-
ers. The sentences used for the vocoded speech were a subset of
the ones recorded by the Voice bank corpus while the sentences
used for synthesis were the Harvard sentences [37]. The train-
ing screen was constructed always with the same sentence and it
was made of samples of vocoded speech. Natural clean speech
was also included in the test so that participants would have a
reference for good quality as well as checking if participants
did go through the material and score it as 100 as instructed.
We recruited 24 native English speakers to participate in this
evaluation.
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4.6.2. Results

Figure 3 shows the boxplot of listeners responses in terms of the
rank order of systems for the female (top) and the male (bottom)
voice of vocoded (left) and synthetic (right) speech. The rank
order was obtained per screen and per listener according to the
scores given to each voice. The solid and dashed lines show me-
dian and mean values. To test significant differences we used a
Mann-Whitney U test at a p-value of 0.01 with a Homl Bonfer-
roni correction due to the large number of pairs to compare. The
pairs that were not found to be significantly different from each
other are connected with straight horizontal lines that appear on
the top of each boxplot.

As expected natural speech ranked highest and noise ranked
lowest for all cases. RNN-DFT was rated higher among all en-
hancement strategies in all cases. The gap between clean and
RNN-DFT enhanced speech is smaller for the synthetic speech
style than for the vocoded speech. In fact for both genders the
synthetic voice trained with RNN-DFT enhanced speech was
not found to be significantly different than the voice built with
clean speech. The increasing order of preference of the meth-
ods seem to be the same for vocoded and synthetic speech:
OMLSA, followed by RNN-V and RNN-DFT. The benefit of
RNN-based methods is seen in both vocoded and synthetic
voices, while the OMLSA method improvements seems to de-
crease after TTS acoustic model training.

5. Discussion
We have found that the reconstruction process required in the
RNN-DFT method does not seem to negatively impact the ex-
traction of TTS acoustic features from noisy data. However we
observed that the RNN-DFT method increases both MCEP and
BAP distortion more than the RNN-V method. The assumption
that phase can be reconstructed directly from the noisy speech
data may have caused an increase in distortion. RNN-DFT
seems however to decrease V/UV and F0 errors when compared
to RNN-V. This is somewhat unexpected as the RNN-V ap-
proach directly enhances the F0 data. Both methods decreased
MCEP distortion for all noises tested, making the gap between
non-stationary and stationary noises smaller.

We argued in [12] that enhancing the acoustic parameters
that are used for TTS model training should generate higher
quality synthetic voices but subjective scores showed that RNN-
DFT resulted in higher quality vocoded and synthetic speech
for both genders. The RNN-DFT enhanced synthetic voice was
in fact ranked as high as the voice built using clean data. We
believe that RNN-V did not work as well because enhancing
the F0 trajectory directly is quite challenging, as F0 extraction
errors can be substantial in some frames (doubling and halving
errors) while small in others.

6. Conclusion
We presented in this paper two different speech enhancement
methods to improve the quality of TTS voices trained with noisy
speech data. Both methods employ a recursive neural network
to map noisy acoustic features to clean features. In one method
we train an RNN with acoustic features that are used to train
TTS models, including fundamental frequency and Mel cepstral
coefficients. In the other method the RNN is trained with pa-
rameters extracted from the magnitude spectrum, as is usually
done in conventional speech enhancement methods. For wave-
form reconstruction the phase information is directly obtained

from the original noise signal while the magnitude spectrum
is obtained using the output of the RNN. We have found that
although Mel cepstral distortion is higher the second method
was rated of a higher quality for both vocoded and synthetic
speech and for the female and male data. The synthetic voices
trained with data enhanced with this method were rated simi-
lar to voices trained with clean speech. In the future we would
like to investigate whether similar improvements would apply
to voices trained using DNNs and whether training an RNN di-
rectly with the magnitude spectrum could further improve re-
sults.
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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of speaker adap-
tation for various essential components in deep neural net-
work based speech synthesis, including acoustic models, acous-
tic feature extraction, and post-filters. In general, a speaker
adaptation technique, e.g., maximum likelihood linear regres-
sion (MLLR) for HMMs or learning hidden unit contributions
(LHUC) for DNNs, is applied to an acoustic modeling part
to change voice characteristics or speaking styles. However,
since we have proposed a multiple DNN-based speech synthe-
sis system, in which several components are represented based
on feed-forward DNNs, a speaker adaptation technique can
be applied not only to the acoustic modeling part but also to
other components represented by DNNs. In experiments us-
ing a small amount of adaptation data, we performed adaptation
based on LHUC and simple additional fine tuning for DNN-
based acoustic models, deep auto-encoder based feature extrac-
tion, and DNN-based post-filter models and compared them
with HMM-based speech synthesis systems using MLLR.
Index Terms: Statistical Parametric Speech Synthesis, Deep
Neural Network, Speaker Adaptation, Learning Hidden Unit
Contributor

1. Introduction
Statistical speech synthesis research has been significantly ad-
vanced thanks to deep neural networks (DNNs) with many hid-
den layers. For example, DNNs have been applied for acous-
tic modeling. Zen et al. used a DNN to learn the relationship
between input texts and extracted features instead of decision
tree-based state tying [1]. Restricted Boltzmann machines or
deep belief networks have been used to model output probabil-
ities of hidden Markov model (HMM) states instead of GMMs
[2]. Recurrent neural networks and long-short term memories
have been used for prosody modeling [3] and acoustic trajectory
modeling [4]. In addition, an auto-encoder neural network has
also been used to extract low dimensional excitation parameters
[5]. Furthermore a DNN-based probabilistic post-filter has also
proposed [6], where a DNN is used to model the conditional
probability of the spectral differences between natural and syn-
thetic speech so that the fine spectral structure lost during mod-
eling can be reconstructed at synthesis time.

In statistical parametric speech synthesis, changing char-
acteristics or speaking styles using a small amount of training
data is an important research topic. In HMM-based speech syn-
thesis the well-established methods called MLLR [7, 8] or con-
strained MLLR [9, 10] are frequently used for speaker or speak-
ing style adaptation. Moreover, various adaptation techniques

such as vocal tract length adaptation [11], eigen voice [12] and
clustering adaptive training [13] have also been proposed. In
DNN-based recognition and synthesis fields, several adaptation
techniques have been proposed, e.g., the use of speaker codes
or speaker i-vectors as additional inputs of DNNs [14, 15, 16],
training with regularization [17], multiple basis adaptation [18],
matrix factorization [19], and adaptation of hidden units outputs
with an additional small number of parameters [20, 21, 16].

In the meantime, since the DNN framework can be used
not only for the acoustic modeling but also other modules, we
have proposed a new speech synthesis system [22] where sev-
eral standard steps of the statistical speech synthesis includ-
ing the feature extraction from STRAIGHT spectral amplitudes
[23], acoustic modeling, smooth trajectory generation and spec-
tral post-filter are conducted using multiple DNNs. In [22], we
have constructed three feed-forward DNNs for performing these
standard steps in a data-driven way and confirmed that this sys-
tem effectively provides higher quality of synthetic speech.

In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of the speaker
adaptation of several components of the above speech synthesis
system, including acoustic feature extraction, acoustic model-
ing and post-filtering. Since, as mentioned above, these com-
ponents are based on feed-forward DNNs, we can use the same
adaptation approaches of feed-forward DNNs as the acoustic
model adaptation for the adaptation of the feature extraction and
post-filter models. Most of the adaptation approaches for DNNs
reported in the past have been applied to an acoustic modeling
part [16]. In contrast, this paper analyzes the performance of
the speaker adaptation of different components and combined
ones and analyzes whether such adaptation techniques are as
effective as the adaptation of the acoustic models or not. For
performing speaker adaption of the feed-forward DNNs, LHUC
[21] and simple additional fine tuning are performed using a
small amount of adaptation data, and we compare them with
HMM-based speech synthesis systems using MLLR in objec-
tive and subjective experiments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
shows text-to-speech synthesis based on multiple DNNs. In
Section 3, the LHUC adaptation technique is described. The ex-
perimental conditions and results are shown in Section 4. Con-
cluding remarks and future work are presented in Section 5.

2. Text-to-speech Synthesis based on
Multiple DNNs

In this section, text-to-speech synthesis based on multiple
DNNs [22], which can perform all standard steps of the sta-
tistical parametric speech synthesis from end to end, is briefly
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described. This system is based on three feed-forward DNNs,
i.e., DNN-based acoustic feature extraction, DNN-based acous-
tic modeling, and DNN-based post-filtering.

2.1. DNN-based Acoustic Feature Extraction

An auto-encoder is an artificial neural network that is used gen-
erally for learning a compressed and distributed representation
of a dataset. It consists of an encoder and a decoder. In the ba-
sic one-hidden-layer auto-encoder, the encoder maps an input
vector x to a hidden representation y as follows:

y = fθ(x) = s(Wx+ b), (1)

where θ = {W,b}. W and b represent an m× n weight ma-
trix and a bias vector of dimensionality m, respectively, where
n is the dimension of x. The function s is a non-linear trans-
formation on the linear mapping Wx+ b. The output of the
encoder y is then mapped to the output of the decoder z,. The
mapping is performed by a linear mapping followed by an arbi-
trary function t that employs an n ×m weight matrix W′ and
a bias vector of dimensionality n as follows:

z = gθ′(y) = t(W′y + b′), (2)

where θ′ = {W′,b′}. An auto-encoder can be made deeper
by stacking multiple layers of encoders and decoders to form a
deep architecture.

A deep auto-encoder allows us to extract robust low-
dimensional features automatically from high-dimensional
spectral envelopes in a non-linear, data-driven and unsupervised
way. In this paper, we apply the deep auto-encoder to log
STRAIGHT spectral envelopes for extracting low-dimensional
features based on the same way used in [22].

2.2. DNN-based Acoustic Model

In this work, we construct a DNN that directly synthesizes high-
dimensional spectral amplitudes from linguistic features with-
out using spectral envelope parameters such as mel-cepstrum
[22]. In this technique, we stack two DNNs, an auto-encoder
neural network for data-driven non-linear feature extraction
from the spectral amplitudes and another network for acoustic
modeling to train the DNN efficiently.

Fig. 1 shows the procedure for constructing the proposed
DNN-based spectral model. The steps of the proposed tech-
nique are as follows.

Step 1. Train a deep auto-encoder using spectral amplitudes
and extract bottleneck features.

Step 2. Train a DNN-based acoustic model using the bottle-
neck features extracted in Step 1.

Step 3. Stack the trained DNN-based acoustic model for bot-
tleneck features and the decoder part of the trained deep
auto-encoder as shown in Figure 1 and optimize the all
networks.

A DNN that represents the relationship between linguistic fea-
tures and spectra is constructed based on DNN-based spectral
feature extraction and a DNN-based acoustic model using the
bottleneck features. After this procedure, we can fine-tune the
DNN to minimize the error over the entire dataset using pairs of
linguistic features and spectral amplitudes in training data with
stochastic gradient descend (SGD).

2.3. DNN-based Post-filter in the Spectral Domain

A feed-forward DNN for probabilistic modeling of the differ-
ences between spectra of the synthesized and natural speech has
been proposed [6]. Fig. 2 shows the structure of the DNN based
post-filter. In this paper, the DNN is trained layer-by-layer
using two restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) [24] and a
Bernoulli bi-directional associative memory (BBAM) [25] as
shown in Figure 2. After this layer-wised pre-training, the DNN
for the post-filter is fine-tuned using backpropagation. This
model is directly applied to the high-dimensional spectral am-
plitudes.

3. Speaker Adaptation based on Learning
Hidden Unit Contributions (LHUC)

The LHUC technique has been proposed for speaker adaptation
in DNN-based speech recognition and synthesis [21]. LHUC is
an effective speaker adaptation technique with a small number
of adaptation parameters. In this technique, additional speaker
adaptation parameters for each hidden unit, r, are defined to
modify hidden layer outputs as follows:

hlm = a(rlm) ◦ sl(Wl>hl−1
m ), (3)

where m, l, and ◦ represent a speaker index, a hidden layer in-
dex, and an element-wise multiplication, respectively. In this
paper, the function a is defined as a sigmoid with amplitude 2,
that is, a(c) = 2/(1 + exp(−c)) in a way similar to [21]. This
technique regards a(·) as a scaling factor of a hidden unit output
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Figure 3: Network configurations in DNN and MDNN and adaptation components for each adapted system.

for a targeted speaker. Adaptation parameters can be updated
with the same manner used in [21], although the mean square
error (MSE) criterion is used as the loss function for our experi-
ment. Speaker adaptation using a very small amount of adapta-
tion data would be accomplished using LHUC nicely since the
total number of adaptation parameters required is much lower
compared with the number of all parameters included in the
DNN.

One of the advantages of this technique is that LHUC can be
applied to any trained feed-forward deep neural network. The
multiple DNN-based speech synthesis system described above
is based on three feed-forward neural networks, so LHUC can
be applied not only to the acoustic modeling part but also to
other components.

We compare the LHUC technique as well as the simple ad-
ditional fine tuning for the adaptation of DNN-based acoustic
models, deep auto-encoder based feature extraction, and DNN-
based post-filter models in the following experiments.

4. Experiments
We evaluated the proposed systems in objective and subjective
experiments using English databases. The database provided
for the Blizzard Challenge 2011 [26], which contains approxi-
mately 17 hours of speech data, comprising 12K utterances ut-
tered by a female speaker, was used for constructing base sys-
tems for speaker adaptation. Speaker adaptation was carried
out based on the base systems with a small amount of adapta-
tion data uttered by a different female speaker. A total of 116
utterances were used for test sets.

We constructed three base systems: HMM is a HMM-
based speech synthesis system with a GV technique [27], DNN
is a single DNN-based speech synthesis system with a sig-
nal processing-based post-filter for cepstrum vectors [28], and
MDNN is a multiple DNN-based speech synthesis system [22].

In addition, we have constructed eleven speaker adapted
systems: HMM-AM-MLLR, DNN-AM-FT, DNN-AM-LHUC,
MDNN-AM-FT, MDNN-AM-LHUC, MDNN-DEC-FT, MDNN-
DEC-LHUC, MDNN-PF-FT, MDNN-PF-LHUC, MDNN-ALL-
FT and MDNN-ALL-LHUC. The three components of each sys-
tem name refer to the base systems, adaptation parts and adapta-
tion techniques used for constructing each system, respectively.
In the system names, AM, DEC, PF and ALL represent adapta-

tion parts, i.e., acoustic modeling, decoder, post-filtering parts
and all networks, respectively. MLLR, FT and LHUC repre-
sent adaptation techniques, i.e., maximum likelihood linear re-
gression, a simple additional fine tuning and lerning hidden unit
contributions using the adaptation data, respectively. Three sys-
tems (HMM-AM-MLLR, DNN-AM-FT and DNN-AM-LHUC)
were conventional systems. For adaptation of a post-filtering
part, spectral features were synthesized through two DNNs for
the acoustic model and feature extraction using linguistic fea-
tures of adaptation data and then synthesized spectral features
and natural features included in the adaptation data were used.

Figure 3 shows the network configurations used in the DNN
and MDNN systems. This figure also shows network parts
adapted by each system. In the systems MDNN-AM-LHUC and
MDNN-DEC-LHUC, the hidden units of the bottleneck layer
were both adapted. Three consecutive spectral amplitudes were
used as the segmental input and output for the DNN-based post-
filter. During the overlap-add operation using the segmental
outputs of the post-filtering DNN, weighting coefficients were
0.25, 0.5, and 0.25 for previous, current and next frames respec-
tively.

For each waveform, we extracted its frequency spectra with
2049 FFT points. For each system, 60 dimensional spectral
features were extracted. Spectrum and cepstrum were both
frequency-warped using the Bark scale. The feature vectors
for HMM comprised 258 dimensions: 59 dimensional bark-
cepstral coefficients (plus the 0th coefficient), log F0, 25 dimen-
sional band aperiodicity measures, and their dynamic and ac-
celeration coefficients. For constructing the system DNN, con-
tinuous log F0 interpolated linearly for unvoiced regions and
voiced/unvoiced parameters were used as F0 parameters. Thus,
259 dimensional features were used as output features of the
DNN. To construct the system MDNN, 2049-dim frequency-
warped log spectra were used. The context-dependent labels
were built using the pronunciation lexicon Combilex [29]. The
linguistic features for DNN acoustic models comprised 382 di-
mensions. The linguistic features and spectral envelopes in the
training data were pre-normalized for training DNNs. The in-
put linguistic features were normalized to have zero-mean unit-
variance, whereas the output spectral amplitudes were normal-
ized to be within 0.0–1.0.

In this work, phoneme-level duration of test utterances was
obtained using forced alignment based on HMMs because we
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Figure 4: Spectral distortion calculated from log spectra synthe-
sized by conventional systems (HMM-AM-MLLR, DNN-AM-FT
and DNN-AM-LHUC). The results of HMM (13.472) and DNN
(15.575) are excluded to make comparison easier.

want to focus on spectral adaptation. In the systems based on
HMM and DNN, synthesized mel-cepstral vectors were con-
verted into log spectra to calculate log spectral distortion and
synthesize waveform using a STRAIGHT vocoder. Note that
systems based on MDNN output only spectral information, so
we used other features, F0 and aperiodicity measures, synthe-
sized by systems based on HMM for utilizing the STRAIGHT
vocoder.

For subjective evaluation, MUSHRA tests were conducted
to evaluate the naturalness of synthesized speech. Natural
speech was used as a hidden top anchor reference. Fifty na-
tive English speaking subjects participated in the experiments.
Two sentences were randomly selected from the test set for each
subject. The experiments were carried out using headphones in
a soundproof room.

4.1. Experimental results

Figures 4 and 5 show objective results of each system. The re-
sults using 5, 10, 20, 50 100 150 and 200 utterances as adap-
tation data are shown in the figures. In all figures, HMM-
AM-MLLR and DNN-AM-FT are included as conventional tech-
niques for comparison with other systems.

4.1.1. Conventional adaptation methods of the acoustic models

It can be seen from Fig. 4, in which the results of the conven-
tional techniques (HMM-AM-MLLR, DNN-AM-FT and DNN-
AM-LHUC) are shown, that the result of HMM-AM-MLLR was
better than the other techniques. We first see that the log spec-
tral distortion of the base DNN model (15.575) was much larger
than that of the base HMM (13.472). It seems that this large dif-
ference between base systems (HMM and DNN) caused a worse
DNN adaptation performance. Also, the figure shows that the
result of DNN-AM-LHUC was the worst within the three sys-
tems. This system had the smallest number of adaptation pa-
rameters, which seems to have limited its capability to trans-
form high order spectral parameters compared with other ones.

4.1.2. Adaptation results of the multiple feed-forward DNNs

Next, Fig. 5 shows the results of the adapted systems based
on multiple feed-forward DNNs. The results of MDNN, HMM-
AM-MLLR and DNN-AM-FT are also included. First we can see
from the results that the distortion of MDNN (12.780) was much
smaller than the those of HMM (13.472) and DNN (15.575).
This indicates that a more robust system was constructed based

on multiple DNNs and a parameter generation with global vari-
ance or a signal processing based post-filtering used in HMM
and DNN would cause the larger distortion.

Second, the effectiveness of adaptation for each part, that
is, the acoustic modeling, the decoder and the post-filtering,
can be seen in Fig. 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c), respectively. Com-
pared to the results of the base system with MDNN, all adapted
systems output closer log spectra to that of the target speaker.
These results mean that speaker adaptation has been effectively
performed for all the components although there were different
tendencies among the results of each adaptation part.

Then, it can be seen from the Fig. 5(b) that the adapta-
tion of the decoder part was less effective than the other parts.
Moreover, using the simple fine-tuning with the larger amount
of adaptation data tended to reduce the distortion as seen in
the results of MDNN-AM-FT and MDNN-PF-FT, although such
the improvement of the distortion was not observed in MDNN-
DEC-FT.

Also, we can see that LHUC was effective for the speaker
adaptation using the much smaller amount of adaptation data in
MDNN-AM-LHUC and MDNN-PF-LHUC (excluding MDNN-
DEC-LHUC) compared with the systems using simple addi-
tional fine-tuning. In the adapted systems based on LHUC us-
ing a larger amount of data (50, 100, 150 and 100 utterances),
however, there were no improvements in any of the adaptation
parts.

Third, as shown in Fig. 5(d), systems with adaptation for
all parts (MDNN-ALL-FT and MDNN-ALL-LHUC) output the
closest log spectra to the target speaker in all adapted systems.
Similar to the results of MDNN-AM-LHUC and MDNN-PF-
LHUC, MDNN-ALL-LHUC performed effectively for the case
using the smaller amount of adaptation data.

4.1.3. Subjective evaluation results on the conventional adap-
tation methods of the acoustic models

As described above, we have observed improved spectral dis-
tortion. However, from informal listening, we perceived quality
degradation when we used some of the adapted systems. There-
fore, we decided to carry out subjective evaluation on the natu-
ralness of synthetic speech. As mentioned previously, we used
the MUSHRA tests. For the listening tests, systems adapted
with 10, 50 and 100 adaptation utterances were used.

In Fig. 6 the results on the conventional adaptation methods
of the acoustic models (HMM-AM-MLLR, DNN-AM-FT and
DNN-AM-LHUC) are shown. The systems without adaptation
(HMM, DNN) are also included for references.

It can be seen from the figure that the adapted systems syn-
thesize synthetic speech samples of a lower quality than those of
systems without adaptation, unfortunately. The systems based
on LHUC were rated the worst among the methods. In fact, we
have found that the system adapted by LHUC output muffled
voices compared to other methods. We can also see that the
DNN-AM-FT systems outperformed HMM-AM-MLLR systems
when the same number of adaptation utterances was used for
the adaptation. Finally, as expected, we can see that the qual-
ity of synthetic speech samples gradually became better when
we used a larger amount of adaptation data, excect for systems
adapted by LHUC.

4.1.4. Subjective evaluation results on the adapted multiple
feed-forward DNNs

Subjective evaluation results on the naturalness of the adapted
multiple feed-forward DNN systems are presented in Fig. 7.
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(a) Acoustic modeling part
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(b) Decoder part
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(c) Post-filtering part
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Figure 5: Spectral distortion calculated from log spectra synthesized by adapted systems based on MDNN. Results of the systems
MDNN, HMM-AM-MLLR and DNN-AM-FT are also included in all figures.
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Figure 6: Subjective results of conventional systems (HMM-
AM-MLLR, DNN-AM-FT and DNN-AM-LHUC). In the test,
systems without adaptation (HMM and DNN) were also in-
cluded.

The systems without adaptation (HMM, MDNN) and the HMM-
based adapted system (HMM-AM-MLLR) are also included for
references.

From the figure, we can first see that the adapted MDNN
systems (MDNN-AM-FT, MDNN-DEC-FT, MDNN-PF-FT and
MDNN-ALL-FT)) based on fine tuning were rated lower than
HMM-AM-MLLR when the number of adaptation utterances
was 10. This implies that the optimization of multiple neural
networks using a very small amount of adaptation data is more
difficult than that of single DNN.

However, when the number of adaptation utterances used
was 50 or 100, the adaptation performance based on fine tuning

depended on the modules. As seen in Fig. 7(a), the MDNN-
AM-FT system outputs almost the same quality of synthetic
speech as HMM-AM-MLLR for the cases using 50 or 100 ut-
terances for the adaptation. As shown in Fig. 7(b), the per-
formance of speaker adaptation for the decoder part was rated
lower than HMM-AM-MLLR, similar to the objective results. In
contrast, from Fig. 7(c), we can see that systems with adap-
tation of the post-filtering part outperformed HMM-AM-MLLR
for the cases using the larger amount of adaptation data and the
difference was statistically significant when 100 adaptation ut-
terances were used.

Finally, Fig. 7(d) shows the results of speaker adaptation
of all the networks. The results are very similar to the speaker
adaptation of the post-filter models. However, the difference be-
tween the adapted multiple feed-forward DNN system MDNN-
ALL-FT and HMM-AM-MLLR became statistically less signifi-
cant. This simply means that the speaker adaptation of the de-
coder parts is less effective and therefore adapting all the net-
works canceled out improvements. These results lead us to
conclude that it seems to be reasonable to adapt the acoustic
modeling part and post filtering part for obtaining better speaker
adaptation performance.

5. Conclusions
We have investigated the effectiveness of speaker adaptation for
various essential components in DNN based parametric speech
synthesis, including acoustic models, acoustic feature extrac-
tion, and post-filters. The objective results showed that the
adaptation of each component can be effectively performed al-
though there were different tendencies among adaptation parts.
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(a) Acoustic modeling part
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(b) Decoder part
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(c) Post-filtering part
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(d) All networks

Figure 7: Subjective results of adapted systems based on MDNN. In the test, systems without adaptation (HMM and MDNN) and the
conventional system (HMM-AM-MLLR) were also included in all figures.

We also evaluated the naturalness of synthetic speech generated
using the adapted multiple feed-forward DNN systems subjec-
tively and found that speaker adaptation is effective for the post-
filtering part and the system using the adapted post-filter out-
performed HMM-based speech synthesis with MLLR. Further,
we also found that LHUC degrades the naturalness of synthetic
speech regardless of the modules used and the speaker adapta-
tion of the decoder parts based on the fine tuning also resulted
in lower quality of synthetic speech.

Our future work includes average voice model training and
speaking style adaptation. Investigations as to why LHUC de-
grades the naturalness of synthetic speech is also our future
work.
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Abstract
Prosodic phrases (PPs) are important for Mandarin Text-
To-Speech systems. Most of the existing PP detection
methods need large manually annotated corpora to learn
the models. In this paper, we propose a rule based method
to predict the PP boundaries employing the syntactic in-
formation of a sentence. The method is based on the ob-
servation that a prosodic phrase is a meaningful segment
of a sentence with length restrictions. A syntactic struc-
ture allows to segment a sentence according to grammars.
We add some length restrictions to the segmentations to
predict the PP boundaries. An F-Score of 0.693 was ob-
tained in the experiments, which is about 0.02 higher than
the one got by a Conditional Random Field based method.
Index Terms: Prosodic Phrase, Text-To-Speech, Prosody
Break

1. Introduction
Intonation phrase, prosodic phrase (PP), and prosodic
word (PW) are three levels of the hierarchical prosodic
structure that describe the rhythm of mandarin speech [1].
The research of prosodic word boundary prediction has
been widely conducted, and the results have achieved 0.9
in terms of F-score [2, 3, 4]. However, the accuracies of
prosodic phrase prediction [5, 6, 7] are not as good as those
of prosodic word prediction. A reason is that the number
of characters in a prosodic phrase is muchmore than that in
a prosodic word. If one takes the PP prediction as a classi-
fication problem, the positive items (breaks) are much less
than the negative items (non-breaks). This imbalance will
cause problems to traditional classifiers. The second rea-
son is that many methods need prosodic word prediction
results to predict the prosodic phrases. Although state-of-
the-art methods of PW prediction can achieve about 90%
accuracy, the error of prosodic word prediction may affect
the PP prediction. Third, unlike the PW breaks, the PP
break detection is a quite subjective problem that differ-
ent people may pause at different positions of a sentence.
For example, “该产品为总公司创造了可喜的经济效
益” (The product created fascinating benefit for the parent
company.) can be read as “该产品 | 为总公司创造了 |
可喜的经济效益”. It also can be read as “该产品为总
公司 | 创造了可喜的经济效益”. Hence, the predicted

results by a program may be not same with the manually
labelled one, but it is still reasonable.
To address the above problems, we propose a rule based

method that does not take the PP prediction as a classifi-
cation problem. It does not need the prosodic word infor-
mation neither. The method relies on the syntactic parsing
result of a sentence, and length restrictions are added to
predict the PP breaks.
Before describing the detail of the system, we intro-

duce some related work that use the syntactic structure
and length information to do prosodic modelling. In [6],
syntactic structure and dependency structure are employed
to improve the mandarin prosodic boundary prediction.
They found that the level information of a word in the
syntactic tree is one of the best five features for pre-
dicting prosodic phrase boundaries. The authors of [8]
demonstrated that the syntactic structure information was
able to significantly improve the duration generation in
a speech synthesis system. Zhang et al noticed that the
prosodic structure of a sentence is also a tree, and they pro-
posed a method of converting a syntactic tree to a prosodic
tree [5]. Synchronous Tree Substitution Grammar (STSG)
was generated to describe the probabilistic mapping rules
between the two types of trees. In [9], the lengths of paths
between two adjacent leaf nodes, as well as between two
leaf nodes and their latest common ancestor node of a syn-
tactic tree were used to improve the PP prediction. The
syntax tags from the common ancestor node to the leaf
nodes were also considered. One can see that [9] actu-
ally combined the syntactic structure and the length infor-
mation to detect PP boundaries. Some other works also
employed the length information. In [10], a length op-
timized Chinese prosodic phrasing model was proposed.
The authors used support vector machine (SVM) to gen-
erate several break candidates first, and then used a statisti-
cal model to compute the probability of an utterance given
the prosodic phrase length and prosodic word breaks. The
authors extended their work in [11], in which they use
HMM models to predict the probability instead of the
naive bayes algorithm.
Most of existing methods take the PP prediction as a

classification problem. Classifiers like decision tree [12],
SVM [10] and maximum entropy based methods [13, 7],
etc. are used. Besides syntactic and length information,
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other features used by traditional methods include Part-
Of-Speech (POS), tone of a syllable, number of lexicon
words in the context, length of a lexicon word, and so on.

Many works of how syntactic/semantic structure influ-
ences the location of intonational boundaries have been
published in the literature of linguistics. The most related
one is [14]. The authors proposed a method of predict-
ing intonational boundaries named Left hand side/Right
hand side Boundary hypothesis (LRB). Several experi-
ments demonstrated that, at a word boundary, the size of
the recently completed syntactic constituent and the size
of the upcoming syntactic constituent affected the likeli-
hood of producing a intonational boundary. The method
calculate the LRB weight for each word boundary and the
highest weight indicates the most likely place for a bound-
ary to occur. Besides the sizes of the left and right syntac-
tic constituents (e.g. phonological phrases, which is used
in the paper), the method needs to consider the semantic
relatedness between adjacent words because it calculates
the weights word by word. In our work, we propose a
top-down processing method. One only needs to consider
the length of left and right phrases. The semantic related-
ness is guaranteed by the syntactic structure. In [15], the
authors also use a control parameter to determine the num-
ber of prosodic phrases in a sentence. The number of PPh
is calculated bym = Length of Sentence/n, where n is
set to 5 or 7. We can see n is actually the average length of
a PPh. This is the only paper that gives the explicit number
of PPh lengths of mandarin. In our work, we tried different
lengths of a PPh from 4 to 9.

The detail of the proposed algorithm is described in Sec-
tion 2. The evaluation results and the discussion are re-
ported in Section 3. We conclude our work in Section 4.

2. PP boundary detection

We noticed the prosodic phrase is a short phrase that with
relatively complete semantic meaning and with length re-
striction. The non-leaf nodes in the syntactic tree of a sen-
tence often denote a noun phrase or a verb phrase. The
phrases contain some semantic meaning naturally. Con-
sidering the length restriction, we count the lengths of PPs
in amanually annotated data set which contains 4, 821 sen-
tences and 14, 667 PPs. The counting results are shown in
Figure 1. We can find that most of the PPs are less than
10 characters. We have checked those phases with more
than 10 characters. Most of them can be further split into
two or more phrases. For example, “有二十六支甲级球
队参赛” (Twenty six Class A teams attended the compe-
tition) can be read as “有二十六支 |甲级球队 |参赛”.
It demonstrates the problem that the PP segmentation is a
subjective matter. In this section, we will first introduce
the syntactic parsing method used in this work, and the
algorithm of PP prediction is described later.
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Figure 1: Statistic of the lengths of PPs.

2.1. Syntactic Parsing

The syntactic structures normally include the phrase struc-
ture and the dependency structure. The dependency struc-
ture (tree) represents the syntactic relationships between
two words of a sentence, and the phrase structure (con-
stituent) is about the relationships of the phrases of a sen-
tence and can be converted to the dependency structure
with some head finding rules. Given a sentence “剽窃
他人作品所引起的纠纷由参赛者本人负法律责任”
(The participant themselves will bear legal responsibility
for the disputes caused by plagiarizing another’s works),
its phrase structure is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: An example of the syntactic tree.

As using phrases to detect the boundary, we employ the
phrase structure to depict the syntactic information of a
sentence, and utilize Stanford parser [16, 17, 18] to gener-
ate the structure of a sentence. The parser contains mod-
els with probabilistic context-free grammars and a shift-
reduce parsing model. As the shift-reduce constituency
parser is much faster than the previous one with competi-
tive accuracy, we select the shift-reduce parser and train it
using the same data set-up as [19].
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2.2. Syntactic Structure based PPBoundaryDetection

Algorithm 1 Prosodic phrase prediction relying on the
syntactic structure
1: Given a sentence S and its syntactic tree
2: Set two variants LowThresold(LT ) and

UpThreshold(UT )
3: Set a vector v which length is the character number of

S
4: Let all the items in v be 0 (not a PP boundary)
5: Find the node n at the most top level of the tree which

has more than one children
6: Get the children list C of n
7: Get the phrases of the nodes in C
8: Let the boundaries after each phrase be 1
9: Set up a stack T
10: Push the nodes in C into T from right to left
11: while T is not empty do
12: n← T.pop()
13: Get the phrase p of n
14: Start index SI ← index of p’s first character in S
15: End index EI ← index of p’s last character in S
16: Last separation LS ← argmaxLS v[LS] = 1

where LS <= SI
17: Next separation NS ← argminNS v[NS] = 1

where NS > SI
18: if length(p) ≥ LT and NS − EI ≥ LT then
19: v[EI] = 1
20: else if EI−LS ≥ LT and NS−EI ≥ LT then
21: v[EI] = 1
22: else if SI −LS ≥ LT and NS − SI ≥ LT then
23: v[SI] = 1

24: if length(p) ≥ UT then
25: Get children nodes of n
26: Push the nodes into T from right to left
27: Return v

The proposed method is shown in Algorithm 1. The in-
put of the algorithm is a sentence and its syntactic tree. The
output is a vector v that demonstrates whether the bound-
ary after each character is a PP boundary. If v[i] = 1,
the boundary after the ith character is a PP boundary.
Otherwise, it is not. Two thresholds LowThreshold and
UpThreshold are used to give the length restrictions. We
use the sentence shown in Fig. 2 to illustrate how the al-
gorithm works. First, we take the top level phrases of a
sentence as prosodic phrases, i.e., the boundary after the
character “纷” is set to be a PP boundary. Then we check
and split the phrases in lower levels in the tree. A stack T
is built, and we push the two nodes V P andNP in level 3
to the stack. It is worth noting that we push the nodes from
right to left becausewewill read theNP first. Thenwe get
the phrase of NP “剽窃他人作品所引起的纠纷”. The
starting indexSI = 0 and ending indexEI = 11. The last
split index LS is 0. The next split index NS is 11. If we

set LowThreshold = 4 and UpThreshold = 7. Here
length(p) is 12, which is bigger than LowThreshold.
NS − EI = 11 − 11 = 0, and SI − LS = 0 − 0 =
0. Hence none of the three conditions was met. Then
we push the two children of NP into the stack because
length(p) = 12 > 7. In the next loop, the node n is
CP in the 4th level of the tree, and the phrase p is “剽窃
他人作品所引起的”. Then length(p) = 10, SI = 0,
EI = 9, LS = 0, NS = 11. Still none of the conditions
was met. The children ofCP are pushed into the stack be-
cause length(p) = 10 > 7. In the next loop, the node n
is IP in the 5th level. The phrase p is “剽窃他人作品所
引起”. Then length(p) = 9, SI = 0, EI = 8, LS = 0,
NS = 11. Still none of the conditions was met. Hence,
the children of IP are pushed into the stack. In the next
loop, the node n is NP in the 6th level. The phrase p is
“剽窃他人作品”. Then length(p) = 6, SI = 0, EI = 5,
LS = 0, NS = 11. Here length(p) > LowThreshold
and NS − EI > LowThreshold, then we set v[5] = 1.
We will not describe the following steps due to the article
length limitation. The final results are “剽窃他人作品 |
所引起的纠纷 |由参赛者本人 |负法律责任”.
One can see that the several if conditions are key steps

of the algorithm. They can be explained in the plain lan-
guage as follows.

1. If a phrase has a reasonable length, and there is a quite
long distance between the end of the phrase and the
next boundary, we separate the phrase and its follow-
ing phrase.

2. If a phrase is very short, and the end of the phrase is
far away from the last boundary. In the mean time,
the end index is far away from the next boundary,
we separate the phrase and its following phrase. The
short phrase is combined with its previous phrase.

3. If a phrase is very short, but the start of the phrase
is far away from the last boundary, and also the start
index is far away from the next boundary, we separate
the phrase and its previous phrase. The short phrase
is combined with its following phrase.

4. If the length of a phrase is too long, we add its chil-
dren into the stack to see whether it can be further
separated.

Two special cases are considered after the boundaries
are predicted. First, in most of the cases, the characters的
and了 are not labelled as the end of prosodic phrases by
human. We set the boundaries after these two characters to
be 0. Then we get the position NS of the nearest bound-
ary after the character. If the distance between the index
of的 and NS is longer than the low threshold, we set the
boundary of the word after 的 to be 1. The second spe-
cial case is that some phrases have less than 3 characters.
These short phrases are combined with their neighbours.
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Method Accuracy(%) Pre(%) Rec(%) F1(%)
Proposed 90.1 70.9 67.9 69.3
CRF 90.6 78.1 59.3 67.4
CRFN 85.0 61.6 22.4 32.8

Table 2: System performance of different methods.

We first check the lengths of its previous and next phrases.
Then it is combined with the shorter one.

3. Experimental Results
We evaluate the method on a corpus with 4387 sen-
tences. A subset of 500 sentences were randomly se-
lected as the development set, and another 500 sentences
were taken as the testing set. The proposed algorithm
is compared with a Conditional Random Field (CRF)
based method. The CRF based method is implemented
using CRF++ 1. The parameter c is tuned on the de-
velopment set. The possible values of c are set to be
(0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5), and the
best value is 2. The other parameters are set to be de-
fault values. The features used in the CRF based method
are listed in Table 1. In which, the POS, Syntactic Struc-
ture, and Dependency Structure are obtained using Stan-
ford Parser [20, 21]. The Prosodic Word feature is gener-
ated using the algorithm proposed in [3], whose accuracy
is above 0.9.
The system performance is show in Table 2. We can find

that the proposed method obtained 0.693 in terms of F1
score, which is 1.9% higher than the CRF based method.
The precision of the CRF based method is higher than the
proposed one, while the proposed method can find more
PP boundaries. The CRF based method is trained using
3387 sentences, and tuned using 500 sentences. One has to
obtain many features shown in Table 1, in which the most
important one is the Prosodic Word. We show the per-
formance of the CRF method without the Prosodic Word
features, named CRFN . One can find that the system al-
most crashes without the Prosodic Word feature. If the
Prosodic Word prediction method is not good enough, the
CRF based method will not work.
The proposed method only needs the syntactic structure

of the sentences. A development set of 500 sentences is
required to adjust the parameters. The possible values of
low threshold are set to be (3, 4, 5, 6), and the possible
values of up thresholds are (7, 8, 9, 10). On the devel-
opment set, the best performance was obtained when low
threshold and up threshold were 4 and 8 respectively. The
system performance with different low and up thresholds
are illustrated in Fig 3. We can see that the UpThreshold
does not affect the F-score much. When LowThreshold
is set to be 3 and 4, the F-scores are better than the others.

1https://taku910.github.io/crfpp/

It is coincident with the experience that a prosodic phrase
is at least 3 or 4 characters long. If it is too short, it can be
taken as prosodic words. If it is too long, people may need
breath when speaking the phrase.
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Figure 3: System performance with different threshold
values obtained on the development set.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a rule based method of
predicting prosodic phrase in mandarin speech synthesis.
The method does not rely on huge manually labelled PP
corpus or the results of prosodic word prediction. Exper-
imental results demonstrated that the method was able to
generate reasonable prosodic phrase boundaries. A prob-
lem is that the method relies on the syntactic parsing.
When the sentence is ungrammatical, the performancewill
decrease. Future work should be done to make the algo-
rithm more robust.
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Abstract
The depth of the neural network is a vital factor that affects its
performance. Recently a new architecture called highway net-
work was proposed. This network facilitates the training pro-
cess of a very deep neural network by using gate units to con-
trol a information highway over the conventional hidden layer.
For the speech synthesis task, we investigate the performance of
highway networks with up to 40 hidden layers. The results sug-
gest that a highway network with 14 non-linear transformation
layers is the best choice on our speech corpus and this high-
way network achieves better performance than a feed-forward
network with 14 hidden layers. On the basis of these results,
we further investigate a multi-stream highway network where
separate highway networks are used to predict different kinds
of acoustic features such as the spectral and F0 features. Re-
sults of the experiments suggest that the multi-stream highway
network can achieve better objective results than the single net-
work that predicts all the acoustic features. Analysis on the out-
put of highway gate units also supports the assumption for the
multi-stream network that different hidden representation may
be necessary to predict spectral and F0 features.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, deep neural network

1. Introduction
Parametric speech synthesis aims at predicting speech acoustic
features such as spectral and F0 features based on the input lin-
guistic specification of text (in the case of Text-to-Speech) or
conceptual representation of a potential sentence (in the case of
Concept-to-Speech) [1]. This parametric method has achieved
great performance by leveraging statistical models such as the
hidden Markov model (HMM) [2].

Recently, this HMM-based framework was complemented
or replaced by various methods using the neural network [3][4].
The claimed advantage of a neural network is its ability to ex-
tract structural features from the input data when the network
is deep enough [5]. However, for speech synthesis, the com-
parison between HMM and deep feed-forward neural networks
(DNN) with up to 5 hidden layers showed that increasing the
depth of the network did not promise better performance for all
kinds of acoustic features, especially, for the F0 features [3].
These results may be due to the difficulty in training the deep
network since the authors of that paper showed later that a DNN
with 7 hidden layers achieved consistently better performance
than previous systems if the rectifier linear activation function
(ReLU) [6] was utilized to facilitate the training process [7].

Thus, we can infer that, if the difficulty of training DNN can
be further alleviated, deeper neural network may be better than
‘shallow’ models. Although researchers recently showed that

a DNN with 5 hidden layers could extract effective phonemic
information from the input spectral features for speech recog-
nition [8], it is unknown whether a similar network is sufficient
to extract linguistic features from the text for speech synthesis.
Additionally, the neural network for speech synthesis computes
a single hidden representation and then transforms it into spec-
tral and F0 features at the output layer. Considering the dif-
ferences between spectral and F0 features, we wonder whether
sharing the same hidden representation is the best strategy.

In this paper, we investigate the above questions using a
neural network called highway network [9]. The highway net-
work utilizes trainable gate units to merge the output of a con-
ventional non-linear transformation layer with the input to this
layer, which equivalently builds a highway over the non-linear
transformation layer and allows the input information to flow
forwards. Similarly, gradients can be propagated backwards
through the highway without attenuation, which eases the gra-
dient vanishing problem. For image classification, a very deep
highway network with more than 100 hidden layers can be eas-
ily trained and has achieved excellent performance [10]. For
speech synthesis, the trainable gates in the highway network
can be used to inspect the usefulness of the non-linear transfor-
mation layer. Typically, the gate units will favor the information
on highway if the non-linear transformation is ‘useless’.

On the depth of the neural network, our experiments show
that a highway network deep enough (with 14 non-linear trans-
formation layers) but not deeper could improve the accuracy of
predicted acoustic features than the relatively shallow networks.
On the basis of these result, we present a multi-stream highway
network, where multiple highway networks sharing a common
input hidden vector are used to predict spectral and F0 features
separately. The analysis on the output of the highway gate units
suggests that the spectral and F0 features may not necessarily
share the same hidden representation. Experimental results also
show that the multi-stream highway network performs better
than the single-stream highway network and DNN.

Section 2 of this paper discusses the highway network and
Section 3 presents the multi-stream highway network. Section
4 show the experiments, including the influence of the depth on
the performance of the highway network, analysis on the gate
unit and the performance of the multi-stream highway network.

2. Highway Network
A neural network with a single hidden layer can be easily
trained by the back-propagation algorithm. However, the same
method does not guarantee a well-trained network when the
number of hidden layer increases. This difficulty can be allevi-
ated by several approaches, including the pre-training strategy
based on generative models [5][11].
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Figure 1: Computation flow in one highway block

Recently, researchers have proposed a new neural network
architecture called highway network [9]. This new type of net-
work is based on the classical feed-forward neural network.
Similarly, each hidden layer in the highway network will trans-
form the input vector x as

H(x) = f(WHx+ bH), (1)

where f(.) is the non-linear activation function, WH is the
transformation matrix and bH is the bias vector. However, the
highway network incorporates a new type of nodes called gate
unit to compute a control vector as

T (x) = σ(WTx+ bT ). (2)

The activation function here is the sigmoid function σ(x) =
1

1+e(−x) . The parameters WT and bT are trainable.
Based on the control vector T (x), the gate merges the out-

put of the hidden layerH(x) with the input x as

y = H(x)� T (x) + (1− T (x))� x. (3)

Here, the � denotes the element-wise multiplication.
In this paper, we use a highway block to represent the trans-

formation from x to y, as Figure 1 shows. When the output
of the gate approaches zero, x can be directly propagated for-
wards (y ≈ x). In this case, the gradient can also be propagated
backwards without being attenuated byH(x). Thus, very deep
network can be trained using the back-propagation algorithm.
The highway block can be more complex by introducing an-
other gate C(x) to replace (1 − T (x)) in Equation 3. It can
also be simplified by eliminating all the gates and directly com-
puting the output as y = H(x) + x. This simplified residual
network have been used in an image classification task [10].

Note that, H(x) can be the non-linear transformation con-
ducted by multiple hidden layers. The dimension of H(x)
should be identical to T (x) and x. If the dimension doesn’t
match, another transformation layer can be incorporated to
change the dimension of x.

3. Multi-stream Highway Network for the
Speech Synthesis Task

3.1. Motivation

Similar to the application in image classification, a highway
network can be directly utilized for the speech synthesis task.
This network will transform the input linguistic specification by
highway blocks and then map the transformed hidden represen-
tation into spectral and F0 features as Figure 2 shows. Because
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Figure 2: The single-stream (left) and multi-stream (right) high-
way network for speech synthesis. MGC and BAP denote mel-
generalized cepstral coefficients and band aperodicity, respec-
tively.

all the acoustic features are predicted by a single network, we
call it a single-stream network.

A drawback of the single-stream structure is the unbalanced
dimension of spectral and F0 features [12]. Another drawback
is that the same hidden representation is utilized to predict the
spectral and F0 features. Training this single-stream network
with spectral and F0 features as targets is a Multitask Learn-
ing (MTL) task [13]. Although the theory of MTL argues that
shared representation can improve the generalization ability of
the model for every task involved, a prerequisite for this advan-
tage is that those tasks should be related with each other. For ex-
ample, MTL is beneficial when the system predicts perception-
based spectral features and normal spectral features simultane-
ously [14]. For Text-to-Speech (TTS), the spectral features are
highly correlated with the identity of segmental units of the in-
put text. However, the F0 features are not only influenced by
the segmental units (e.g. lexical stress) but also by the supra-
segmental aspect such as the syntactic structure and discourse
context of the text [15]. While the identity of segmental units
can be easily retrieved from the input linguistic specification,
linguistic information related to F0 prediction is not directly ac-
cessible. Thus, complex computation may be required to extract
the useful information from the text. Besides, TTS systems usu-
ally provide the speech synthesizer with the prosodic features.
These automatically inferred noisy features may also require ad-
ditional transformation. Thus, different hidden representations
may be necessary to predict F0 and spectral features.

3.2. The structure of a multi-stream network

To examine the above argument, we present a multi-stream
highway network shown in Figure 2. Near the input end, a linear
projection layer transforms the input vector into another vector
of a certain dimension. Then, multiple highway networks are
utilized to predict the spectral and F0 features separately.

By separating the highway network for each data stream,
the influence of the unbalanced dimension can be alleviated.
Besides, the multi-stream structure disentangles the non-linear
transformation for spectral and F0 streams. Because the gate
units are trainable, the number of non-linear transformation lay-
ers for each feature stream can be dynamically adjusted in a
data-driven approach. Thus, it’s more flexible than the single-
stream structure. Besides, analysis on the output of the gate
units in different streams can show whether F0 and spectral fea-
tures should share a similar hidden representation.
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Figure 3: Results of the preliminary test on single-stream feed-forward network (DS) and highway network (HS) on the test set. Each
highway block in HS contains two hidden transformation layers with the tanh activation function.

4. Experiments
4.1. Corpus preparation and system notation

The speech database for experiments contains 12072 English
utterances (16 hours) recorded by a female speaker in a neutral
news reading style. Both the test and validation set contained
500 randomly selected utterances. Mel-generalized cepstral co-
efficients (MGC) of order 60, a one-dimensional continuous F0
trajectory, the voiced/unvoiced (V/U) condition, and band ape-
riodicity of order 25 were extracted for each speech frame by
the STRAIGHT vocoder [16]. The delta and delta-delta com-
ponents of the acoustic features except the voiced/unvoiced con-
dition were also extracted. The Flite toolkit [17] was used for
all the systems to conduct the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion
and prosodic prediction for both the training and test sets. These
phonemic, syntactic and prosodic feature were encoded into a
vector of 382 dimension as the input to the neural network. In
this paper, the MGC is referred to as the spectral features.

Three kinds of systems listed in Table 1 were involved in
experiments. The toolkit for training the neural network was
modified on the basis of the CURRENNT library [18]. All the
experimental systems were trained based on the stochastic gra-
dient descent strategy without pre-training.

4.2. Preliminary test on the depth of the highway network

This experiment tested HS systems with 2 to 20 highway blocks.
Every block contained 2 hidden transformation layers with the
tanh activation function. Thus, the deepest HS included 40
transformation layers in total. Layer size of the transformation
and gate layers was set to 382 in order to avoid the transforma-
tion on the dimension of the input data. Bias of the gate was
initialized as -1.5 while other parameters were randomly initial-
ized. As the author of [9] notes, the gates with -1.5 as the initial
bias tends to deliver the gradients to the non-linear transforma-
tion layers near the input end during the first several training
epochs. This strategy ameliorates the gradient vanishing prob-
lem. We also trained systems based on the initial value of 0.0
and 1.5, and the results supported the choice of -1.5.

Objective results on the test set are shown in Figure 3. The
comparison among HS groups shows that the RMSE on the
MGC generally decreased with the increasing number of high-
way blocks. However, the RMSE gradually increased after the
number of highway blocks was larger than 14. This result sug-
gests that, although deeper network is helpful in spectral acous-
tic features modelling, the depth can not be increased infinitely
without over-fitting to the data.

As reference systems, DS systems with 4 and 14 hidden
layers were trained. The layer size of the shallow DS was set to
512 following our previous experiments while that of the deep

Table 1: Experimental systems involved in experiments.

Notation Definition
HS Single-stream highway network

HM Multi-stream highway network
DS Single-stream deep feed-forward network

DS was set to 382. The results demonstrates that DS with 14
hidden layers performed similarly as the best HS system. Note
that the DS system with 14 hidden layers was trained based on a
special initialization strategy [19]. It can be inferred that either
a better initialization strategy or a carefully designed network
such as the highway network can help the training process of
the deep network.

On F0 prediction, HS with 14 transformation layers per-
formed better than other networks. But generally the improve-
ment was not consistent with the depth of the network. Particu-
larly, highway networks with 14 to 20 non-linear transformation
layers can be worse than the DS system with only 4 hidden lay-
ers. This gap is quite different from that in the MGC prediction.

4.3. Experiments on multi-stream highway networks

Based on the results of the preliminary experiment, we tested
the performance the multi-stream structure HM against HS and
DS when the number of hidden transformation layer for all sys-
tems was fixed as 14. Following the argument in Section 3, HM
adopted three highway networks for MGC, F0 and BAP fea-
tures. To compare the performance, experimental systems with
different sizes of the hidden (and gate) layer were trained. Be-
cause HM adopted multiple sub-networks, the layer size of each
sub-network can be adjusted more flexibly. Thus, as shown in
Table 2, HM systems with different configurations of layer size
were trained.

The results are shown in in Figure 4. The comparison be-
tween DS and HS indicates that the highway network can per-
form better than the traditional feed-forward network when the
number of model parameters is comparable. Interestingly, the
RMSE on MGC increased when the layer size of HS was in-
creased to 1024. But the performance on F0 prediction did not
degrade.

Compared with HS, HM achieved better performance on
F0. This result can partially supports that F0 prediction in the
single-stream structure may be affected by the unbalanced di-
mension of spectral and F0 features. However, HM’s perfor-
mance on MGC stream can not surpass HS when the total num-
ber of parameters is comparable. One possible reason is that the
size of the network for MGC stream in HM is always smaller
than the size of HS. If HS devotes most of the model capacity
to model MGC features, its performance on MGC prediction
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Figure 4: Performance of the multi-stream highway network (HM) against the single-stream highway (HS) and feed-forward network
(DS) on the test set. All systems contained 14 hidden transformations layers. The number associated with every HS and DS system is
the layer size of the network. Definition of HM1 to HM4 is listed in Table 1. For reference, the number of parameter of the DS with 4
hidden layers and 512 units per layer is 1.1e+06.

Table 2: The network structure of HM systems in Figure 4.

Layer size of the sub-network
Notation MGC stream F0 stream BAP stream

HM1 256 256 256
HM2 382 256 256
HM3 512 382 256
HM4 768 512 256

is expected to be better than HM. Note that, a fair comparison
on MGC prediction is impossible because the exact number of
hidden units devoted by HS for MGC modelling is unknown.

However, the performance of HM on MGC prediction can
be improved by increasing the layer size of the MGC sub-
network, which is shown by comparison between HM1 and
HM2. Increasing the layer size from HM2 to HM3 resulted in
in further improvement. However, when the layer size of F0
sub-network was increased to 512, HM4’s performance on the
F0 prediction degraded, which may suggest the layer size below
512 is sufficient for F0 modelling on the utilized corpus. In gen-
eral, the network structure of HM can be adjusted in a flexible
way. If the layer size is carefully chosen, HM can achieve better
overall performance than HS.

Subjective evaluation on the experimental systems is cur-
rently undergoing. Results will be updated on the website 1.

4.4. Analysis on the multi-stream highway network

Compared with the single-stream network, the performance of
the HM systems on spectral and F0 streams showed different
patterns. To interpret the results, we analyzed the histogram of
the output of the gate units in HM1. Figure 5 shows the re-
sults for all the test data frames corresponding to the phoneme
/a/. Particularly, Figure 5(a)-(b) shows the output of the gate
units in the MGC stream after the first and last training epoch.
Because the bias of the gates was set to -1.5 and model parame-
ters were randomly initialized, the output of the gate units were
around 0.2 (≈ 1

1+exp(1.5)
) before the training process began.

Then, after the first training epoch, the output of the gate was
still around 0.2 as Figure 5(a) shows. Note that the variance
of the gate output in block 1 was larger than other blocks be-

1Subjective evaluation results, synthetic samples, scripts and
CURRENNT for highway network training can be found on
http://tonywangx.github.io/.

cause the input to this block was not bound by the shared linear
projection layer preceding it. However, after the last training
epoch as Figure 5(b) shows, the gate output in this block ap-
proximated a binomial distribution, which indicates that it may
derive a sparse representation for the spectral features.

The binomial distribution can observed in the second high-
way block. In the following blocks, the gate output approxi-
mated the distribution of a bell shape. This trend indicates that
the highway blocks near the output of the network conduct a
complex transformation based on the weighted sum of the in-
put and output of the non-linear transformation layers. Note
that, the histograms for different phonemes are similar, although
each individual dimension of the gate output showed different
distribution across phonemes.

The distribution of gates’ output in the F0 stream, as Fig-
ure 5(c)-(d) shows, was different from that in the MGC stream.
In block 1, only a few dimensions of the gates’ output ap-
proached 1.0. In the following highway blocks, the gate out-
put was dominated by the mode near 0.2, and the bias of those
highway blocks after model training was still similar to the ini-
tial value. These results indicated that the highway blocks were
only slightly tuned. But this dorment network seemed to be
more effective for F0 modelling than the single-stream highway
and normal feed-forward network. Thus, these results suggest
that the different hidden representations may be beneficial to
model different kinds of acoustic features.

The histogram of the gate output of HS is shown in Figure
6. Although we can not differentiate the hidden representation
for spectral and F0 streams, the distribution of gate output re-
sembled the spectral stream in Figure 5(b). Because the num-
ber of the dimension of the spectral features was much larger
than that of the F0 features, this observation may support the
assumption that the hidden representation for the spectral fea-
tures dominates the neural network based on the single-stream
structure.

5. Conclusion
By leveraging gate units that control information flow over the
conventional hidden transformation layer, the highway network
provides a good way for training a deep neural network. In
this paper, we investigated the use of the highway network for
the speech synthesis task. Experimental results show that a
highway network with 14 non-linear transformation layers can
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Figure 5: Histogram of the output of gates units in highway blocks of the multi-stream highway network HM1 (7 highway blocks).
(a)-(b) show the gates in the sub-network for MGC; (c)-(d) for F0. block 1 is near the input layer while block 7 is linked to the output.
The data were generated given all the input data of phoneme /a/ in the test set.
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Figure 6: Histogram of the gates output T (x) of network HS with 14 hidden layers and 1024 layer size after the last training epoch.
The data were generated for all the frames of phoneme /a/ in the test set .

achieve better performance than a feed-forward network with 4
to 5 hidden layers.

The highway network can also be utilized to analysis the
performance of the neural network. Typically, the distribution
of the gate output in the highway network indicates that differ-
ent non-linear transformations may be preferred to derive hid-
den representations for spectral and F0 prediction. Accordingly,
a multi-stream highway network, in which separate highway
networks are utilized for predicting spectral and F0 features,
can achieve better performance for F0 modelling while yield
similar performance on the spectral part.

It is not surprising that different representations are required
to predict spectral and F0 features. However, although we as-
sume that more complex transformations may be preferred for
the F0 stream, experimental results only showed a dormant net-
work for the F0 prediction. This dormant network may be due
to the ineffective input features. For the future work, the sensi-
tivity measure defined in [20] may tell what kind of information
contributes to the F0 modelling task.

In this work, we only considers the highway network based
on the feed-forward neural network. It is also possible to com-
bine the highway with recurrent neural network as what Zhang
et al. did for speech recognition task [21].
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose to use hidden state vector ob-
tained from recurrent neural network (RNN) as a con-
text vector representation for deep neural network (DNN)
based statistical parametric speech synthesis. While in a
typical DNN based system, there is a hierarchy of text
features from phone level to utterance level, they are usu-
ally in 1-hot-k encoded representation. Our hypothesis is
that, supplementing the conventional text features with
a continuous frame-level acoustically guided represen-
tation would improve the acoustic modeling. The hid-
den state from an RNN trained to predict acoustic fea-
tures is used as the additional contextual information.
A dataset consisting of 2 Indian languages (Telugu and
Hindi) from Blizzard challenge 2015 was used in our
experiments. Both the subjective listening tests and the
objective scores indicate that the proposed approach per-
forms significantly better than the baseline DNN system.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, recurrent neural net-
work, deep neural network

1. Introduction
Text-to-speech synthesis using statistical parametric ap-
proach has received a great deal of attention in the last
decade [1]. This trend can be observed in Blizzard chal-
lenge results in recent years [2], where statistical para-
metric speech synthesis systems (SPSS) have outper-
formed unit-selection counterparts. However, the natu-
ralness of SPSS based systems needs to be improved. In
[1], authors have identified the causes leading to the un-
natural sounding in SPSS as: (1) Acoustic modeling (2)
Vocoding and (3) Parameter generation. In this paper, we
attempt to improve the acoustic modeling in a deep neural
network (DNN) based SPSS.

DNNs have been used for acoustic modeling in
both automatic speech recognition and SPSS [3] [4].
They have shown consistent improvements over hidden
Markov model based approach. While the success of
DNNs for acoustic modeling has been encouraging, there
are several aspects that are not particularly suited for

modeling speech parameters in synthesis domain. We
highlight three aspects that may need to be addressed in
a DNN based SPSS framework.

• Smooth parameter generation

• Context representation

• Avoid over-smoothing

The first problem has been addressed in the recent
years either by the use of recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) [5] [6] or by modifying the cost function to in-
clude the dynamic constraints during training [7]. The
latter two problems received much lesser attention and
has been attempted be very few [8] [9]. We focus on the
second problem in this paper.

In a typical DNN/RNN based SPSS systems, text fea-
tures at the input are composed of: (1) categorical (eg.
penta-phone identities, identity of the vowel in the cur-
rent syllable, etc,), (2) numerical features (# of syllabels
in word, # words in phrase and so on), and (3) dura-
tion features like frame index, duration of phone etc,.
The categorical features are usually 1-hot-k encoded rep-
resentations. However a more suitable form of repre-
sentation would be to use continuous valued representa-
tions as described in [10]. Learning embeddings for the
phones/words/utterances as in [9] can also be considered
as one alternate approach. In this paper, we train an RNN
for predicting acoustic features and append the hidden-
state of the RNN as the acoustically guided contextual
representation for the conventional text-features. One ad-
vantage of this method over the embeddings is that these
are adaptive for every new test utterance while embed-
dings once learnt remain fixed.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 relates
the current work to previous works in the literature. In
Section 3 a detailed description of the RNN architecture
is given. The proposed method along with experiments
and results is presented in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
The conclusions of the paper are drawn in Section 6 and
possible directions for future work are given in Section 7.
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2. Relation to Prior Work
In [11] [12], the authors have proposed the use of bottle-
neck features for improving DNN based speech synthe-
sis. However our approach differs in some principal
ways. Both the bottleneck and synthesis networks are
DNNs in [11], while we use RNN for Context Represen-
tation (CR) learning network. Using DNN for CR net-
work introduces two parameters (1) the bottleneck layer
size, and (2) number of frames to be stacked. Extensive
experiments have been reported in [11] to determine these
two parameters. However, using a RNN hidden state as
additional contextual representation, the problem of opti-
mization of these hyper-parameters can be circumvented
as will be shown in the later sections. The recurrent hid-
den state memorizes the past and hence avoids the need
to stack. Also [11] uses a combined acoustic representa-
tion at the output of both CR and synthesis systems while
we train independent systems for spectrum, f0 and aperi-
odicity parameters.

3. RNNs for SPSS
In this section we briefly review the RNN based SPSS
and the choice of our recurrent unit.

3.1. Elman RNN

An Elman RNN is a simple RNN with hidden-to-hidden
recurrent connections and can be formally described as
follows:

ht = f(Wixt +Wht−1 + bh) (1)

yt = g(Uht + bo) (2)

The forward propagation of Elman RNN unrolled
over time is shown in Fig. 1. Wi represents the input to
hidden weights, W the recurrent weights of hidden layer
and bh the hidden biases, U the hidden to output weights
and bo the biases of output neurons. f, g are the activation
functions at hidden and output layers respectively. Where
xt, ht, yt are input, state and output at time t respectively
and ht−1 is the state at previous time instant t − 1. In
our case, since it is a regression task output layer is kept
linear.

The parameters of the output layer can be learned us-
ing normal back-propagation, and other parameters of the
model are learned using back-propagation through time.
The recursion for computing the error signal at hidden
layer is given as [13]

et = yt − dt

δt = f
′ ∗ (WT δt+1 + UT et)

(3)

et, δt represent error signal at time t at output layer and
hidden layer respectively. However, this naive imple-
mentation can cause gradient explosion or vanishing phe-
nomenon.

Figure 1: Elman RNN architecture.

3.2. Gated RNNs

Typically, the RNN is implemented using either long
short-term memory (LSTM) or gated-recurrent units as
RNN units [5] [6] [14], combinedly referred to as gated
RNNs (GRN), to avoid the vanishing gradients problem
[15]. However, there are two reasons for simple RNNs
to be chosen over GRN: (1) The number of parameters in
GRN are far more for a given hidden state size compared
to simple RNN. Also the number of computational steps
are much higher as the recurrent unit has more gates and
(2) it is not clear as to what components of the complex
architecture play a critical role.

Recently, in [16][17][18], experiments have been
conducted to determine what components are contribut-
ing most to the performance. Through experimental re-
sults on various datasets and task ranging in different do-
mains, it has been indicated that forget gate is the most
important of all the gates in [16]. In [17], an architec-
ture search was conducted to determine whether a better
architecture than standard LSTM can be found. Experi-
mental results concluded that with correct setting of for-
get gate bias the original LSTM formulation is uniformly
better across all the tasks considered in that paper. More
specifically, in the case of SPSS the relative importance
of gates has been studied in [14] and a simplified gated
recurrent unit optimal for SPSS has been proposed. How-
ever, whether gating at all is required or not has not been
studied so far in the literature.

Owing to the above cited reasons we prefer to use
simple RNNs. In [19], we have shown that simple RNNs
can be successfully trained for the task of SPSS using
sparse initialization technique. In this work, we use
a more advanced form of sparse initialization namely
“diagonal initialization” proposed in [20] for recurrent
weight matrix initialization.

4. Experiments

In this section we describe the database used and experi-
mental setup for building SPSS systems.
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4.1. Database

We use a subset of the Blizzard challenge 2015 database
for our experiments. The Blizzard challenge 2015
database contains about 4 hours of speech data in each
of three Indian languages (Hindi, Tamil and Telugu), and
about 2 hours of speech data in each of other three In-
dian languages (Marathi, Bengali and Malayalam), all
recorded by native professional speakers in high qual-
ity studio environments. We used Telugu and Hindi lan-
guage datasets for our experiments. The speech record-
ings released were sampled at 16kHz. Phone-level align-
ments were performed using the EHMM tool [21].

4.2. Experimental Setup

50 dimensional Mel-general cepstral (MGC) features and
26 dimensional band-aperiodicities (BAP) were extracted
with a frame-shift of 5 ms for all the speech utterances
along with their deltas and double-deltas. This feature ex-
traction is followed from HTS-STRAIGHT demo avail-
able online. During synthesis natural durations were
used.

We use DNN with conventional text features as our
baseline system. Note that since we train a DNN sepa-
rately for spectrum, f0 and aperiodicity (i.e., DNN-MGC,
DNN-f0 and DNN-BAP respectively) DNN below im-
plies the combination of these three DNN systems. For
RNN, the past context was removed and only the future
context was retained. Both the input and output features
were mean variance normalized. Fig. 2 shows the block
diagram for DNN/RNN based SPSS. The architectures of
DNN and RNN used are given in Table 1.

For DNNs we use normalized initialization [22], and
for RNNs we use the diagonal initialization proposed
in [20]. In diagonal initialization, the recurrent weight
matrices are initialized to scaled Identity matrices. This
gives the benefit of orthogonality as well as the ability
to set the spectral radius (i.e., the maximum eigen value)
for stability. The scale of the recurrent Identity weight
matrix was very important for learning and was set to
0.01 in all our experiments. Setting the scale to a lower
value will make RNN not memorize anything at all and
a higher scale will lead to explosion gradients or mem-
orizing more than necessary thereby leading to a poorer
local optimum. All the non-recurrent weight values were
drawn from random Gaussian distribution. All the non-
linearities used are rectified linear units (ReLU) [23].

4.3. Proposed Method

The proposed method for synthesis is shown in Fig. 3.
Firstly we train an RNN as a CR system with conven-
tional text features as input and either spectrum or f0 as
the output features. Then subsequently for training the
synthesis system, we append the conventional text fea-
tures with the hidden state from the trained RNN. The

Figure 2: Block diagram of DNN/RNN based SPSS sys-
tem.

Figure 3: Block diagram of DNN with RNN hidden state
as auxiliary context text features.

hidden state can either be from RNN-MGC or RNN-f0
or from both networks. The resulting DNN is trained for
predicting acoustic features stream-wise. In this study,
we have restricted to using RNN-MGC network as CR
network. Note here that CR networks are not used for
predicting BAP features. Instead, the aperiodicities pre-
dicted from the baseline DNN system were used during
synthesis. During the pilot experiments we found that
BAPs predicted from RNN or from a hybrid network did
not improve over using the BAPs from baseline DNN.

4.3.1. Normalization of Hidden State

The hidden state vectors were appended to the conven-
tional text features in two ways: (1) mean and variance
normalization was applied and (2) without any normal-
ization. This was done primarily to study the effect of
normalization on the appended features.

4.4. System Description

A brief description of systems trained is given below:

• DNN: Baseline system with conventional text fea-
tures (DNN-MGC,DNN-f0,DNN-BAP)

• RNN: RNN system trained for predicting spectral
features (RNN-MGC,RNN-f0,RNN-BAP)

• DNN-RNN-MGC-N: DNN trained with appending
hidden state of RNN-MGC network with hidden
state mean and variance normalized
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Table 1: DNN and RNN architectures. The ‘R’ below
indicates ReLU non-linearity.

Architecture # Layers
DNN-MGC 500R 500R 500R

DNN-f0 500R 100R
DNN-BAP 500R 500R
RNN-MGC 500R

RNN-f0 300R
RNN-BAP 300R

DNN-MGC/RNN 1000R500R
DNN-f0/RNN 1000R100R

• DNN-RNN-MGC: DNN trained with appending
hidden state of RNN-MGC network without hid-
den state mean and variance normalized

The code for replicating the experiments can be found
online 1.

Table 2: Performance of Telugu SPSS systems in terms
of objective metrics.

System MCD f0 VUV BAP
(dB) (RMSE) (% error) (dB)

DNN 4.36 33.93 6.8 23.84
RNN 4.39 33.32 6.67 26.57

DNN-RNN-MGC-N 4.29 32.81 7.12 −
DNN-RNN-MGC 4.24 31.12 6.64 −

Table 3: Performance of Hindi SPSS systems in terms of
objective metrics.

System MCD f0 VUV BAP
(dB) (RMSE) (% error) (dB)

DNN 4.11 17.12 8.04 20.27
RNN 4.11 16.85 7.9 23.14

DNN-RNN-MGC-N 3.99 17.97 7.69 −
DNN-RNN-MGC 3.98 16.3 7.66 −

5. Results
In this section we describe the objective and subjective
evaluations of baseline and our proposed SPSS systems.

5.1. Objective Evaluation

The objective measures include Mel-cepstral distortion
(MCD) for spectrum, RMSE for f0, percentage error
in frames for voiced/unvoiced and euclidean distortion
for band-aperiodicity. In Tables 2 and 3 one can see
that RNN improves f0 modeling over the baseline DNN.

1https://github.com/SivanandAchanta/SSW9

Whilst, in case of spectral parameter prediction both
DNN and RNN perform equally well as can be seen from
the MCD scores. During the calculation of MCD scores
spectral enhancement using global variance was not ap-
plied but was done before subjective listening tests. How-
ever, MLPG smoothing was applied for all the parameter
tracks.

As for the effect of CR networks, we can see that
appending RNN-MGC hidden state improves all the ob-
jective measures for both the languages. However the
improvement for RNN-MGC is better when the hidden
state features are left un-normalized. This result is con-
trary to expectation, since we would expect the DNN to
optimize better if the input features are all normalized.
Fig. 4 shows the Mel-general cepstral trajectories of 2
through 5 coefficients as predicted from various systems
along with the natural trajectory. It can be seen that the
DNN-RNN-MGC system is able to better approximate
the natural contours especially at the phone-boundaries (
for instance approximately at 3.8 sec, 4 sec and 7.3 sec in
first panel in Fig. 4). The rnn-dnn in the legend (Fig. 4)
implies the DNN-RNN-MGC system.

5.2. Subjective Evaluation

We have conducted MUSHRA (MUltiple Stimuli with
Hidden Reference and Anchor) subjective listening tests
with 10 listeners for Telugu language. There is reference
speech file which is the natural speech signal and it is hid-
den amongst the test cases. In total, each subject had to
listen to 20 samples synthesized from the held out test set.
The listener had to rate how natural sounding the test sys-
tem is with respect to the reference. The scale was from 0
to 100 (0 implying very unnatural and 100 for highly nat-
ural synthesis). The subject was asked to give maximum
rating to atleast one of the 5 test wavefiles which sounded
closest to the reference file.

Fig. 5 shows the mean opinion scores (MOS) of var-
ious systems. The results clearly indicate that the sub-
jects prefer the DNN-RNN-MGC system the most for
Telugu. From the informal listening tests, we found that
the sounds in general and consonantal clusters like tra
in particular, were more clearly intelligible when using
the additional context from the CR networks. This could
have contributed to the preference of the proposed sys-
tems. We could not conduct the subjective listening tests
for Hindi and hence only objective results are given.

Samples can be heard online 2.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed to use the RNN hidden
state as the contextual feature for improving the DNN
based synthesis. The proposed method was tested on a
dataset consisting of 2 Indian languages from Blizzard

2http://goo.gl/7l1Nwo
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Figure 5: Subjective listening test results for Telugu.

challenge 2015 data. It is clear from both subjective
listening test and objective scores that adding the con-
textual features substantially improves over the baseline.
From the informal subjective listening tests the improve-

ments seem to come from better intelligibility of difficult
sounds which is quite encouraging for pursuing this line
of thought further.

7. Future Work

Training an RNN using multi-lingual data for contextual
feature extraction is one direction. Also, in this work we
have limited to using uni-directional RNN however tak-
ing future context may also prove to be helpful in predict-
ing spectrum and f0 and hence Bi-RNNs have to be ex-
plored. While this work was limited to using CR network
trained on MGCs alone, the effect of appending features
from a CR network trained on f0 needs to be studied. An
exploration of training the CR network with combined
acoustic features will also be carried out. The synthesis
network can also be another RNN instead of DNN as used
in this work. We also plan to conduct extensive listening
tests for all Telugu as well as Hindi.
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Abstract
A new filter design strategy to shorten the length of the fil-
ter is introduced for sinusoidal speech synthesis using cosine-
modulated filter banks. Multiple sinusoidal waveforms for
speech synthesis can be effectively synthesized by using
pseudo-quadrature mirror filter (pseudo-QMF) banks, which are
constructed by cosine modulation of the coefficients of a low-
pass filter. This is because stable sinusoids are represented
as sparse vectors on the subband domain of the pseudo-QMF
banks and computation for the filter banks can be effectively
performed with fast algorithms for discrete cosine transforma-
tion (DCT). However, the pseudo-QMF banks require relatively
long filters to reduce noise caused by aliasing. In this study, a
wider passband design with a perfect reconstruction (PR) QMF
bank is introduced. The properties of experimentally designed
filters indicated that the length of the filters can be reduced from
448 taps to 384 taps for 32-subband systems with less than
-96dB errors where the computational cost for speech synthe-
sis does not significantly increase.
Index Terms: statistical parametric speech synthesis, speech
waveform generation, sinusoidal speech synthesis, cosine-
modulated filter bank

1. Introduction
For embedded speech synthesizers based on statistical paramet-
ric speech synthesis (SPSS) [1, 2] such as HMM-based speech
synthesis [3, 4], the computational cost of the waveform gen-
eration is often problematic. In waveform generation, mel-log
spectrum approximation (MLSA) filters [5] or auto-regressive
(AR) filters are often used in speech synthesizers based on mel-
cepstrum or linear spectrum pairs (LSP), respectively. For this
type of filter processing, the number of required multiply-add
operations is proportional to the length of the filter, i.e. the
analysis order of melcepstrum or LSP. Consequently, several
million or tens of millions of multiply-add operations per sec-
ond are necessary for waveform generation. Since the computa-
tional cost corresponds to the power consumption in practice, its
reduction is especially important for devices powered by small
batteries, such as wearable devices.

To reduce the computational cost of waveform generation,
we have proposed a method based on sinusoidal speech syn-
thesis with a filter bank [6, 7]. In the proposed method, al-
though the periodic components of speech waveforms are syn-
thesized by the summation of sinusoidal waveforms, similarly
to sinusoidal modeling [8] or the harmonic part of the harmonic-

plus-noise model (HNM) [9], all operations are performed on
the subband domain of pseudo-quadrature mirror filter (QMF)
banks [10, 11], rather than the waveform domain. Since sinu-
soids are represented as sparse vectors on a subband domain
with a reduced sampling rate, the computational cost of ampli-
tude scaling and summation of sinusoids in sinusoidal speech
synthesis can be significantly reduced by the proposed method.
Consequently, the total computational cost of waveform gen-
eration can be reduced even when the cost of composing the
subbands is taken into account.

However, the pseudo-QMF banks require long filters to sup-
press noise from aliasing caused by down-sampling and up-
sampling in the filter banks. In such systems, response delays
are long and over-smoothing of synthetic sounds can be caused
by lower temporal resolutions. Moreover, the accumulation of
calculation errors can become significant. In this study, as an
alternative, wide passband designs using perfect reconstruction
(PR) QMF banks are examined for speech waveform genera-
tion with shorter filters, where three or more subbands overlap
on the frequency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, cosine-
modulated filter banks and sinusoidal speech waveform gener-
ation on the filter banks are introduced in Section 2. Section 3
explains perfect-reconstruction QMF banks as the basis of the
proposed method. Section 4 presents a design algorithm and ex-
periment for the proposed method. Finally, section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. Sinusoidal speech waveform generation
using a pseudo-QMF bank

2.1. Cosine-modulated filter bank and pseudo-QMF bank

Figure 1 schematically shows the structure of the subband cod-
ing system based on maximally-decimated filter banks, where
M is the number of subbands. In the system, M samples are
converted into an M -dimensional vector. The output of the fil-
ter bank is given by

Y (z) =

M−1∑

l=0

Al(z)X(zW l
M ) (1)

where

Al(z) =
1

M

M−1∑

k=0

Fk(z)Hk(zW l
M ) (2)

WM = e−j 2π
M . (3)
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the subband coding system based
on maximally-decimated filter banks.

For perfect reconstruction of the input signals, filter bank
transfer and alias transfer functions A0(z) and Al(z) should be
as follows:

A0(z) = z−n0 (4)

Al(z) = 0 (1 ≤ l ≤ M − 1), (5)

respectively, where n0 is the delay in samples [12].
For the cosine-modulated filter banks [12], Hk(z) and

Fk(z) are given as follows:

Hk(z) = ejθkW
(k+1/2) N

2
2M H(zW

k+1/2
2M )

+ e−jθkW
−(k+1/2) N

2
2M H(zW

−(k+1/2)
2M ) (6)

Fk(z) = z−NHk(z−1) (7)

where
θk = (−1)kπ/4 (8)

and H(z) is a low-pass filter, which is called a prototype filter.
For H(z), a linear-phase finite impulse response filter is often
used. In such cases, the filter coefficients for Hk(z) and Fk(z)

can be given by cosine modulation of the coefficients of the
prototype filter H(z).

The pseudo-QMF bank [10, 11] is a kind of cosine-
modulated filter bank. In pseudo-QMF banks, although aliases
between adjacent subbands caused by down-sampling and up-
sampling should cancel each other, suppression of aliases be-
tween non-adjacent subbands (i.e. Al(z) for l ≥ 2) is approx-
imately achieved by stopband attenuation of Hk(z) and Fk(z),
where the stopband edge angular frequency ωs of the prototype
filter must be equal to or less than π/M . The pseudo-QMF
banks are used in subband coding such as MPEG Audio [13],
where 32-band filter banks are used in which the length of the
filters is 512 taps. Figure 2 shows plots of the coefficients
and the frequency-vs-magnitude response of the prototype fil-
ter from the MPEG audio specification. Figure 3 shows the
frequency-vs-magnitude responses of the cosine modulated fil-
ters for the analysis bank.

In practice, processing for the cosine-modulated filter
bank can be performed with discrete cosine transformation
(DCT). For fast processing, DCT corresponding to the cosine-
modulation is performed at runtime with fast DCT algorithms
[14, 15]. For example, a 32-point DCT processed by the al-
gorithm proposed in [15] requires 80 multiplications and 209
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Figure 2: Impulse response and frequency-vs-amplitude re-
sponse of the prototype filter for a 32-band pseudo-QMF bank.
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Figure 3: Frequency-vs-amplitude response of the filters for 0th
(lowest) to 3rd bands in the analysis bank for M = 32 where
amplitude plots in a linear scale.

additions. For the subband synthesis corresponding to the right
half of Figure 1, DCT is performed for each subband vector
first, and then, they are concatenated as a sequence [16]. Fi-
nally, the coefficients of the prototype filter and the elements
of the sequence are multiplied. This means one M-point DCT
operation and N + 1 multiplications are needed for each vector
of the subband (i.e. M samples in the output) in the subband
composition based on the cosine-modulated filter banks, where
N + 1 is the length of the filter.

2.2. Sinusoidal speech synthesis with pseudo-QMF banks
[6, 7]

A stable sinusoidal waveform can be encoded into a sparse vec-
tor by Hk(z) with a reduced sampling rate by using the pseudo-
QMF banks since the sinusoid becomes a line spectrum in the
frequency domain. Consequently, each vector for a sinusoid
has only two non-zero elements. In other words, the number
of samples needed to represent a sinusoid is reduced to 2/M

times with the pseudo-QMF bank. Moreover, the vectors for si-
nusoids can be computed directly [6]. This means that only the
synthesis bank of the pseudo-QMF bank corresponding to the
right-hand part of Figure 1 is necessary for a sinusoidal speech
synthesizer.

For sinusoidal speech synthesis, a formulation is introduced
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in which waveforms are built by summation of cosine functions:

x(t) =
∑

j

R(t, j × ω0(t)) cos(j × ω0(t) × (t − t0)) (9)

where ω0(t), j, R(t, ω) and t0 are the angular frequency of the
fundamental vibration at time t, a positive integer as j of the
j-th harmonic component, amplitude of the target sound at ω

at time t and the position of the corresponding impulse, respec-
tively. In this study, it is assumed that ω0(t) and R(t, ω) are
determined by HMM-based speech synthesis techniques from
target texts of speech synthesis, where R(t, ω) can be calcu-
lated from the melcepstrum used in the conventional HMM-
based speech synthesis systems.

Since operations for the synthesis bank of the cosine-
modulated filter bank consist only of linear operations, the sum-
mation in Eq. (9) can be performed by the summation of the
vectors into which sinusoids are encoded. The k-th element of
the vector for a cosine waveform with angular frequency ωj is
given as follows:

sk,ωj (t) = Hk(ωj)R(t, ωj) cos(ωj(t − t0) + θk) (10)

where Hk(ω) is the frequency-vs-magnitude response function
of the filter for the k-th subband. Since sk,ωj (t) approximately
equals zero at the stopband of Hk(ωj), the computational cost
of the summation of sinusoids can be drastically reduced by
operating in the subband domain.

In practice, reduction of the calculation cost for Hk(ω) and
R(t, ω) is critical. This can easily be achieved by using a pre-
calculated table for Hk(ω) and fast DCT for R(t, ω), respec-
tively, with linear interpolation [7].

3. Wide passband design with
perfect-reconstruction QMF banks

As mentioned in Section 2.1, both ωs ≤ π/M and higher at-
tenuation of the stopband of the filters must be simultaneously
satisfied for the pseudo-QMF banks. Consequently, long fil-
ters are required to represent the steep slopes in the passband of
the filters. In this study, a configuration in which ωs > π/M is
examined as an alternative. Since this makes the slope of the fil-
ter gentle, adequate stopband attenuation for speech waveform
generation may be achieved with shorter filters.

However, when ωs > π/M , alias components between
non-adjacent subband pairs must also be taken into account
since some aliasing components caused by up-sampling pass
through the passbands of the filters. Consequently, design algo-
rithms for perfect reconstruction (PR) QMF banks [17] are used
instead in this study. These are also a kind of cosine-modulated
filter bank.

Referring to [17], PR-QMF banks can be achieved when
the length of the prototype filter N is 2KM − 1 where K is an
integer, and

2K−2k−1∑

r=0

h(n + rM)h(n + rM + 2kM) =
δ(k)

2M
(11)

for 0 ≤ n ≤ M/2 − 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, where h(n) is
the impulse response of the prototype filter, and δ(0) = 1 and

δ(k) = 0 for k �= 0. Note that the above equation is actually
satisfied for 0 ≤ n ≤ M − 1 due to the symmetric structure of
the impulse response of linear-phase filters.

In study [18], minimization of

es + γed (12)

is proposed for the design of the PR-QMF banks where es and
ed correspond to the stopband attenuation of the prototype filter
and the distortion against Eq. (11), respectively, and are given
as follows:

es =
1

π − ωs

∫ π

ωs

|H(ejω)|2dω (13)

ed =
K−1∑

k=0

M/2−1∑

n=0

(2m−2k−1∑

r=0

h(n + rM)h(n + rM + 2kM) − δ(k)

2M

)2

.(14)

The balance between the stopband attenuation of the proto-
type filter and the distortion of the filter bank is controlled by
parameter γ.

4. Experimental design of wide passband
filters for cosine-modulated filter banks

4.1. Filter design algorithm

In this study, the algorithm based on the iterative least squares
(ILS) method proposed in [18] was basically used to design fil-
ters. In the original method, es is approximated by:

es � 1

L

∑

n

|H(ejωn)|2 =
1

L
pT CT Cp (15)

where

Ci,j = cos(ωij + 1/2) (16)

p = (h(
N + 1

2
), ..., h(N − 1))T (17)

ωi = ωs + (π − ωs)
i

L − 1
. (18)

Parameter L controls fineness when calculating the stopband
characteristics. However, larger L values can make the opti-
mization less accurate due to difficulty in computation. In this
study, L was set to 4×(N +1) based on preliminary evaluation.

Referring to Eqs. (13) and (14), the optimization proposed
in [18] is based on minimizing the least square errors. However,
minimization of the maximal value in |es| can be more practical
where the stopband attenuation in the worst case is optimized.
Therefore, the iterative reweighted least square (IRLS) method
proposed in [19] was also applied to determine es in this study.
In the optimization, es in formula (12) was replaced by ẽs:

ẽs(i) � 1

L

∑

n

|wi(ωn)H(ejωn)|2

=
1

L
pT CT W T

i WiCp (19)
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where
Wi = diag(wi(ω0), ..., wi(ωL−1)) (20)

w∗
i+1(ωn) =

⎧
⎨
⎩

wi(ωn)(Hi(|ejωn)|/gmax)
φ/2

(|Hi(e
jωn)| > gmax)

wi(ωn) (|Hi(e
jωn)| ≤ gmax)

(21)

wi+1(ωn) =
w∗

i+1(ωn)√
1
L

(
∑L−1

n=0 (w∗
i+1(ωn))2

(22)

and Hi(z) and wi(ωn) are the estimates of H(z) and the nor-
malized weight of ẽs at the i-th iteration of the IRLS method,
and φ = 0.5 in this study. By this algorithm, the maximal error
of |es| converges on gmax. The initial weight w0(ωn) was set
to 1 for all ωn.

4.2. Experimental design of filters

To study the feasibility of the proposed filter design, prototype
filters with wide passbands for the proposed method were exper-
imentally designed by the algorithm described in Section 4.1.
In this study, the number of subbands M was fixed at 32, which
was also the number used in our earlier studies and in MPEG
Audio. The length of the filter was set to 192, 256, 320 or 384
since filter length N + 1 must be equal to nM for PR-QMF,
where n is an integer. However, the stopband edge angular fre-
quency ωs of the prototype filter was targeted to 1.5π/M or
2π/M , where 3 or 4 adjacent subbands overlap each other, re-
spectively.

In the optimization of the filter parameters, both the maxi-
mum of the stopband attenuation and the alias transfer functions
(i.e. max |es| and max |Al(z)| for l ≥ 1) were minimized si-
multaneously. However, the parameters γ and gmax in the op-
timization do not directly minimize max |es| and max |Al(z)|.
Consequently, several configurations for γ and gmax were ex-
perimentally examined first, and then the optimal results were
picked up where max |es| and all max |Al(z)| were equally
weighted. By contrast, A0(z) was not taken into account in
the optimization.

Table 1 shows the results of this optimization. In the table,
bold numbers mean the maximal errors through max |es| and
max |Al(z)|. For comparison, Table 2 shows the properties of
the prototype filters for pseudo-QMF banks that were designed
by the IRLS algorithm proposed in [19]. Comparing Tables 1
and 2, the proposed method reduces errors. In other words, a
shorter filter can be achieved by the proposed method. For ex-
ample, comparing the forth row in Table 1 and the fifth row in
Table 2 shows that errors of less than -96 dB can be achieved
with filters 64-tap shorter than in the conventional method. By
contrast, the differences in errors between 1.5π/M and 2π/M

in ωs were not significant in most cases. The conditions for
perfect reconstruction may negate the effect of the wide pass-
band design with ωs ≥ 2π/M , where four or more band-passed
components interfere each other.

Figure 4 illustrates an example where M=32, ωs=1.5π/M

and N+1=384 for the proposed method and M=32, ωs=π/M

and N+1=448 for the conventional method using a QMF bank.
The figure shows that a gentler characteristic is designed by the
proposed method.

Table 1: Properties of experimentally designed prototype filters
for the proposed method.

ωs/π N+1
max |A0|

[dB]
max |es|

[dB]
max |A1|

[dB]
max |A2|

[dB]
1.5/32 192 5.97E-4 -58.9 -58.5 -70.41
1.5/32 256 2.03E-3 -76.5 -73.0 -109.5
1.5/32 320 1.41E-3 -80.5 -80.5 -90.3
1.5/32 384 4.92E-5 -97.4 -96.3 -133.1
2/32 192 2.42E-3 -57.4 -57.8 -69.7
2/32 256 2.04E-3 -75.3 -73.6 -104.37
2/32 320 3.32E-4 -85.7 -85.8 -104.7
2/32 384 5.54E-5 -95.7 -97.4 -122.9

Table 2: Properties of experimentally designed prototype filters
for pseudo-QMF banks.

ωs/π N+1
max |A0|

[dB]
max |es|

[dB]
max |A1|

[dB]
max |A2|

[dB]
1/32 192 3.66 -58.6 -60.5 -53.1
1/32 256 7.77E-1 -71.8 -67.3 -73.9
1/32 320 1.36E-1 -76.9 -75.2 -77.9
1/32 384 9.37E-2 -92.8 -89.9 -84.0
1/32 448 5.31E-3 -103.0 -96.2 -111.4

4.3. Discussion of computational costs

The computational complexities of the components of the pro-
posed method are O(N), O(log M) and O(ωsJ/M) for the fil-
tering, DCT and sinusoid generation, respectively, where N+1,
ωs, M and J are the length and the stopband edge angular fre-
quency of the prototype filter, the number of subbands and the
number of sinusoids, respectively. In this discussion, M is a
given constant (M = 32) because M corresponds to tempo-
ral resolution of the waveform generation, i.e., it significantly
affects quality of speech sounds.

In practice, the computational costs for the filtering and si-
nusoid generation can be comparable. In many low-cost or low-
power processors for embedded systems, the computational cost
of multiplication often dominates that of addition or bit-shift
operations. Therefore, we focus on the costs of multiplication.
As described in Section 2.1, 64 multiplications are reduced by
using a 64-tap-shorter filter. However, calculation of three adja-
cent elements for each vector on the subband domain is neces-
sary where ωs=1.5π/M .

In Eq. (10), calculation of Hk(ω) in the passband requires
two multiplications for linear interpolation when a precalcu-
lated table for Hk(ω) is used. By contrast, no supplemental
calculation is practically necessary for

R(t, ωj) cos(ωj(t − t0) + θk) (23)

in Eq. (10) because of the symmetry of the cosine function with
θk, where only θk depends on subband k. Therefore, one mul-
tiplication with Hk(ω) is an additional necessity for an addi-
tional calculation for sk,ωj (t). Consequently, compared with
the cost of the conventional method using a pseudo-QMF bank,
three additional multiplications are needed per sinusoid where
ωs=1.5π/M .

For example, when the fundamental frequency is 187.5 Hz
on 8 kHz-sampling systems where periodic speech waveforms
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Figure 4: Impulse response, frequency-vs-amplitude responses
of the prototype filter, and overlap structure of the proposed
filter (solid line, M=32, ωs=1.5π/M , N+1=384) and fil-
ter for pseudo-QMF bank (dotted line, M=32, ωs=π/M and
N+1=448).

are synthesized from 21.3 (=64/3) sinusoids, the computational
cost of the vectors alone is comparable to that in the conven-
tional methods. Although this frequency seems too high as the
average fundamental frequency, the computational cost in prac-
tice is less than estimated since no operation for sinusoids is
necessary for completely aperiodic speech sounds such as un-
voiced phonemes and silence [7]. For example, where 30% of
speech duration is unvoiced sound or silence, and the average
fundamental frequency is higher than 131.3 Hz, the computa-
tional cost is reduced overall, relative to the cost of the conven-
tional method. Thus, the total computational cost of the pro-

posed method can be comparable to, or less than, that of the
conventional method with a pseudo-QMF bank, at least where
ωs=1.5π/M . This means that the proposed method is applica-
ble to sinusoidal speech waveform generation.

5. Conclusion
This paper has presented a wide passband design strategy for
filters of the cosine-modulated filter banks used in sinusoidal
speech synthesis. The properties of experimentally designed
filters indicate that practical wide passband designs are possible
where the passband width is 1.5 times as wide as that of the con-
ventional pseudo-QMF banks. For example, the length of the
filters can be reduced from 448 taps to 384 taps for 32-subband
systems with less than -96 dB error. In that case, the proposed
method does not significantly increase the computational cost.

In future work, reduction of the attenuation of the alias
transfer functions as a more practical condition will be exam-
ined for shorter filters.
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Abstract
The goal in this paper is to investigate data selection techniques
for found speech. Found speech unlike clean, phonetically-
balanced datasets recorded specifically for synthesis contain a
lot of noise which might not get labeled well and it might con-
tain utterances with varying channel conditions. These channel
variations and other noise distortions might sometimes be use-
ful in terms of adding diverse data to our training set, however
in other cases it might be detrimental to the system. The ap-
proach outlined in this work investigates various metrics to de-
tect noisy data which degrade the performance of the system on
a held-out test set. We assume a seed set of 100 utterances to
which we then incrementally add in a fixed set of utterances and
find which metrics can capture the misaligned and noisy data.
We report results on three datasets, an artificially degraded set
of clean speech, a single speaker database of found speech and
a multi - speaker database of found speech. All of our experi-
ments are carried out on male speakers. We also show compa-
rable results are obtained on a female multi-speaker corpus.
Index Terms: Data selection, Found data, TTS, Telephone
speech.

1. Introduction
Conventional methods in speech synthesis use a cleanly
recorded, phonetically balanced dataset of recordings from a
single speaker. However, if we want to build a text-to-speech
(TTS) system as part of a speech-to-speech translation system to
be used in a disaster relief effort in areas such as Nepal, Orissa
or Pakistan where the languages spoken are dialects of Nepali,
Oriya and Pashto, then we are severely limited in our ability to
build such systems because we do not have access to a native
speaker. On the other hand, we might want to build a person-
alized voice for a target speaker who has a limited ability to
produce speech such as people afflicted with motor neuron dis-
ease or vocal cord paralysis. Such a voice would need to match
the physical and dialectical characteristics of the speaker. Both
of these scenarios are examples where we would like to build
TTS systems but are limited by an access to a large, clean, pho-
netically balanced dataset of recordings from a single speaker,
that matches our requirements.

To alleviate this problem, we propose to build systems from
the abundant but noisy data available on the web. Speech data,
especially from low resource languages, is becoming increas-
ingly available on YouTube and other streaming services in the
form of news and radio broadcasts, speeches, demo-videos, etc.
In addition, with the growing popularity of neural networks and
other big machine learning models, large multi-speaker datasets
mainly for the purposes of speech recognition, have become
available. Even if such data is unavailable on the web it can
be crowd sourced via the web [1],[2]. If we can properly use

this large variety of data available to us on the web, it would
allow us to build voices matching the dialectical and physical
characteristics of a particular speaker and also give us access
to an array of languages allowing us to build TTS systems for
low-resource languages.

Any data that is available readily in the public domain is
called found data. This includes data from audiobooks, public
speeches, news and radio broadcasts, Youtube data and tele-
phone conversations. This data has large variations in its type
and characteristics. Single speaker databases such as audio-
books, public speeches, channel broadcasts on Youtube, etc.,
have the advantage that they are spoken by the same speaker.
However in terms of diversity of the data they have their own
challenges. Audiobooks for instance, have large variations in
the prosody and intonation as well as the speech rate. Even
though, these variations in prosody make for interesting listen-
ing, they are difficult to model in current speech synthesis sys-
tems. Moreover, since current systems are built using single
isolated utterances, they do not account for long range depen-
dencies as seen in audiobooks over paragraphs and sections. On
the other hand public speeches and YouTube broadcasts have a
lot of channel noise due to variations in recording conditions
such as variations in microphone characteristics, room acous-
tics, distance from microphone, etc. These types of databases
require better data pre-processing and feature adaptation and
normalization techniques which will be robust to channel con-
ditions.

Multi-speaker databases include news and radio broadcasts,
telephone conversations and voice search data. These types of
utterances are generally short, have a lot of fillers and non-
speech sounds and distortions. News broadcasts generally have
each segment consisting of multiple speakers and having many
queuing audio sounds like sequences of music and other data. In
terms of building TTS systems with such relatively clean, multi-
speaker corpora we need to look at various voice averaging and
voice conversion techniques to average over the different speak-
ers in the database in addition to data pre-processing techniques
in order to select an optimal subset for synthesis and remove
speakers who are very different and not representative of our
target speaker. Telephone conversations on the other hand pro-
vide a very rich set of data with multiple issues. They have low
sampling frequency and so are of low quality. Furthermore, they
contain lots of channel distortion, background distortions and
noisy utterances containing long periods of silences between
utterances, which causes problems with labeling and alignment.
The advantage of using this type of data is it can be easily ob-
tained. This kind of data needs good pre-processing methods in
order to be useful to build TTS systems which do not fail during
training.

In this paper we broadly categorize the error types found
in such data, into two main types, misalignment errors and er-
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rors due to variation in channel conditions. Misalignment er-
rors occur because certain types of sounds are not described in
the transcript such as claps, laughs, coughs, breaths, etc. The
second type of error is caused due to varying microphone con-
ditions, channel noise etc. Errors of type 1 are never good for
the system and we would like to detect and remove utterances
containing such errors from our training data . However, errors
of type 2 caused due to channel variation and noise, might in
some cases be good for training our models, adding to the diver-
sity. Thus our goal here is to find good measures which detect
for the misalignment errors and bad utterances which will be
detrimental to the system, while retaining the sentences which
even though they might not be representative of the training set,
might still provide valuable and diverse characteristics to the
training data.

This paper is organized as follows, In Section 2, we discuss
how our work fits into work that has been done so far in this
domain. In Section 3, we describe the datasets that we used and
in Section 4 describe the metrics we used for utterance selection
and our motivation in using these features. In Section 5, we
report our results on the artificial data we created and the natural
single and multi-speaker datasets. Finally, Section 6 concludes
our findings and discusses our future work in this direction.

2. Related Work
Previous methods have looked at building speech synthesis sys-
tems from audio books [3],[4] and ASR corpora [5]. Most of
these previous techniques have concentrated on techniques for
building average voices using a variety of speaker adaptation
techniques[6],[7],[8]. Even though results in this paper are re-
ported on English corpora, our experimental design has been
guided by the over-arching goal of building a system for low-
resource languages, i.e., languages where there is mostly noisy
data available in the public domain such as public speeches and
speech recorded over the telephone.

Furthermore, as far as we know there has been only one
previous study so far on data subset selection tasks for statis-
tical parametric synthesis from found speech [9]. This work
investigates low-level acoustic descriptors as indicators of ut-
terance naturalness and quality for selecting utterances. Similar
earlier experiments on data selection techniques have been in-
vestigated for unit-selection synthesis, optimizing for coverage
of linguistic units over utterances [10] and pruning out outliers
post-hoc with respect to duration at the phoneme level [11].

In this paper, we show that using a small subset of data
which is both representative of the target domain, but also di-
verse enough to be informative can produce better synthesis sys-
tems than using all of the noisy data available to us. We inves-
tigate some strategies to pick appropriate metrics to select good
utterances. We show results on experiments carried out on an
artificially degraded dataset to address the issues of misalign-
ment errors and errors caused due to large non-representative
channel conditions. We also evaluate the best metric found on
the artificially degraded corpus on two corpora of found data,
a single speaker corpus of public speeches and multi-speaker
dataset of telephone speech.

3. Data
3.1. Artificially Degraded Clean Corpus

Since the goal is to evaluate metrics to detect misaligned data
and data that is very different from the majority of the target

domain such as data recorded in very noisy environments we
created this dataset to act as ground truth and provide us an
insight into how well different metrics perform.

To simulate misaligned data we shifted 100 utterances in
the Arctic dataset for speaker RMS. For instance, the acoustics
of utterance 1 corresponded to the transcription for utterance 10.
To simulate varying channel conditions, we convolved another
set of 100 utterances with an impulse response recorded inside
a chamber. We then mixed the two sets to simulate having both
misaligned data and channel noise in the data. The total dura-
tion of this data was about an hour of speech (1000 utterances)
out of which ten minutes (100 utterances) were misaligned and
the other 10 minutes had very different channel characteristics.

3.2. Single-Speaker Found Data

The single speaker dataset was created using speeches from
the American President. We used subsets of three different
speeches. The third speech was chosen to be very noisy with
a lot of extraneous sounds such as claps and containing a lot of
reverberation. The other two speech subsets were much cleaner
in comparison. The total number of utterances in the dataset
was 495 utterances totaling about 1 hour of training data. This
subset of utterances was selected after running interslice [3] on
each of the speeches and selecting utterances that had a mini-
mum of four words. The utterances in this dataset tended to be
longer on an average than the Arctic dataset.

3.3. Multi-Speaker Found Data

For the multi speaker found corpus we used the CallHome
dataset and used all of the Males from this corpus. The Call-
Home corpus consists of 30 minutes of unscripted telephone
conversations. For these experiments we used only the primary
speakers from each of the conversations. We first created a clean
set of about 400 utterances by removing sentences transcribed
as containing laughs, breaths, fillers and other channel distor-
tions. The noisy version consisted of about 900 utterances. The
age range varied from 8 to 70 years for these conversations. The
data was further pre-processed to remove too short or too long
utterances. The same process was carried out for the Female
CallHome corpus.

4. Rank and Select Methods
In this paper, we would like to answer the question as to whether
all data is good data or can we do some pre-processing of the
data in order to remove the really bad utterances and obtain im-
provements as measured in terms of Mean Cepstral Distortion
(MCD) [12] between the original data of a held-out dataset and
the same data synthesized from the model trained on a subset of
the selected utterances. We therefore investigate various met-
rics for selecting the best subset that will help us build a good
TTS system. The selection of an appropriate subset of training
data can be done at various levels. It can be done at the utter-
ance level, the phoneme level, the HMM state level as well as
the frame level. In this paper, we have only investigated utter-
ance level selection. Thus, the main aim in this paper is to find a
measure of goodness of an utterance to be selected for training.
We investigate two scenarios with respect to our experiments.
Scenario 1 is where there is a seed set of utterances available,
while scenarios 2 involves building a model out assuming no
seed set is available.
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4.1. Seed data selection

For the artificially degraded corpus we assumed the phoneti-
cally balanced subset of 100 utterances of the Arctic RMS ut-
terances to be the seed. For the noisy datasets, since we did
not have a seed dataset to begin with, we investigated different
methods of finding this small seed subset of good utterances.
We investigated using only acoustic measures such as the 100
best performing utterances in terms of MCD, and on the other
hand purely optimizing for coverage of linguistic sub-units such
as obtaining phonetically balanced subset by counting the fre-
quency of occurrences for each HMM state. We also tried a
combination of the two, however, we found that optimizing for
linguistic coverage gave the best results in terms of MCD on a
held out test set.

4.2. Voice Building

For all of the experiments in this paper, we have used CLUS-
TERGEN [13] for the parametric speech synthesis. In addition,
we have only used the base voice building tools without using
Move-Label [14] and Random Forests [15]. Given the noisy na-
ture of the data we were not sure how robust it would be to use
Random Forests, which might have given some performance
improvements.

4.3. Metrics

We evaluated various metrics such as duration, spectral mea-
sures and other cross-correlation based measures that could be
directly calculated from the synthesized wavefiles.

4.3.1. Mean Cepstral Distortion (MCD)

The mean cepstral distortion [12] is a weighted Euclidean dis-
tance between the true and the predicted Mceps and is evalu-
ated for each predicted frame. We score each utterance by the
frame-wise MCD averaged across the utterance. The main intu-
ition in using the MCD was because this was a direct measure
of the frequency content of the signal and thus a higher MCD
would imply the synthesized wavefile is further away from the
true wavefile in terms of predicted Mceps on the trained model.
Thus, a really high MCD would imply that the acoustics in the
utterance are not being modeled well and so would indicate mis-
alignment errors and errors that are not representative of the
majority of the training data.

4.3.2. Duration

For durations, we used the root mean square error between the
predicted duration for each senone in the utterance compared
to the true label given to an utterance after training 30 iterations
using Baum Welch. The predicted durations were obtained from
two models, one was from the entire noisy dataset and the other
was on a model trained with a small seed set of a 100 utterances.
The main goal here was to eliminate the really bad utterances
which would in turn have bad labeling. This measure was ex-
pected to give good results on the misaligned data.

4.3.3. Modulation Spectrum

Since the modulation spectral trajectories capture the tempo-
ral dynamics of components of the spectral envelopes [16], we
decided to investigate it as a global indicator of differences in
spectral dynamics between the true and synthesized wavefiles.
Moreover, using the Modulation Spectrum as a postfilter has
shown gains in synthesis [17]. Thus, we expected this metric

to be an informative measure in capturing large channel differ-
ences between recordings. We scored each utterance with the
mean error between the modulation spectrum of the true and the
synthesized wavefile in order to obtain a score per utterance.

4.3.4. Global Variance

This was another global spectral measure we tried since it im-
proves results when used as a post-filter [18]. The idea here was
to investigate whether differences in global variance of the pre-
dicted Mceps as compared to the true ones are correlated to the
noisiness in the data.

4.3.5. Cross- correlation based measures

The main intuition in using this metric was to detect the mis-
aligned data. If the two sentences are similar they should have
a high peak when the two wavefiles, the true training wavefile
and the synthesized wavefile are cross-correlated. We experi-
mented with three cross-correlation based measures. We sim-
ply cross-correlated the two wavefiles and used the maximum
of the resulting cross-correlated sequence as the measure. We
also experimented by cross correlating the Teager Energy op-
erator of the two wavefiles and the Hilbert envelope. The Tea-
ger energy operator gives a running energy estimate [19] of the
wavefile and is supposed to capture the energy of the system
that produced the speech rather that the energy in the speech it-
self. Thus, we hoped that this metric would also be helpful in
capturing channel distortions. The Hilbert envelope on the other
hand, computes the discrete-time analytic signal of the real part
of a complex signal. The intuition in using this measure was to
make it easier to detect the differences in misaligned data, since
it can be used as a correlate to the envelope of the speech signal.

4.3.6. Instantaneous Frequency

The instantaneous frequency is supposed to capture the the av-
erage of the sinusoids at each point in time in a signal. The
utterances were scored by taking the mean of the absolute dif-
ference between the instantaneous frequencies in the synthe-
sized and the true wavefiles. So we would expect that signals
that are similar acoustically will have smaller differences in er-
ror between the true and synthesized waveforms while signals
differing in acoustics will have higher errors.

5. Empirical Evaluation
This section discusses the results on artificially degraded speech
as well as noisy speech. We first describe the evaluation of var-
ious metrics on the artificially degraded data for both types of
errors and a combination of the two. These metrics are eval-
uated on how accurately they can detect the artificially mis-
aligned sentences and sentences that have been degraded with
noise. The best performing metric is then used to iteratively se-
lect 10% of the best utterances which are then used to re-train
the models. The models can be retrained at each iteration by re-
clustering the state models while assuming fixed segmentation
or the models can be re-trained by re-aligning the models each
time using only the selected utterances and then re-clustering
based on the new segmentation obtained. The baseline is cal-
culated as the average MCD error on a held out test set from
a model trained on all of the noisy data. In addition, we also
investigate how this metric scales with larger amounts of noisy
data.
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5.1. Metric Evaluation

We carried out two sets of experiments. The results in Ta-
ble 1 show results when using synthesized wavefiles obtained
from a system trained with a small almost phonetically bal-
anced seed dataset of about 100 utterances (approximately 10
minutes of speech). The results in Table 2 show results assum-
ing the wavefiles are synthesized from a model trained on the
entire dataset. Since the goal is to find the best metric which
can detect the noisy utterances, we have reported the detection
accuracy of each metric in detecting the artificially degraded
utterances. Thus an accuracy of 90 implies that 90 out of the
worst 100 sentences by some metric were the artificially de-
graded sentences.

Table 1: Evaluation metrics on artificially degraded set as-
suming a model built from a small seed set of utterances. (%
Accuracy of detection)

Metric
Mis-
alignment
Noise

Channel
Noise

Mixed
Noise

Mean Cepstral Distortion 99 88 95.0
Duration 85 36 63.0
Modulation Spectrum 51 27 35.5
Global Variance 59 4 34.0
Cross-corr 87 1 32.5
TEO Cross-corr 20 43 51.5
Hilbert Env. Cross-corr 45 1 34.5
Instantaneous Freq. 53 2 17.5

Table 2: Evaluation metrics on artificially degraded set assum-
ing a model built from all utterances. (% Accuracy of detection)

Metric
Mis-
alignment
Noise

Channel
Noise

Mixed
Noise

Mean Cepstral Distortion 100 94 96.5
Duration 87 43 67.0
Modulation Spectrum 21 25 31.5
Global Variance 86 4 47.0
Cross-corr 44 1 30.5
TEO Cross-corr 36 51 55.5
Hilbert Env. Cross-corr 39 1 33.5
Instantaneous Freq. 13 3 16.0

We see that the MCD and duration parameters outperform
all of the other metrics on both misaligned data as well as chan-
nel noise. It makes sense given the fact that these are the two
main parameters about the vocal production mechanism that we
model. Moreover, we see that both of these measures do better
on the model trained with the entire noisy dataset, because on
the noisy dataset, the really bad utterances will be synthesized
wrongly, while the good ones that fit the majority of the data
will be synthesized nicely. However, it is not guaranteed that
the model trained on the seed dataset encompasses all of the
diversity in the data and so might even reject utterances which
might provide it information and make it a better model.

The cross-correlation metrics do much better on the model
trained with the clean seed subset of about 100 utterances. We

find that it is much easier to detect misaligned data than it is to
detect channel mismatch. The Teager energy operator is quite
successful in detecting channel mismatch, as compared to all of
the other correlation metrics.

5.2. Re-alignment vs. Re-clustering

The subset of utterances selected was used to either re-cluster
and re-align the models to obtain labels suited to the iteratively
changing data subset or fix the labels by training on the entire
corpus of noisy data and then only re-cluster based on the utter-
ances selected with the MCD metric. Figures 1-4 show plots of
iteratively selecting the best 10% of utterances and using these
utterances to either only re-cluster the state models (blue line)
or re-align at each iteration and re-cluster based on new seg-
mentation obtained (pink line) We find that realigning the la-

Figure 1: Iterative MCD for artificially misaligned data

bels each time helps and results in a much lower MCD on both
of the single speaker datasets as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
However, the trend is opposite in case of the multi-speaker cor-
pora for both males and females as shown in Figures, 3 and 4.
This might be because each subset has a different set of speak-
ers and having labels trained from the entire data set might be
better than having labels from a smaller set which does not en-
compass all of the diversity in the data. In addition, we find
that in case of the noisy datasets as seen in Figures 2, 3 and
4, we see that the results with realignment are not monotoni-
cally decreasing upto a certain point and have a slightly erratic
behavior. This might be because at every iteration, the align-
ment shifts based on the limited amount of training data, which
in some cases might be representative of the test set , while in
some others it might not be. In contrast, re-clustering the data,
assuming fixed labels obtained by running Baum-Welch on the
entire set always results in the MCD decreasing monotonically
to a certain point and then increasing as bad data keeps getting
added.

Thus, we find that even though realigning data gives a
higher increase in MCD, it is also more time consuming. In
addition, there is no clear trend as to where we need to stop
and ignore the data, unlike the case when only re-clustering on
the data, in which case there is a clear point after which perfor-
mance of the system degrades. However in all of the four plots,
Figures 1 - 4 we see that the MCD metric with re-clustering and
no re-alignment, is in fact doing better than the baseline. More-
over, the lowest MCD obtained on the artificially misaligned
data is the same as obtained when testing on a model trained
only with the clean data. This shows us that this metric is in-
deed rejecting the noisy data which is not helpful to the system.
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Figure 2: Iterative MCD for Single speaker found data

Figure 3: Iterative MCD for multi-speaker found data-Male

5.3. How does it scale?

The question then arises can this metric scale when larger
amounts of data are misaligned and can this high performance
in terms of accuracy hold up even when half the dataset has
been artificially misaligned? From the figure, Fig.5, we see that
yes indeed, this method based on pruning out misaligned data
does work even when more than half the data is misaligned. In
fact, the gain obtained over the baseline, a change of 0.3 MCD
is significant. A 0.12 MCD change has been shown to be a
significant, almost equal to the improvements obtained by dou-
bling the amount of training data [12]. We also find that results
with realignment which is almost 0.3 lower in MCD from the
baselines is more beneficial in this case as compared to just re-
clustering which is 0.14 MCD lower than the baseline.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we show that our claim that not all data is good
data holds. We see that selecting a smaller, cleaner subset for
voice building is much better and less time consuming than
building from the full noisy dataset.

We explore various utterance level metrics which would be
indicators of the measure of goodness of an utterance. We show
results considering both the availability of a small seed set of
about 100 utterances and building from all of the noisy data
without access to such a seed dataset. We find that there is no
advantage in having access to a seed dataset and we can instead
get similar if not better results by training our initial model on
the entire dataset. From all of the measures we explored, we
find that the mean cepstral distortion performs the best followed
by the error in the duration prediction. We surprisingly find that
the various cross-correlation based metrics are not good indica-

Figure 4: Iterative MCD for multi-speaker found data-Female

Figure 5: Iterative MCD for Arctic RMS containing 50% mis-
aligned data

tors of the presence of misaligned data. In addition, contrary
to our expectations, we find the global spectral measures, i.e.,
modulation spectrum and global variance perform poorly in de-
tecting changes in channel conditions.

In terms of the errors we find that it is much easier to de-
tect misaligned data than it is to detect noisy channel variations.
We also find that the data selection does scale even when 50%
of the dataset has been misaligned and yields a MCD which
is 0.3 lower than the baseline. In addition, we find that re-
clustering works better on the multi-speaker dataset while re-
aligning works better and gives a lower MCD on the two single
speaker corpora. However, when re-clustering on these datasets
the MCD monotonically improves upto a certain point, while
the behavior of the average MCD with each iteration is erratic
when also realigning each time.

We show preliminary results in this paper on data selection.
We show that it scales well on misaligned data and gives us
significantly better results than using the entire subset of noisy
data. In the future, we would like to test our methods on large
non-English corpora such as the Babel[20] datasets, that con-
tain speech recorded over telephones mainly for the purposes of
keyword spotting.

Furthermore, in this paper we investigate various utterance-
level metrics to detect and prune out utterances. In the future,
we would like to investigate methods detailed in [21], which
given pairwise dissimilarities between the source and target
sets, tries to find a source set that best encodes the target set
and can efficiently describe it. In addition, this paper details ex-
periments only using one metric at a time, however in the future
we would like to explore experiments with various metric com-
binations and see if we can improve the performance further.
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Abstract
Open-source text-to-speech (TTS) software has en-

abled the development of voices in multiple languages,
including many high-resource languages, such as English
and European languages. However, building voices for
low-resource languages is still challenging. We describe
the development of TTS systems for 12 Indian languages
using the Festvox framework, for which we developed a
common frontend for Indian languages. Voices for eight
of these 12 languages are available for use with Flite, a
lightweight, fast run-time synthesizer, and the Android
Flite app available in the Google Play store.

Recently, the baseline Punjabi TTS voice was built
end-to-end in a month by two undergraduate students
(without any prior knowledge of TTS) with help from two
of the authors of this paper. The framework can be used
to build a baseline Indic TTS voice in two weeks, once
a text corpus is selected and a suitable native speaker is
identified.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, Indian languages, low-
resource languages, open source, Android text to speech

1. Introduction
According to [1], in 2010, India had 15-22 million blind
and over 100 million visually impaired persons. An adult
goes blind every five minutes, and a child goes blind every
60 seconds. Without intervention, the number of people
with vision loss could double from 2010 levels by 2020.
Worldwide (including neighboring countries Bangladesh,
Nepal, and Pakistan), the population of visually chal-
lenged persons for whom the primary language is an In-
dian language is probably 50% higher. Intelligible and
natural-sounding TTS systems exist for many languages.
As of the submission date of this this paper, Google TTS
for Android supports 22 languages, of which only two
(Hindi and Bengali) are from the Indian subcontinent.

This work will help bridge the digital divide for visu-
ally challenged persons who have been deprived of ed-
ucation and employment opportunities due to lack of
consumer-grade TTS software for low-cost devices, such
as sub-$100 (USD) Android phones and tablets.

The system uses the Indic frontend for grapheme-to-
phoneme (g2p) conversion described in [2]. The Indic
frontend was used for g2p conversion to build TTS syn-
thesizers for various Indian languages for use with the
Flite (“Festival Lite”) Speech Synthesis engine [3]. The
Indic frontend handles many phenomena common to In-
dian languages such as schwa deletion, contextual nasal-

ization, and voicing. It also handles multi-script synthe-
sis between various Indian-language scripts and English.

1.1. Relation to Prior Work

Most prior work on Indic TTS has focused on specific lan-
guages. Furthermore, it is generally proprietary, or avail-
able for research purposes only. The Festvox/Festival
and Flite implementation described in this paper is the
most widely available open-source TTS software for In-
dian languages, with the exception of eSpeak, which uses
formant synthesis that requires significant listener train-
ing to comprehend.

Commercially available TTS software for Indian lan-
guages includes Google Android TTS for Hindi and Ben-
gali and Apple iOS TTS for Hindi, which uses Nuance
Vocalizer. Some of these commercial implementations
have used elements of the Festvox framework.

Indian-language TTS work available for research pur-
poses only includes work submitted at various Blizzard
conferences and Indic TTS Consortium projects funded
by the Technology Development for Indian Languages
(TDIL) program of the Indian government. The TDIL
consortium used the Festvox framework and the HTS-
based engine, as described at [4].

For the 2013 Blizzard challenge, a team from the In-
dian Institute of Science, Bangalore, developed a unit
selection–based TTS system for Kannada and Tamil,
which does not use Festvox or Festival [5].

We used the open-source Kannada corpus published
by IIIT Hyderabad [6] and the Marathi corpus published
by the Center for Indian Language Technology at IIT
Bombay [7].

1.2. Novel Contributions

We provide a repeatable process to generate new voices
suitable for an end user, by supporting the steps from
finding prompts, to recording, to building the voice, to
making it available and practical to use on Android.

Historically, TTS systems have been developed one
language at a time. Efforts by different institutions to
develop TTS for Indic languages in this way have been
ongoing for some years. This approach requires signif-
icant manpower and financial resources. Our approach
expands upon the Festvox framework by leveraging the
commonalities between Indian languages. Data from the
2001 census show that about 93% of the population of
India use one of the country’s top 12 languages as their
primary language. With our framework, we have built
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voices for eight of these 12 languages, representing 80%
of the population; and our framework can be expanded
for use in synthesizing all the official languages of India.

Recently, the baseline Punjabi TTS voice was built
end-to-end in a month by two undergraduate students
(without any prior knowledge of TTS) with help from two
of the authors of this paper. The framework can be used
to build a baseline Indic TTS voice in two weeks, once
a text corpus is selected and a suitable native speaker
is identified. The availability of sufficient open-source
corpora in Unicode format varies significantly from lan-
guage to language. Auditioning and selecting a suitable
speaker is a function of the location and availability of a
recording studio.

Our framework does not require the creation or use of
a pronunciation lexicon for any of the Indian languages.
In English TTS, either very complicated letter-to-sound
rules are needed, or a lexicon of tens of thousands of en-
tries, or both. This is because the relationship between
English orthography and pronunciation is relatively con-
voluted. The Indian languages are simpler in this regard.
Thus, through a combination of taking advantage of com-
monalities between the scripts and encoding a manage-
able number of language-specific letter-to-sound rules, we
avoid having to spend time specifying the pronunciations
of individual words.

Most of the published work on Indic TTS has used
Festival, which is a runtime system designed to run on
Unix servers. We use Flite (described in the next sec-
tion) in a consumer-friendly app that runs on sub-$100
(USD) Android phones and tablets using less than a third
of the available processing power. This leaves sufficient
processing power and memory for other applications to
run simultaneously without loss of performance.

2. Flite Overview
Flite is a small, fast-runtime open-source TTS engine de-
veloped at Carnegie Mellon University. It is an alterna-
tive to the Festival TTS engine, for voices built using the
Festvox suite of voice building tools. Flite is part of the
suite of free speech synthesis tools which include Edin-
burgh University’s Festival Speech Synthesis System and
Carnegie Mellon University’s Festxox project, which pro-
vides tools, scripts, and documentation for building new
synthetic voices. Flite is less intensive in memory and
computation than Festival.

Flite is written in ANSI C, and is designed to
be portable to almost any platform, including low-end
smartphones, tablets, PCs, and servers which must serve
synthesis to many users.

2.1. Offset-Based Indic Frontend

The Flite Indic frontend uses an offset-based approach in-
stead of creating explicit support for each Indian script.
Chapter 12 of the Unicode specification [8] specifies
offset-based character tables for each script, with each
containing up to 128 characters. Within each script,
there is a fixed sequence of characters which makes it easy
to build general rules for phenomena common to Indian
languages such as schwa deletion, contextual nasaliza-
tion, and voicing. This makes it possible to have a single
mapping with offsets for all scripts for Indian languages.

For example, the Devanagari block begins at (hex-
adecimal) codepoint 0900, the Bengali block begins at
0980, and the Tamil block begins at 0B80. The Devana-
gari letter 〈क〉 〈k〉 occupies position 22 in the Devanagari
block, or 0915; the corresponding Bengali letter 〈ক〉 oc-
cupies position 22 in the Bengali block, or 0995; and the
corresponding Tamil letter 〈க〉 occupies position 22 in
the Tamil block, or 0B95. By identifying the range in
which each character falls, and subtracting the begin-
ning value of its block, we map corresponding characters
in different scripts to one representation, which is used
as a basis for further processing.

2.2. Android Flite port

The “Flite for Android” project is an open-source project
that provides a wrapper for the Flite engine to run in
the Android environment. It is available to build from
source, and is also available in the Google Play store as
“CMU Flite Text to Speech.”

The project integrates into Android’s TTS API so
that once the app is installed on an Android device, the
Flite engine is available as an alternative to the default
synthesizer. The project is mostly Java code that con-
tains callbacks into Flite via the Java Native Interface.
The app supports CLUSTERGEN voices as download-
able voice files, and currently supports English, Gujarati,
Hindi, Marathi, Kannada, Tamil, and Telugu. It is pos-
sible to use unit selection voices (Festival “clunit”) by
compiling the app with the appropriate voice libraries.
The app defaults to streaming synthesis under the An-
droid framework, but also supports batch synthesis.

The Indian languages that have received the most
support to date are Hindi, Tamil, and Marathi. Ongoing
efforts support periodic upgrades to all voices, which are
available for download within the app without the need
to update the app itself.

3. Building Indic Voices
CLUSTERGEN is a method for building statistical para-
metric synthesizers from databases of natural speech. Al-
though the result is not as crisp as a well-crafted unit se-
lection voice, this method makes it much easier to build
a clear synthetic voice that models the original speaker
well.

This section describes the process and tools developed
to build Indic voices using CLUSTERGEN, though many
of the steps are the same for other synthesis methods.
The steps described through subsection 3.7 are carried
out on Unix server(s) and Apache web server(s).

3.1. Open-Source Indic Corpus

We follow the techniques and requirements described in
[3] for designing a good corpus for obtaining recordings
for use in speech synthesis. The challenge is in gathering
open-source corpora that can be published for use by
others in conformance with an MIT X11–type license.
This is accomplished by using source materials:

• With expired copyright (e.g., Hindi novels by Mun-
shi Premchand).

• Released as open source (e.g., Bengali Wikipedia).
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• With written permission from the copyright holder
(e.g., [9]).

3.2. Qualifying Voice Talent for Recording
CLUSTERGEN uses a diphone database (referred to
here as “Voice”) to synthesize speech for arbitrary text.
This database is built from speech recorded by a native
speaker, as described in [3].

The quality of recorded prompts selected from the
open-source corpus plays a critical role in the quality
of synthesized speech. All recordings must be made in
an anechoic chamber with a high-quality microphone us-
ing a pop filter and without dynamic range compression.
The speaker should be relaxed; keep a constant distance
from the microphone; and not be suffering from a cold,
a cough, or allergies, etc. These conditions are necessary
but not sufficient. The speaker should speak in a natu-
ral style; that is, they should not speak differently just
because they are reading rather than speaking extempo-
raneously.

At the same time, for reasons of consistency, the
speaker should limit prosodic variations as much as pos-
sible, and maintain a reasonably constant rate of speech.
Accomplishing this is not easy for most people, as it re-
quires them to speak differently than their normal speech
pattern and yet sound natural. Doing so, however, helps
with fundamental frequency (f0) extraction and phoneme
duration calculations.

We ask potential speakers to record 15-20 test sen-
tences selected from the list of prompts that will be
recorded later to build the Voice. These test sentences
are evaluated by researchers who have been working in
this field and can recognize prosodic variation, changes in
rate of speech, and other properties, based on their prior
experience. This step is quite subjective and is more art
than science. The test recording need not be made in a
studio, since it is not used to build a Voice.

The next step is to record the first 100-200 prompts
in a studio, as described above. These recordings are
used to build a test Voice. The purpose of building a
test voice is twofold:

• Ensure that the f0 variance is minimal.
• Ensure that the synthesized speech built using

the test voice has reasonable resemblance to the
recorded speech.

Speech generated using the test voice may not nec-
essarily be intelligible, depending on the number of
prompts recorded, the language, and the speaker. Once
again, we relied on the subjective judgment of the
researchers to decide if we should proceed with the
next step to record all the prompts needed to build a
production-quality Voice.

3.3. Building CLUSTERGEN Voices
The selected Voice talent then records as many prompts
as necessary to generate intelligible speech. We limit each
recording session to an hour. For most people, the vocal
cords are tired by the end of the hour, such that the voice
quality degrades. Most speakers are able to record about
250 sentences in an hour, with rest breaks after every
50 sentences. For an average duration of six seconds per
sentence, this results in 25 minutes of recorded speech.

Having a second native speaker listen in during the
recording session allows the speaker to receive feedback
on mispronunciations, unintended noise (such as cough-
ing, paper shuffling, or foot tapping), and intonation. It
is much easier to rerecord a sentence immediately, or to
skip it if there are spelling errors that make the word
difficult to pronounce, than to address the problem later
on.

If a listener is not available during the recording ses-
sion, then the recordings must be played back by a native
speaker later to make sure that they match the prompts
and, if necessary, either edit the text to match the record-
ing or remove the recording where editing of the prompt
is not possible.

The amount of recording needed to build good CLUS-
TERGEN Voices depends on the language, the prompt
list, and the speaker. For some languages, we have built a
good Voice with about an hour of recorded speech, while
others have required up to two hours.

We have experimented with deleting recordings with
the highest distortion as measured by the mel-cepstral
distortion (MCD) metric. In some cases it improved the
Voice quality, while in other cases it did not. We believe
it is worthwhile to try it.

3.4. A/B Listening Tests
Speech research often requires scientists to conduct
subjective listening tests to compare different methods
against each other. For example, A/B tests are used to
determine if a new synthetic voice is better than an ear-
lier voice that might have been built using a different
algorithm or dataset.

TestVox is an open-source web-based framework for
running subjective A/B listening tests. It allows one to
quickly set up listening tasks.

Typically, TestVox is configured to play 15-20 sen-
tences of approximately 5-6 seconds each. The order in
which the sentences are played, and the order in which
the synthesized speech alternatives are played, can both
be randomized.

3.5. Numbers to Text Transliteration
Indian language texts may employ the numerals native to
the script of the language, or may employ the standard
numerals common to most of the world today (known as
“Arabic” or “Indo-Arabic” numerals; we refer to them as
“English” numerals for simplicity). In modern Indian-
language texts, English numerals are more commonly
used than native numerals.

Speaking numbers in Indian languages requires use
of a pronunciation lookup table for all numbers between
zero and 100, because these numbers take idiosyncratic
forms that cannot be deterministically generated. Com-
bination rules are used to compose higher-order numbers.

Surprisingly, the complete number vocabulary in-
formation (for integers through 100, plus fractions and
higher powers of 10) is readily available only for some of
the Indian languages, such as Hindi, Marathi and Gu-
jarati (e.g., at [10]). Finding reliable information is par-
ticularly daunting in cases where many or most native
speakers have switched to writing and speaking num-
bers in English instead of the native language, such as
Tamil. It required consulting elderly speakers to find
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out how numbers were spoken in Tamil at one time, and
sometimes different speakers have differing versions of
the same number.

For this reason, we synthesize numbers written with
English numerals in English, and numbers written in a
native script in the corresponding language. This reflects
a compromise between respecting the desires both of au-
thors who use English numerals and wish the text to be
accessible to a wide audience (including people who may
not have full familiarity with the native number system),
and of authors who use native numerals and wish to con-
tinue the traditions of the language. We plan to make
these representation options (English, native, or mixed
numbers) a choice in the future for the user.

Further design decisions on this subject are described
in [2].

3.6. Collecting Actionable Feedback
For each language, 10 or more volunteer native speak-
ers were recruited to provide actionable feedback on the
Voice. This is an iterative process where rules are added
or edited based on the feedback, until an acceptable qual-
ity level is reached. A web-based application was built
to collect feedback on accuracy of pronunciations in the
synthesized speech.

The web application allows the volunteers to listen
to synthesized speech for 50 representative sentences and
comment on awkward or mispronounced words, one sen-
tence at a time. The user interface allows the volunteers
to identify mispronounced words and to write a descrip-
tion of why a word is wrong. The best actionable feed-
back is when the comment identifies the incorrect sylla-
ble. Multiple comments can be entered for a sentence if
multiple syllables are mispronounced. The comments are
captured via email sent to the researcher(s) for analysis
and follow-up action. For example:

From: [Volunteer’s Name] [Volunteer’s Email]
Voice: sun400_ta.flitevox
Test sentence 13:
உ க க வ ப னணி, ம த ேபாைதய
ேவைலஇவ ைற ப ற ச ற மா?
Comments: Correction - in all these words tra sounds
like ra
Test sentence 2: இத கான வரேவ எ ப
இ த அ ேக?
Comments: Correction - Idarkana (a is missing in the
pronunciation)

The biggest challenge in this process is training the
volunteers to provide actionable feedback to the re-
searcher who may not be a linguist. Simply stating that
certain pronunciations are bad does not help. Similarly,
sending an .mp3 recording of how the volunteer speaks
the sentence is generally not very helpful.

Feedback is qualified by ensuring that multiple vol-
unteers have responded the same way with only a few (or
no) dissenters.

3.7. Exception Rules and Language-Specific Lex-
icon
After collecting feedback from testers on a voice, we use
the feedback to make corrections and improvements to

the voice. This can take several forms.
In some cases, the letter-to-sound rules for the lan-

guage need to be updated to reflect regular rules that
the language exhibits in the mapping from orthography
to pronunciation, which can be predicted by context.
Such rules are intrinsically understood by native, liter-
ate speakers, such that when they are violated by the
synthesized voice it is apparent to the speaker; but they
are not evident to a nonnative speaker.

In other cases, one or a small number of words provide
an exception to a rule, and these words can be added to
a pronunciation lexicon for the language. In still other
cases, a letter commonly maps to more than one different
phoneme in a way that is not systematically predictable
from context, so we must discover the variants and input
them into the lexicon to train the system to achieve the
correct pronunciation.

As an example of a regular rule, in Tamil, in words
written with a double 〈ற〉 〈r〉, the pronunciation is as /tr/
for those characters. E.g., 〈ம 〉 〈marrum〉 “and” is
pronounced as /matrum/.

As an example of letters representing multiple
phonemes, in Marathi, the letter 〈ज〉 can represent ei-
ther /z/ or /ʤ/, as in 〈दरवाजा〉 /dərəvaza/ “door” and 〈समाज〉
/səmaʤ/ “society.” In Hindi, ambiguity for this and other
letters is resolved with the use of the nukta diacritic, but
Marathi does not use the nukta, so we use native-speaker
feedback initially to learn which phoneme applies where,
and use that information in building a new version of the
voice.

3.8. Porting to Android After Successful QA

After testing for a version of a voice is completed and the
voice has passed quality assurance criteria, the voice is
made available for download in the Android app. No ad-
ditional processing is necessary at this stage; the same file
is used in the app as for the UNIX-based Flite platform.

3.9. Bilingual (Indic & English) TTS

We are now looking into creating versions of the Indic
voices that can speak both the primary language and
also high-quality English, for the common situation in
which English text is encountered in a primarily Indian-
language document. Currently, English synthesis is sup-
ported by our Indic voices by mapping English phonemes
to the Indian-language phonemes and synthesizing as if
the English word were a word in the Indian language.
The resulting English synthesized speech sounds heavily
accented, since using this mapping is inferior to perform-
ing a voice build using English prompts with the English
lexicon and rules.

Several of our voice talent speakers have recorded sets
of English prompts in addition to the Indian-language
prompts. We have built separate English voices us-
ing these prompts. The goal is to use both the En-
glish prompts together with the Indian-language prompts
recorded by the same speaker in a unified voice build that
will synthesize both languages well. In addition to pre-
dicting correct pronunciations for English based on rules,
this approach will improve the English quality by incor-
porating English phonemes that are not present in the
other language. At the same time, it will retain pro-
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nunciation characteristics of Indian English, such that
when the voice switches between languages, the result
naturally reflects the comfortable code-switching exhib-
ited by many speakers and does not switch to a jarring
American accent, for example.

4. Availability
The current version of Flite has support for Indic voices
created using Festvox. Voices for Hindi, Gujarati,
Marathi, Tamil, and Telugu are available for download,
with Kannada and Bengali to come next.

The Flite TTS for Android application is also built
with support for Indian languages, and the same voices
can be downloaded in the app.

Documentation is provided in the Festvox manual for
building voices using the Indic frontend, and for adding
support for new voices. [11]

Flite binaries and voices (Indic and US English):
http://www.festvox.org/flite/packed/flite-2.0

Indic voice demos:
http://tts.speech.cs.cmu.edu:8084

Festival Indic voices:
http://www.festvox.org/cmu_indic/index.html

Festival and Festvox binaries:
http://www.festvox.org

CMU Flite TTS Android app:
https://github.com/happyalu/
Flite-TTS-Engine-for-Android/

http://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=
edu.cmu.cs.speech.tts.flite&hl=en

TestVox:
http://bitbucket.org/happyalu/testvox/wiki/Home

Hear2Read demo:
http://www.hear2read.org/demo/app.php

5. Conclusions
We described the design and development of an open-
source TTS framework for 12 Indian languages. The
feedback on Release 1.0 of the first six languages has been
positive, though more work is needed. We have received
many requests to port the Flite engine to the Windows
operating system using the Speech API, which confirms
the technology and reinforces our mission to empower
the visually challenged to become productive members
of society.

Since starting this project, we have learned that many
users with good eyesight are also interested in using Indic
TTS. These include:

• People living in areas where the native language is
different from their own native language. This is a
very common situation in any multilingual country.
It is certainly true in India, which has 22 official
languages. People learn to understand the spoken
words after living in the area for a while. However,
they rarely learn to read it. TTS gives them the
ability to read local language content.

• People in an environment where reading on a
screen is not feasible. Examples include crowded
trains and buses, exercising in the gym or running,
sitting on a plane when other passengers want all
lights to be off, etc.

• People who want to learn a new language. This is
especially true for children of immigrants to a new
country. The United States and Canada are good
examples.
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Abstract
Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) have signifi-
cantly improved the performance of acoustic modeling in
statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS). However,
in current implementations, when training a DNN-based
speech synthesis system, phonetic transcripts are required
to be aligned with the corresponding speech frames to
obtain the phonetic segmentation, called phoneme align-
ment. Such an alignment is usually obtained by forced
alignment based on hidden Markov models (HMMs)
since manual alignment is labor-intensive and time-
consuming. In this work, we study the impact of
phoneme alignment on the DNN-based speech synthe-
sis system. Specifically, we compare the performances
of different DNN-based speech synthesis systems, which
use manual alignment and HMM-based forced alignment
from three types of labels: HMM mono-phone, tri-phone
and full-context. Objective and subjective evaluations
are conducted in term of the naturalness of synthesized
speech to compare the performances of different align-
ments.
Index Terms: Speech synthesis, acoustic modeling, deep
neural networks, phoneme alignment

1. Introduction
There have been many efforts dedicated to the syn-
thesis of natural-sounding speech. As a popular cate-
gory of methods, statistical parametric speech synthesis
(SPSS) has been advanced significantly recently. SPSS
offers greater flexibility and controllability than the unit-
selection or waveform-concatenation method [1]. These
abilities mainly come from the flexibilities of the underly-
ing small-footprint acoustic models, which map linguis-
tic features to acoustic speech parameters for waveform
generation.

As an elegant sequential SPSS model, hidden Markov
models (HMMs) have dominated the acoustic modeling
in the past decade [2]. In a typical HMM system, a multi-
space probability distribution HMM (MSD-HMM) [3] is
used to model the spectrum, pitch and duration simul-
taneously at the state-level [4]. A decision tree based
context clustering strategy is adopted to handle unseen

linguistic features when mapping from the rich-context
linguistic features to the acoustic features. As a result,
HMM parameters are shared across the clustered groups
of linguistic contexts.

Despite years of efforts, the naturalness of the HMM-
synthesized speech is still unable to compete with good
unit selection synthesizers. A major factor that de-
grades the naturalness is the accuracy of the acous-
tic models [1]. Recently, neural networks have re-
emerged as a powerful tool for acoustic modeling in
SPSS [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], following the success
of deep learning in speech recognition [13] and many
other machine learning tasks. Through a deep neural net-
work (DNN), a frame-level regression model is directly
learned from linguistic labels to acoustic features with-
out a decision tree. DNN-based acoustic models provide
an efficient and distributed representation of complex de-
pendencies between linguistic and acoustic features [5].
A number of studies have demonstrated that DNNs are
able to achieve significantly better performances than
decision-tree based HMMs [5, 6, 12]. Some network
variants, eg., DNNs with multi-task learning and stacked
bottleneck features [7], deep mixture density networks
(MDN) [8], long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent
network [9] and its simplified versions [10], have shown
their potential to produce more natural-sounding synthe-
sized speech. A very recent study [12] has confirmed that
two critical factors, replacing decision trees with DNNs
and moving from state-level to frame-level predictions,
contribute much to the improvement of the naturalness of
a DNN system.

Different from HMM-based synthesis, which could
start without phoneme alignment, training a DNN-based
acoustic modeling needs phoneme alignment or frame-
level phonetic segmentation information (at least in cur-
rent implementations). As Watts et al. pointed out [12],
frame-level prediction secures the performance gain of
a DNN-based acoustic model. However, how does the
phoneme alignment affect the performance of DNN-
based synthesis is still unknown. Even though the
phoneme alignment can be obtained manually, it is not
practical for large corpora. On the other hand, HMM-
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based model, which does not require phoneme alignment
to train, may provide an alternative “cheap” way. To this
end, we look into the impact of phoneme alignment on
the training of DNN-based acoustic models in this pa-
per. We use the manual alignment to benchmark the
performance and choose three forced alignment methods
for comparison: HMM mono-phone, tri-phone and full-
context models.

2. Related works
In some TTS systems, especially for commercial syn-
thesizers, manual alignment has been employed since it
is considered as most reliable and precise way to get
the frame-level phonetic segmentation information [14].
However, manual alignment is time-consuming and
labor-intensive [15, 16]. It is not practical for large cor-
pora. Instead, HMM-based forcing alignment has been
pointed out as the most practical method for automatic
phonetic segmentation.

Several studies have been carried out in investigat-
ing the performance of different forcing alignment meth-
ods [17, 18, 19, 20]. According to their results, a sim-
ple forcing alignment model (e.g., HMM mono-phone
model) is able to achieve similar or even better perfor-
mance than that of a more complex model (e.g., HMM
tri-phone model or HMM full-context model). Some pa-
pers have focused on the improvmment of alignment ac-
curacy [21, 22]. On the other hand, the impact of align-
ment on the unit-selection synthesis has also been stud-
ied [23, 14]. In [23], a regression tree based on phonetic
boundaries was used to conduct boundary specific correc-
tion to refine the HMM-based segmentation. Alignment
accuracy comparable to manual alignment was thus ob-
tained. However, this study has shown that the improve-
ment on alignment does not carry obvious benefits to the
synthesis performances. In [14], Chu et al. conducted
manual check on the forced alignment results and exper-
iments showed improvements on the naturalness of syn-
thesized speech.

Nevertheless, improving the phonetic segmentation
performance is out of the scope of this paper. In this pa-
per, we are interested in investigating the impact of dif-
ferent alignment methods (manual and forced alignment)
on the performance of DNN-based speech synthesis.

3. Phonetic Alignment
3.1. Manual Alignment

Usually, it needs several language experts continuously
working several days to get the manual alignment for a
sizable TTS corpus [19]. Moreover, in some cases, the
alignment results are different across the experts. Thus,
in order to ensure that the manual alignment is reliable,
the labeling difference between experts should be smaller
than a certain threshold. In this study, the manual align-

ment of our corpus is obtained in this way and three lan-
guage experts are paid to do the phonetic segmentation.

3.2. Forcing Alignment

Forcing alignment methods have been widely adopted.
It allows the alignment to be both consistent and repro-
ducible at a very low cost. One of the most frequently
used approaches for forcing alignment is based on HMM
using the HTK toolkit [24]. A set of phonetic HMMs are
first trained using a training set. Then with the phoneme
transcriptions and the corresponding wave files provided,
a Viterbi search algorithm is used for the alignment and
transitions between different HMM models are then con-
sidered as phoneme boundaries.

In this study, three versions of forcing alignment
methods are investigated from the following HMM mod-
els:

• Mono Nmix: mono-phone HMMs with N Gaus-
sian mixtures per state;

• Tri Nmix: tri-phone HMMs with N Gaussian mix-
tures per state;

• Full Nmix, full-context HMMs 1 with N Gaussian
mixtures per state.

We investigate the impact of context dependencies
and the number of Gaussian mixtures on the performance
of the HMM-based forcing alignment. We first train a
set of mono-phone HMMs with five-state, left-to-right
model topology, where each state is modeled by a single
Gaussian, diagonal covariance output distribution. For
tri-phone and full-context models, the decision tree based
context clustering is performed using their corresponding
question set. An unseen model is trained in case that the
development or testing set contains new phonetic models
that the training corpus does not contain. This is achieved
by assigning class average values to non-existing ones.
The number of Gaussian mixtures in the three sets of
HMMs is set from 1 to 32 to test their influences.

4. Experimental Setups
4.1. Corpus

A phonetically-balanced corpus with 5,470 Chinese sen-
tences (3-5 seconds per sentence) spoken by a native fe-
male speaker in neutral style was used in our experiments.
The corpus had phonetic transcripts with manually la-
beled phoneme boundaries. We randomly selected 5,000
sentences for model training, 270 for development and
200 for testing in the experiments. Speech waveforms are
sampled at 16kHz, windowed by a 25ms window shifted

1The full label [25] includes quin-phone, the position of phone, syl-
lable and word in phrase and sentence, the length of word and phrase,
stress of syllable, TOBI and POS of word.
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Figure 1: The phoneme alignment results for a sentence in the training set.

every 5ms in the acoustic feature extraction and model-
ing.

4.2. HMM-based forcing Alignment

In the HMM-based forcing alignment, the feature vector
for model training is composed of 18 dimensional Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), normalized log
energy, as well as their delta and delta-delta components
(57-dimension in total). Please note that we only use
5,000 training sentences to train the HMM models for
forcing alignment and then use the trained models to
align all the 5,470 sentences. Phoneme alignment was
carried out according to the methods described in Sec-
tion 3.2.

4.3. DNN Model Training

We train speaker-dependent DNN acoustic models using
different phoneme alignment results to investigate their
influences on a DNN synthesizer. The input feature vec-
tor of the network contains 657 dimensions, where 596
dimensions are binary features for categorical linguis-
tic contexts, 58 dimensions are numerical linguistic con-
texts and the rest 3 dimensions are numerical features
that inlcude the frame positions to the start and the end
of the current phoneme and the frame numbers. The
output acoustic parameters include 41-dimensional LSPs
and linearly interpolated F0 in log-scale with their delta,
delta-delta features, plus a voicing/unvoicing (V/UV)
flag, totally 127 dimensions. In the training, 80% of
the silence frames are removed from the training data
to avoid DNN over-learning the silence label. The in-
put linguistic features are normalized to a fixed range
[0.01 0.99] and the output acoustic features are normal-
ized by mean-variance normalization (MVN). The acous-

tic model is a feed-forward DNN with 6 hidden layers
of 1024 nodes in each layer. The tanh and linear acti-
vation functions are used for the hidden layers and the
output layer, respectively. The hyper-parameters, such as
learning rate and momentum, are tuned on the develop-
ment set. The DNN training procedure is implemented in
Python using the Theano toolkit [26]. Finally, the wave-
forms are synthesized by an LPC synthesizer using the
predicted speech parameters. We investigate the impact
from different phoneme alignments by changing the in-
put vector of the DNN, i.e., the last 3 dimensions of the
network input vector that reflect different phoneme align-
ment results.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Phoneme Alignment Accuracy

Figure 1 shows the phoneme alignment results from dif-
ferent methods for a sentence in the corpus. We can
clearly see the difference among various alignment meth-
ods. In the experiments, we first compare the phoneme
alignment accuracy of different alignment methods. If
the distance from a forced alignment phoneme boundary
to it’s manual reference is smaller than a certain tolerance
threshold, it is counted as a correct one. The accuracy
scores (from 10 to 40ms threshold) on the training set are
reported in Table 1.

From Table 1, we can see that the best alignment
results are achieved from different numbers of Gaus-
sian mixtures for different tolerance windows. We no-
tice that for smaller tolerance windows (10 and 20ms),
HMMs with 4 Gaussian mixtures achieve the highest ac-
curacy for mono-phone and tri-phone while HMMs with
2 Gaussian mixtures achieve the highest accuracy for full-
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Table 1: Alignment accuracies on the training set with
different tolerance values (10, 20, 30, 40 ms) using mono-
phone, tri-phone and full-context HMMs with different
number of Gaussian mixtures per state.

Model Set 10 20 30 40

Mono 1mix 30.02 57.53 76.48 86.70
Mono 2mix 32.96 59.13 76.34 86.94
Mono 4mix 33.11 59.26 76.43 87.24
Mono 8mix 32.81 58.50 75.75 86.92
Mono 16mix 32.37 57.21 74.79 86.16
Mono 32mix 31.59 55.87 73.89 85.52

Tri 1mix 29.97 56.14 73.74 84.31
Tri 2mix 30.46 56.63 73.15 83.85
Tri 4mix 30.53 56.73 72.71 83.60
Tri 8mix 30.44 56.67 72.40 83.32
Tri 16mix 30.36 56.56 72.23 83.21
Tri 32mix 30.19 56.39 72.07 83.17
Full 1mix 32.31 59.14 77.57 87.53
Full 2mix 32.52 59.31 75.60 86.51
Full 4mix 31.90 58.67 75.06 85.79
Full 8mix 29.55 56.81 72.81 83.48
Full 16mix 26.50 53.79 70.55 81.31
Full 32mix 23.96 49.96 63.70 78.38

context. In general, tri-phone models are not as good as
mono-phone. This result is consistent with the conclusion
drawn in [17]: the segmentation produced by context-
dependent HMMs tend to be less precise than the ones
produced by context-independent HMMs. A theoreti-
cal explanation for this behavior can be found in [27].
As another set of context-dependent models, full-context
HMMs, achieve segmentation results as good as mono-
phones. The accuracy may come from the prosodic infor-
mation provided in the full-context labels, as explained
in [19].

5.2. Speech Synthesis Objective Evaluation

We choose Mono 4mix, Tri 4mix and Full 1mix for the
evaluation of DNN-based speech synthesis. We first anal-
yse the impact of different types of phoneme alignments
on the DNN training using the testing set with manual
alignment (i.e., the mismatched case). Results are shown
in Table 2. The results show that there is a clear gap be-
tween the forced alignment labels (Mono 4mix, Tri 4mix
and Full 1mix) and the manual alignment labels (Man-
ual). This is because of the phoneme alignment mismatch
between the training and synthesis stages. The mono-
phone with 4 Gaussian mixtures obtains lowest LSD, F0
and UV prediction errors among the three systems using
forced alignment to train the DNN model.

We then analyse the 4 different kind of DNN syn-
thesizers using their corresponding phoneme alignment
labels respectively in the testing set (i.e., the matched
case). The results are presented in Table 3. The results
show that the gaps between the forced alignment labels
(Mono 4mix, Tri 4mix and Full 1mix) and manual align-
ment labels (Manual) are not salient any more. But we
should notice that the acoustic features produced by the
different phoneme alignments may have different frame

Table 2: Log-spectral distance (LSD), root mean squared
errors (RMSEs) of F0, voiced/unvoiced error rates
(V/UV) on the testing set with manual alignment for 4
different forced alignment trained DNNs (the mismatched
case)

Model Sets LSD (dB) F0 RMSE (Hz) V/UV (%)
Manual 2.2666 26.670 8.085

Mono 4mix 2.6076 28.142 12.511
Tri 4mix 2.6368 28.345 13.289
Full 1mix 2.6357 28.484 12.864

numbers, thus the numbers in Table 3 are not directly
comparable.

Table 3: Log-spectral distance (LSD), root mean squared
errors (RMSEs) of F0, voiced/unvoiced error rates
(V/UV) on the testing set with their corresponding
phoneme alignment for 4 different forced alignment
trained DNNs (the matched case).

Model Sets LSD (dB) F0 RMSE (Hz) V/UV (%)
Manual 2.2666 26.670 8.085

Mono 4mix 2.2725 27.228 8.599
Tri 4mix 2.2716 26.667 8.355
Full 1mix 2.2801 27.238 8.304

5.3. Speech Synthesis Subjective Evaluation

In order to see if the human perception is consistent with
the objective evaluation, we conduct two subjective ex-
periments to assess the naturalness of the synthesized
speech using a MUSHRA (MUltiple Stimuli with Hid-
den Reference and Anchor) test [28]. In each experiment,
subjects are asked to rate, using a scale from 0 (com-
pletely bad) to 100 (completely natural), on 20 sets of
stimuli randomly chosen from the testing set. Each set
of stimuli represents the same sentence, but synthesized
using the four different DNN systems and a matching
copy-synthesized one as hidden reference (i.e., the an-
chor). Stimuli are ordered randomly and presented with-
out labels. Subjects are instructed to rate the hidden ref-
erence as completely natural, fixing the high end of the
scale. No explicit lower anchor is used, since the syn-
thetic speech stimuli themselves are sufficiently different
from the copy-synthesized speech to act as implicit an-
chors. A group of 30 native Chinese listeners participated
in the test. In total, 600 sets of parallel rating are obtained
for each experiment.

The distributions of subjective ratings on the test-
ing set using manual alignment for 4 different phoneme
alignment trained DNNs are shown in Figure 2, while
the distributions of subjective ratings on the testing set
using their corresponding matched alignment for 4 dif-
ferent phoneme alignment trained DNNs are shown in
Figure 3. Box edges are at 25% and 75% quantiles.
Red line is the median and green dashed line is the
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mean. From Figure 2, it is clear that the copy-synthesized
speech is judged as the most natural one among all the
methods, despite the variation from different sentences
and different subjects. The synthesis system trained in
manual alignment gets higher rating than the other three
types of synthesis systems trained in forced alignments.
Paired-sample t-test between all the 5 systems are per-
formed, and the analysis shows no significant differences
between the groups {Mono 4mix, Full 1mix} at the 5%
significance level. From Figure 3, except that the copy-
synthesized speech is still judged as the most natural one
among all the methods, listeners nearly cannot tell the
differences between the four synthesis systems. Paired-
sample t-test shows no significant differences between
the groups {Manual, Mono 4mix}, {Manual, Tri 4mix},
{Mono 4mix, Tri 4mix}, {Mono 4mix, Full 1mix} at
the 5% significance level.
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Figure 2: MUSHRA test results on the testing set us-
ing manual alignment for 4 different phoneme alignment
trained DNNs.

In summary, we can draw the conclusion that the
forced alignments are as good as manual alignments for a
DNN-based speech synthesis system when the alignment
used in training stage and synthesis stage are matched,
i.e., from the same alignment approach.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we studied the impact of phoneme align-
ment to the performance of DNN-based speech synthesis.
We first compared the alignment accuracy of three HMM-
based forcing alignment methods with the manual align-
ment as the reference. Among the three forcing alignment
methods, mono-phone model, which is the simplest, is
able to achieve similar or even better performance than
that of more complex models such as tri-phone and full-
context models. We then conducted two groups of speech
synthesis experiments to assess their impact on the natu-
ralness of DNN-based speech synthesis. Results show
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Figure 3: MUSHRA test results on the testing set using
their corresponding phoneme alignment for 4 different
phoneme alignment trained DNNs.

that simple mono-phone HMM-based forced alignment is
comparable to manual alignment for DNN speech synthe-
sis performance when the alignment used in the training
and synthesis stages are matched.
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Abstract

We introduce the Merlin speech synthesis toolkit for neural
network-based speech synthesis. The system takes linguis-
tic features as input, and employs neural networks to predict
acoustic features, which are then passed to a vocoder to pro-
duce the speech waveform. Various neural network architec-
tures are implemented, including a standard feedforward neural
network, mixture density neural network, recurrent neural net-
work (RNN), long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural
network, amongst others. The toolkit is Open Source, written
in Python, and is extensible. This paper briefly describes the
system, and provides some benchmarking results on a freely-
available corpus.

Index Terms: Speech synthesis, deep learning, neural network,
Open Source, toolkit

1. Introduction

Text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis involves generating a speech
waveform, given textual input. Freely-available toolkits are
available for two of the most widely used methods: wave-
form concatenation [1, for example], and HMM-based statis-
tical parametric speech synthesis, or simply SPSS [2]. Even
though the naturalness of good waveform concatenation speech
continues to be generally significantly better than that of wave-
forms generated via SPSS using a vocoder, the advantages of
flexibility, control, and small footprint mean that SPSS remains
an attractive proposition.

In SPSS, one of the most important factors that limits the
naturalness of the synthesised speech [2, 3] is the so-called
acoustic model, which learns the relationship between linguis-
tic and acoustic features: this is a complex and non-linear re-
gression problem. For the past decade, hidden Markov mod-
els (HMMs) have dominated acoustic modelling [4]. The way
that the HMMs are parametrised is critical, and almost univer-
sally this entails clustering (or ‘tying’) groups of models for
acoustically- and linguistically-related contexts, using a regres-
sion tree. However, the necessary across-context averaging con-
siderably degrades the quality of synthesised speech [3]. One
might reasonably say that HMM-based SPSS would be more
accurately called regression tree-based SPSS, and then the obvi-
ous question to ask is: why not use a more powerful regression
model than a tree?

Recently, neural networks have been ‘rediscovered’ as
acoustic models for SPSS [5, 6]. In the 1990s, neural net-
works had already been used to learn the relationship between
linguistic and acoustic features [7, 8, 9], as duration mod-
els to predict segment durations [10], and to extract linguis-
tic features from raw text input [11]. The main differences
between today and the 1990s are: more hidden layers, more

training data, more advanced computational resource, more ad-
vanced training algorithms, and significant advancements in
the various other techniques needed for a complete paramet-
ric speech synthesiser: the vocoder, and parameter compensa-
tion/enhancement/postfiltering techniques.

1.1. Recent work neural network speech synthesis

In the recent studies, restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs)
were used to replace Gaussian mixture models to model the dis-
tribution of acoustic features [12]. The work claims that RBMs
can model spectral details, and result in better quality of syn-
thesised speech. In [13, 14], deep belief networks (DBNs) as
deep generative model were employed to model the relationship
between linguistic and acoustic features jointly. Deep mixture
density networks [15] and trajectory real-valued neural autore-
gressive density estimators [16] were also employed to predict
the probability density function over acoustic features.

Deep feedforward neural networks (DNNs) as a deep con-
ditional model are the model popular model in the literature
to map linguistic features to acoustic features directly [17, 18,
19, 20, 21]. The DNNs can be viewed as replacement for
the decision tree used in the HMM-based speech as detailed
in [22]. It can also be used to model high-dimensional spec-
tra directly [23]. In the feedforward framework, several tech-
niques, such multitask learning [20], minimum generation er-
ror [24, 25, 26], have been applied to improve the performance.
However, DNNs perform the mapping frame by frame without
considering contextual constraints, even though stacked bottle-
neck features can include some short-term contextual informa-
tion [26].

To include contextual constraints, a bidirectional long
short-term memory (LSTM) based recurrent neural network
(RNN) was employed in [27] to formulate TTS as a sequence
to sequence mapping problem, that is to map a sequence of lin-
guistic features to the corresponding sequence of acoustic fea-
tures. In [28], LSTM with a recurrent output layer was proposed
to include contextual constraints. In [29], LSTM and gated re-
current unit (GRU) based RNNs are combined with mixture
density model to predict a sequence of probability density func-
tions. In [30], a systematic analysis of LSTM-based RNN was
presented to provide a better understanding of LSTM.

1.2. The need for a new toolkit

Recently, even though there has been an explosion in the use
of neural networks for speech synthesis, a truly Open Source
toolkit is missing. Such a toolkit would underpin reproducible
research and allow for more accurate cross-comparisons of
competing techniques, in very much the same way that the HTS
toolkit has done for HMM-based work. In this paper, we intro-
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duce Merlin1, which is an Open Source neural network based
speech synthesis system. The system has already been exten-
sively used for the work reported in a number of recent research
papers[30, 26, 22, 20, 31, 32, 23, 33, for example]. This pa-
per will briefly introduce the design and implementation of the
toolkit and provide benchmarking results on a freely-available
speech corpus.

In addition to the results here and in the above list of
previously-published papers, Merlin is the DNN benchmark
system for the 2016 Blizzard Challenge. There, it is used
in combination with the Ossian front-end 2 and the WORLD
vocoder [34], both of which are also Open Source and can be
used without restriction, to provide an easily-reproducible sys-
tem.

2. Design and Implementation

Like HTS, Merlin is not a complete TTS system. It provides
the core acoustic modelling functions: linguistic feature vec-
torisation, acoustic and linguistic feature normalisation, neu-
ral network acoustic model training, and generation. Cur-
rently, the waveform generation module supports two vocoders:
STRAIGHT [35] and WORLD [34] but the toolkit is easily ex-
tensible to other vocoders in the future. It is equally easy to
interface to different front-end text processors.

Merlin is written in Python, based on the theano library.
It comes with documentation for the source code and a set of
‘recipes’ for various system configurations.

2.1. Front-End

Merlin requires an external front-end, such as Festival or Os-
sian. The front-end output must currently be formatted as HTS-
style labels with state-level alignment. The toolkit converts such
labels into vectors of binary and continuous features for neural
network input. The features are derived from the label files us-
ing HTS-style questions. It is also possible to directly provide
already-vectorised input features if this HTS-like workflow is
not convenient.

2.2. Vocoder

Currently, the system supports two vocoders: STRAIGHT (the
C language version) and WORLD. STRAIGHT cannot be in-
cluded in the distribution because it is not Open Source, but
the Merlin distribution does include a modified version of the
WORLD vocoder. The modifications add separate analysis and
synthesis executables, as is necessary for SPSS. It is not diffi-
cult to support some other vocoder, and details on how to do
this can be found in the included documentation.

2.3. Feature normalisation

Before training a neural network, it is important to normalise
features. The toolkit supports two normalisation methods: min-
max, and mean-variance. The min-max normalisation will nor-

1The toolkit can be checked out anonymously from the
Github repository: https://github.com/CSTR-Edinburgh/
merlin

2http://simple4all.org/product/ossian
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Figure 1: An illustration of feedforward neural network with
four hidden layers.

malise features to the range of [0.01 0.99], while the mean-
variance normalisation will normalise features to zero mean and
unit variance. Currently, by default the linguistic features un-
dergo min-max normalisation, while output acoustic features
have mean-variance normalisation applied.

2.4. Acoustic modelling

Merlin includes implementations of several currently-popular
acoustic models, each of which comes with an example ‘recipe’
to demonstrate its use.

2.4.1. Feedforward neural network

A feedforward neural network is the simplest type of network.
With enough layers, this architecture is usually called a Deep
Neural Network (DNN). The input is used to predict the output
via several layers of hidden units, each of which performs a
nonlinear function, as follows:

ht = H(Wxhxt + bh) (1)

yt = Whyht + by, (2)

where H(·) is a nonlinear activation function in a hidden layer,
Wxh and Why are the weight matrices, bh and by are bias
vectors, and Whyht is a linear regression to predict target fea-
tures from the activations in the preceding hidden layer. Fig. 1
is an illustration of a feedforward neural network. It takes lin-
guistic features as input and predicts the vocoder parameters
through several hidden layers (in the figure, four hidden lay-
ers). In the remainder of this paper, we will use DNN to indi-
cate a feedforward neural network of this general type. In the
toolkit, sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent activation functions are
supported for the hidden layers.

2.4.2. Long short-term memory (LSTM) based RNN

In a DNN, linguistic features are mapped to vocoder parame-
ters frame by frame without considering the sequential nature
of speech. In contrast, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are
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designed for sequence-to-sequence mapping. The use of long
short-term memory (LSTM) units is a popular way to realise an
RNN.

The basic idea of the LSTM was proposed in [36], and is
a commonly used architecture for speech recognition [37]. It is
formulated as:

it = δ(Wixt +Riht−1 + pi � ct−1 + bi), (3)

ft = δ(Wfxt +Rfht−1 + pf � ct−1 + bf), (4)
ct = ft � ct−1 + it � g(Wcxt +Rcht−1 + bc), (5)
ot = δ(Woxt +Roht−1 + po � ct + bo), (6)
ht = ot � g(ct). (7)

where it, ft, and ot are the input, forget, and output gates, re-
spectively; ct is the so-called memory cell; ht is the hidden
activation at time t; xt is the input signal; W∗, and R∗ are the
weight matrices applied on input and recurrent hidden units, re-
spectively; p∗ and b∗ are the peep-hole connections and biases,
respectively; δ(·) and g(·) are the sigmoid and hyperbolic tan-
gent activation functions, respectively; � means element-wise
product.

Figure 2 presents an illustration of a standard LSTM unit.
It passes the input signal and hidden activation of the previous
time instance through an input gate, forget gate, memory cell
and output gate to produce the activation. In our implementa-
tion, the several variants described in [30] are also available.

it

zt

f t

o t

ct

xt

ht−1

xt ht−1

xt ht−1

xt ht−1

ht+x x

x

Block input

Forget
gate

Input
gate

Output
gate

Cell

Peep-holes

Figure 2: An illustration of a long short-term memory unit. The
inputs to the unit are the input signal and the hidden activation
of the previous time instance.

2.4.3. Bidirectional RNN

In a uni-directional RNNs, only contextual information from
past time instances are taken into account, whilst in a bidirec-
tional RNNs can learn from information propagated both for-
wards and backwards in time. A bidirectional RNN can be de-
fined as,

−→
h t = H(Wx

−→
h xt +R

−→
h
−→
h−→h t−1 + b−→

h
), (8)

←−
h t = H(Wx

←−
h xt +R

←−
h
←−
h←−h t−1 + b←−

h
), (9)

yt = W
−→
h y−→h t +W

←−
h y←−h t + by, (10)

where
−→
h t and

←−
h t are hidden activations from positive and neg-

ative directions, respectively; Wx
−→
h and Wx

←−
h are weight ma-

trices for input signal; and R
−→
h
−→
h and R

←−
h
←−
h are the recurrent

matrices for forward and backward directions, respectively.

In bidirectional RNNs, the hidden units can be without gat-
ing, or gated units such as LSTM. We will use BLSTM to de-
note a bidirectional LSTM-based RNN.

2.4.4. Other variants

In Merlin, other variants of neural networks are also imple-
mented, such as gated recurrent units (GRUs) [38], simplified
LSTM [30], and the other variants on LSTMs and GRUs de-
scribed in [30]. All these basic units can be assembled together
to create a new architecture by simply changing a configuration
file. For example, to implement a 4-layer feedforward neural
network using hyperbolic tangent units, one can simply specify
the following architecture in the configuration file:

[TANH,TANH,TANH,TANH].

Similarly, a hybrid bidirectional LSTM-based RNN can be
specified as:

[TANH,TANH,TANH,BLSTM]

in the configuration file. More details of the supported unit type
can be found in the documentation of the system.

3. Benchmarking performance

3.1. Experimental setup

To demonstrate the performance of the toolkit, we report bench-
marking experiments for several architectures implemented in
Merlin. A freely-available corpus3 from a British male profes-
sional speaker was used in the experiments. The speech signal
was used at a sampling rate of 48 kHz. 2400 utterances were
used for training, 70 as a development set, and 72 as the evalu-
ation set. All sets are disjoint.

The front-end for all experiments is Festival. The input fea-
tures for all neural networks consisted of 491 features. 482 of
these were derived from linguistic context, inlcuding quinphone
identity, part-of-speech, and positional information within a syl-
lable, word and phrase, etc. The remaining 9 are within-phone
positional information: frame position within HMM state and
phone, state position within phone both forward and backward,
and state and phone durations. The frame alignment and state
information was obtained from forced alignment using a mono-
phone HMM-based system with 5 emitting states per phone.

We used two vocoders in these experiments:
STRAIGHT [35] and WORLD [34]. STRAIGHT (C lan-
guage version), which is not Open Source, was used to extract
60-dimensional Mel-Cepstral Coefficients (MCCs), 25 band
aperiodicities (BAPs), and fundamental frequency on log scale
(logF0) at 5 msec frame intervals. Similar, WORLD4, which is
Open Source, was also used to extract 60-dimensional MCCs,
5-dimensional BAPs, and logF0 at 5 msec frame intervals. The

3http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/140
4The modified version mentioned earlier, and included in the Merlin

distribution.
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Table 1: Comparison of objective results using the STRAIGHT
vocoder. MCD: Mel-Cepstral Distortion. BAP: distortion of
band aperiodicities. F0 RMSE is calculated on a linear scale.
V/UV: voiced/unvoiced error.

MCD BAP F0 RMSE V/UV
(dB) (dB) (Hz) (%)

DNN 4.09 1.94 8.94 4.15
LSTM 4.03 1.93 8.66 3.98
BLSTM 4.02 1.93 8.68 4.00
BLSTM-S 4.36 1.97 9.37 4.39

output features of neural networks thus consisted of MCCs,
BAPs, and logF0 with their deltas and delta-deltas, plus a
voiced/unvoiced binary feature.

Before training, the input features were normalised using
min-max to the range [0.01, 0.99] and output features were nor-
malised to zero mean and unit variance. At synthesis time, Max-
imum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG) was applied to
generate smooth parameter trajectories from the de-normalised
neural network outputs, then spectral enhancement in the cep-
stral domain was applied to the MCCs to enhance naturalness.
Speech Signal Processing Toolkit (SPTK5) was used to imple-
ment the spectral enhancement.

We report four benchmark systems here:

• DNN: 6 feedforward hidden layers; each hidden layer
has 1024 hyperbolic tangent units.

• LSTM: a hybrid architecture with four feedforward hid-
den layers of 1024 hyperbolic tangent units each, fol-
lowed by a single LSTM layer with 512 units.

• BLSTM: a hybrid architecture similar to the LSTM, but
replacing the LSTM layer with a BLSTM layer of 384
units.

• BLSTM-S: the architecture is the same as BLSTM; the
delta and delta-delta features are omitted from the output
feature vectors, and no MLPG is applied; theoretically,
the BLSTM architecture should be able to learn to de-
rive delta features during training, and should generate
trajectories that are already smooth.

3.2. Objective Results

The objective results of the four systems using the STRAIGHT
vocoder are presented in Table 1. It is observed that LSTM and
BLSTM achieve better objective results than DNN, as expected.
The BLSTM-S that does not use dynamic features during train-
ing and does not employ MLPG at generation exhibits much
higher objective error than all other architectures.

The objective results of the same four architectures, but this
time using the WORLD vocoder, are presented in Table 2. The
picture is similar to when using the STRAIGHT vocoder. Note
that F0 RMSE and V/UV are not directly comparable between
Table 1 and 2, as they use different F0 extractors. For both
vocoders, we simply use the default settings provided by the
respective tools’ creators.

In general, the objective results confirm that LSTM and
BLSTM can achieve better objective results than DNN (as ex-

5Available at: http://sp-tk.sourceforge.net/

Table 2: Comparison of objective results using the WORLD
vocoder. MCD: Mel-Cepstral Distortion. BAP: distortion of
band aperiodicities. F0 RMSE is calculated on a linear scale.
V/UV: voiced/unvoiced error.

MCD BAP F0 RMSE V/UV
(dB) (dB) (Hz) (%)

DNN 4.54 0.36 9.57 11.38
LSTM 4.52 0.35 9.51 11.02
BLSTM 4.51 0.35 9.57 11.18
BLSTM-S 4.70 0.36 10.01 11.66

pected), but that dynamic features and MLPG are still useful
for BLSTM, even though it has a theoretical ability to model
the necessary trajectory information.

3.3. Subjective Results

We conducted MUSHRA (MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Ref-
erence and Anchor) listening tests to subjectively evaluate the
naturalness of the synthesised speech. We evaluated all the four
benchmark systems in two separate MUSHRA tests: one for
STRAIGHT and a separate test for the WORLD vocoder.

In each MUSHRA test, there were 30 native British English
listeners, and each listeners rated 20 sets that were randomly
selected from the evaluation set. In each set, a natural speech
with the same linguistic content was also included as the hidden
reference. The listeners were instructed to give each stimulus a
score between 0 and 100, and to rate one of them in each set as
100, which means natural.

The MUSHRA scores for systems using STRAIGHT are
presented in Fig 3. It is observed that LSTM and BLSTM are
significantly better than DNN (p-value below 0.01). BLSTM
produces slightly more natural speech than LSTM, but the dif-
ference is not significant. It is also found that BLSTM is signif-
icantly more natural than BLSTM-S, consistent with the objec-
tive errors reported above.

The MUSHRA scores for systems using WORLD are pre-
sented in Fig 4. The relative differences across systems are sim-
ilar to the STRAIGHT case.

In general, subjective results are consistent with objective
results, and there are similar trends regardeless of vocoder. Both
objective and and subjective results confirm that LSTM and
BLSTM offer better performance than DNN, and that MLPG
is still useful for BLSTM.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced the Open Source Merlin
speech synthesis toolkit, and provided reproducible benchmark
results on a corpus. We hope the availability of this system
will promote open research on neural network speech synthesis,
make comparisons between different neural network configura-
tions easier, and allow researchers to report reproducible results.
The toolkit, as released, includes the recipes necessary to repro-
duce all results in this paper, and results in some of our recent
publications. The intention is that future results published (by
ourselves or others) using this toolkit will also be accompanied
by recipe.
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Figure 3: MUSHRA scores for DNN, LSTM, BLSTM, and
BLSTM-S using the STRAIGHT vocoder. LSTM and BLSTM
are both significantly better than DNN.
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Figure 4: MUSHRA scores for DNN, LSTM, BLSTM, and
BLSTM-S using the WORLD vocoder.
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Abstract 
Statistical speech synthesis systems rely on a parametric 
speech generation model, typically some sort of vocoder. 
Vocoders are great for voiced speech because they offer 
independent control over voice source (e.g. pitch) and vocal 
tract filter (e.g. vowel quality) through control parameters that 
typically vary smoothly in time and lend themselves well to 
statistical modelling. Voiceless sounds and transients such as 
plosives and fricatives on the other hand exhibit fundamentally 
different spectro-temporal behaviour. Here the benefits of the 
vocoder are not as clear. In this paper, we investigate a hybrid 
approach to modeling the speech signal, where speech is 
decomposed into an harmonic part and a noise burst part 
through spectrogram kernel filtering. The harmonic part is 
modeled using vocoder and statistical parameter generation, 
while the burst part is modeled by concatenation. The two 
channels are then mixed together to form the final synthesized 
waveform.  The proposed method was compared against a 
state of the art statistical speech synthesis system (HTS 2.3) in 
a perceptual evaluation, which reveled that the harmonics plus 
bursts method was perceived as significantly more natural than 
the purely statistical variant.  
 
Index Terms: hybrid speech synthesis, statistical speech 
synthesis, concatenation, spectro-temporal filtering, crowd 
source evaluation.  
 

1. Introduction 
Today, there are two dominating approaches to generating 
synthetic speech: concatenative methods and parametric 
methods. The concatenative methods essentially copy entire 
waveform segments retain all the fine spectral and temporal 
detail of the original speech and have made it possible to 
synthesize highly natural and intelligible speech, but suffer 
from lack of flexibility and extensive data requirements and 
the notorious problem of making two segments of speech 

recorded at different times and in different context sound as if 
they belong together.  
 
Parametric approaches typically rely on the principles of 
source-filter decomposition of the speech signal [1]. The 
source-filter model is a useful way of decomposing the speech 
signal because the source and the filter typically convey 
different and complementary information, and the source-filter 
decomposition allows independent control of fundamental 
frequency and various voice source characteristics – which 
often are of supra-segmental relevance - and the vocal tract 
characteristics, which govern vowel quality.  The above is true 
primarily for voiced parts of the speech signal. The source-
filter model will handle voiceless speech as well, but there the 
advantages of the model are not so obvious. As Fant argues, 
any transient noise burst can be modeled using a noise source 
and a time-varying filter. In this case, the noise source can be 
thought of as turbulent airflow in a constriction in the vocal 
tract, and the filter will correspond to the part of the vocal tract 
above the constriction. Early formant synthesizers included 
separate filter branches for voiced sounds and frication sounds 
[2][3], but the typical way this is implemented in todays 
vocoders used in parametric speech synthesizers, is using a 
single filter stage which alternates between the roles of a vocal 
(formant) filter – which typically models smooth and 
continuous spectral variations - and a filter that shapes 
frication noises and transient explosion bursts which operate 
on a much finer time scale.  
 
In this paper, we investigate a hybrid approach to modeling the 
speech signal, where we first separate the speech into an 
harmonic part and a noise burst part. Then we use a vocoder to 
model the harmonic part, while the noise bursts are stored in a 
library as raw waveforms that can be overlaid on the vocoded 
harmonics at synthesis time. The remainder of the paper is 
organized as follows: first we look at related work, then we 
describe the separation stage where the speech signal is 
divided into harmonics and bursts. After that we describe our 
synthesis procedure, followed by a perceptual evaluation 
where the proposed approach is compared against a state-of-
the-art parametric speech synthesis system. Finally we draw 
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conclusions and point out directions where more research is 
needed. 
 

2. Related work 
The idea of combining parametric and concatenative 
approaches to synthesis in order to reap the benefits of the two 
methods and circumvent some of the shortcomings is not new.   
 
Several systems have been described that combine statistical 
parametric speech synthesis and unit selection approaches in 
order to optimize target cost [5][6][7]. [8] described a hybrid 
between statistical and concatenative synthesis where a 
statistical parametric system is used to generate the speech 
from an HMM system, but a concatenative unit selection 
system is executed in parallel and used to improve the quality 
of the statistical system. This is done in an effort to combine 
the robustness of the HMMs with the naturalness of 
concatenated units.   
 
Another class of hybrid systems, more close to what we 
propose here, are those that acutally mix natural speech  
segments with those generated from parametric models.  
An early example of such an approach is [4]. This system 
incorporated sampled voiceless consonants in a rule-based 
formant synthesizer. While similar in spirit to the work in the 
present paper, the rule-based approach makes the methods 
involved very different. For example, consonant waveforms 
had to be manually analyzed and segmented into units to be 
used in the synthesizer.  
More recently, [9] proposed a system that combines statistical 
parametric synthesis and concatenation. In their system, they 
employ a hybrid dynamic-path algorithm that allocates natural 
segments along with statistical boundary-constrained model-
generated segments, and a corresponding hybrid speech 
feature-vector generating algorithm.  
 
A similar approach is taken by [10], who describes a multi-
form synthesis engine capable of combining natural speech 
segments and segments generated from statistically generated 
parameter trajectories. An interesting feature of this system is 
that it is possible to specify a Model-Template-Ratio that 
dictates the probability of a speech segment being generated 
by statistical models rather than taken from natural speech 
(template).  There are many differences between these designs 
and the one proposed in the present paper, but one critical one 
is that all of these approaches mainly work by splicing and 
concatenating segments in time, whereas our approach models  
two channels with different spectro-temporal properties and 
overlays them to form the final speech wave.    
 
Yet another type of hybrid system is proposed in [11]. In this 
case, a library of sampled waveforms representing glottal 
pulses are used to excite the filter in a statistical speech 
synthesis system. This approach has certain similarities (and 
also gave some inspiration) to the method described in the 
current study. One such similarity is that the units of 
concatenation in both methods are of transient nature (albeit 
on a different time scale). This fact alleviates many of the 
problems traditionally encountered in speech unit 
concatenation such as seamlessly joining segments together. 
Another similarity is that spectral continuity over time in both 
methods is ensured by statistically modeled parameters.  

 

3. Harmonics and burst separation 
The basic idea in this contribution is that we decompose the 
speech signal into two components, or channels, with different 
spectro-temporal properties and then use different techniques 
to model and these two components in the synthesizer. Finally 
we recombine the two channels to retrieve the complete 
synthesized waveform.  
 
The harmonic part of the speech signal, Xh(n) stems from the 
vibrations of the vocal folds, filtered through the vocal tract. 
This is a quasi-periodic signal that will exhibit self-similarity 
over time. Comparing two spectrum sections taken closely in 
time, the difference is expected to be small. The other part of 
the speech signal that will be extracted will be referred to as 
the burst component and will be denoted Xb(n). This signal 
stems from frication noises due to turbulent airflow in the 
vocal tract, both at narrow constrictions (fricative sounds) and 
from the release of pressure build-up at occlusions in the vocal 
tract (plosive sounds). Looking at the spectro-temporal 
patterns of this type of sounds, we don’t expect two 
consecutive spectrum sections to show much similarity. On the 
other hand, given the aperiodic nature of the bursts, and the 
fact that they haven’t been filtered through the full length of 
the vocal tract, we expect energy to be more distributed along 
the frequency axis than in the harmonic component, where it is 
concentrated to a number of discrete frequencies.  
 
The first step of the separation is to decompose the signal X(n) 
into a harmonic component Xh(n) and an inharmonic 
component Xi(n). To do this we employ the spectrogram 
filtering approach described by [12] and the MATLAB 
implementation provided by the authors. The basic idea of the 
method is to compute a spectrogram of the input signal, and 
apply median filtering with different kernels to separate the 
signal into components with different spectro-temporal 
properties.  
 
For the spectrogram, we use a window length of 10 ms and an 
85% overlap between frames, leading to a 1.5 ms time shift 
between consecutive frames and a frequency bin size of 100 
Hz.  
To extract the harmonic part Xh(n), we use a kernel of 100 ms 
(67 steps) in the time direction and 100 Hz (1 step) in the 
frequency direction.  For the inharmonic part Xi(n), we used a 
vertical kernel with 8000 Hz (80 steps) in the frequency 
direction and 1.5 ms (1 step) in the time direction.  
We used only one filtering pass. The method proposed by [12] 
also allows for iterative re-estimation of the components but in 
our experiments we got best results with one pass filtering.  
 
After the initial filtering step, Xi(n) will mainly consist of 
noise bursts associated with frications and plosive consonants, 
as well as certain periodic content stemming from 
irregularities in the voice source pulses. Since we wish to be 
able to model the burst part of the signal without taking pitch 
into account, our next step is to silence any portions of the 
burst signal that contain periodic information. We use the 
REAPER F0 tracker [13] to calculate a binary voicing decision 
for the filtered burst signals tracks with a 200 Hz frame rate, 
and then we calculate the burst signal Xb(n) as   
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 Xb (n) = (1-Xv (n)) Xi (n) 
 
where Xv(n) is the binary voicing decision interpolated to the 
sampling rate (48 kHz).  
Figure 1 shows the spectrograms of the original signal X(n), 
the harmonic signal Xh(n) and the burst signal Xb(n).  
 

4. A Burst Library 
The extracted bursts are organized into a burst library in order 
to facilitate synthesis. We used 593 sentences from the US SLT 
voice from the CMU Arctic database [14]. The Xb(n) signal 
was calculated as described above and segmenting into it 
isolated noise bursts. This is done by calculating an energy 
envelope as the squared signal smoothed by a moving average 
of 100 samples (approx. 21 ms). Any part of the signal where 
the energy envelope stays above a certain threshold emin for a 
duration of tmin is considered an isolated burst segment. The 
thresholds were adjusted manually. All of the other steps in 
building the library are fully automatic.  

4.1. Burstables  

Next, the identified noise bursts are associated with phones in 
the database. For convenience and for the purposes of this 
study we will define a set of phonemes that (usually) are 
associated with distinct noise bursts. We will call this set of 
phonemes burstables and in this study they were defined as 

the following set of fricatives and voiceless plosives: /p/, /t/, 
/k/, /f/, /s/, /θ/, /z/, /ʒ/, /ʃ/, /tʃ/ and /dʒ/. 
For every burstable in the CMU Arctic sentences, it was 
checked whether the onset of a noise burst fell within the 
boundaries of the phone. If so, this noise burst was added to 
the library, together with the following information: 
 

• Phoneme (one of the ones listed above) 
• Preceding phone 
• Following phone  
• Duration of the phone 
• Onset time of the burst relative to phoneme duration 
• Duration of the burst 
• Energy of the burst in dB 

 
This information is stored, together with the actual waveform 
data for the burst.  
For 67% of the burstable phones a burst was detected and 
added to the library, which resulted in 2996 entries. In order to 
improve consistency of the automatically extracted noise 
bursts, a basic pruning of outliers was done by removing all 
bursts falling in the lowest and highest 1% with respect to 
duration, energy and onset. This left 2782 entries in the 
library.   
 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Separation of speech into harmonic and burst components. Top spectrogram shows the original signal X(n) for the 
sentence Egg shell is not good to eat. The middle pane shows the harmonic component Xh(n), while the bottom pane shows the 
bursts component Xb(n).  
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5. Hybrid Synthesis Procedure 
We now turn to describe how we use our burst library in 
combination with the HTS parametric speech synthesis system 
[15] to synthesize speech.  

5.1. Synthesizing the harmonic track 

We use the procedure described in sect. 3 to extract the filtered 
harmonic signal Xh(n) from the US SLT ARCTIC database with 
a sampling frequency of 48 kHz. Then we use the scripts from 
the speaker dependent training demo (English) of the HTS 
system ver 2.3 to train a HTS voice on the harmonic 
component. This voice can then be used together with 
hts_engine to synthesize the harmonic component of the 
speech. Note that since we will be synthesizing and overlaying 
two components, we will retrieve the segment durations from 
the synthesis of the harmonic component and use that when 
synthesizing the burst component. 
 
It is interesting to compare the properties of this voice to the 
voice trained on raw data (i.e. the standard HTS demo voice). 
The F0 contours will be slightly different and the de-voicing 
that sometimes happens in HTS voices seems to occur less 
frequently. We believe that this may have something to do 
with the fact that the filtered harmonic signal is smoother with 
less transients than the raw speech signal and thus less prone 
to introduce errors in F0 tracking or estimation of the vocal 
tract filter function. But this is a matter that requires a separate 
investigation.  

5.2. Synthesizing the burst track 

Given the burst library described in sect 4, as well as a 
phonetic specification, including segment durations, of the 
speech to be synthesized, we are faced with the tasks of 
constructing a burst component that, when overlaid on top of 
the harmonic component, will restore all the transient and 
fricative components that were filtered out earlier. 
 
Our basic approach is as follows: for each phone in the 
utterance, first determine if the phone should have a burst, and 
if so, determine onset time and find the most appropriate entry 
in the burst library given the synthesis context., and simply 
copy the corresponding waveform into the r place. 

5.2.1. Energy class  

The first thing to note here is that not every instance of the 
phonemes in the list of burstables (see 4.1) will actually 
exhibit a burst. During construction of the burst library, almost 
30% of these phones were not associated with a burst (or there 
were been bursts that fell below the energy or minimum time 
threshold). This implies that we need a way to predict whether 
or not there should be a burst at all in a given phone slot. We 
can also note that there is quite some variability in terms of 
intensity of the noise bursts.  So if we decide that there should 
be a burst, we must also know how strong it should be.  
 
We give each burst in the library an energy class rating 1,2 or 
3 based on it’s energy value, by looking at which percentile it 
falls into (class 1: <33%, class 2: 33-67% or class 3: >67%.) 
on a per-phoneme basis. We trained a regression tree was 
using the Wagon tool [16] to predict energy class on a 

continuous scale from 0 – 3 where 0 corresponds to no burst. 
The input features used in the prediction were phone duration 
plus all the features used in the HTS demo system full context 
labels (i.e. phone- syllable, phrase and utterance level 
features), amounting to a total of 54 features.   

5.2.2. Burst onset time 

Another important aspect is the timing of the burst. The onset 
time in relation to the start of the phone will vary depending 
on several factors such as the phoneme class (fricatives will 
have an onset close to the beginning of the phone while 
plosives will have the onset closer to the middle or second 
half), the context and the duration. To account for this 
variability we trained a regression tree to predict the onset 
time for the burst relative to the phone boundaries (0 - 1 where 
0 corresponds to the start of phone and 1 to the end). The input 
features were the same as for the energy estimator.  

5.2.3. Context matching 

Bursts are subject to co-articulation like any other speech 
sounds. For example, a /k/ sound in the neighborhood of a 
rounded vowel will inherit some of the spectral characteristics 
of the vowel.  
We use a simplified context matching approach in these 
experiments, where only four classes are considered:  
 

• rounded vowel 
• unrounded vowel 
• consonant 
• pause 

 
Thus, a given candidate burst in the library, with a left- and 
right context Bleft , Bright, can be placed in the context Pleft , 
Pright it is considered to match if  
 
 class{Bleft}=class{Pleft} & class{Bright}=class{Pright}.  
 

5.2.4. Selecting the best candidate 

We start with a list of candidates made up of all bursts that 
match the phonetic context. This means that 1) the phone itself 
should match, and 2) the immediate context should match as 
defined in 5.2.3. Then we consider the energy estimated by the 
regression tree. If it falls below a certain threshold, no burst 
will be placed in the specific location, otherwise we calculate 
an energy score for each candidate k according to  
 
 Senergy(k) = 1 – (1/3) |Ek – Ê| 
 
where Ek is the energy class value for candidate k stored in the 
library and Ê is the estimated energy predicted by the 
contextual features.  In a similar way we calculate a score for 
how well the duration of the target segment matches:  
 
 Sdur(k) = 1 - |Dk – D| 
 
where Dk is the duration of the segment from which the 
candidate was taken and D is the duration of the current 
segment in the synthesis specification.  
 
The candidate with the highest combined score  
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 S = Senergy + Sdur 
  
is selected and placed at time  
 
 t = t0 + Ô D 
 
where t0 is the start of the current segment in the synthesis 
specification and Ô is the onset value predicted by the onset 
regression tree.  Candidates that are too long to fit within the 
segment are discarded (i.e. a burst can be at most (1-Ô)D 
seconds long without spilling into the next segment).  
 
When the winning candidates have been selected for all the 
segments, the burst track is synthesized by placing the 
corresponding waveforms in the burst library at the specified 
points in time.  Finally, the output speech waveform is 
produced by mixing together the harmonic track and the burst 
track.  
 

6. Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the proposed method, we set up a 
perceptual experiment to compare the synthesis results to that 
of a state of the art statistical parametric synthesizer. 

6.1. Method 

We selected a set of 50 consonant-rich sentences were selected 
from the set of Harvard sentences [17]. Each sentence was 
synthesized in two variants: 
 

HTS: Using a standard voice built by the demo 
scripts for HTS ver. 2.3 (not using Straight) 
 
HB: Using the harmonics + burst method proposed 
in this paper. 
 

We used Flite+hts_engine [18] to synthesize the HTS voice 
and the harmonics part of the HB voice, and also to generate 
the full context label files for input to the burst synthesis in the 
HB voice.  
 
An experiment was set up on the crowd sourcing platform 
crowdflower.com where people were invited to listen to the 
HTS and HB renditions of each sentence and answer two 
questions:  
 

1. Which one sounds more natural? 
2. Which one is easier to understand? 

 
Each question had the alternatives “the first one”, “the second 
one” and “I cannot hear any difference”. 
 
The order in which the two variants were played was varied 
between trials. A control stimuli was inserted in every block of 
10 trials, where a natural sentence from the SLT Arctic 
database was to be compared to a HTS rendition of the same 
sentence. 
 
Subjects were required to user headphones and to reside in 
English speaking countries (United States, United Kingdom, 
Australia, Canada) or top ranking countries in EF English 

Proficiency Index1 (Sweden, Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, 
Finland). Every sentence pair was judged by 40 subjects, 
yielding a total of 2000 judgements, excluding the control 
stimuli. Subjects were paid 0.4 USD per block of 10 sentences.  
The control stimuli was used to filter out unreliable subjects: 
all users who responded that the Natural speech stimuli 
sounded less natural than the HTS rendition were discarded, 
leaving 1224 judgements.  

6.2. Results 

The distribution of responses can be seen in figure 2. Both for 
naturalness and intelligibility the proposed Harmonics-and-
Bursts method (HB) scores higher than the comparison (HTS) 
on the average. The difference in the Naturalness score is 
substantial, while the difference in the Intelligibility score is 
marginal. A t-test reveals that the difference in Naturalness is 
significant (p < 0.0002) but the difference in intelligibility is 
not.  It is however clear that it was a difficult task; both for 
Naturalness and Intelligibility the largest response category is 
“I cannot hear any difference”.   
 

 
Figure 2: Results from the perceptual experiment where the 
proposed Harmonics-and-Bursts method HB is compared 
against HTS. 
 

7. Conclusions 
The idea of modeling different aspects of the speech signal 
along different time scales or using different methods makes 
sense conceptually, and has been proposed many times in the 
past. In [19] Sven Öhman suggested that consonant 
articulations may be viewed as rapid transients superimposed 
on a more slowly varying vowel track. This paper treats 
harmonic and burst signals in a similar way, and demonstrates 
that this indeed can be used to increase the naturalness of 
synthetic speech. One aspect of the work that requires further 
investigation is the effect on the filtering on the modeling of 
the harmonic signal. It is our subjective opinion that certain 
aspects of F0 extraction and spectral modeling improves when 
the noise bursts are removed before modeling, but this is a 
matter that requires further investigation. It is important to 
stress that the system described contains no manual steps and 
as such could be fully automated.  

                                                                    
 
1 http://www.ef.se/epi/ 
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Abstract
The quality of the vocoder plays a crucial role in the perfor-
mance of parametric speech synthesis systems. In order to im-
prove the vocoder quality, it is necessary to reconstruct as much
of the perceived components of the speech signal as possible.
In this paper, we first show that the noise component is cur-
rently not accurately modelled in the widely used STRAIGHT
vocoder, thus, limiting the voice range that can be covered and
also limiting the overall quality. In order to motivate a new,
alternative, approach to this issue, we present a new synthe-
sizer, which uses a uniform representation for voiced and un-
voiced segments. This synthesizer has also the advantage of us-
ing a simple signal model compared to other approaches, thus
offering a convenient and controlled alternative for future de-
velopments. Experiments analysing the synthesis quality of the
noise component shows improved speech reconstruction using
the suggested synthesizer compared to STRAIGHT. Addition-
ally an experiment about analysis/resynthesis shows that the
suggested synthesizer solves some of the issues of another uni-
form vocoder, Harmonic Model plus Phase Distortion (HMPD).
In text-to-speech synthesis, it outperforms HMPD and exhibits
a similar, or only slightly worse, quality to STRAIGHT’s qual-
ity, which is encouraging for a new vocoding approach.
Index Terms: parametric speech synthesis, vocoder, pulse
model

1. Introduction
Statistical Parametric Speech Synthesis (SPSS) systems are use-
ful technologies for many applications and can also be a neces-
sary means for communication in case of speech impairment
[1]. Even though, current SPSS systems provide a sufficient
quality for some applications (e.g. GPS devices in noisy envi-
ronment), it is still not satisfying for many others (e.g. applica-
tions in quiet environments, entertainment industry). Regarding
this issue, the vocoder used for reconstructing the waveform
from the generated parameters, is critical since it is responsible,
together with the features it uses, for a substantial part of the
current degradation [2]. The capacity of the vocoder to resyn-
thesize all of the components of the speech signal is obviously
important for obtaining all of the perceived characteristics the
voice can produce. Otherwise, the vocoder, as well as the SPSS
system using it, would be locked on a particular voice quality
that might perfectly fit for a specific set of voices, but would
systematically fail at reproducing the rest of the voice space.
The flexibility of the vocoder’s model will play a critical role
in this matter. For example, representing the speech signal in
a uniform way across time and frequency, e.g. using the same
representation for both voiced and unvoiced segments, it allows
both smooth and abrupt transitions at different time for different
frequency bands. It also avoids discontinuities at both feature

and waveform levels, that do not necessarily appear in transients
and can impact the quality [5]. It also alleviates the dependency
of the SPSS system with respect to a voicing detector, thus, sim-
plifying the learning process [4, 5]. The simplicity of the model
is also an important property, which is often neglected. Indeed,
complex models also implies complex implementations that are
difficult to modify and improve for testing new ideas in a con-
trollable way. Also, over-parametrization of models often lead
to intractable tuning issues that depend on very specific exper-
tise and know-how.

STRAIGHT is currently the most used vocoder for SPSS
[6, 7], which uses a voicing decision in order to ensure the full
randomization of the unvoiced segments, like other vocoders
[8, 9]. The noise component in voiced segments is analyzed
and reconstructed using an aperiodicity measure. Basically, this
measure computes the difference between an upper envelope,
which is based on harmonic peaks, and a lower envelope, which
is based on spectral valleys [7]. In noisy time-frequency regions
of voiced segments, this measure underestimates the noise level
because this upper-to-lower difference is always positive and
substantial, whereas it should be close to zero in these regions
in order to obtain a proper resynthesis of the noise level. There-
fore, the noise that should be reproduced in the synthetic wave-
form tends to be lower than that of the original signal (as shown
and illustrated in Sec. 3.1). On the one hand, this underesti-
mation is a safe approach for vocoding, since it minimizes the
risk of over-randomizing the voiced part of the transients. In-
deed, it has been shown that a lack of noise (i.e. leading of-
ten to buziness) is preferred over noisiness in the transients [3].
Additionally, this safe approach also minimizes the noise gen-
erated in creaky voice segments that easily become hoarse if
the noise level is overestimated. This overestimation actually
occurs in creaky voice since most noise estimators mistake ad-
ditive noise with randomness of pulse positions. This leads to
very high estimated noise level in creaky voice whereas the glot-
tal pulses is actually closer to a Dirac in this mode of phonation
[10]. On the other end, by mitigating the noise component, this
safe approach tends to produce always the same voice quality,
a slightly tense and buzzy voice. As mentioned above, this is
sort of a deadlock for vocoding, since it eludes the problem of
an accurate noise resynthesis that is necessary for a good recon-
struction of breathiness and other voice qualities that involve
the presence of noise in voiced segments, and ultimately for the
overall quality. In other words, for improving the flexibility that
vocoders need for covering a bigger range of voice qualities,
one way or another, it will be necessary to manage the noise
component properly.

Conversely to STRAIGHT, the Harmonic Model + Phase
Distortion (HMPD) vocoder uses a uniform representation [5].
The noise that is present in both voiced and unvoiced segments
is driven by a Phase Distortion Deviation (PDD) that is used to
randomize the phase of the harmonics [5]. Even though HMPD
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constitutes an interesting attempt for a uniform model, the syn-
thetic content is limited to harmonic frequencies, which raises
the following two issues. Firstly, for mid and high pitch voices,
the harmonics are not dense enough with respect to the reso-
lution of the auditory system, so that buziness effects also oc-
cur in unvoiced segments, even though the harmonics’ phase
might be fully randomized. Secondly, no noise can be gener-
ated between harmonics, so that voices often lack breathiness,
especially falsetto voices, which occurs often in female voices.

In this paper, we want to address the issues above by sug-
gesting a new and simple synthesizer that should reproduce the
noisy time-frequency regions of the speech signal more accu-
rately than the two vocoders mentioned above. Since we will
be using known features and we suggest only a new synthe-
sis procedure, we use the term synthesizer and not vocoder in
the following. The used signal model, called Pulse Model in
Log-domain (PML), generates a sequence of wide-band pulses,
in spectral domain, similarly to the STRAIGHT vocoder [6, 7]
and conversely to HMPD that synthesises harmonics. In both
voiced and unvoiced segments, a pulse is a morphing between
a Dirac function and a short segment of Gaussian noise, fol-
lowed by the convolution of the Vocal Tract Filter (VTF). Thus,
conversely to HMPD, the pulse synthesis can generate spectral
content at any frequency, thus, solving HMPD issues, while
preserving the uniformity of representation. Obtaining a per-
ceptually meaningful morphing between a Dirac and a specific
time segment of noise is far from straightforward. For exam-
ple, using a traditional additive weighting of the two compo-
nents in linear domain, the Dirac function will disappear only
when the noise masks it. Knowing also that the noise level and
Dirac amplitude dependent on two different normalisation, the
energy and the sum of the window, respectively, controlling this
masking effect is far from obvious. For this reason, as well
as the underestimated aperiodicity mentioned above, the Dirac
component tends to arise from the noise when using an additive
weighting, which often leads to extra buziness effects in current
vocoders. From this perspective, even though the traditional
source-filter model is well supported by the voice production, it
might not be the most practicable way to control the mixture of
deterministic and random components of a synthesized speech
signal. HMPD alleviates this issue by randomizing the phase of
the harmonics proportionally to the PDD feature, which gradu-
ally blurs the periodicity. For the suggested PML synthesizer,
we aim at preserving this property. We suggest to weight the
noise component in the log spectral domain (i.e. multiplication
in linear spectral domain, convolution in time domain). The
convolution of the Dirac by the noise randomises the Dirac and
avoids any possible residual buziness. Additionally, this log-
domain formulation leads to a very simple definition of the syn-
thesizer, as shown in the next Section. In this first presentation
of PML, we simplified the weighting function to a binary mask.
I.e. For each time-frequency bin, the Dirac of each pulse is ei-
ther left untouched or fully replaced by the corresponding bin
of the noise’s spectrum. This mask can also be seen as a time-
frequency binary voicing decision, which can take any shape
and is not limited to time limits (as with voicing decisions)
and/or frequency limits (as with a maximum voiced frequency
[8]). To limit the differences with the state of the art, this mask
is built from the same PDD feature used in HMPD.

We also demonstrate the problem of noise reduction that
exists in STRAIGHT and HMPD. The contribution of this pa-
per is thus twofold: i) we show the deadlock that appears with
the safe approach of STRAIGHT, and ii) we suggest a potential
way, through this new synthesizer, that could unlock this situ-

ation in the near future. Note that, since we take a more risky,
but necessary, approach in this paper, we do not aim at outper-
forming the state of the art in this first presentation. As it can
be understood from above, the development of a full vocoder
(features+synthesizer) that will outperform the state-of-the-art
vocoders for the majority of voices goes beyond this single pa-
per. We aim at suggesting a synthesizer that offers a simplicity
and flexibility that current approaches do not have. In future
works, these properties should help to better control the compo-
nents of the speech signal and help to elaborate new features or
techniques that should overcome the current deadlock.

Sec. 2 describes the PML synthesizer in details. Sec.
3.3 first illustrates the current limitation in terms of noise syn-
thesis and then presents results of listening tests for analy-
sis/resynthesis and for parametric text-to-speech synthesis.

2. The PML Synthesizer

The PML synthesis process needs the following features that
are illustrated in Fig. 1: i) A fundamental frequency curve
f0(t), which exhibits no voicing decisions. If the provided fun-
damental frequency contains zeros, these segments can be in-
terpolated linearly between voiced segments, and extrapolated
at the beginning and end of the signal. ii) The VTF response
V (t, ω), which is assumed to be minimum phase. iii) A mask
M(t, ω) in the time-frequency space, which is equal to 0 for
deterministic regions and 1 for noisy regions. In this work, we
derived this mask from the Phase Distortion Deviation (PDD)
PDD(t, ω), which has been previously used for phase random-
ization in HMPD [5] and for other applications [11, 12].

2.1. Mask computation

For the first presentation of this model, we chose a very simple
approach for computing this mask. Future works might focus
on more elaborated strategies. The mask is simply a thresh-
olded version of the PDD measurement. In [5], it is shown that
the measurement of phase variance saturates when the variance
increases. Consequently, a threshold of 0.75 was used to force
the variance to higher values in order to ensure the proper ran-
domization of the noise segments. In this work, we used the
same threshold for building the mask:

M(t, ω) =

{
0 PDD(t, ω) ≤ 0.75

1 PDD(t, ω) > 0.75
(1)

Note that the PDD computation is based on differences between
harmonics’ phase. Because the harmonics’ phase is normalized
by the first one [13, 5], a phase difference occurs only from
the 2nd harmonic and above. Thus, the PDD computation is
zero below the 2nd harmonic and as a consequence, the mask
is also zero in this frequency band. This implies that the first
harmonic is never randomized. This is actually not a problem
since, in silences and fricatives, the corresponding amplitude is
rather weak so that this sinusoid is actually never perceived. In
voiced segments, this sinusoid is almost always present for all
voice qualities.
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Figure 1: From top to bottom: the waveform used to extract
the following elements; The continuous fundamental frequency
curve f0(t); the amplitude spectral envelope V (t, ω); the Phase
Distortion Deviation PDD(t, ω) (a measure of phase random-
ness. The warmer the colour, the bigger the PDD value and
the noisier the corresponding time-frequency region); the bi-
nary mask M(t, ω) derived from PDD, which allows to switch
the time-frequency content from deterministic (white) to ran-
dom (black). The features that are necessary for the synthesizer
are only: f0(t), V (t, ω) and M(t, ω).

2.2. Signal synthesis

The generation of the waveform follows a pulse-based proce-
dure, similarly to the STRAIGHT vocoder. Short segments of
speech signals (roughly the size of a glottal pulse) are gener-
ated one after the other and overlapped-add. In both voiced and
unvoiced segments, the voice source is made of a morphing be-
tween a deterministic impulse and Gaussian noise. This source
is then convolved by the Vocal Tract Filter (VTF) response.

We first generate a sequence of pulse positions ti according
to f0(t), all along the speech signal:

ti+1 = ti + 1/f0(ti) (2)

with t0 = 0. Then, we suggest to model the speech signal
around each instant ti according to the following simple for-

mula:

Si(ω) = e−j2πti · V (ti, ω) ·Ni(ω)M(ti,ω) (3)

where Ni(ω) is the Fourier transform of a segment of Gaussian
noise starting at ti−1+ti

2
and finishing at ti+ti+1

2
, which central

instant ti is re-centered around 0 (to avoid doubling the delay
e−j2πti for the noise in Si(ω)). In order to obtain a proper noise
normalisation, Ni(ω) is normalized by its energy.

To better understand the elements involved in this model,
we can have a look at its log-domain representation:

lSi(ω) =

Position︷ ︸︸ ︷
−j2πti+

Amplitude︷ ︸︸ ︷
log |V (ti, ω)|+

Minimum phase︷ ︸︸ ︷
j∠V (ti, ω)

+M(ti, ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Noise extent

·
(
log |Ni(ω)|︸ ︷︷ ︸

Noise amplitude

+ j∠Ni(ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Phase randomi.

)
(4)

The Position defines the overall position of the voice source.
This corresponds to the position of the Dirac delta of the deter-
ministic source component. The Amplitude defines the ampli-
tude spectral envelope of the resulting segment of speech. The
Minimum phase is built from the Amplitude through the Hilbert
transform in order to delay the energy of the pulse, as resonators
do. The Noise extent provides the means to switch between de-
terministic or random voice source at any time-frequency point.
For M(t, ω) = 1, the Noise amplitude will mainly correct the
Amplitude in order to account for the difference between de-
terministic and noise normalisation (sum and energy, respec-
tively). This ensures that the noise amplitude is always aligned
on the given Amplitude spectral envelope |V (t, ω)|. Note that
this would still holds for a continuous M(ti, ω) (instead of bi-
nary one). With M(t, ω) = 1, the Phase randomization will
also blur the phase of the Dirac delta and replace it by that of
noise. In terms of model control, PML drastically simplifies the
handling of the noise in the speech signal. Firstly, its amplitude
is controlled by |V (t, ω)|, like the deterministic content. Thus,
the extent of noise does not change the perceived amplitude, it
basically changes only the nature of the phase. Secondly, mask-
ing effects and their difficult mastery, as seen in the traditional
source-filter model and discussed above, are avoided. Thirdly,
the extent of noise is always a value in [0, 1]. This suggested
model is still basically a source-filter model, but the addition is
in the log-domain instead of the linear domain, thus, explaining
the chosen name PML.

The pulses around each ti are finally summed for recon-
structing the complete signal:

s(t) =

I−1∑

i=0

F−1
(
Si(ω)

)
(5)

where I is the number of pulses in the synthesized signal.
This description needs a few complementary technical re-

marks. Firstly, in the implementation, S(ω) is obviously re-
placed by its discrete counterpart. A DFT size of 4096 was
used for the following experiments. For reason of efficiency, in-
stead of using a DFT size that covers the whole synthetic signal,
the DFT used for each pulse can be reduced in order to cover
only an interval around each instant ti (e.g. 2 periods before ti
and 50ms after ti in order to leave space for the VTF impulse
response to decay without being cut). Secondly, the signal has
no energy before ti−1+ti

2
since V (ti, ω) is assumed to be min-

imum phase. Because of the delays introduced by V (ti, ω),
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there are, however, energy after ti+ti+1

2
. This does not create,

however, any energy issue since the energy is only delayed and
each pulse synthesises an independent spectral content from the
other pulses. In other words, because there is no redundancy
in the synthesis process, conversely to the inverse STFT pro-
cess, there is no need to compensate for any windowing effect.
One can also note that there is no ad hoc tunning parameter,
except for the threshold of 0.75, which actually depends on the
used noise feature, here PDD, but not on the signal model it-
self. In terms of computational efficiency, the process basically
needs only 2 FFT per pulse. One FFT for computing Ni(ω),
which needs a specific duration for each ti ((ti+1 − ti−1)/2),
and one FFT−1 for computing the time domain signal. If not
pre-computed, the computation of the minimum phase of the
VTF ∠V (ti, ω) from a given amplitude envelope requires also
2 extra FFT per pulse. This is clearly efficient enough for al-
lowing real-time synthesis.
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Figure 2: An example of PDD measurements computed
from: an original recording and the analysis/resynthesis of
STRAIGHT, HMPD and PML (top to bottom). The vertical
lines show the voiced/unvoiced transitions used by STRAIGHT.
Voiced and Unvoiced segments are annotated by ’v’ and ’u’, re-
spectively.

2.3. Some important properties for speech signals

It is also worth mentioning the following properties that the sug-
gested model satisfies:

If M(t, ω) = 0 ∀ω,∀t, (3) reduces to:

Si(ω) = e−j2πti · V (ti, ω) (6)

whose corresponding time signal is basically the impulse re-
sponse of the filter delayed at the pulse position ti. In this case
the signal is thus fully deterministic.

If M(t, ω) = 1 ∀ω,∀t, (3) reduces to:

Si(ω) = e−j2πti ·Ni(ω) · V (ti, ω) (7)

whose corresponding time signal is a filtered noise segment. Af-
ter summing the terms Si(ω), this corresponds to a concatena-
tion process of coloured Gaussian noise segments into a con-
tinuous noise signal (the last noise sample of the pulse i is the
sample before the first sample of the pulse i+1). Thus, no peri-
odicity appears in this noise, even though the synthesis is driven
by a continuous f0(t). In this case, f0(t) influences only the
time resolution of the dynamic noise filtering through the size
of the noise segments (ti+1−ti−1)/2. For f0 values of 70Hz, a
worst case scenario, this still allows to change the noise’s colour
each 14ms.

3. Experiments
3.1. Noise reconstruction

In this first sub-section, we numerically show the current prob-
lem that occurs with the reconstruction of the noise component
in two state-of-the-art vocoders (STRAIGHT and HMPD), as
discussed in the introduction, and the case of the suggested
vocoder based on the PML synthesizer.

Using each 3 vocoder, we first analysed and resynthesized
audio samples (i.e. without any statistical modelling) for 6 dif-
ferent English voices [14, 15, 16] (3 females and 3 males; 2 fe-
males and 2 males voices at 32kHz sampling rate and 1 female
and 1 male voice at 16kHz; 4 American and 2 British). Then,
we computed the PDD on the resulting resynthesized signals in
order to measure how well the signal randomness is reproduced
by each vocoder. Fig. 2 shows an example of this PDD com-
putation over analysis/resynthesis. In unvoiced segments, one
can see that the randomness is pretty well reconstructed by all
vocoders, except for HMPD. This is expected, since HMPD can
reproduce noise only at harmonic frequencies. In voiced seg-
ments, the PDD measure over STRAIGHT analysis/resynthesis
seems lower than that from the original signal. On the contrary,
the PDD measure over PML analysis/resynthesis shows a more
accurate reconstruction of the noise extent.

This observation is supported by the estimated distributions
of PDD values in the voiced segments shown in Fig. 3. These
distributions are computed using 100 samples for each of the 6
voices. The four distributions exhibit basically 2 modes, a small
one close to zero and a larger one between 0.5 and 1.5, which
roughly correspond to deterministic and noisy time-frequency
regions, respectively. Firstly, one can note that the lower mode
of the PML’s distribution is clearly higher than the others. This
is due to the mask that forces the PDD values below 0.75 to
zero. Secondly, and more importantly, the higher mode of
the distribution corresponding to STRAIGHT’s PDD is clearly
lower than that of the original signal (∼0.5 instead of ∼1.2).
Moreover, this mode is below 0.75 for STRAIGHT, whereas
it is above this threshold for the original signal, even though
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Figure 3: Estimated distributions of PDD measures over anal-
ysis/resynthesis using 3 vocoders and the PDD measure on the
original speech signals. The vertical line illustrates the thresh-
old of 0.75 used for building the mask in the PML synthesizer.

it was shown that values below this threshold could not lead
to the reconstruction of the perceived characteristics of a noise
[5]. This demonstrates the reduction of the noise component of
STRAIGHT synthesis, as discussed in the introduction. On the
contrary, PML better reproduces the higher mode of the origi-
nal distribution, which should lead to a better reconstruction of
noisy components in voiced segments.

3.2. Analysis/Resynthesis quality

In this experiment, we wanted to assess the quality of the anal-
ysis/resynthesis of the 3 vocoders, before any use in statistical
modelling. For each sound, the corresponding resyntheses from
the 3 vocoders used the same amplitude spectral envelope (that
of STRAIGHT) and the same f0(t) curve (that of REAPER
[17]). Only the noise features differed, i.e. aperiodicity for
STRAIGHT and PDD for HMPD and PML. STRAIGHT used
the voicing decision given by REAPER. To carry out this test,
we used a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) listening test through a
web interface. Each person taking the test had to grade 4 sounds
against a reference, where the four sounds where composed of
either an analysis/resynthesis using the 3 vocoders or the ref-
erence sound itself [18]. Each listener repeated this task for 6
random sentences taken among 100 resyntheses for each of the
6 voices used in the previous experiment. The listening test was
advertised on Amazon Mechanical Turk [19, 20] where work-
ers took the test for a small reward. 51 listeners took the test
properly and the aggregated results are shown in Fig. 4.

3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
MOS

Original

STRAIGHT

HMPD

PML

Figure 4: Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) about the analy-
sis/resynthesis quality of 3 vocoders over 6 voices (with the
95% confidence intervals).

From these results, one can see that the quality provided by
PML is better than that of HMPD and the confidence interval of
STRAIGHT clearly overlaps with those of HMPD and PML. In
previous results [5], HMPD’s quality was reported to be better
than STRAIGHT, which contradicts the results of this test. Af-
ter inspection of the resynthesized signals, it seems that HMPD

struggles in reproducing the creaky voice segments present in
the 6 voices of this test. English and mainly American voices,
which exhibit a high degree of creaky segments, have been used
in this present test. Thus, the degradation in these segments
might have been underestimated in the previous tests of HMPD
that used a different a set of voices with less creakiness. Be-
cause PML synthesises wide-band pulses and not harmonics, it
seems to better manage creaky segments than HMPD. We can
also conclude that the suggested PML synthesizer provides a
similar quality compared to STRAIGHT, while solving the lim-
itations of HMPD mentioned in the introduction and keeping
the uniform representation.

A subset of the resyntheses can be found at: http://
gillesdegottex.eu/LT/DemoPMPDResynth/

3.3. Text-to-speech (TTS) parametric synthesis

For this experiment, we trained HTS-DNN systems for the 3
different vocoders on the 6 voices used above. For each voice,
an HTS system [21] was first trained using five-state, left-
to-right, no-skip hidden semi-Markov models (HSMMs [21]).
Each observation vector consisted of 60 Mel-cepstral coeffi-
cients [22], log f0 values, and 60 Mel-cepstral aperiodicity co-
efficients or 60 Mel-cepstral PDD coefficients, depending on the
vocoder’s need, together with the first and second derivatives,
extracted every 5ms. Since the aperiodicity is a real-valued
spectral measure, like the amplitude spectrum, the basic idea
of the Mel-cepstral aperiodicity is to compress the aperiodicity
exactly like the amplitude spectrum. This compression tech-
nique has two advantages. Firstly, the dimensionality does not
depend on the sampling rate of the waveform, conversely to the
band aperiodicity. Secondly, high orders can be used (here 59,
whereas it is fixed to 24 bands aperiodicity for a 32kHz sam-
pling rate), thus, allowing a statistical model with higher res-
olution. For this work, this strategy minimizes the impact of
the feature compression issue on the studied subject. More im-
portantly, it allows a fair comparison between the TTS systems
using STRAIGHT and those using HMPD and PML by using
the same dimensionality for the noise feature. For the 6 systems
trained for STRAIGHT, a multi-space probability distribution
(MSD) [23] was used to model log f0 sequences consisting of
voiced and unvoiced observations (taken from REAPER[17]).
For the 6 systems trained for HMPD and PML, no MSD was
used since the f0(t) is continuous. The rest of the topology
of the HMM models and systems was similar to the one used
for the Nitech-HTS system ([24]). The resulting systems pro-
vided state-aligned labels used for training Deep Neural Net-
works (DNN) in order to improve the features prediction. The
used DNN pipeline is exactly the same as the DNN baseline
used in [25]. 592 binary and 9 numerical features were derived
from the questions used in the HTS systems. The output fea-
tures were exactly the same as the ones used for the HTS sys-
tems. Input features were normalised to [0.01, 0.99] and output
features were normalised to zero mean and unit variance. The
DNN topology was made of 6 hidden layers of 1024 units. Fur-
ther details about the learning process can be found in [25].

In order to compare the vocoders and assess their impact
on TTS, we carried out a Comparative Mean Opinion Score
(CMOS) listening test. Using the systems described above,
we synthesized 142 sentences for each of the 6 voices using
the duration models of the HTS systems and the features pre-
dicted from the DNN systems. Common duration were used
between the vocoders, as well as f0(t) curves and amplitude
spectra in order to remove the impact of the prosody and the
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influence of the amplitude modelling, which is not the sub-
ject of this work. The systems trained for STRAIGHT were
used to build these common features (f0(t) was then linearly
interpolated for HMPD and PML). Each listener taking the
test assessed the 3 pairs of vocoder combinations for 8 ran-
dom sentences among the 142x6=852 synthesized sentences
[26]. Again, workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk were
asked to take the test for a small reward. 53 listeners took
the test properly and the aggregated results are shown in Fig.
5. From this figure, one can see that both STRAIGHT and
PML outperform HMPD. According to this result and that of

−0.3 −0.2 −0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
CMOS

STRAIGHT

HMPD

PML

Figure 5: Comparative mean opinion scores (CMOS) for 3
vocoders using HTS-DNN systems over 6 voices (with the 95%
confidence intervals).

the previous test, it seems clear that PML solves the major
drawbacks of HMPD, while using the same features in the sta-
tistical model, while preserving the uniformity of representa-
tion between voiced and unvoiced segments and using an even
simpler synthesis technique. The confidence intervals between
STRAIGHT and PML clearly overlap. However, a strong trend
favours the STRAIGHT vocoder. Nevertheless, with regard to
the safe approach taken by STRAIGHT, as discussed in the in-
troduction, which eludes the difficulty to properly resynthesize
the noise component in voiced segments, this result is quite en-
couraging for future development of better masks or noise con-
trol based on PML.

A subset of the syntheses can be found at http://
gillesdegottex.eu/LT/DemoPMPDTTS/

4. Conclusions
The contribution of this paper was twofold. Firstly, we have
shown the noise reconstruction problem that is present in state-
of-the-art vocoders and we discussed the limitations that it im-
plies in synthesis of voice qualities and the overall improve-
ment of the vocoders’ quality for SPSS technologies. Secondly,
we suggested a very simple signal model for a new synthesizer
called PML, in order to suggest a new approach to noise syn-
thesis for addressing the issue above.

This synthesizer was shown to better reconstruct the noisi-
ness of the speech signal, compared to STRAIGHT and HMPD
vocoders, thus, offering an encouraging alternative for future
works in this new approach. In terms analysis/resynthesis qual-
ity, this PML synthesizer outperformed the HMPD vocoder,
while preserving a uniform time-frequency representation for
both voiced and unvoiced segments. Even though PML was
found to have only similar or slightly worse quality than
STRAIGHT in a text-to-speech experiment, the uniformity, the
flexibility and the simplicity of the suggested PML synthesizer
is quite encouraging for future developments, in order to tackle
the current limitations of voice quality reconstruction.

Future works will focus on continuous masks for morph-
ing the deterministic content into noise. Because it relies on a

harmonic model, the used PDD feature, which is currently used
for building this mask, has also some limitations that should be
addressed, especially in creaky voice segments.
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Abstract
This paper introduces a general and flexible framework for
F0 and aperiodicity (additive non periodic component) analy-
sis, specifically intended for high-quality speech synthesis and
modification applications. The proposed framework consists of
three subsystems: instantaneous frequency estimator and initial
aperiodicity detector, F0 trajectory tracker, and F0 refinement
and aperiodicity extractor. A preliminary implementation of
the proposed framework substantially outperformed (by a fac-
tor of 10 in terms of RMS F0 estimation error) existing F0 ex-
tractors in tracking ability of temporally varying F0 trajecto-
ries. The front end aperiodicity detector consists of a complex-
valued wavelet analysis filter with a highly selective temporal
and spectral envelope. This front end aperiodicity detector uses
a new measure that quantifies the deviation from periodicity.
The measure is less sensitive to slow FM and AM and closely
correlates with the signal to noise ratio. The front end com-
bines instantaneous frequency information over a set of filter
outputs using the measure to yield an observation probability
map. The second stage generates the initial F0 trajectory using
this map and signal power information. The final stage uses the
deviation measure of each harmonic component and F0 adap-
tive time warping to refine the F0 estimate and aperiodicity es-
timation. The proposed framework is flexible to integrate other
sources of instantaneous frequency when they provide relevant
information.
Index Terms: fundamental frequency, speech analysis, speech
synthesis, instantaneous frequency

1. Introduction
This paper describes a new F0 tracker for rapidly changing F0
trajectories with aperiodicity, which represents additive non-
periodic components. In high-quality speech synthesis and
modification applications [1–3], surpassing 4.2 on the 5 point
MOS score, glitches in aperiodicity handling and the failure
to follow rapidly changing fundamental frequencies (F0) are
harmful to processed speech quality. Introducing a generative
model of F0 trajectory (for example [4]) to F0 estimation pro-
vides well behaved and parametric representation. However,
the estimated F0 trajectories are still not good enough for high-
quality speech synthesis. The actual excitation signal of speech,
glottal flow, contains several sources of fluctuations [5] and con-
sequently, the observed F0 trajectories are different from the
trajectories produced by those models. To attain highly natu-
ral synthetic speech it is important to retain these fine temporal
variation in F0 trajectories [6, 7]. Although many F0 extractors
have been proposed [8–12], in practice, parameter tuning and/or
manual error correction is often necessary. In addition, their
performance when extracting such fine temporal variations has
not been investigated explicitly. That is the goal of this paper.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
motivation and target for designing a new F0 observer, based on
a review on existing issues. It also defines aperiodicity, which is
relevant for speech analysis and synthesis. Section 2.2 presents
objective measures used in this paper. Based on these, section 3
introduces a general scalable architecture for F0 observer. It
consists of three subsystems: front end aperiodicity detectors,
the best trajectory finder, and F0 initial estimate and refinement
subsystem with aperiodicity extractor. Sub-sections 3.1 and 3.3
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Figure 1: Example of the difficulty of handling irregular voic-
ing. Upper plot shows speech waveform. Middle shows spec-
trogram using 25 ms Blackman window with 1 ms frame shift.
Lower plot shows F0 trajectories extracted using YIN and
SWIPE′. Around 0.25 s to 0.3 s, deviations caused discrep-
ancies and/or failure of the baseline F0 trajectory trackers.

introduce the front end and the refinement subsystems, respec-
tively. In section 4, these subsystems are evaluated using artifi-
cial test signals. Section 5 discusses remaining issues. Example
analysis results using actual speech samples and mathematical
details are given in appendices.

2. Background
Speech synthesis requires dependable F0 values whenever pro-
ducing voiced sounds. However, even for copy-synthesizing
from actual speech samples, where the targets are known, this
is not always easy, since voiced sounds are not purely periodic
and defining F0 values for such signals is not a trivial issue.

Figure 1 shows a beginning of a sentence from our speech
corpus. From 0.2 s to 0.52 s, the speech signal is voiced. How-
ever, due to irregularities in glottal vibrations, defining the F0
is difficult. The lower plot shows the F0 tracks by YIN [10]
and SWIPE′ [12] to illustrate the issues. It is difficult to eval-
uate the relevance of these tracking results. Yet these two state
of the art systems do not produce consistent results. The fact
that voicing without vocal fold contact is not rare [13, 14] pre-
vents using EGG (electroglottograph) for the source of ground
truth. Using the extracted trajectory and comparing the synthe-
sized speech and the original speech is a reasonable test but it is
very demanding on human resource and time to obtain reliable
results.

An alternative approach for evaluating F0 extractors is to
use an objectively defined artificial test signal. The ideal can-
didate is a speech signal, where the ground truth is available
and provides wide divergence and variability. Instead, this
article uses the excitation source signal defined by the L–F
(Liljencrants–Fant) model [15]. The L–F model represents the
time derivative of the glottal flow using a set of equations with
four parameters. However, directly digitizing the L–F model,
which is defined in the continuous time domain, introduces
spurious components due to aliasing. To alleviate this aliasing
problem this paper uses a closed-form representation of the anti-
aliased L–F model defined in the continuous time domain [16].
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Figure 2: Frequency modulated F0 tracking. Black thin line
on top shows waveform of the L–F (Liljencrants–Fant) model
[15, 16] output. The very thick blue line shows the true F0 tra-
jectory, which was used to generate the test signal. The refined
F0 trajectory by the proposed method (thick light green line)
almost overlays on the true trajectory.

Since the model is defined in the continuous time domain, it is
easy to generate a signal using a given F0 trajectory that will be
the ground truth used in this paper.1 [20–22]

Figure 2 shows an example of F0 tracking using a sinu-
soidally frequency modulated F0 trajectory as the test signal.
This test signal has a vibrato of 16 Hz, which is large compared
to the normal human voice, but demonstrates the problems due
to random, cycle-by-cycle variations in the F0. The tested F0
extractors are YIN [10], SWIPE′ [12], NDF [11], DIO [23] and
the proposed method, which is described in Section 3. The tra-
jectories obtained by YIN and SWIPE′ are strongly distorted
and attenuated, perhaps because the F0 is changing faster than
these models allow. When these distorted trajectories are used
to generate the excitation source for copy-synthesis, the out-
put is perceived differently. This is because the distortion adds
fast-changing modulation components that are not in the origi-
nal signal. The effects of these spurious components are made
worse because humans are far more sensitive to fast frequency
modulations than amplitude modulations [24, 25].

Voiced sounds are usually considered as periodic, and to
first approximation the glottal pulses do occur at regular inter-
vals. But due to prosodic needs the F0 of a voice is constantly
changing, sometimes a simple glide as in the rise of F0 in a
question, and sometimes in a regular fashion, as with vibrato.
And, sometimes F0 varies in a more complex patterns, such as
in tonal languages, where the F0 trajectory conveys linguistic
information. On top of these intended changes in F0, there are
modulations due to physiological aspects of voice production.
The stochastic nature of neural pulses which drive the muscles
of the vocal organ is a strong noise source and the critical con-
ditions that produce vocal fold oscillation introduce bi-stable or
chaotic vocal fold vibration, especially during voice onset and
offset. Age related change and physical body status also affects
the stability of vibration [5]. All these deviations from pure
periodicity play important roles in speech communication and
make speech a much richer media than text [26].

It is important to properly analyse and replicate these de-
viations from periodicity in high-quality speech synthesis and
modification applications. Accurately estimating aperiodicity
is still a very challenging problem. Tracking errors introduces
spurious components [27, 28] and they add to the original ran-
dom component. These are the reasons why F0 tracking dis-
tortions as shown in Fig. 2 are harmful for high-quality speech
synthesis. Two issues have to be properly solved : accurate es-
timate and tracking of changing F0 trajectory and accurate esti-

1In an open-source implementation [17, 18] of the anti-aliased L–F
model [16], the model parameters can be controlled each glottal cycle
independently to simulate the details of vocal fold behaviour [19]. It can
be combined with a time varying lattice filter to simulate the dynamic
speech production process, which modulates observed F0 through in-
teraction between harmonic component and the group delay associated
with resonances (formant trajectories). But these detailed simulations
are for further study.

mate of random components based on the accurate estimate of
F0 trajectory.

These issues motivate us to develop a framework that pro-
vides a calibrated procedure to describe the amount of aperiod-
icity and to track F0. The primary analysis target is high quality
speech corpus recorded in a quiet and acoustically controlled
environment using high-fidelity microphones. The aim here is
to provide accurate, certified metadata, in this case, F0 value
and an index that represents the accuracy of the estimated F0
as well as a measure that represents the amount of aperiodic-
ity. Processing speed is not the first priority of the framework
described here. Note that these metadata depend only on the
data in the analysis frame, because there is no reliable model
yet for the dynamic behaviour of F0 and aperiodic compo-
nent. Using models of dynamic F0 behaviour such as Fujisaki’s
model [29], or F0 continuity constraint, may introduce biases
due to model mismatch. Frame-based F0 with aperiodicity in-
formation, which the proposed system produces, will help to
establish certifiably accurate models of the statistical/dynamic
behaviour.

2.1. What is aperiodicity?
For speech synthesis applications, amplitude and F0 are con-
trollable parameters of the excitation source. However, only
replicating amplitude and F0 precisely to the original speech
yields poor quality synthetic sounds. An important attribute of
excitation is missing. This missing attribute is aperiodicity.2

In this paper, attributes that can be represented by amplitude
and F0 modulation are not included in the definition of aperiod-
icity. What is left after removing periodic component defines
“aperiodicity” in this paper. It turns out that our system’s F0
estimation error is well correlated with the system’s estimate of
aperiodicity, described below.

2.2. Measures for objective evaluation
F0 extractors have been evaluated based on error-rate related
measures; such as Gross Pitch Error (GPE), Voicing Detec-
tion Error (VDE) [30] and Pitch Tracking Error (PTE) [31].
Attaining high performance in these measures is a prerequi-
site for good F0 extractors. In this paper, we focus on F0
tracking fidelity, because the proposed method does not make
voiced/unvoiced decision. Instead, this F0 tracker outputs a
measure of aperiodicity, which closely correlates with the stan-
dard deviation of the relative F0 estimation error from the true
value. This aperiodicity detector also is an informative source
of the type of excitation. The voiced/unvoiced decision is left
to the application, which can use the output of the proposed
method to make this decision.

3. Architecture and subsystems
The proposed framework, YANGSAF (Yet ANother Glottal
Source Analysis Framework), computes the instantaneous F0
using three steps: estimate, track, and refine. The estimation
step calculates three features of the input signal over a number
of bandpass channels. The maximum from the estimate stage
is then tracked to produce a local estimate of the F0. Finally,
an optional refinement stage combines temporal and harmonic
information to produce a more accurate estimate of F0.

3.1. Estimation
The first stage of the YANGSAF algorithm analyses the signal
with a number of bandpass channels, and then estimates three
values for each channel as a function of time. These values are
1) the local instantaneous frequency, 2) a measure called ape-
riodicity that represents the amount of variability in the chan-
nel’s frequency estimate, and 3) a probabilistic estimate that the
channel contains a good representation of the F0. These sig-
nals are described in the subsections that follow and are used in
the tracking stage described by Section 4.2. Figure 3 shows a
diagram of the estimating detector in each channel.

The front end breaks the input into a number of spectral

2Effects of spectral envelope are also ignored. These details exceed
the scope of this paper.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of aperiodicity detector. Upper
part calculates instantaneous frequency using Flanagan’s equa-
tion (Appendix A). The lower part calculates aperiodicity mea-
sure as a relative residual level aks (Appendix B).

channels using a bank of bandpass filters, each centered at fc.3
The center frequencies cover the possible F0 range, with a fixed
separation on the logarithmic frequency axis. The current im-
plementation covers 400 Hz to 1000 Hz using 12 channels and
detectors in each octave.

The instantaneous frequency estimate needs both the
complex-valued signal and its derivative. These values are cal-
culated starting with bandpass filter h(τ, fc) and its derivative
hd(τ, fc) shown in Fig. 3 and described in Appendix A. Each
bandpass filter has linear phase, is a zero-delay FIR filter, has
a complex-valued response, and passes only the positive fre-
quency components.

Figure 4 shows an example of these three estimated signals
for a sequence of vowels.

3.1.1. Instantaneous Frequency
The instantaneous frequency of the signal contained within
each channel is calculated using Flanagsn’s approach, which is
based on the logarithm of a complex signal x(t) and its deriva-
tive. An AM/FM modulated signal is represented in polar form
x(t) = r(t)ejθ(t). The instantaneous (angular) frequency ωi(t)
is defined as the derivative of the phase component θ(t), namely
ωi(t) = dθ(t)

dt
. The instantaneous frequency can be derived by

starting with the logarithm of the component phase and using a
bit of algebra:

d log(x(t))

dt
=
d log

(
r(t)ejθ(t)

)

dt
=
d log(r(t))

dt
+j

dθ(t)

dt
(1)

ωi(t) =
<[x(t)]

d=[x(t)]

dt
−=[x(t)]

d<[x(t)]

dt
|x(t)|2 , (2)

where <[x] and =[x] represents the real and the imaginary part
of x, respectively. The derivation of this expression is contained
in Appendix A.

3.1.2. Aperiodicity
We also wish to calculate a measure of the aperiodicity of the
signal in each channel, which will be used as a measure of the
reliability of the instantaneous frequency measurement. For a
constant sinusoid, the aperiodicity is zero, and the aperiodicity
grows as the signal varies (wiggles) more within the bandpass
channel. The basic idea of the periodicity detector is to calculate
the amount of energy in the band-passed signal that is not the
primary sinusoid. The primary sinusoidal component will have
the largest energy, and when the complex signal is normalized
to have unit magnitude, refiltered, and then renormalized, the
primary sinusoid will still have unit magnitude. The other com-
ponents will be filtered with a non-unit gain, since the filter is
not an ideal brick-wall filter, and their amplitude will change.
Subtracting the original and the twice-filtered and normalized
response gives an estimate of the aperiodicity. Note this esti-
mate is done without explicitly identifying the primary sinusoid
and its frequency.

3The -3 dB points in frequency are 0.745fc and 1.255fc. The zero
points are located at 0 and 2fc. The -3 dB points in time are −0.456/fc
and 0.456fc. Support is (−2/fc, 2/fc).
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Figure 4: Example of the first stage detector outputs. The up-
per plot shows the instantaneous frequency map. The middle
plot shows the residual map. The bottom plot shows the prob-
ability map. The speech material is a Japanese vowel sequence
/aiueo/ spoken by a male. For reference purpose, the F0 trajec-
tory extracted in the third stage is overlaid using open circles. In
the probability map, the periodic vertical lines are synchronized
with vocal fold vibration. The upper right trace of periodicity
corresponds to the response of first formant of vowel /o/.

When a signal x whose fundamental frequency is equal
to fc is filtered, only the fundamental component, a complex-
valued, slowly time-varying signal, is passed (appears in y1)
and is normalized to become y′1. Then, by using the same filter,
filtering signal y′1 again, and normalizing the overall amplitude
using the absolute value of the complex valued-signal, the twice
filtered (and amplitude normalized) signal y′2 is obtained. Sub-
tracting this twice filtered and amplitude normalized signal y′2
from the amplitude normalized first filter output y′1 , yields a
residual signal r. Since the signal y′1 is normalized, the power
of the residual represents the relative level of the other compo-
nent(s).

The difference between y′1 and y′2 corresponds to spectral
components in the channel that are not the primary sinusoid.
Calculating the energy in this signal (ak), and smoothing it
gives aks which is this system’s measure of harmonic aperi-
odicity. Appendix B describes the relation between the SNR
of the original signal and the residual aperiodicity power using
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equations and examples.
Placing bandpass filters having the same shape on the loga-

rithmic frequency axis yields the detector to output higher aperi-
odicity value, when fc is located at harmonic frequencies other
than the fundamental. This is similar to the concept “funda-
mentalness,” which is explained in Fig. 11 of reference [32].
Appendix shows relation between filter shape examples and har-
monic components.

The instantaneous frequency calculation and the aperiodic-
ity calculation yield values at the audio sampling rate. These
audio sampling rate time series are down-sampled for later pro-
cessing. In this work the down-sampling is accomplished by
extracting the nearest time samples from each time series, pro-
viding two sequences of instantaneous frequency and aperiod-
icity measure values at the frame rate (i.e. 200 Hz).

3.1.3. Probability

The fundamental component in the original signal is dominant
in a number of output channels because there is little else for fil-
ters centered at frequencies lower than the second harmonic can
respond. Thus a number of channels will respond in the same
way to the fundamental component, as seen by the blueish blob
around 100Hz in the second panel of Figure 4. All channels
inside this blob have information about the fundamental com-
ponent, but with different reliabilities.

Given a number of (distinct) estimates of the true F0, all
from different channels, a probability map indicates which
channel will have the best estimate. To create this probabil-
ity map, all the instantaneous frequency and aperiodicity esti-
mates are converted into Gaussian probability masses centered
at various instantaneous frequency estimates. The output of the
channel’s aperiodicity estimate (aks, a measure of smoothed en-
ergy) is converted into a variance σ2

k by scaling. The scaling
coefficient was empirically determined by a set of simulations.
On a log-frequency scale ν, this gives a number of (indepen-
dent) estimates of the instantaneous frequency, each modelled
as a Gaussian mass centered at log(fk), and with a variance
of σ2

k. Summing all these yields a probability density function
pG(ν) represented as a Gaussian mixture. For each channel,
integrating this distribution provides an observation probability
Pr[k] that channel k should see the fundamental component in
its nominal pass band [fL(k), fH(k)] is

pG(ν) =
N∑

n=1

b̂n√
2πσ2

n

exp

(
− (log(fn)−ν)2

σ2
n

)
(3)

Pr[k] =

∫ log(fH [k])

log(fL[k])

pG(ν)dν (4)

fL[k] = fc[k]2−
1

2K , fH [k] = fc[k]2
1

2K , (5)

where K represents the number of filters per octave.
This integrates the instantaneous frequency probability dis-

tributions between the frequency limits of filter k to arrive at
an estimate of how reasonable it is for channel k to provide an
estimate of the F0. An example of this result is shown in the
bottom of Figure4.

3.2. Tracking
Given the three instantaneous maps (as a function of frame time
and spectral channel) computed in Section 3.1, an initial esti-
mate of the single best F0 at each frame is calculated by finding
the channel with the highest probability. This is done in four
steps: estimate the pitch range for this utterance, smooth the
probability map, find the highest probability F0, and then refine
the F0 estimate. The result is a smooth estimate of the true F0
based on the instantaneous frequency calculated in each chan-
nel.

First, the F0 search range is estimated by a weighted aver-
age of the instantaneous frequencies seen in the utterance. The
temporal weighting is calculated from the energy in the orig-
inal signal, after filtering it between 40-1000Hz, which is the
prospective pitch range. Then each frame of the instantaneous

frequency map is weighted and combined to form an overall in-
stantaneous frequency histogram. By weighting by the signal’s
amplitude at each point in time, the high-energy portion of the
utterance (vowels) are treated with more importance.

The median of this instantaneous frequency distribution
(marginal distribution) defines the center point of the F0 search
range. The tracker looks for peaks in the probability distribu-
tion within 1.2 octaves above this center point, and 1.3 octaves
below, a total of a 2.5 octave range.

Second, in order to better estimate the F0 at the start and
end of voicing the probability map computed in Section 3.1.3
is smoothed in time using a 45ms Hanning window with am-
plitude weighting. Smoothing is done before tracking so that
we extend the F0 estimates at the start and end of voiced seg-
ments. For example, at the onset of voicing, the probability at
F0 is not high, because the signal level is low and the SNR is
low. Smoothing using amplitude weighting increases the prob-
ability at F0, because at frames after the onset the level grows
and consequently the SNR become higher. In other words, the
probability distribution of the onset frames become more like
the probability distribution of later frames. This way smoothing
reduces tracking error at the beginning of voicing. The same
thing happens at the voice offset.

Thirdly, given the F0 range and the smoothed probability
map the best channel across time can be tracked. For a range
of channels that are within the 2.5 octave range defined for the
entire utterance, and 0.7 octaves of the last frames best channel,
the channel with the highest smoothed probability is chosen.

Finally, this channel selection is further refined by returning
to the original probability map computed in Section 3.1.3 and
choosing the channel with the highest probability closest to that
bin chosen from the smoothed estimate. The following provides
the initial F0 estimate fOI .

fOI =
∑

m∈V[k]
bmfm (6)

V[k] = {m | 0.5 fc[k] < fc[m] < 1.25 fc[k] } , (7)

where the best weights bm are calculated from σ2
m in V[k].

3.3. Refinement of the initial estimate
The third stage further improves this F0 estimate by adding two
refinements. First, and most importantly, the higher harmonics
of an F0 estimate can refine the estimate. Secondly, adaptive
time warping of the original signal, combined with further re-
finement using higher harmonics of the warped signal, reduces
the amount of F0 trajectory deviation for better analyses.

The first procedure uses harmonic frequencies and their
variance. Each harmonic component, from first to m-th, has
corresponding aperiodicity detector. Each bandpass filter of the
detector has the same shape on the linear frequency axis and
does not cover neighbouring harmonic components. Each de-
tector yields instantaneous frequency fk and its aperiodicity
ak, where k represents the harmonic number. These values
are converted to F0 estimate fk/k and its variance σ2

k. The
weighted average

∑m
k=1 bkfk/k provides the refined F0 esti-

mate. Variance values {σ2
k}mk=1 are used to calculate the best

mixing weights {bk}mk=1 (Appendix D).
However, this refinement does not properly make use of

higher harmonic information when the F0 trajectory is rapidly
changing. This is because a rapid movement of higher frequen-
cies generates strong side-band components and they smear the
analysed harmonic structure [27, 28, 33].

Thus, the second procedure uses F0 adaptive time axis
warping to alleviate this problem. Stretching the time axis, pro-
portional to an instantaneous F0 value makes the observed F0
value constant [27, 28, 33] and keeps the harmonic structure in-
tact. Then, placing aperiodicity detectors on harmonic frequen-
cies, from first to m-th, the weighted average of F0 information
yields the F0 estimate on the warped time axis. Converting this
estimate value to the value on the original time axis provides the
further improved F0 estimate.

These two procedures are applied serially as well as recur-
sively. Let Hm represent the operation of harmonic based re-
finement using the first throughm-th harmonic components and
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Tm represent the operation of F0 adaptive time warping-based
refinement using the first through m-th harmonic components.
LetPX [x; Θ] represent the function of initial estimate F0 where
x represents the input signal and Θ represents a set of the asso-
ciated design parameters for analysis. The following equations
describes the configurations of the two trackers tested:

H10 ◦ H3 ◦ PX [x; Θ] (8)
T10 ◦ T10 ◦ H3 ◦ PX [x; Θ], (9)

where T ◦H represents the composite function of the functions
T andH.

Finally, by placing aperiodicity detectors on all harmonic
frequencies in the warped time axis, estimated SNR around each
harmonic component provides the excitation source information
for speech synthesis. Because any F0 trajectories on this warped
time axis are constant in time, aperiodicity values which detec-
tors output are consistent with the aperiodicity definition of this
paper.

4. Evaluation using test signals
This paper uses two measures of performance. Most impor-
tantly, the standard deviation of the relative error tells us the
total distortion of the estimated F0 trajectory from the ground
truth. The second performance measure is the frequency-
modulation amplitude transfer function (FMTF), which ex-
presses how well a F0 tracker follows fast F0 modulations. The
test signal uses sinusoidal modulation on the logarithmic fre-
quency axis, since F0 dynamics is better described on the log-
arithmic frequency axis [29]. Consequently, both FMTF and
distortion evaluation measures use logarithmic frequency to cal-
culate their value.

The proposed algorithms are implemented using MATLAB
and tested using synthetic signals. Only representative results
are described below. In the following tests, the test signals were
generated using the aliasing-free L–F model [16].4 The sam-
pling frequency fs was 22050 Hz and the “modal” voice quality
parameters [34] for the L–F model were used in the following
examples.

We test this new F0 tracker in two different ways: additive
noise and FM modulation.

4.1. Additive noise
Firstly, the quality of the F0 estimate in the face of additive
white noise was tested using the configuration given by Eq. 8
(H10 ◦ H3). The F0 extractor for the initial estimate (Sec-
tion 3.2) (PX [x; Θ]) was tested to clarify the effects of refine-
ment (Section 3.3). Four popular F0 extractors were also eval-
uated for reference; YIN [10], SWIPE′ [12], NDF [11] and
DIO [23, 35]. They were tested using their default or recom-
mended settings. A constant F0 trajectory was used in this test.

Figure 5 shows the results for a 120 Hz F0. The vertical axis
represents the relative RMS error. When the SNR is larger than
5 dB, YIN yielded the best results. But, YIN’s performance is
obtained at the cost of poor temporal resolution, which will be
shown in the following test. DIO was designed for high-quality
recordings and is not tolerant to noise. While SWIPE′ showed
good performance from 0 to 20 dB SNR, performance saturated
there after. The harmonic refinement procedure reduced the er-
ror in the initial estimate by a factor of 8, even in high noise,
because the standard deviation of error in n-th harmonic com-
ponent is 1/n as described in previous paragraph. In total, this
is the second best result.

4.2. Frequency modulation of F0
Measuring the ability of a F0 tracker to follow F0 modulation is
a more relevant test for speech sounds with rapid changes. The
instantaneous frequency of the aliasing-free L–F model output
was controlled at audio sampling rate (22050 Hz) resolution.

4The original L-F model [15] is anti-aliased using a closed form rep-
resentation. The MATLAB implementation of this function and GUI-
based interactive application for speech science education are open
source [17, 18]. Spurious levels around the fundamental component of
the model’s output are lower than -120 dB.
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Figure 5: RMS error of F0 estimation vs. additive noise SNR
for a temporally constant F0. The initial estimate (triangle) er-
ror deviations were reduced by a factor of 8 (circle) by using
harmonic refinement.
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The average F0 was 120 Hz with 100 musical cent peak-to-peak
modulation depth roughly to 6% frequency modulation peak-to-
peak in frequency.5 In the two tests described in this section, a
bit of white noise (SNR 100 dB) was added.

Figure 6 shows the frequency modulation transfer function
for the four F0 trackers that serve as a benchmark and two vari-
ations of the F0 tracker described in this paper. For very low
vibrato frequency (low modulation frequency) all F0 trackers
work well at high SNR. At higher modulation frequencies all
F0 trackers except for T10 ◦ T10 ◦ H3 fail to follow the full
modulation, which shows up as a reduced gain when consid-
ering the output vs input modulation deviation. For higher F0
signals, the 3 dB point increased proportionally to the F0 value,
except YIN.

Figure 7 shows the RMS error of the F0 trajectories as a
function of the modulation frequency. The dashed line and dash
dot line show the RMS error of the best approximation to the
true F0 using piece-wise linear function with segment lengths
1 ms and 5 ms respectively.

SWIPE′ and YIN yielded large RMS error, corresponding
to the strong distortion shown in Fig. 2. The refinement per-
formance without time warping is comparable to NDF. DIO
showed the best performance among popular methods. The re-
fined F0 trajectory using F0 adaptive time warping reduces the
RMS error by a factor of 10 or more over the range from 2 Hz
to 16 Hz modulation. For higher F0 values, RMS errors of other
methods decrease inversely proportionally to the F0 value.

The F0 adaptive time warping also reduced spurious com-
ponent due to FM substantially. For example, for a test sig-
nal with 16 Hz frequency modulation and 100 musical cent p-p
depth, the refined F0 by the analysis configuration T10◦T10◦H3

5Tested F0 were 120, 240, 480 and 800 Hz. For F0 extractors,
120 Hz is the worst condition in terms of tracking.
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Figure 7: RMS error of F0 trajectory tracking. The RMS error
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gle) is reduced by a factor of 10 or more by introducing F0
adaptive time warping (circle).

reduced spurious residual levels lower than−40 dB. This is per-
ceptually negligible.

5. Discussion
The goal of this paper is to estimate F0 trajectories, which con-
sist of rapidly changing components, accurately for high-quality
speech synthesis. The proposed set of procedures provide a
prospective framework. However, the following aspects of F0
estimation were not exploited here. Investigations of the follow-
ing issues could be important for improving synthesis quality
further.

Plosive sounds such as /k/, /t/ sometimes sound like frica-
tive by smearing temporal sharpness due to the smoothing ef-
fect of time windowing. This is a common degradation found
in STRAIGHT.

Some speakers and languages frequently use “creaky
voice.” Representing these sounds using periodic signal plus
noise results in poor reproduction. Relevant analysis and repre-
sentations have to be investigated.

Temporal variation of F0 consists of effects caused by in-
teractions between harmonic components and group delay in
vocal tract transfer function. It is desirable to compensate this
effect for speech synthesis applications, because this effect can
be accumulated in each analysis and synthesis cycle.

In addition, it is interesting to consider a unique F0 tracker
based on Harmonic-Locked Loop tracking [36] as an alterna-
tive F0 refinement procedure for the third stage of the proposed
framework.

6. Conclusions
This paper introduced a framework for intantaneous estimates
F0 and aperiodicity. It is able to improve the ability of F0 ex-
tractors to temporally follow varying F0 trajectories by a factor
of 10. It may serve as an useful infrastructure for speech re-
search and applications.
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A. Note on the Flanagan’s equation
Flanagan uses the time derivative of the logarithm of a complex
signal x(t) to estimate the instantaneous frequency. By intro-
ducing a logarithmic function, the phase component is linearly

separable from amplitude.

log(x(t))=log(r(t) exp(jθ(t))) = log(r(t)) + jθ(t) (10)
=[log(x(t))] = θ(t). (11)

To make derivation simpler, as far as no ambiguity is intro-
duced, time dependency representation by (t) is omitted after-
wards.

ωi =
dθ

dt
= =

[
d log(x)

dt

]
= =

[
1

x

dx

dt

]

= =
[
da
dt

+ j db
dt

a+ jb

]
where x = a+ jb

= =
[(

da
dt

+ j db
dt

)
(a− jb)

(a+ jb)(a− jb)

]

= =
[
a
(
da
dt

+ j db
dt

)
− jb

(
da
dt

+ j db
dt

)

a2 + b2

]

= =
[
a da
dt

+ ja db
dt
− jb da

dt
− b db

dt

a2 + b2

]

=
a
db

dt
− bda

dt
a2 + b2

=
<[x]

d=[x]

dt
−=[x]

d<[x]

dt
|x|2 . (12)

Which is the Flanagan’s equation.
The complex-valued signal x in Eq. 12 is a filtered output

of h(t). It is a function of the center frequency fc and time.
Let explicitly represent x using X(ωc, t) and its time derivative
using Xd(ωc, t). Then the following holds.

X(t, ωc) =

∫ ∞

−∞
h(λ)x(t− λ)dλ

= −
∫ ∞

−∞
w(τ − t) exp (jωc(τ − t))x(τ)dτ (13)

Xd(t, ωc) =
dX(t, ωc)

dt

= − d

dt

(∫ ∞

−∞
w(τ − t) exp (jωc(τ − t))x(τ)dτ

)

= −
∫ ∞

−∞

(
−d w(τ − t)

dt
− jωcw(τ − t)

)
·

exp (jωc(τ − t))x(τ)dτ

=

∫ ∞

−∞
hd(λ)x(t− λ)dλ, (14)

where
wd(t) =

dw(t)

dt
+ jωcw(t) (15)

hd(t) = wd(t) exp(jωct). (16)

Substituting these two time windows w(t) and wd(t) into
Eq. 12 removes time derivatives:

ωi(t, ωc) =
<[X(t, ωc)]=[Xd(t, ωc)]−=[X(t, ωc)]<[Xd(t, ωc)]

|X(t, ωc)|2
,

(17)

Note that the TKEO (Teager Kaiser Energy Operator [37])
is not relevant for estimating rapidly changing F0 trajectories,
since it uses an approximation, which requires slowly chang-
ing AM and FM. Using Flanagan’s equation is relevant, since it
does not rely on this approximation.
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Figure 8: principles of operation. Left plot shows filter shape
and the dominant signal at 1.14fc. Filter gains are adjusted to
make output levels are 0 dB. Subtracting the second filter gain
from the first one yields the equivalent filter for other compo-
nents. Right plot shows the output residual level as a function
of the location of the dominant signal and the noise level.

B. Residual calculation in each detector
This section shows how the aperiodicity detector in Fig. 3
works. The input to this detector is x(t). Let h(t, fc) repre-
sent the complex valued impulse response of each band pass
filter centered around fc.

ak(t, fc) = |r(t, fc)|2 (18)

r(t, fc) = y′1(t, fc)− y′2(t, fc) (19)

y′2(t, fc) =
y2(t, fc)

|y2(t, fc)|
(20)

y2(t, fc) =

∫ 2/fc

−2/fc

h(τ, fc)y
′
1(t− τ)dτ (21)

y′1(t, fc) =
y1(t, fc)

|y1(t, fc)|
(22)

y1(t, fc) =

∫ 2/fc

−2/fc

h(τ, fc)x(t− τ)dτ, (23)

where the integration interval (−2/fc, 2/fc) is for the Nut-
tall window (Eq. 25). For Hann window the interval is
(−1/fc, 1/fc) and for Blackman window the interval is
(−1.5/fc, 1.5/fc). Band pass filters having these impulse re-
sponse lengths have first spectral zeros at 0 and 2fc.

Smoothing the relative residual level ak(t, fc) yields the
aperiodicity parameter aks(t, fc).

aks(t, fc) =

∫ 2/fc

−2/fc

|h(τ, fc)|ak(t− τ, fc)dτ. (24)

B.1. Operation and implementation of the procedure

Figure 8 illustrates the process use to calculate the aperiodicity
component. The impulse response of the filter h(t, fc) is

w(t) =
3∑

k=0

ak cos(2πkfct) |t| < 2

fc
(25)

h(t, fc) = w(t) exp(2πjfct), (26)

where j =
√
−1 and the coefficients {ak}3k=0 are (0.338946,

0.481973, 0.161054, 0.018027). This is the 11-th item in Table
II of Nuttall’s work [38].6

The detector is designed to cancel the primary periodic
component in the input signal by adjusting the filter gain at the

6In terms of time-frequency product, when both is bounded, plorate
spheroidal wave function is theoretically the best [39, 40]. However,
due to large spectral dynamic range of actual speech signals, cosine
series windows, which have very low side lobe level and steep side lobe
decay [38] yielded better performance.
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Figure 9: Detector allocation of the front end (left plot) and the
refinement stage (right plot).

frequency of the primary component. This is done by normal-
izing the output by its RMS level. In a high SNR case, to-
tal RMS level of the filtered signals are approximately equal
to the RMS level of the periodic component. The RMS level
of the lower level components are affected by this suppression
process. Since the equivalent filter gain from this suppression
process is the difference of two filters, it yields the filter shape
shown in the red curve of left plot of Fig. 8. The right plot of
Fig. 8 shows the output aperiodicity parameter ak as a function
of the location of the primary component and the level of the
lower level components.

C. Detector allocation
Figure 9 shows detector filter shapes of front end and the third
stage. In the front end, the filter width is proportional to the
center frequency. In the refinement stage, the filter width is
constant. The filters in the refinement stage are designed using
the estimated F0.

D. Mixing F0 information
The band of estimators in the front end independently estimate
instantaneous frequency and an estimate of the quality of this
estimate in the form of an aperiodicity measure. We need to
consolidate these estimates to get a single estimate of F0 and
we do this with a weighted average.

Assume a set of random variables Xk, k = 1, . . . , N hav-
ing zero mean (E[Xk] = 0) and variances σ2

k (Var[Xk] = σ2
k).

We wish to generate a new estimate from all the noisy estimates
by weighting the individual estimates to arrive at an answer with
the minimum estimated variance. Thus, assume the following
cost function.

L = Var

[
N∑

k=1

bkXk

]
, (27)

where bk represents the mixing coefficient. When mixing F0
estimates derived from different sources, the sum of weights
has to satisfy the condition (

∑N
k=1 bk = 1).

The optimum coefficients b̂k for k = 1, . . . , N − 1 are
derived by solving the following set of equations.

σ2
N = bkσ

2
k + σ2

N

N−1∑

n=1

bn for (k = 1, . . . , N − 1). (28)

The final coefficient b̂N is given by

b̂N = 1−
N−1∑

k=1

b̂k. (29)

Other source of F0 information can be used to improve this
estimate further, if the variance of the estimate is available.
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Abstract 

Speech sinusoidal modeling has been successfully applied to a 

broad range of speech analysis, synthesis and modification tasks. 

However, developing a high fidelity full band sinusoidal model 

that preserves its high quality on speech transformation still 

remains an open research problem. Such a system can be 

extremely useful for high quality speech synthesis. In this paper 

we present an enhanced harmonic model representation for 

voiced/mixed  wide band speech that is capable of high quality 

speech reconstruction and transformation in the parametric 

domain. Two key elements of the proposed model are a proper 

phase alignment and a decomposition of a speech frame to 

"deterministic" and dense "stochastic" harmonic model 

representations that can be separately manipulated. The coupling 

of stochastic harmonic representation with the deterministic one 

is performed by means of intra-frame periodic energy envelope, 

estimated at analysis time and preserved during 

original/transformed speech reconstruction. In addition, we 

present a compact representation of the stochastic harmonic 

component, so that the proposed model has less parameters than 

the regular full band harmonic model, with better Signal to 

Reconstruction Error performance. On top of that, the improved 

phase alignment of the proposed model provides better phase 

coherency in transformed speech, resulting in better quality of 

speech transformations. We demonstrate the subjective and 

objective performance of the new model on speech 

reconstruction and pitch modification tasks. Performance of the 

proposed model within unit selection TTS is also presented.  

Index Terms: Speech analysis, Speech synthesis, Sinusoidal 

modeling, Speech Transformation, TTS 

1. Introduction 

Speech sinusoidal modeling  [1] has been long in the core of 

many speech generation models, used in a wide range of 

applications, such as speech coding  [1], speech transformation 

[2] and speech synthesis  [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. It has been successfully 

applied both in unit-selection  [3] [4] and model-based TTS 

 [5] [6] [7].  

Stationary Sinusoidal Modeling,  representing a signal as a finite 

sum of sine waves, is widely used to describe a voiced speech, 

due to its simplicity and accuracy  [1] [2] [8]. Stationary unvoiced 

signals can also be reliably represented by this model, assuming 

dense enough sampling of the spectrum  [1]. The sinusoidal 

models, having a precise harmonic frequency structure  [2] [8], 

are called Harmonic Models (HMs). They are more simple than 

general sinusoidal models, as no frequency information besides 

the pitch is required for the reconstruction.  

HMs are capable of high quality speech reconstruction  [2] [8] 

and transformation  [2] [8] [9]. However, the clear drawback of 

the HMs is their lack of explicit noise modeling despite the large 

amount of parameters that implicitly represent the noise (e.g. 

harmonic phases at the high band). Although for most of the 

voices this drawback only slightly influences the reconstruction, 

in speech transformation it becomes more apparent. Indeed, as 

the HM represents stochastic and deterministic components 

jointly, the quality of noise component depends on the density of 

harmonics, i.e. on the pitch value. At a higher pitch frequency 

the HM  often produces buzzy mixed sounds (e.g. fricatives) and 

requires ad hoc model corrections for buzziness prevention. 

 [2] [9]. Various speech models exist, that extend the sinusoidal 

modeling with explicit stochastic modeling above certain 

maximal voicing frequency  [2] [10]. Usually a maximal voicing 

frequency is determined per speech frame to add an ad hoc 

stochastic component in the high band  [2] [10]. However, this 

component is not designed to minimize the model error, so it 

might occasionally introduce audible artifacts during the signal 

reconstruction. To improve the quality of reconstructed speech, 

the stochastic component should be coupled with the harmonic 

speech component. In  [10] it was proposed to express the 

harmonic coupling between the deterministic and the stochastic 

part of a signal by a fixed periodic magnitude envelope that 

modulates the stochastic signal in time. Periodically Modulated 

Harmonic Model of Stochastic Component (PMHM-SC) 

proposed in the current work exploits the approaches of two-

band decomposition  [2] [10] and periodic modulation of 

stochastic component  [10] while minimizing the reconstruction 

error. Another aspect of Harmonic Modeling addressed in this  

work is a harmonic phase alignment for high quality speech 

transformation. We propose an improved phase alignment 

scheme of HM and demonstrate how it improves the pitch 

modification quality.  

Generally, the proposed system is designed for high quality 

wideband speech reconstruction and modification and is 

especially suited for unit selection speech synthesis. 

The paper is structured as follows. First, we present a Harmonic 

Model overview and explore how pitch detection precision 

influences the model reconstruction error. Then, we present 

PMHM-SC and explore its reconstruction error. Further, we 

present improved Harmonic Model phase alignment. Finally, the 

subjective evaluation results of the proposed model are 

presented, compared to state of the art systems.  

2. Harmonic Model 

The Harmonic Model (HM)  [2] [8] approximates a quasi-

stationary windowed portion of voiced speech ��(�) as a finite 

sum of harmonic sine waves: 
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��(�) ≈ �(�) 	 ℜ����������
�� = �(�) 	 � cos���� +  ��

��� ≡ ���"� , −% ≤ � ≤ %, � = �' + �, (1) 

where �(�) is a symmetric analysis window of 2% + 1 samples, �' is the i-th analysis window center (further referred to as the i-

th analysis frame instant), +�, and + , are harmonic 

amplitudes and phases, respectively, and �� is selected in the 

vicinity of ��k (i.e., the k-th multiple of the angular pitch 

frequency ��), so that the speech frame can be reconstructed, 

assuming the fine harmonic structure (i.e. � = ��-) at 

synthesis. The number of harmonics roughly equals to a half-

pitch period (i.e., . = /0 ��⁄ 2) for the full band modeling. A 

recommended analysis window for robust parameter estimation 

should be of at least 2.5 pitch periods length  [1]. The 

consecutive analysis frame instants can be selected either pitch 

synchronously  [8] or preserve a constant frame update rate  [2]. 

Assuming that the harmonic frequencies are determined, the 

complex harmonic parameters +�, can be found by Least 

Squares solution of (1)  [2] [10].  

The model formulation (1) is sensitive to the pitch frequency 

estimation precision  [2] [8]. To that end, in  [2] a high-resolution 

frequency-domain pitch detector  [11] is deployed, and �� is 

selected to be the highest local maximum found on the short 

time amplitude spectrum in a close vicinity of ��-. This 

technique is hereafter referred to as quasi-harmonic peak 

picking.  Alternatively, in  [8] a pitch frequency �� is pre-

adjusted by Adaptive Iterative Refinement (AIR) to fit best to 

the harmonic model (1) with �� = ��-. The speech 

reconstruction from the harmonic model (1) can be performed  

either by harmonic synthesis  [8] or by more computationally 

efficient overlap-add (OLA) operation  [2]. In the current work 

we use a constant frame OLA reconstruction, similar to [2].  In 

Table 1 objective metrics of the model fit of the harmonic model 

(1) with the quasi-harmonic peak picking  [2] are presented, The 

pitch was estimated by the algorithm presented in  [11], with or 

without pitch refinement (AIR  [8]). We evaluated average 

Signal to Reconstruction Error Ratio (SRER) in dB for narrow 

band (NB) voiced speech (up to 4kHz) and for high band (HB) 

voiced speech component (from 4kHz to 11kHz) for 

reconstructed utterances of US English male and female voices. 

200Hz constant frame rate analysis and OLA synthesis were 

performed. The model fit metrics are evaluated in voiced speech 

areas at 200Hz frame rate and then averaged per sentence and 

per voice. 20 sentences per voice where used. One can notice 

that the pitch adjustment (AIR  [8]) slightly but steadily improves 

the model fit. It is seen, though, that the high band SRER is very 

low, especially for the female voice. This is due to the lack of 

explicit noise modeling. 

Table 1. Model fit of the Harmonic Model  

Score HM,   

Male 

AIR+HM, 

Male 

HM,  

Female 

AIR+HM, 

Female 

SRER-NB 19.776 19.950 19.049 19.622 

SRER-HB 1.197 1.313 0.312 0.495 

3. Stochastic Component Modeling    

Our goal is to develop an explicit noise modeling based on the 

Harmonic Model that on the one hand provides a high fidelity 

speech reconstruction and on the other hand is suited for speech 

transformation, e.g. pitch, duration or spectral modification. The 

former requirement imposes high model fit to the original 

waveform with dense enough frequency coverage for proper 

representation of stochastic component, while the latter demands 

some sort of stochastic/deterministic separation to prevent 

buzziness on speech transformations. The concept of two-band 

separation of deterministic and stochastic speech components  [2] 

 [10]  serves as a basis of the proposed Periodically Modulated 

Harmonic Model of the Stochastic Component (PMHM-SC), 

presented below. It is known that the dual-band separation 

 [2] [10] is just a rough approximation for natural speech signals 

because the harmonic and non-harmonic components often 

interleave each other on the frequency axis  [2] [10]. That is why 

in PMHM-SC we just set a rough constant dual band frequency 

threshold (e.g. 4kHz), while providing mechanisms for excess 

stochastic component modeling at lower band and excess 

harmonic modeling at higher band, as described below. 

 

 
The block-scheme of the proposed technique for stochastic 

component modeling is presented on Figure 1. In this method we 

first reconstruct speech from lower band  components of the HM 

 [2] (e.g. below 4kHz) and subtract it from the original speech to 

get the HM residual for the subsequent stochastic component 

modeling. However, one should be aware of sensitivity of the 

estimation of the stochastic component based on the direct HM 

residual as it usually contains undesirable deterministic 

harmonic components  [10]. To get rid of these undesirable 

deterministic components prior to stochastic modeling it was 

previously proposed to estimate and subtract more precise 

dynamic harmonic models  [10]. Alternatively, in our method we 

attain similar results by repeatedly applying the HM with the 

quasi-harmonic peak picking  [2] to the low band part of the 

residual. We refer this process to as de-harmonization ("de-

harmonize" block in Figure 1). After the de-harmonization, the 

Periodically Modulated Harmonic Model of Stochastic 

Component (PMHM-SC) is performed on the full band residual 

at a dense frequency grid 3� = �45 6 . For an analysis window 

of 2.5 pitch periods, we set the density factor 7 = 2.  

The full band residual that passed the low-band de-

harmonization might contain some harmonic content in the high 

band, i.e. it is coupled to some extent with the harmonic part and 

should be modified coherently with it. This is why we use 

integer density factor D so that the "stochastic" harmonic 

Figure 1. Block-scheme for PMHM-SC. 

��(�) PCM→HM RCC LSP 

HM→PCM  
4kHz 

LP - 

+ 

de-

harmonize 

PMHM-

SC 
Coding 
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structure corresponds to integer dividers of the pitch frequency. 

It enables coherent phase shift of the deterministic and the 

stochastic components of the speech signal during speech 

modification. 

Similar to  [10], we express the coupling between the 

deterministic and stochastic parts by a periodic magnitude 

envelope that modulates the stochastic signal in time. However, 

in contrast to  [10], where the fixed  modulation envelope is 

applied, we estimate the periodic envelope frame by frame, as a 

part of PMHM-SC to minimize the model reconstruction error.  

PMHM can be seen as a particular case of the frequency-domain 

Magnitude Envelope Harmonic Model (MEHM)  [12]. It is used 

to approximate a full-band  stochastic component of a speech 

frame as a sum of densely spaced "stochastic" harmonics, where 

the high band harmonics (e.g. above 4kHz) are modulated in 

time by a periodic magnitude envelope 89:(�). To this end a 

normalized intra-frame magnitude envelope 8(�) is evaluated 

 [12] [13] from the 4 kHz high-pass filtered signal. Then,  the 

periodicity of ;< = /2 0 ��⁄ 2 is imposed on 8(�) to obtain 89:(�): 

89:(�) = ∑ 8(� + >;0)�(� + >;0)> ∑ �(� + >;0)> , (2) 

where �(�) denotes a windowing function (e.g. Hanning). We 

revealed experimentally that the periodic envelope can be 

essentially downsampled (e.g. 16 samples per period).  

Given 89:(�), the frequency transform of the windowed full-

band residual, @�(�) , can be approximated by the frequency 

domain MEHM  [12]: @�(�)
≈ 	 Aℜ(@) B(� − �) + B(� + �)2

C

�4+ Dℑ(@) B(� − �) − B(� + �)2 F
+ 	 Aℜ(@) B94 (� − �) + B94(� + �)2

�5
�CGH+ Dℑ(@) B94(� − �) − B94(� + �)2 F , 

(3) 

where B(�) = DFTL(�(�)) is the analysis window transform, B94 (�) = DFTL M�(�)89:(�)N is the windowed periodic 

envelope transform, � = �45 , and @ are unknown stochastic 

complex harmonic parameters. Generalizing the Least Squares 

solution of frequency domain MEHM  [12], the unknown 

complex harmonic parameters O ≡ +@,  can be obtained by 

solving the following sparse matrix equation: 

Pℜ�QRSQR� −ℑ�QRSQT�ℑ�QTSQR� ℜ�QTSQT� U Vℜ(O)ℑ(O)W = Pℜ�QRSXY�ℑ�QTSXY�U, (4) 

where QR and DQT are matrices composed of column vectors YR(>, -) and DYT(>, -), respectively, defined in (5): 

Z[[
\
[[] YR(>, -) = ^ H_B M_`ab c��N + H_B M_`ab G��N , - ≤ -�H_B94 M_`ab c��N + H_B94 M_`ab G��N , - > -�

e
DYT(>, -) = ^ �_B M_`ab c��N − �_B M_`ab G��N , - ≤ -��_B94 M_`ab c��N − �_B94 M_`ab G��N , - > -�

e
e (5) 

In such manner we explicitly model a high band harmonic 

coupling of the stochastic speech frame component, using the 

periodic energy envelope 89:(�).  

By construction, the PMHM of the residual, O, is free of the 

deterministic harmonic components. We approximate its spectral 

envelope by the full band HM amplitude spectral envelope, 

modeled by Regularized Cepstral Coefficients (RCC)  [14] 

multiplied by an all-pole noise-shaping filter, represented by 

Line Spectral Pairs (LSP)  [15]. Then, a whitened PMHM of the 

residual, f = +g,, can be obtained from (6) : @ = hijj(�)h�kl(�)g , (6) 

where hijj(�) is the RCC spectral amplitude envelope (e.g. 

order=33)  and h�kl(�) is the LSP spectral amplitude envelope 

(e.g. order=10), sampled at 3� = �45 6. To complete the closed 

loop high fidelity modeling, while significantly reducing the 

number of parameters, the whitened PMHM of the residual, f, 

can be approximated by a linear combination of pseudo-random 

spectral codewords. The operation is performed in perceptual 

spectral domain, utilizing the well known coded excitation 

concept of Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP)  [15]. In our 

experiments, we used the linear combination of just eight 

codewords of 256-sized pseudo-random codebooks to represent 

the whitened PMHM of the residual, f, which usually has  

dimension of  several hundreds. Average high band SRER 

improvements (for 20 male and 20 female US English 

sentences) owing to the high band periodic modulation are 

presented in Table 2. In the table the dense PMHM ("PMHM-

SC") is compared to the dense HM ("HM-SC") of the de-

harmonized stochastic component, with and without the last 

stochastic coding stage (see Figure 1), denoted by "coded" and 

"uncoded", respectively. 

Table 2. High band SRER of stochastic component 

modeling, with and without high band periodic 

modulation. 

SRER-HB 

[dB] 

HM-SC, 

uncoded 

PMHM-SC, 

uncoded 

HM-SC,  

coded 

PMHM-SC, 

coded 

Male 13.502 15.103 3.653 3.854 

Female 21.253 24.177 3.063 3.548 

The complete voiced speech modeling system, presented in this 

paper, combines the described PMHM-SC with the regular HM 

 [2] [8] at the narrow band (e.g. below 4kHz) for the deterministic 

component representation. We will further refer to the complete 

system briefly as PMHM-SC. In Table 3 objective metrics of the 

model fit of the proposed system are presented,  where the coded 

and the uncoded models are evaluated, with and without the last 

stochastic coding stage (see Figure 1), respectively. The 

described model (PMHM-SC) is compared to the full band 
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Harmonic Model  [2] [8], both are evaluated at 200Hz constant 

frame rate. The pitch after AIR  [8] is used in the evaluation. We 

evaluated average Signal to Reconstruction Error Ratio (SRER) 

in dB, for NB voiced speech (up to 4kHz) and for HB voiced 

speech component (from 4kHz to 11kHz) for two male and two 

female English voices. The measures are taken in voiced speech 

areas at constant frame rate of 200Hz and then averaged per 

sentence and per voice. Twenty sentences per voice were used. 

One can notice significant improvement in HB model fit both for 

the uncoded and the coded stochastic component. The subjective 

MOS evaluation of the coded PMHM-SC will be provided in 

Section 5.  

Table 3. SRER of PMHM-SC (complete model)  

 Full HM Uncoded 

PMHM-SC 

Coded 

PMHM-SC 

SRER[dB] NB HB NB HB NB HB 

Female1 19.622 0.495 20.567 24.177 19.534 3.548 

Female2 20.936 0.850 21.297 20.543 20.861 4.274 

Male1 19.950 1.313 19.734 15.103 19.856 3.854 

Male2 21.806 2.054 20.902 15.166 21.704 4.659 

4. Harmonic Model Alignment 

The HM phases are sensitive to analysis frame instants. Indeed, 

a HM estimate m ≡ n� ≡ ���"�o reflects a spectrum of a 

representative pitch cycle within the analysis window, having its 

time axis zero at the analysis frame instant. Shifting the analysis 

window along the time axis by p samples results roughly in a 

cyclic shift of the representative pitch period waveform that is 

equivalent to an addition of the linear term to the harmonic 

model phases:  q =   + ��-p (7)  

That is why one should take care of phase coherency of 

consecutive analysis frames and try to reduce the influence of 

the linear term in (7) prior to applying any voice transformation, 

involving phase interpolation (e.g. pitch modification or spectral 

warping). In an approach, taken in  [9], the analysis frame 

instants are spaced by a single instant pitch period and the HM 

phases are aligned to the time instant where the first harmonic 

phase is zero, i.e.  q =   −  �-. It was empirically shown that 

this approach provides a decent quality of pitch modification  [9]. 

In our work we took a different approach, trying to search for 

optimized phase alignment to reduce the linear phase term and 

ensure the phase coherency for any analysis frame  instants (e.g. 

constant frame rate).  Basically, this is an approach reported by 

us in  [2] enhanced with an additional relative alignment stage. 

First we unwrap the harmonic phases + ,. Then the linear term 

of the unwrapped phases + r, is estimated from the narrow-

band harmonics (i.e. up to 4kHz) and subtracted from the 

unwrapped harmonic phases [2]. Finally, a relative alignment of 

consecutive voiced frames is performed. In this technique we 

first find time-domain cyclic shifts which maximize time-

domain cross-correlations between the consecutive HMs  [16]:  p = argmax(IDFT(m'm'cH∗ )) (8)   

Then,  within each well-correlated voiced region V (i.e. having a 

cross-correlation of consecutive HMs above a predefined 

threshold, e.g. 0.8) an anchor HM is selected, such that it has the 

smoothest HM, i.e. has the smallest weighted complex spectrum 

derivative criterion  [17]: 

z∗ = argmin'∈~ 	 � j��C,��j��C,�c j�,��j�,��_���cH
 ��  (9)   

 Finally, the optimal shifts are cumulated, so that each HM in the 

well-correlated voiced region is aligned to the anchor HM of that 

region. The pitch modification of the aligned models (HM or 

PMHM-SC) is performed by log-linear amplitude interpolation 

and complex-domain phase interpolation  [2]. During the 

constant frame OLA synthesis, the consecutive frame HMs are 

re-aligned to preserve phase coherency  [2] [16]. The stochastic 

component in PMHM-SC is realigned accordingly to preserve 

its coherency to the deterministic component.  

On Figure 2 the described alignment is depicted, compared to 

the reference alignment  [9] for several consecutive HMs of a 

male speech sample at an area where there is an audible 

difference on a pitch modification quality between the both 

alignments. Such audible differences were mostly found when 

lowering pitch of male voices. In an example of Figure 2 one 

can observe that the waveform consistency and energy 

localization after pitch halving are better realized with the 

proposed alignment. In Section 5 below we will formally 

compare the both alignment techniques in a pitch modification 

task.   

 
Figure 2. Pitch modification (pitch frequency halving) of a male 

voice with various alignments. Upper left: consecutive HM 

periods with the reference alignment  [9]; upper right: 

consecutive HM periods with the proposed alignment. Middle: 

reconstructed speech after pitch halving, with the reference 

alignment  [9]. Bottom: reconstructed speech after pitch halving, 

with the proposed alignment. 

5. Subjective  evaluation experiments 

We evaluated the proposed system (PMHM-SC) versus various 

reference systems, using a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and a 

preference test (ABX) publishing tool based on crowd-sourcing 

techniques. Anonymous subjects provided by Amazon 

Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform participated in the 

0

Reference Alignemnt

0

Proposed Alignment

pitch modification with reference alignment

pitch modification with proposed alignment
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evaluations, using various equipment (headphones were 

required). 

For the subjective evaluations of speech reconstruction and 

modification we used a set of 16 sentences from 4 various 

English speakers (2 males, US English, 1 female, US English, 1 

female, UK English), sampled at 22050 Hz.  

The quality of reconstruction was evaluated with MOS test. The 

proposed system with its stochastic component coded (PMHM-

SC) was compared to the original speech (PCM) and to the 

reference "adaptive HM" system  [8], available as a part of 

COVAREP package  [18], version 1.3.0 (referred to as "aHM" 

system). Both harmonic models shared the same input pitch, 

evaluated at 200Hz rate (output of the high resolution detector 

 [11], adjusted with AIR  [8]). In aHM system unvoiced frames 

were modeled, as described in  [8], while in PMHM-SC system 

unvoiced frames were modeled by MEHM  [12] with 128 

harmonics. The analysis of parameters was performed at 200Hz 

rate. The reference system (aHM) performed a pitch 

synchronous harmonic reconstruction  [8], with a single 

parameter update per pitch period, while the proposed system 

(PMHM-SC) was reconstructed with constant frame rate OLA 

(200Hz). 25 votes per stimuli were provided by 45 native 

English speakers, participated in the MOS test. MOS values and 

confidence intervals were estimated following the two-way 

random effects model and outlier-subjects rejection (one subject 

removed)  [19]. The results are presented in Table 4. Statistical 

analysis of the results revealed that neither of system pairs has 

statistically significant MOS score difference, i.e. both the 

reference and the proposed systems have virtually transparent 

reconstruction of the original speech. 

Table 4. Evaluation of reconstruction quality (MOS) 

with 95% confidence interval and standard deviation (σ) 

MOS PCM aHM [8] PMHM-SC 

µ±conf. 4.18 ±0.09 4.11 ± 0.09 4.16 ± 0.09 

σ 0.88 0.91 0.89 

Results of another set of evaluations, designed to assess a quality 

of pitch modification, are presented in Figure 3. Full HM system 

[2] [8] was generated with 200Hz constant frame update rate. 

Then, it was aligned either with the proposed alignment 

("alnHM" system) or with the reference alignment, according to 

 [9] ("refHM" system). Another system under evaluation was the 

proposed system with the proposed alignment and with the 

stochastic component coded ("alnPMHM-SC"). Additional 

reference system in the evaluation was STRAIGHT  [20] with  

1000Hz update rate. All the systems, besides the STRAIGHT 

(which used its own pitch detector  [20]), shared the same input 

pitch, evaluated at 200Hz rate (output of the high resolution 

detector  [11], adjusted with AIR  [8]), shared the same unvoiced 

modeling (MEHM  [12] with 128 harmonics) and 200Hz 

constant frame rate OLA synthesis. Sixteen samples of 4 

different voices (the same utterances that served for the MOS 

evaluation) underwent the pitch modification by factor of 0.5, 

0.8, 1.25 and 2, using 4 described systems.    

Twenty subjects participated in each ABX preference test, where 

they selected a preferred stimuli (or "no preference" selection) 

from randomized pairs of identical utterances generated by the 

systems, described above. Among the preference tests, presented 

in Figure 3, the statistically significant results were obtained just 

for STRAIGHT vs. refHM and refHM vs. alnHM tests, with p-

values 0.049900 and 0.00278 respectively.  From the evaluations 

one can conclude that the proposed alignment significantly 

improved the pitch modification quality, compared to the 

reference alignment  [9], bringing the modification quality to the 

level of the 1000Hz STRAIGHT system  [20]. The final system 

with the coded stochastic component and the proposed 

alignment (alnPMHM-SC) was slightly, but non-significantly 

preferred over the full band aligned HM system (alnHM), i.e. 

alnPMHM-SC performed at least as good as the alnHM. 

 
Figure 3. Evaluation of pitch modification quality with ABX 

preference tests for various system pairs. From left to right: 

STRAIGHT vs. "refHM", STRAIGHT vs. "alnHM", "refHM" vs. 

"alnHM" and "alnHM" vs. "alnPMHM-SC". 

To evaluate the proposed model within unit selection TTS, we 

built a 10-hour US English male voice with IBM unit selection 

system, originally designed for high quality speech synthesis 

with minimal PSOLA speech modifications (pitch smoothing) at 

non-contiguous joints  [21] and applied to it the proposed 

parameterization (the aligned PMHM-SC with coded stochastic 

component).  

Several system configurations participated in a MOS evaluation 

with 40 out-of-domain stimuli per system and 30 votes per 

stimulus, provided by 81 anonymous native speakers. One 

subject was removed  as a result of the outlier rejection  [19]. The 

results are presented in Table 5.  

Table 5. Evaluation of TTS quality (MOS) with 95% 

confidence interval and standard deviation (σ) 

MOS refTTS-

PSOLA 

PMHM-SC-

TTS-1 

PMHM-SC- 

TTS-2 

µ±conf. 3.60 ±0.06 3.57 ± 0.05 3.63 ± 0.05 

σ 0.99 0.94 0.90 

The evaluation included the reference TTS with no speech 

parameterization  [21] ("refTTS-PSOLA"), the partial PMHM-

SC TTS system, parameterized only at the areas where the pitch 

modification was required ("PMHM-SC-TTS-1") and the fully 

parameterized PMHM-SC TTS system with imposed target 

prosody ("PMHM-SC-TTS-2"), where the post-selection 
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prosody modification was applied in the parametric domain. 

Statistical analysis of the results revealed that neither of system 

pairs has statistically significant MOS score difference, i.e. both 

the partial and the full PMHM-SC TTS produce no degradation 

compared to the reference TTS. We see that the proposed 

parameterization ( with the coded stochastic component) is able 

to preserve the reference TTS quality even after the post-

selection prosody modification.      

6. Summary 

In this work we proposed the speech representation by 

Periodically Modulated Harmonic Modeling of the Stochastic 

Component with the pseudo-random coding (PMHM-SC) 

combined with the improved Harmonic Model (HM) alignment. 

The proposed system is designed for high quality wideband 

speech reconstruction and modification and is especially suited 

for unit selection speech synthesis. It was shown that the 

proposed system, when operating in 200Hz update rate, 

generates virtually transparent reconstructed speech quality and 

performs pitch modification with the quality, comparable to the 

1000Hz update rate STRAIGHT system  [20]. The proposed 

parameterization was evaluated within the unit selection TTS 

 [21] and produced no degradation compared to the reference 

non-parameterized unit selection  [21], even after the post-

selection prosody modification.  
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